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'
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.....
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MEMORA!1DUM FOR: FILES
ALABAMA POWER COMPA!1Y
(Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant, Units 1 & 2)
Docket 11 umber 50-34 /364-CIVP
EmileL.Julian,k *,

ief gg g } g jtgaFROM:
Docketing and Service Branch

1
'

SUBJECT: DOCKET TREATMENT OF APCO EXHIBITS 16, 17 A!1D 20
AND STAFF EXHIBIT 32

In accordance with the Order of Chairman G. Paul Bollwerk, III
dated May 1, 1992 and issued in the Parley proceeding, the full
text copies of APCo Exhibits 16, 17 and 20 and Staff Exhibit 32
have been placed under seal. Redacted copies of Exhibits 16, 17
and 20, provided by the Licensee to the Docketing and Service
Branch are being placed in the Official Docket in the order of
submission with other exhibits in the proceeding. A page with a
notation that Staf f Exhibit 32 has been completely withheld will be
substituted for that exhibit. Redacted copies of Apco's Exhibits
16, 17 and 20 and the notation on Staff Exhibit 32 will also be
provided to NUDOCS (the NRC's document control system) for
processing, internal distribution and public availability.
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Docket Nos. 50-348 and 50-364
License Nos. NPF-2 and NPF-8
EA 88-40

Alabama Power Company
ATTN: Mr. W. G. Hairston, III

Senior Vice President
40 Inverness Center Parkway
Post Office Box 1295
Birmingham, Alabama 35201

Gentlemen:

SUBJECT: ORDER IMPOSING A CIVIL MONETARY PENALTY (FARLEY)

This refers to your letter dated November 14, 1988, in response to the Notice.
of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty (Notice) sent to you by
our letter da.ted August 15, 1988. Our letter and Notice described one
Environmental Qualification (EQ) Category A problem regarding the environmental
qualification of electrical equipment important to safety. This problem
involve failure to identify numerous tape splices in electrical circuits as
requiring environmental qualification or failure to demonstrate those splices'
qualification, failure to establish qualification for States and General
Electric terminal blocks in instrument circuits, failure to establish qualifi-
c'ation for moisture intrusion seals on the reactor head vent solenoid valves
andlimitswitches(bothinsideandoutsidecontainment),failuretomaintain
environmental qualification of containment sump level transmitters, and multiple
qualification deficiencies in valve operators. These violations were extensive,
affecting many systems and components, and indicated a progransnatic breakdown
in your EQ program. To emphasize the need to ensure qualification of electrical
equipment important to safety, a civil penalty of Four Hundred Fifty Thousand
Dollars ($450,000) was proposed.

The NRC staff has reviewed your response in which you denied a'.! but two of the
violations and protested the imposition of a civil penalty. In your response
you argued that (1) the ' Modified Enforcement Policy Relating to 10 CFR 50.49,
EnvironmentalQualification(EQ)ofElectricalEquipmentImportanttoSafetyfor
Nuclear Power Plants" (Modified Policy) is legally deficient; (2) the Notice
fails to apply the Modified Policy properly; (3) the NRC staff failed ".o esta-
blish that you clearly should have known about the EQ violations prior to
November 30,1985;(4) the NRC staff incorrectly classified the violations as
significant; and (5) the Notice does not appropriately apply the mitigation and
escalation factors.

.

After careful consideration of your res >onse to the Notice of Ytolation and
Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty, tie NRC staff concludes, for the reasons
given in Appendix A to the enclosed Order Imposing Civil Monetary Penalty, that.
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(1) the Modified Enforcement Policy is not legally deficient; (2) the NRC staff
applied the Modified Policy properly: (3) the NRC staff established that you
clearly should have known about the EQ violations prior to November 30,1985
(4) the NRC staff correctly classified the violations as significent; and
(5) the NRC staff appropriately applied the mitigation and escalation factors
in the Notice. At.cordingly the NRC staff hereby serves the enclosed Order on
Alabama Power Company imposlng a civil monetary penalty in the amount of Four
HundredFiftyThousandDollars($450,000).

After careful consideration of your response to Violation !!, for which a civil
penalty was not proposed, the NRC staff has withdrawn the example related'to
CAR 1251. The violation as-such will be modified in our records to reflect -
the deletion of the example' dealing with CAR 1251.

In accordance with Section 2.790 of the NRC's " Rule of Practice,' Part 2'

Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, a copy of _this letter and the enclosure
will be placed in-the NRC's Public Document Room.

Sincerely,
%

Q .

pk k,dAwt
'

'

James H..Sniezek
hDeputyExecutiveDirectorfor

Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Regional
Operations, and Research

,

Enclosure:
Order Imposing a Civil Monetary

Penalty with Appendices

'.
o
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY C0HNISSION

In the Matter of i
Alabama Power Company h Docket Nos. 50-348 and 50-364Joseph H. Farley Nuclear Plant License Nos. NPT-2 and NPF-8

J)Units 1 and 2 EA 88-40

ORDER IMPOSING CIVIL MONETARY PENALTY |

!

l |

Alabana Power Company, Bimingham, Alabama (APCo or licensee) is the holder

of Operating License Nos. NPF-2 and NPF-8 (licenses) issued by the Nuclear

Regulatory Comission (Comission or NRC) on June 25, 1977 and March 31, |

1981, respectively. The licenses authorize the licensee to operate the

Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant Units 1 and 2 located near Dothan, Alabama

in accordaqce with the conditions specified therein.
.

11

NRC inspections of the licensee's activities under the licenses were conducted

on September 14-18, 1987, November 2-6, and November 16-20, 1987. The results

of these inspections indicated that the licensee had not conducted its

activities in full compliance with NRC requirements. A written Notice of

ViolationandProposedImpositionofCivilPenalty(Notice)wasserveduponthe

ifcensee by letter dated August 15, 1988. The Notice reflet.ted application
-

i

; of the ' Modified Enforcement Policy Relating to 10 CFR 50.49, ' Environmental

Qualification of Electrical Equipment Important to Safety for Nuclear Power

| Plants" (Hodified Policy) enclosed with Generic Letter 88-07 (April 7,1988).

The Notice stated the nature of the violations, the provision of the NRC's

requirements that the licensee had violated, and the amount of the civil penalty

proposed for the violations. The licensee responded to the Notice by letter

-400srer> tow"
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dated November 14. f986. In its response, the licensea denied all but two of

the violations and contended that the Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition

of Civil Penalty should be dismissed or that the proposed civil penalty should

be fully mitigated.

!!!

After.censideration-of the licensee's response and the statements of fact,

explanations, and argument for full mitigation contained therein, the Deputy

Executive Director for Nuclear Reactor Regu1*+1on, Regional Operations, and

Research has determined that, as set forth in Appendix A toLthis Order,- the

violations occurred as-stated, the Modified Poli y was properly applied, the

violations were properly classified as-a Category A problem:under the Modified

Policy, and the escalation and siitigation factors cf the Modified Policy were

properly applied to the base civil penalty. Accordingly, a civil penalty of

$450,000 should be imposed.
,

IVL

. .
,

In view of the foregoing and: pursuant to Section 234 of:the Atomic Energy Act

of1954,:asamended.42U.S.C.2282-(Act),and10CFR2.205,ITISHEREBY '

ORDERED THAT:
9

The licensee pay a civil penalty in the amount of Four Hundred Fifty-

Thousand Dollars ($450,000)'within 30' days of the date of this Order,.

9
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by check, draf t, or money order, payable to the Treasurer of the United

States and mailed to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U..S. Nuclear

Regulatory Comission, ATTN: Document Control Desk, Washington .D.C..

20555.

Y

The licensee may request a hearing within 30 days of .the date of this Order.-- A:

. request for a hearing shall be clearly marked as a " Request-fL an Enforcement

Hearing" an(shall be addressed to the Director, Office of- Enforcement, U.S.-

Nuclear Regulatory connission, ATTH:- Document Control Desk, Washington,

D.C. 20555, with copies.to the Assistant General- Counsel'for Hearings and

Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, Washington,:D._ C. '20555;

the Regional Administrator, Region II, 101 Marietta: Street,'N.W..: Atlanta,-

Georgia 30323; and to the NRC Resident Inspector. JJoseph M..Farley Nuclear

Plant.

If a hearing is requested, the Cosmissis fill issue an Order designating 1 the,.

time and p bco of the hearing. If the licensee fails _ to. request a hearing

within 30 days of the date of this Order, the provisions 'of this Order shall be-

: effective without further proceedings 2 ;If. payment has not been made by that

: time, the matter may be referred.to the U.S.' Attorney. General- for_ collection.--
.

- .

In the event the licensee requests a hearing as provided above, the issues:to

be considered at such hearing-shall-be:
-,

.

b

i ._ i___._________.i---------
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(a) whether the licensee was in violation of the Comission's requirements as

set forth-in the Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil,

Penalty referenced in Section II above, and

(b) whether, on the basis of such violations, this Order.should be sustained.

FOR THE NUCl. EAR REGULATORY C0m!SSION ;

Qt4WS M
Opmes H. Sniezek

(JeputyExecutiveDirectorfor
Nuclear Reactor Regulation,_ Regional R

x Operations,'and Research

Dated at,Rockville, Maryland
this 41 day of August 1990

-j

.

k
,

!

!
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APPENDIX A

On August 15, 1988, the NRC staff issued a Notice of Violation and Proposed
Imposition ei Civil Penalty (Notice) to Alabama Power Company (APCo or licensce)
for failure to qualify electrical equipment in.portant to safety as required by
10 CFR 50.49. The Notice identified three violations with eight e na.ples,
identified as 1. A.1, I . A.2, I .B.1, I .B.2, I .C.1, I .C.2, I .C 3, and I .C.4, ''

which were judged to be significant and warranting esca16ted enforcesent under
the " Modified Enforcement Policy Reit. ting to 10 CFR 50.49, Environnental
Qualification (EQ) of Electrical Equipment Important to Safety for Nuclear
Power Plants" (Hodified Policy) enclosed with Generic Letter (GL) 88-07
(April 7,1988). One additional violation was classified in the Severity
Level IV category (Violation II), for which no civil penalty was proposed.,

! APCo responded to the Notice in a letter dated November 14, 1986. In this
reply and answer to the Notice, APCo denied all the violations except f or two*

it m cf H olation I.C.I. Inaddition,APCoarguedthat(1)theModified-

ally deficient; (2) the Notice fails to app' clearly shoulo have
P0 ly the Modified Policy>

t 'nforcement is not warranted beccuse thepi osd
-nown" 9 forth in the Modified Policy was not met; (4) the NRC staff.

9 .ssifiedtheviolationsassignificant;anc,(5)theNoticedces
-

t 11 apply the mitigation and escalation factors. Thus APCo sought
valcftheNoticeorfullmitigationofthecivilpenalty. The-b

aluations anc conclusions regarding the licensee's response,>- =,

t ,estatement of each violation and a sumary of the licensee's
3

po w ;, Un each issue follow.

PART I - DISCUSS 10t; CF GENEFAL HATTERS RELATED TO TI:E MODIFIED POLICY

Attachment 1, Section II.A and Attachment 2, Section III: The Modified
Policy Is Legally Deficient.

'

Attachment 2, Section III.A: The Modified Policy Fails to Consider the
Sefety Significance of any EQ violations.

Attachment 2, Section III.B: The Modified Policy was not Properly
Promulgated.

Attachment 2, Section V.F: The Staff's Assessment of the EQ Violation
Category was Flawed.

The licensee contended that the Modified Policy is contrary to Comission,

policy and practice and fails to consider sufficiently the safety-signifi-
cance of any alleged EQ deficiency. The licensee has therefore taken the
position that "the hodified Enforcement Policy is legally flawed and any -
action pursuant to it shculd be set aside."

The licensee argued that (1) the NRC staff must consider actual safety
significance to set the severity level of a viulation and to assess: civil
penalties, and in failing to do so, improperly categorized these viola-
tions; (2) the !!RC staff errs in declining to consider additional informa-
tion regarding the qualification of equipment obtained or developed after.

_
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Ian inspection;'(3) the NRC staff was. required to use: notice and cossnent
-

rulemaking procedures to adcpt the l'cdifite Fc' icy;-ano (4) the effects-of-
the I:odified Policy are retroactive, and not prospective.

NRC Staff's Evaluation of. Licensee's Response in Attachment-1 Section II.A
and Attachu.ent 2, Section -lli, Section Ill.A. Section Ill.E. and Section-V.F

The licensee argued that the NP.C st'aff r.ust consicer cctual' safety:
significance item-by-item to set _ the severity level of a -violaticn and to
asstss civil penaltics. However, the coeur.ission in prossulgating 10 CFR:
50.49 determined that a licenset's failure to desionstrate the environmental
qualification of electrical 1cuipn. tnt important- to safety was_ a significant
safety s.atter. In the area of environtental qualification, a-licensee's-
inability to present dccun.ented. knowledge of whether equipannt important..
to safety-is = capable of operating in a-harsh environment indicates that-
the licensee cannot predict whether_such_ equipment will_ operate in the

-event of an accident in which it'is called upon to perform its intended:-

safety function.- Accordingly..s licensee who lacks such knowledge cannot
assure protection of the public_ health and. safety in the event of an ,

accident resulting int a harsh environnent. |

N !
The environnental qualification _ regulations 1 require- licensees to-qualify
each iteirof-electrical equipn.ent-important to safety. -The regulations--
further require each licer.see tcc listreach item-of electrical equiprent- y

importatit to safety on-a master list. All such listed items, by dtfini-
tion, perform in.portant safety functichs. Thus, safety significan::e sis
inherent with respect to each item on the, list or.each iten. that should
be on the list. :In this case,-a11'the electrical equipseent for which the--
NRC staff found violaticns was important to'shfety as defined in 10 CFR -

50.49(b).

As. explained in the Modified Policy, the Commissionxhas aggregated
indivioucl- violations of 101CFR 50.49 to ' determine the ' extensiveness tof s
the qualification probles, represented by those incividual' violations in-

.

order to assess a civil pnalty.: The Cossaission ' developed Categories- A, 1B, and C based on the extensivenessiof the violations :whichireflect thei
!

overall per asivenets and general safety significance of- the significant.
EQ violations. In instances where a licensee cona.itted isolated: individual
violations,-thelicenseecouldnotassuretheoperationdurinpan' accident-of a limited number of systems affected by the isolatedLindiv dualiviola-
tions. Because. a ss.all number of safety systems or components could fail

'during an accident as.a result, such violations are classified as Category-

C. 'If the violaticns aMected a acderate number of systems, the violations -
would be more significcnt than those in_ Category C because -the licensee
could not ensure that a corrsspondingly; greater number of systems would;
operate in the event of an accident...:Accordingly, the likelihood that:an
accident could endanger public health and safety would be increased and-

-

4
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such violations are classified as Category B. An extensive problem would.

be most signifi. cant because the licensee s lack of knowledge of-equipment
qualification would extend to many systems 'and the licensee would be unable
to assure that these systems would perform their intended functions in'an-
accident resulting in a-harsh environment. ;Therefore, such violations are
classified as Category A. In susinary, while this method does not consider
the specific effects of-the postulated failure-of-each unqualified. item of-
electrical important to safety, it does provide an appropriate measure of-

-

the safety significance of environmental qualification: violations.

In this case, the licensee properly classified many components as important
to safety as required by 10 CFR 50.4g-but,' as specifically described below,
failed to have adequate dccumentation to support qualification of some of
those components.- Additionally as described b'elow. the: licensee failed-

to classify other electrical components as important to= safety |and.-there-
fore did not demonstrate whether these components-would function as
required. Because the licensee failed to qualify many electrical-compo-
nents important to safety, which affected many systems.:the licensee could-
not assure that.these components and. systems would function if called upon.
to do so, and thus committed a significant safety violation, .which;the NRC- A

staff-ptoperly classified as Category A. '

>

As an example of the _NRC staff's alleged failure to consider actual safety
significance, the licensee argued that the violation is not safety:signifi-
cant if the unqualified component'would have been qualified had the.
licensee performed the appropriate analysis or collected the ap
data before the-deadline given in 10_CFR 50.49. -The NRC staff propriate.rejects
this argument. As stated above, the licensee's1 failure to provide assur-
ance prior to the deadline that the electrical. equipment-important to
safety was qualified is a safety significant violation. :The NRC staff.
requires licensees to have detailed knowledge of-the quality of-installed
electrical equipment--important to safety in the plant to: ensure that-
licensees have a = technically sound basis for making: assessments ofc plant
safety. While-the . licensee's actiontto qualify equipment _after the .
discovery of- the: vblations;is important- corrective _ action, which :the|NRCL
staff considers;in-deciding whether to'take further enforcement action,-
including assessing further civil penalties, the licensee's performance
of new analysis.or collection of new data that yield fortuitously- positive -
results does not-affect the licensee's priorflack ofiknowledge.- Neither:

'

the licensee nor the NRC staff could have known in advance whether the-new
analysis or data would indicatesthat'suchiequipment_would function when!
called upon-to|do so during-an accident resulting_in_a harsh environment.

.The regulations required a licensee toiknow whether' electrical equipment-
.important to safety would function as! intended during and following a
design basisfev_ent before operating;its nuclear! reactor after November 30,
1985.: .In this case, the licensee's failure to qualify electrical equi unent'
' mportant to safety, and its consequent = lack of knowledge concerning ttat:i
equipment, resulted:in the: licensee's; inability,to assure:that such equip-
ment;would function inithe event of-an accident,'which is a significant:
safety violation. -

- ~ .., - - --
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The licensee also argued that the NRC staff erred in ceclining to consider
additional infornation regarding the qualification of equipcient obtained
or developed after an inspection. As stated above, the NRC staff rejects
this argument because 10 CFR 50.49 requires that the licensee have advance
knowledge that its eqeipment is qualified. Favorable information developed
af ter identification of a violation does not reduce the significance of the
preexisting lack of knowle4e concerning equiment qualification. The only
exceptions to this rule include cases in whic1 a documentation deficiency
is essentially one of a minor nature which is readily correctable based on
knowledge, tests, or analyses that er'sted prior to the qualification
deadline and was then readily available to the licensee. The NRC staff
would consider such violations as Severity Level IV or Y. Accoroingly,
the licensee was incorrect in asserting that the NRC staff erred by failing
to consider additional test data or analyses, whether already existing or
developea after identification of the violations.

In this case, the licensee f611ed to have sufficient documentation,
including adequate analyses, in qualification files prior to Novesaber 30,
1985, to support the environmental qualification of equipn.ent important
to safety affecting many systems and components. Moreover, the licensee
could4ct have corrected the deficient files prior to the deadline because
it did'iiot have information, tests, or analyses available in any location
that would demonstrate qualification. This is discussed in detail in
other sections of this Appendix.

The licensee argued that the NRC staff was required to use rulemaking
notice and coment procedures to adopt the Modified Policy. The Modified
Policy is not a rule or regulation and, therefore, the Acn>inistrative
Procedure Act (APA) rulemaking requirements, including the notice and
coment provisions, do not apply. The Commission's " General Statement of
Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10.CFR Part 2. Appendix
C (General Enforcement Policy), provides general guidance on how the
Comission intends to achieve the purposes set forth in it, namely, to
promote and protect the health and safety of the public from radiological
hazards. The General Enforcement Policy itself states', "this is a policy
staten,ent and not a regulation. The Comission may deviate from this
statement of policy and procedure as is appropriate under the circumstances
of a particular case." The Comission has consistently taken this position
since the proposed interim General Enforcement Policy was first published
in October 1980. The General Enforcement Policy clearly allows such
deviations, and the Comission need not promulgate a rule to do so. The
Modified Policy sets forth how the Comission has deviated from the General
Enforcement Policy in the context of environmental qualification violations-
existing after the November 30,-1985 deadline. Accordingly, neither the
APA nor any other statute required the Comission to promulgate the
Modified Policy or any other policy statement by using rulemaking notice
and coment procedures.

The licensee argued further that the effects of the Modified Policy are
retroactive, and not prospective. With respect to this argument, the
licenste contended it did not have prior notice of how the NRC was going

i

,
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to exercise its enforcement discretion-in environnental t,ualification
cases. however, on August 6,1985, the NRC's Director of Licensing scr t
Generic Letter (GL) 85-15 to all licensees of operating reactors informing i
them of how the Comission intended to exercise:its enforcement discretion, i
in accordance with the General Enforcement Policy, in response to viola-
tions of 10 CFR 50.49. Thus, on August 6,.1985, well before the 10 CFR
50.49 deadline of Noverrber 30, 1985, the Comission informed licensees that- 1
violations of environmental qualification requireatnts would be dealt with i

differently from most other violations. Furthermore, GL 85-15 stated that
the NRC staff would impose daily civil penalties for any unqualified item
of electrical equipment and that such an item is unqualified if there is
not aceciuate documentation to establish that it will perform its intended
safety functions in the relevant environment. GL 85-15 prospectively gave-
notice thht the Consnission would treat every individual violation of 10 CFR
50.49 as safety significant. Additionally, insofar as application of the
hco)fied Policy would lower the amount of civil penalties proposed-for
violations of 10 CFR 50.49 occurring prior to November 30, 1985, which is
the general case, a licensee cannot claim that the Modified Policy
prejudices it.

Attachulent 1. Section II.B. and Attachment 2. Section IV: The Notice
Foiis tc APPb the f.odifit.o Policy Properly. -

The licensee contenced that the hotice issued by the NRC staff is deficient
in the apr'ication of the Modified Policy in that: (1) the Notice fails to
articulate citt.rly anc ccacisely & sufficient fcctual basis for its conclu-
sion that the licensee clearly should have known of the alleged violations;
(2) such basis cannot be develt d; (3) it consideration of APCo actions
were to be based on the state of kncwledge that existed-in the industry in
Novenber 1985, the proposec violaticr.s wculd be unsupported; (4) the Notice
fails to consicer technical sitions previously ccceated by the NRC staff
and now modifies those positicns without performing t1e requisite backfit
analysis; and (5) the Notice fails to consider the-licensee's legitirate
exercise of engineering Judsnient..

NRC Staff's Evaluation of Licensee's Response in Attachs.ent 1. 'Section II.B.
1

cnd Attachn.ent 2. Section IV |
,

The hRC staff disagrees with the licensee's contentions and concludes.~

that the Notice provided to the licensee was consistent with the Modified_

Policy. In sumary, and as further discussed in.later sections, the NRC- i

,

staff described the basis for its conclusion that the licensee clearly
ishculd have known-of the EQ deficiencissiin the cover letter transmitting. I

the Notice to the licensee. In addition, the NRC staff considered the-

industry's state of knowledge and the NRC staff's past technical. psitions
prior to Novenber 1985, ano amintains the conclusion that the licensee
clearly should have known of the.EQ deficiencies. Further, the NRC staff
considered the licensee's use of undocusented engineering judgment. but-
also considered the requiresients of 10 CFR 50.49 which specify-that a ;
record of qualification be maintained in an auditable fom. Undocumented '

engineering judgn.ent is not auditable. As described in detail in the-
following sections, ~ the NRC staff believes that it has applied the Modified
Policy properly and that the violations have-been properly categorizcd.

'
.

~ , , . . ~ ~ - _ - . .
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Attachment 2 Section IV.A: The Notice of Violation Fails to Establish,
ln Accordance with Secticn 11 of the Modifiec Policy That Alabama Power
Company " Clearly Should have Known" of the Alleged Violations.

4

The licenset contended that the Conanissich directed the NRC staff to take.
enforcement action under the Nodified Policy only if a licensee clearly
should have known that it was not in compliance with 10 CFR 50.49 by
November 30, 1985, and that the Notice failed to establish that the
licensee clearly should have known of the alleged violations. In addition,
the licensee contended that the LRC staff was to balance the four factors
described in GL 86-15 and GL 86-07 for each violation to determine if the
'' clearly should have known" stancard was met. The licensee argued that
the Notice failed to include a specific analysis of the four factors and
the factors relied upon to concluce that the " clearly should have known"
criterion had been met. The licensee ccncluded, therefore, that the
HEC staff's action is contrary to law and violates the spirit of the
General Enforcement Policy.

The licensee further contended that the NRC staff must recognize the
c.volving nature of EQ knowledge and that knowledge developed after the
ceedligshould nct serve as a basis for enforcenent action.

NRC StaffJs Evaluation of Licensee's Response in Attachment 2, Section IV.A

The NRC staff, in the centext of applying the Modified Policy, agrees that
the licensee should be provided with sufficient information regarding the
staff's finding that it clearly shoulo have kncwn of the unqualified equi
ment to provice the licensee with an opportunity to contest that finding.p-
The NRC statf agreu thtt, in uneral, a licensee's knowledge of the
requirement alone might be insufficient to satisfy this test, as would the
mere recitation thLt a licensee " clearly should have known" of a problem.
Several steps have been taken so as to provide the licensee with the aparo-
priate informaticn. First, the Modified Policy was made available to tie
licensee, which describes how the test may be satisfied. Second, the NRC
inspection report, which was-sent to the licensee before the enforcement
confere.nce, ano upon which the enforcement action is based, documents the
NRC staff's findings that formed the basis for the " clearly should have
known" conclusion. Third, an enforcement conference was held prior to
issuance of the Notice at which each finding was discussed in detail.
Finally, the NRC staff articulated in the cover letter which transmitted
the Notice the reascns why it believes the licensee clearly should have
kncwn of the EQ deficiencies. In the cover letter the NRC staff has high-
lighted the significant facts supporting the staff's conclusion. The NRC-
staff disagrees that the cover letter's explanation of the staff's basis
for the conclusion must be exhaustive and incluce discussion of all facts iand tactors considered. The hRC staff's approach is cor.sistent with the
apprcath ti. ken undct the General Enforcement Policy whenever the NRC staff
makes certain judgments in determining the severity level of a violation,
applying the escalation or mitigation factors to a base civil penalty
amount, or determining the degree of wi11 fulness surrounding a violation.

.
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i In those cases, the NRC staff provides the licensee with notice and a
j'- meeningful opportunity to respond. The opportunities for the licensee to

note fully explore the NRC staff's basis include a reply to the inspection-
report, discussions during the enforceraent:ccnference, a-formal reply to

*

the hotice, and a fors.a1 reply to the Order imposing .the civil penalty
j requesting a; hearing.

|- The NRC staff rejects the licensee's position that the NRC staff has to
balance the factors in deciding whether the licensee clearly should have

'

known of the lack uf proper environmental qualification before the dead-
; line. The Modifiec Policy states that the NRC staff wi11' examine the
'

circumstances in each case to determine whether the licensee clearly-should
have known that its equips,ent was not qualified. The factors set forth in
the Modified Policy sis: ply include the types of information the NRC staff.

will consider in examining the circunistances of each case. If one factor-

| demonstrates that the licensee clearly,should have had the required know-
i ledge, the absence of facts under the other factors to demonstrate that
! knowledge does not negate-the NRC staff's finding. The NRC staff does

consider all available information and circumstances in asaking its finding,.'
including extenuating-factors that would prevent a licensee from knowing

i that it had voqualifieo equipment where otherwise the licensee clearly
| shouldl ave known of the deficiencies before the deadline. -However, the

Modified folicy does not~ instruct the:NRC staff to balance factors that do,

not cen.onstrate that the licensee clearly-should'have known of unqualified-

equipment against those that do, nor.is there any reason to'do so. Accor-~,

dingly, the NRC staff does not balance the factors listed in the Modified
Policy to decide if the licensee clearly should have known that it had not'

qualified electrical equipment important to safety, but examines the
i totality of the circumstances for facts that demonstrate that the licensea.

'

clearly should have had the kriowledge. ' A specific discussion of the NRC
staff's bases for concluding that the licensee clearly should have knowne

| of each violation is provided herein.
.

; The licensee further contended that the NRC. staff must recognize the-
; evolving nature of EQ knowledge and that knowledge developed after the

deadline should not serve as a basis for enforcement action. -The NRC-
j staff agrees, and in making a determination of whether the licensee:

clearly should have known of-an EQ deficiency, the NRC staff considers
whether the nature of the issue was an evolutionary process or whether-
sufficient knowledge was available prior to the EQ deadline to conclude
that the licensee clearly should have known of the deficiency. The NRC..

staff exercised careful; judgment in reviewing;the state of knowledge which
'

existed in the industry prior to the November. 30,1985 deadline:and based
-

its findings only on information available prior to the deadline. 4,

Attachment 2, Section IV.B: The Notice of Violation'is Fundamentally
Flawed in that the Staff has Failed to Adhere to Cossnission Requirementsie

Applicable to Changes to NdC Staff Positions..

!.
4

4
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The licensee contended that in some of the alleged violations the NRC staff
has aroposed ci
on waat is nece,tations which are based on new or changed staff positionssst.ry to demonstrate qualification due to evolving or more
detailed EQ requirements. The licensee argued that enforcement action is
inappropriate where the Ticensee's position has been presented to the NRC
staff and the staff did not concunicate its lack of acceptance of the
position in a timely manner. Similarly, the licensee argues that once the
NRC staff has accepted qualification of a particular item or a licensee's
position in the hRC staff's Safety Evaluation Report (SER), any new position
on what is necessary to demonstrate qualification should be addressed as
a backfit issue.

NRC Staff's Evaluation of Licensee's Response iri Attachment 2. Sectiori IV.B

The NRC staff agrees that a change in position on a particular EQ issue
from those positions previously accepted should not be considered for
enforcement action. however, this principle cannot be construed so broadly
as to enconpass broad approval of a licensee's EQ program plan. A program
to qualify equipment achieves its goals only to the extent a licensee
impicments it; the NRC staff's acceptance of a licensee's proposed program
approactL oes not mean acceptance of each and every component on the EQd

mester list. The NRC staff specifically stated in SERs that the impicmen-
tation of the licensee's EQ program would be subject to future inspections.
The NRC staff recognizes that the specific approval of a particular item
or component would weigh in the licensee's favor D the evaluation of
whether the licenses clearly should have known of the EQ deficiency, but
in this case the licensee has not demonstrated that the NRC specifically
accepted any of the equipment configurations identified in the Notice.
Adaitior, ally, other factors would also be considered, such as whether there -

was a change in the underlying basis of the NFC staff's acceptance due to
the licensee's mistakes, including improper installation of the ccsiponent
causing the qualification to be invalid, which the NRC staff would have no
re6schable op)ortunity to identify without doing an inspection. NRC staff
approv61 of t1e licensee's proposed approach to the solution of a problem
cces not constitute NRC staff approval of the licensee's actual actions in
correcting the problem.

The NRC staff maintains,'as described in the following sections, that it
has not changed its positions from those comunicated to the licensee and
therefore believes the NRC staff has valid bases for concluding that the
licensee clearly should have known of the EQ deficiencies. Accordingly,
10 CFR 50.109, the Backfit Rule, does not apply.

Attachment 2, Section V.A.1: Consideration of Undocumented Engineering
Judgment to Support Equipment (ualification.

The licensee asserted that the Notice fails to properly consider the
licensee's legitimate (and necessary) exercise of engineering judgn.ent in
making determinations as to the qualification of electrical equipment.

-

- _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Thelicenseearguesfurtherthataqualificaiionfileneedonlycontain
sufficient facts on which an experienced engineer cculd use er.gineering
judgnent to establish qualification in order to satisfactorily document
qualification.

hRC Staff's Evaluation cf Licensee's Response in Attachsent 2. Section V.A.1

10CFR50.49(f) requires'thateachitemofelectricequipmentimportantto
safety be qualified by testing of, or experience with, identical or similar
equipnent under conditions identical or,similar to postulated harsh environ-
mental conditions, with a supporting analysis to show similarity, or by-
analysis in corbination with partial type test data. In addition, 10 CFR
50.49(j) requires that a record of qualification be maintainec in an| audit- a
able form for the entire period during which the covered ites is -installed '

in the plant. The D0R Guidelines (Enclosure 4 to IE Bulletin 79-018),
issued on Novenber 13,1979; discuss qualification methods in Section 5.
These guidelines state.that the choice of qualification nathod employed
for a particular application of equipment is largely a matter of technical-- 1
judgment based on such factors as: (1) severity of service conditions,
(2) the structural and material complexity of the_ equipment, and:(3) the
degreeg certainty requirec-in the qualification procedure.

The 00R Guidelines further state that, based on these considerations, type
'

testing is the preferred method of qualification and that. at a minisium,
qb611fication for severe temperature, pressure, and steam service condi-
tions for Class IE equipnient should be based on type testing. Also,
Section 8 of the DDR Guidelines states that-complete-and auditable records
oiust be available in oroer to document and validate qualification of. equi
sent by any of the methods cescribed in Section-5 of the DOR _ Guidelines. p-
It further states that "these records should cescribe-the qualification:
method in sufficient detail to verify that|all of the guidelines have been
satisfied."

The regulations as amplified in the DOR Guidelines establish the basis for
the NRC~ staff position on the use of engineering judgment. The NRC staff:-
has in the past and continues-to find engineering judgment acceptable when
used as part of a documented engineering analysis. For example if. testing
a piece of equipment is precluded by physical size, then engineering. Judgments
can be made as part of the-qualification method to support engineering--

-

analysis. In: addition,-when equipsent is qualified in accordance with
10'CFR 50.49(f), as noted above, and analysis is used as part of the:-

qualification method, engineering judgment is' an inherent part of the -
assungtionsused..-Therefore,thelicenseeiscorrectin.itsassertions

zthat the NRC has long recognized that engineering' judgment-is an is.portant |

' element of the nuclear regulatory scheme,". and that " engineering judgment
must necessarily be exercised in matters of- design, calculation and assess-
ment and compliance."- '

.

Hchever, the licensee is. incorrect in'its assertion that the NRC staff
shculd accept engineering judgment as a basis- for_ demonstrating qualifica-
tion in all cases. A record of qualification should be sufficient 1y'

.

detailed so that an; individual knowledgeable in equipment qualification

= - _ _ = _ -
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issues would be able to review and-understand the basis fo'r the determina =tion that a component is qualified. As stated above
contain " partial- type test data...to: support .the analy. the record shalltical assumptions
arc conclusions reached."' (NUREG-0588,- Part I, Section 2.1(2)). The
LOR Guidelines state that "[t]he type test shoule only be considered valid'

for equipent identical in design and material construction to the test'
specimen. Any deviations should be evaluated as part of.the qualification
docurentation." Further,"[t]hebasisofqualificationshallbeexplained-
to.shcw tk tr.lctionship cf all facets of proof needed to sup> ort adequacy
of the complete equipnent." In short, in order to occument tie proper use
of engincering judsenent in qualifying)under 10 CFR 50.49, the records

should centain in an aucitable fors. (1 the partial data used in the
analysis, (2) the assumptions on which the. analysis is based, and (3)' the
reasoning that leads to the judgement of qualification. Therefore
cucuacy of inferiration ccntained in the qualification file can only. thebe
determinec on a case-by-case basis.

Undocumented engineerir(judgrant dces not provide a : complete auditable
record nor can it be independently scrutinized. Undocumented engineering
judgment creates a void in that a licensee will not have:an auditable
record of the basis upon which a component was deterniined to be qualified.
Such alTspproach can lead tc.significant problems over the life of a

l
;

plant. The basis and details of the judgment coula be re-defined by each 1

individual who might attempt to reconstruct the rationale-concerning
(calification. Equipunt qualification based on undocumented assumptions
could later be inadvertently invalidated. Consequently, undocumentedengineerin
Mureover, g judgment cannot demonstrate con.pliance with- the EQ rule. ;

the licensee may- not rely on engineering judgment- to qualify '

equipn.ent, even if docunented,- if that judgment is unreasonable. The NRC
staff accepts dccusented engineering-judgment only if it is' technically
sound.

Attachment i. Section V.A.2: The Staff's Position Regarding the Nature
and Scope of Walkccwns Expected of Licensees.

ThelicenseeassertedthatneithertheConaiission' SEQ.regulattons(10CFR
50.49) nor written NRC staff guidance prior to ',he deadline stated that a
licensee was required to conduct-detailed walkdowns and:cisassembly ofall equi >n.ent- to confirm subcosoonent part qualification.J The licensee :
argued tiat the NRC staff has cianged its position to require detailed
walkdowns and that the staff failed to comply.with 10 CTR~ 50.109. the
fiackfit Rule, in changing'its position.. Moreover. the ~ licensee argued that
the regulations (which provide bounds for an acceptable EQ program)
requirec that licensees have reasonable assurance that the equipment'
required to be-qualified was identified and that the

- tation (coupled with a'cceptable engineering judgment) qualification'documen -provided reasonable-
assurance. that the equipment was qualified as installed. The licensee
reasoned that it could rely on its Quality Assurance Program to install
equipment as qualified and that it need not have disassenbled components
to inspect subcomponents therein.

-

.

4
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NRC Staff's Evaluation of Licensee's Response in Attachment 2. Section V.A.2

The licensee ' asserts that "the Staff takes-the position that 10 CFR 50.49
requires that licensees conduct detailed walkdownsiand disassembly of EQ
equipment-to_ assure-that the equipment is.in the tested configuration _and
to provide an independent verification that subcom-

qualified." -(APCo Response, Attachment 2, pg 15.)ponent parts are indeed-This assertion is
incorrect.- 10 CFR 50.49 does not explicitly require walkdowns or component
disassembly, and the'NRC staff does not assert that it does.o Rather, the
NRC staff's position is that at times licensees may need to rely on walk-
downs to verify qualification of: equipment. /When a review of documentation-
or other information available to a licensee reveals or clearly should -

!

reveal apparent deficiencies, licensees are required to take additional-
action to establish compliance with 10 CFR 50.49. In-this case, the'
failure by the licensee to perform walkdowns.is not the reason for-the

-violation; the essence:of this enforcement actiontis the failure by the=
licensee to-take appropriate action _ to establish-equipment qualification:
when the-nature of the existing EQ documentation and other'information-
available to the licensee clearly'did not establish-that equipment was
qualified. As stated in- the Notice, "[APCo] failed;to. adequately review
qualifkation files:and walk down electrical equipment importantLto :
safety...to ensure that the _as-built configuration of-electrical equip-
mentandcomponentswereinaccordancewith~[its]_qualificationfiles."
(Notice at 2.) As the Notice emphasizes, adequate walkdowns-would have
assisted the licensee.to discover. a number of-the violations. Given the
inadequacy of-the documentation and other information available to the-
licensee for the individual violations-discussed below sthe; licensee;
clearly ~should have'known of the violations-. While not required by 10 CFR -;
50.49, walkdowns would have been an-appropriate action to' take in certain
cases in-order to identify equipment,-its-location -and the need to
qualifyequipmentatthatlocationand'thereby_asslst_inestablishing--

- -

-

equipment qualification.- '

A -licensee may have decided that walkdowns were not necessary ad thato
qualification could be determined otherwise. =Nowever.fthis approach to
equipment qualification has?a'significant liability. Specifically,- thw
liability is that modifications made in the' field are not thay: reflected,

in final design _. documentation or other documentsE As a: result. in some
cases, this approach, absent adequate engir.cering or quality controls, may
lead;to the failure to qualify some pieces of equipment <that 10?CFR 50.49- '

- requires te be qualified._ As previously stated, walkdowns'are not a-
requirement of- 10 CFR 50.49, however, because walkdowns provide a-veryz,

reliable. method of: identifying equipment and its location, they help to
identify field modifications. Moreover ;the verification of equipment -
identity and location:has arisen in_ regard toirequireetnts|other-than equip--

-.

ment qualification. System walkdowns have repeatedly, both before:and: -
-after November 30, 1985, been demonstrated as an important part of deter-- t

mining whether or not a system meets a)plicable NRC regulatory requirements;
such walkdownstfrequently_ have shown tiat system configuration is different. '

from that which is documented. - =

.

- ..!
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|
! As for the licensee's assertion of an NRC staff requirement of disassently,

of all equipment to confirm subcomponent part cualification, the NRCi

staff's position in this regard has not changed. It has always been
j required that the ir. stalled configuration must represent the tested confi-
I guration. NRC Information Notice 83-72 provides an example where compo-

nents (terminal biccks, wiring, etc.) internal to a Limitorque valve
operatur, which was cbtained frcm a vendor, were found to be unquclified
for the anticipated service condition. Therefore, if equipment is obtained
for use in a plant, the licensee u.ust verify that the test report used to
demonstrate qua11fication is representative of the obtained equipment.
This verification may involve cisassembly. For exaraple, in the case of
Limitorque operators, as discussed in IN 83-72, different internal wiring,
insulation, terminal blocks, or other compone.nts different from those
tested were found in installed Lin.itorque operators. Additionally, as
discussed above, the licensee is responsible to ensure that modificatiun,
made in the field after the equipment is installed in the plant do not
invalidate the equipn.ent's environnental qualification. Thus, it is the
NRC staff's position that the degree of disassembly, if any, necessary to
assure that compcnents are properly qualified is subject to a case-by-case
determination.

N
Attachn2ent 2, Section V. A.3: The NOV Incorrectly Equates Documentation
Deficiencies with Unqualifiec Equipment, Contrary to Regulation and Staff
Positions Taken Frior to November 30, 1955.

The licensee contended that the NRC staff is misinterpreting 10 CFR 50.49
in declaring that equipment for which qualification is merely undocusented
is unqualified. APCo maintained that " unqualified" means exactly what it
says, i.e., for whatever reason, the piece of equipoent will not perform
its intended function. APCo considered that this meaning is fully consis-
tent with previous NRC staff practice. t.PCo contended that an appropriate
application of this principle would result in the NRC staff finding a
viclation of 10 CFR 50.49(f) only in those instances where the equipment is
neither qualified nor qualifiable, i.e., where there are severe anomalies
or failure of the test speciraen that would indicate the inability of the 1

equipment to perform its intended safety function.

NRC Staff's Evaluation of Licensee's Response in Attachment 2, Section V.A.3

According to 10 CFR 50.49(f), equipment can be qualified by testing of, or
experience with, identical or similar equipment under conditions identical
or similar to postulated harsh environmental conditions with analysis
sufficient to demonstrate similarity, or by analysis in corbination with
partial type test data. If documented test data and experience, together
with analyses, do not desnonstrate equipment will operate in a harsh environ-
ment during an accident when called on to do so, that equipment is unqualified.
Section 50.49(j) has required licensees to document qualification by data
and appropriate analyses since it was issued in 1983.- Accordingly, the NRC
staff rejects the licensee's definition of " unqualified."

Prior to issuing GL 85-15, however, the NRC staff generally used the
expression " unqualified equipment" to refer to equipment that had failed
a qualification test. Equipment lacking the necessary qualification

-
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documentation was classed as " equipment qualification not established."
This approach allowed licensees to pursue qualification by testing in
order to comply'with the EQ rule within the deadline. When the NRC staff
issued CL 85-15 on August 6, 1955, it specifically stated that " unqualified
equipment" meant equipnent for which there was not adequate documentation
to establish that the equipment woulo perform its intended functions in
the relevant environment, as defined in the regulation. This definiticn
was established before Noven.ber 30, 1985, the EQ deadline. It is this
definition which the NRC staff has used in its enforcement actions.

:

The approach or definition proposed by APCo woulo lin.it 10 CFR 50.49
a p licability to equipment which has been tested. APCo's definition would
pers:it the use cf untesteo equipment, sinply because such cquipsent would
nct have demonstrated any anomalies or failed any tests. Such an-approach
wcuid cefeat the clear purpose of the regulation.

Ther* fore, as established in GL E5-15, anc ccr.sistent with 10 CFR 50.49,
" unqualified equipirent means equipment for whict there is not adequate '

cocun.entation to estebitsh that this equipnient will perform its intended
functions in the relciant environnent."

AttachDt2,SectionV.A.4:- The Modified policy Allchs the Staff to
Citeccrire as %tt hf ficiently Signiticant" Under Section III Certain
Violations Identified Eiy Licensees.

*

The licensee contended that licensee-icentified violations, as well as
NRC-identified violctions, should not be deered significant EQ violations
if the defiturcies are promptly corrected by determinihs the equipnient
is qualified or qualifiable.

hkC Staff's Evaluation of Licensee's Response in Attachment 2, Section V.A.4

The NRC staff agrees that there should nct be a oistinction between
licenue and hRC-identifico violations if the equipment affected is demon-
strateo to be qualified with existing information within a short period of
time. The licensee's identification cf'the violation, however, does not
lessen the violation's significance. Rather, the scope of the corrective
action required to achieve compliance with the regulations indicates the
violation's significance. The intent of the Modified Policy was not to
call EQ violations, for which information was readily available or acces-
sible, significant. Minor file ceficiencies, which are resolved by adding
references or inserting pertinent octusents to the file are intended to be
Severity Level IV or Y violations, regardless of who found them. On the
other hand, violations which take some effort to prove qualification, 'such
as significant analysis, testing, or extended efforts to produce or find

- the necessary inferuaticn, will be considered significant violations and
therefore considered for a possible civil penalty. The NRC staff,
considered this when evaluating the severity of the proposed violations.

.

|

|
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:.
Contrary to APCo's suggestion, this policy does .not 'putia-licensee in u+

I' better- posture if that licensee relies on NRC inspections to identify EQ
,

"
! violations-before correcting thead, rather than-proactively identifying. -

.and-correcting violations. -In shcrt', a= licensee that proactively identi-
fies and corrects violations may be granted mitigation of civil penalties-

i- proposed for significant-violations, while a licensee's failure to so act-'
may prompt escalatior cf a proposed civil' penalty. Accordingly, the-
licensee's identification and correction of a violation does not affect the.

violation's significance, but influences the NRC. staff's application of- the,

escalation and mitigation factors.
_

~

: Attachsent 2. Section V.A.5: Certain Putential Violations Impacting-E0
] are Inappropriately Assesseo Dr. der Regulatory Provisions of 10 CFR 50.49.
.

! The licensee contended that enforcement action under the Modified Policy.. ;

i is inappropriate in those cases in which the underlying viulation is not- '

; within =10 CFR 50.49, but- within Lother NRC requiresents. The-licensee!s.
.

j basis is that scam deficiencies may cAuse deviations fross EQ requirements,
but the regulatory concern is not with 10'CFR 50.49, but with the underly --

; ing practices which procuced the-deficiency, such'as'a failure of the
i- qualityssuranceprocess.
! NRC Staff's Evaluation of-Licensee's Response in Attachment E. Section ~V.A.5
:

.

| The NRC staff disagrees with' thisiview .in that under 10 CFR 50.49 licensees-

! wel.. expected to take appropriate actionsL(e.g.,1 field walkdowns, . review
i of installation anc (cality control records, and hardware examinaticns) in
'

orcer to assure-that equipuent has maintained its qu'lification status-a
| through appropriate cesign, procurement, installation,fand maintenance. '

practices. EQ is not solely an engineering-function. Further,-it is not .

*

sufficient-for licensees to rely onlyJon design:and procurement recordsg
; to assure thataniponet.ts are qualified as installed in the plant. While

the licensee may have violated regulatory requirements:other than 10 CFRe

50.49, this enforcement action-is focused on problesis in environter.tal',

qualification.- (The hRC~' staff expects the" licensee to' correctiany other
violation it might; identify.): 'In susmary,- failures tin any of the.above-,

functional areas can aaversely affect the; qualification-of ~ equipment and
can be consioered violations of EQ re,quirements.

$

PART 'II - DISCUSSION.0F -INDIVIDUAL ALLEGED VIOLATIONS
,

' Attachment' 1. Section-III. A. . and: Attachrent 2.- Section V.B Alleged -"

Violations Relating-to Electrical Splices-(Alleged Violations I.A.li
: anc I.A.2).

; RESTATEMENT 0F VIOLATIONS I.A.1-and I.A.2- . . -
'

.
.

A. 10 CFR 50.49(d). -(f) and'(j),:respectively, require in part-that
!. (1) the licensee shall? prepare a list of electric equipment importar.t

'to safety covered by 10 CFR 50.49, (2) each item of electric equipment ',

inportant.to safety shall be qualified by testing:of, or: experience.
; with, identical cr sirailar equipment, and.that such qualification-

,

L
.,
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shall include a supporting analysis to show that the equipment to be
qualified is acceptable; and (3) a record of the qualification of the
elettric equipment important to safety shall be maintained in an
auditable form to permit verification that such equipment is qualified
and that it meets the specified perfornance requirements under postu-'

lated environn. ental conditions.

Contrary to the above, from November 30, 1985 until the tinte of the
inspection which was completed on September 18, 1907:

1. APCo had V-type electrical tarie splices installed on numerous
safety-related electrical components including solenoid and
motor operated valves. These tape splices were installed in
various configurations and material compositions which were not
documented as being environmentally qualified to perform their
function under postulated accident conditions at the Farley
huclear Plant (FNP) Units 1 and 2. The sarious configurations
of Y-type electrical tape splices had not been previously tested
or denionstrated tu be similar to an appropriately tested confi-
guration. Furthermore, these tape splices were not installed in
accordance with approved electrical design details or notes for

N splices or terniinations, and were not identified on the environ-
. mental qualification (EQ) Master List of electrical equipment
required to be c.ulified under 10 CFR 50.49,

2.
APCo diJ nct have documentation in their EQ file tc deu.onstrate
that the in-line 5-to-1 field-to-pigtail tape splice configura-
tion, used on the Hydroger. Recombiners, which are important to
safety, in both units, would perform its intended function duringa design basis accident. The tape splices had not been tested
nor demonstrated by supporting analysis to be similar to a tested
configuration, and wtre not identified on the Master List of
electrical equipment required to be qualified under 10 CFR 50.49.

Attachment 1, Section llI.A, and Attachments 2, Section V.B: Alleged
Violations Relating to Electrical Splices (Alleged Violations I.A.1 and
I.A.2).

Attachment 2, Section V.B.1: Y-Type Electrical-Tape splices (Alleged
VTolatioCA.1 ) .

Attachment 2 Section V.B.2: In-line 5-to-1 Pigtail Tape Splices.(Alleged Violation 1.A.2).

The licensee argued that the qualification of Y-type electrical tape
splices is not appropriate for enforcement under 10 CFR 50.49(d) or (f)
because the violation was not attributable to the licensee's EQ program,
but rather to a violation of some other requirement, for example, the
licensee's quality assurance program. The licensee submits that, at most,
a documentation violation of 10 CFR 50.49(j) may have existed. The
licer.see stated that the nethodology used in preparing the nester list
was reviewed and approved by the NRC staff in 1984, and, therefore, if

,
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10 CFR 50.49(d) requires the licensee to include splices on its master
list, the staf f must comply with 10 CFR 50.109, to impose the requirement
and prepare a backfit analysis. The licensee also argued that splices are,

'

parts cr subcomponents of electrical equipcent irrportant to safety and,
therefore, are not " equipment" that must oc qualified.

The licer.see attempted to demcnstrate qualification of the splices by using
a Wyle Laboratories test report prepared for Cocconwealth Edison Con.pany
(CECO). Additicnally, the licensee had a test performed specifically for
AFCo which was to demonstrate qualification of the V-ty se ta >e splices in
their *as-found configurations." The licensee states t1at tie qualifica-
tion status of Y-type tape splices was, at most, uncertain on November 30,
1985. APCo argued that, while its documentation did not directly address
V-type splices, it oic qualify the procedure for sealing quelified straight-
line splices, or terminations, and aecause the licensee used this procedure
to install V-type splices, it provided reasonable assurance of qualifica-
tion of V-splices. APCo submitted that the failure to directly address
V-type splices at most could be construed as a documentatinn deficiency.

The licensee argued that, even if the NRC staff still considers these
issues viclations of 10 CFR 50.49 after considering the technical arguments
presenhd above, the HRC staff has not satisfico its obligation to demon-
strate that APCc clearly shculd have known of the violations before
November 30, 1985. The licensee contended that for the V-type splices the
NRC staff's hotices and Circulars are not acequate to support a finding of
clearly should have known for .his concern and that there was no require-
ment for the licensee tc perform detailed walkcowns of equipment to inspect
interconnections such cs V-type splices. The licensee furtier contended
that, in balancin5 the factors of the Nodified Policy, its doCunentation
and existing installation ano installation review process provided reason-
able assular.ce that these splices were impleniented in accordance with
approvea instructions er;o produced a qualified interconnection. Addition-
cily, APCo arguec that it hac no prior notice of this concern and was
unaware of other licensees' actions regardins splice qualificaticn.
Finally, with respect to V-type splices, the licensee asserted that ary
violation was not sufficiently significant to warrant a civil per.alty
because the licensee promptly demonstrated qualification of the splices by
testing ar.d with Wyle Report 17859-02.

The licensee also denied the allegeo violation that the in-line 5-to-1
pigtail-to-field tape splices in the hydrogen recombiners were unqualified, i

The licensee claimcd that the splices were qualified by WCAP-9347, "Qualifi-
cation Testing for Model B Electric f(ydrogen Recombiner", and WCAP-7709-L,
"Eleci.ric liyarogen Recombiner for pWR Containments." The basis for quali-
fication as stated by the-licensee is similarity between the splices. The
licensee also made the same generic arguments with respect to the appro-
priateness of the violation and claim of tacit NRC staff approval of the
connection as it made with respect to V-type splices.

With respect to the in-line 5-to-1 pigtail-to-field tape splices the
licensee reiterated its position that there was no requirement to perform
detailed walkdowns to inspect interconnections. Further, the licensee

,
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argued that the information )rovided by Westinghouse regarding the proper
sethcdology for conncctint tie hydrogen recca.biner to its- power supply

*

and adherence to that set:1odology and accepted practices provided reason-
able assurance that the 5-to-1 splices were qualified.. ' APCo asserted
that, accordingly, a fair a pplication of the factors set forth'in the
Modified Policy would not siow that APCo clearly should have known of-
this violation.

Finally, the licensee acknowleoged that the_ available EQ docusentation-
did not clearly identify the.tersiination configuration within the hydrogen-

-

recombiner.- The licensee contended that since these were document &'.icn .
problems, they should-not be considered for escalated enforcement. Addi-
tionally, the licensee argued that|since JCOs were promptly developed,
there was not sufficient safety significance to-impose a= civil penalty-
under the Modifie0 Policy.

NRC Steff's Evaluation of-Licensee's Response in Attachnent 1. Section III.A
and Attachnient 2, Section V.B.1 and Section V.B.2.

The licensee's argument that-EQ splices, such as those; involved in the
Notict, are not required to be separately identified on the EQ Master List
is noti upportable. -As ciscussed in many NRC generic issuances, splices-
as well as other conr.ections, are items of electrical. equipment important-to safet
50.49(d)y, and 10 CFR SC.49(c) ano (f) apply to them. Accordingly.10 CFRrequired APCo to list the splices. .Even though:the facts may
establish-other violations, such as violations of 10'CFR Part 50, Appendix
B, those violations dc not preclude the NRC staff. from making citations:
for_ violations of environnental qualification requirements. The following
shows in detail why the NRC staff 'dio-not expressly or tacitly approve:
the way the licensee handled qualification:of splices.g

The SER issued December.13,1984 (See Appendix B,; Reference 3) - states -
that equipment for Farley Nuclear Plant KFNP) Units 1=and 2 is'to be

-

qualified to' the -requirements'of either DOR Guidelines or NUREG-0568. j'

HUREG-0588 states that "...it is necessary to recognize and address:
equipnentinterfaces(e.g.sounting,Jseals,1 terminations)-inithequalif1-
cation process....* The NRC staff agrees that-its review accepted the j,

licensee's methodology- or approach- used tolidentify systems and equipment-
within the scope of 10 CFR 50.49. 'However, the NRCistaff's re91ew did not--

includeverificationofcoa.pletenessof,thelicensee'silistingofsafety-:
related equipment. . As, stated in; the- Franklin Re' search Center. s (FRC's)
TER for FNP, "[t]opics not within thecscope of. the evaluation [ include)~

= cosipleteness of the Licensee's listing?of safety-related equipment [.]"
(FRC TER for FNP bnit 1 hat 3-4.) The list of. equipment that was reviewed

-

.was . supplied by the:liunsee auc forf the purposes of the TEREassumed to
be comp sete. . It has.always'been the position 1of- the NRC staff. that-

~

splices (terminations) are to be qualified and therefore, must-beeincluded..__

9
on the EQ saster list with'supportingLoocumentations Because this has
always been the NRC staff's position, and the licensee should have been.
' aware of that position by virtue- of NUREG-0588,4 aueng other docusents, them

licensee's clainiof backfit is not supported by the facts.

p.

.
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V-Type $plices

1

The licensee admitted that he ~ documentation for the qualification.of- the -
V-type tape sp)lices did not exist on' Novee6er-30.1985,(a violation of_10 CFR 50.4g(j ).In f act, the licensee aamitted that_ the_ qualification ,
status of-these _V-type tape spitces was uncertain requiring additional-

- testing, inspections, and analysis in an' attempt to qualify the V-type
tape splices.

The licenste's claim that the splices were subsequently shown to be--
qualified by the test report prepared for CECO is.not acequately supported
because there were failures of splices in that test.- Those failures were
not evaluated to demonstrate they would not invalidate the qualification
of the splices used by APCo.and therefore -without further-analysis' or-
testibs qualification was not cesonstrated. Further, the licenseeEdid not.
have an,ar.alysis that comonstrated the similarity of- the'srlices installed-
at FNP-ano those tested for CECO. APCo's later tests do not qualify the = ,

V-type splices because they, as' the test discussed above. .were: conducted--
'

-

in-1987,_we11-after the EQ deadline.- Putting aside the date of the'later:
testing, APto was aga'n unable to _show that the: tested configurations

<

APCo' passed all installed configurations. That situation resultec-frosiencon.

sN 411ure to ensure that tie installed s
acccrear.ce-with appropritte oesign drawings. plices had.been installed in

-

Therefore, while APCo was
able-to approxis. ate the various insta11ec configurations during the
testing -it coulcF r.ct exactly reproduce any of then because there wert >

records of how they wert installed.- That being the case, qualificatic,. of
.

the installed configurations could not be assured.- In.susanary..as- of
--

-

November 30,-1985, AFCo had not tested the V-type splices nor had it--

analyzed thein to:show similarity to a' tested splice.> Accordingly, APCo
had not qualified or ducusiented qucliiication cf V-type splices.-

1he tssertiun that the NRC staff has n'ot satisfied its obligation toi
oemonstrate that! AFCo clearly should:have known that it had not qualified -

___

these. splices by the deadline is also incorrect. The: basis on which the-
NRC staff concluced that escalatec enforcement wasLwerranted for tape 1

i

H
splices was stated inithe hotice dateo AugustL15C1988'(page-2). The:NRC !

staff consicered all fcur factors listed in the Modified Policy in s.aking,
the' detersiination that APCo clearly should have known that the.V-type tape
splices were not qualified. :As explained earlier,4the NRC staff does not=
balance these factors. Horeover all four of the: factors provide infor :
n.ation. to show that APCo clearly,: should have known ofcthis violation before
the deadline.-

Factor nusber one1was applicable because the Okonite splice ' documentation,
available in the qualification file-prior to the deadline clearly only?

!adoressed shicided power cables and therefore should have, alerted the
: licensee to the:need for.more specific:information.1 Factor two applied
~because-APCo records dio not show whatLkind of-splice-wasiinstalled in a
particular location,'nor' did its quality control _ procedures assure- that-
these. splices were installed according to drawings-for an environmentally _qualified splice. In fact. cnly one; qualified splice,|for 4160 volt _ power

_

circuits, was shown'on the drawings. Moreover,_ licensee walkdowns.or field
q

_-

, ~
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verifications were inadequate because they,did.not consider. electrical
connections which were components that-. licensees were required to account
for in demonstrating qualification. . Factor three_was considered applicable-
because NUREG-0588 states that it is necessary to recognize and address
equipment; interfaces to qualify equiment. In addition, while the NRC
staff aid not s >ecifically identify 1-type splices as. causing qualification
deficiencies -tie NRC staff did_give the licensee prior notice of splice

,

problems by issuing generic documents, as described below. Factor four-
was considered applicable because other licensees had identified qualifi--

cation prcblems with cable splices._. For extaple, NRC Circular 78-08, at- i

page 3, describes when electrical cable spines associated with electrical-
penetration assemblies were detersdned to-be unqualified by a licensee
during a search for_ qualification documentation. _In addition, NRC-
Circular 80-10 identifies another exar4 e tchere the wrong class.cf insula =1

ting rateris1:had-been used on the e.otor leads of a containment fan: cooler.
In that Circular the NRC staff emphasized the "...importance of-properly-
installing and maintaining environmentally-qualified equipment wnich

-

clearly requires more than a review of.QA records."

The NRC staff reviewed the various:NRC inspection reports referenced by the
itcensee to support -its position that the safety significance of.the viola-
tion wabjudged to be inappropriately: higher than t1at of similar viola-
tions cited at other plants. Based on that review,-the NRC. staff concluded
that there were two important differences between the: condition:found at ft
FNP and those cited by APCo that make .the FNP. condition _ more significant. 1
First and most importantly, the other licensees cited by APCo had' accu.* ate
records of the splice configurations used and therefore, similarity argu-
ments to qualified configurations, albeit:after-the-fact could be-made.
Second, in at least one case (Grand Gulf)|the; type of splice'used was-
substantially different than that used at FNP. Therefore -given the'- l

.

dissimilar circumstances of the two actions,[itlis not apparent to the'-
NRC staff what the licensee's specific basistis for concluding _that.similar-.
dispositioning of these two: issues is' appropriate.

10 CFR 50.49 required splices to_be on;the master. list as. separate} items-
or to be explicitly ccnsidered as parts of other listed equipme'nt.:;Because

.

10 CFR 50.49 required the above and~also' required the demonstration'of

splice qualification by testing anc necessary . similarity) analysis, thelicensee clearly was in violation of 10 CFR.50;4g(d)-
time of the finding. A second test developed specific.(f

'and'(j)atthe.
ally for APCo which

ostensibly ccafirmed -qualification of the V-type splices:in: their ah-found -
!

configuration is .outside the bounds /of. 61. 88-07 because'-it was' viewed by
the NRC staff as done after-the-fact 41n a situation where APCo clearly
should have known that its docussentation was not' sufficient. Moreover
described above, this-test was technically! insufficient to establish ._as-

qualification of-the splices.1 Therefore,Eclassification of'this iten as;
significant, as set forth in the Modified Policy,1is warranted. The:
licensee's. contention that this violation should not be considered for:
enforcement action under 10 CFR 50.4r or the Modified Policy is also
considered invalid because the EQ prograntimplemented by theilicensee must
ensure that the equipment is installen similar to the way it was tested..
In the case of' the V-type tape splices, at the time of thi _ inspection the

-

.. . .. . .. .. ..
. . .. .
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licensee did not have documentat'.oniin its-EQ files which would support
the qualification of V-type tape splices inside containment in instrument
circuits, control circuits, or power circuits other than in-line_ shielded

power cable' tape-splices.- Moreover,lready in its possession,1but had toc
APCo could not correct the docusenta-

tion deficiencies with information a. -

obtain new information by testing and through analysis. The Modified
Policy evaluates such-deficiencies as significant. Therefore, the-
violation stands as stated.

5-to-1 Tape Splice -!

The licensee's claini that the hydrogen recostiner splices were qualified
by similarity to splices qualified by Westinghouse reports WCAP-9347 and
WCAP-7709-L is not valid._ These reports do not indicate the materials
used.or the configuration of.the splices. Therefore, s. similarity analysis
cannot be made nor, at 'the time of thezinspection, was there sufficient'
cocumentation provided;to support a similarity argument. The NRCnletter
from J. Stolz, dated June 22, 1978, which approved qualification of.the

__

hyorcgen recon.biners,Ldid not approve' the specific type of-splices- APCo-

installed at FNP and did-not provice further information.with:which APCo
could Ave performed a similarity analysis-_to the splices discussed'in the
Westir.ghouse reports.: '

The NRC staff agrus that the_ Westinghouse test reports discussed'above-
demons trate qualification for the h' atersi ano power cables' that!are subcom- |

pur.ents of the recou. binet . The NRC staf f also agrees that .the tested
sample had sume- type of splice configuration. However, Westinghouse-. states u
in its install:ltich'1iterature for hydrogen recombiners that-the purchaser
is to use its cwn instailation_ procedures _to insta11' qualified splices on -

the pigtail connections. Therefore, it was incurbent on-APCo to ensure a- j
qualifiec splice was used.- Further, given=that the_ type of splice used:by '

Westinghouse was not specifically described, it was-APCo's responsibility
to provide' other docunentation of sthe' qualification' besides a reference to
kn' unknown' splice, in troer to qualify the particular type:of splices that -
were used.

The assertion that the NRC staff has not satisfied its obligation-to-
demonstrate that the licensee met the " clearly.should.have: known" test- it-

incorrect. As stated earlier in the response to V-type tape splices,' the
NRC- staff's position regarding escalated enforcement for.5-to-1 tape splices-
on the hydrogen recombiners was stated in the Notice dated August-15,i1986:
(at page 2). 1The NRC staff considered all four factors of the Modified
Policy in making the determination that APCo clearly 1should-have known;that 1

the 5-to-1 tape splices |on the hydrogen recombiners were not qualified - 9

The NRC' staff did not balance those factors:but.:each of: them provide - <

-inforstion to' demonstrate:that APCo clearly should have known.of the-
violation before the deadline.- '

,

-Factor one-was considered' applicable-because the vendor docusientationidoes-
not' address what type of splice was used in the test' report. The licensee
indicrted that the splices- were made in accordance with vendor instructionv
which provided direction.regarding the construction of connections with

-
8
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the power leads. Because the vendor instructions referred to the unidenti-'
fied splice of the test report, the licensee should have clearly known that
its procedures were inadt.quate to cor.struct a qualified splice similar to
the tested configuration. - Additionally, the licensee also clearly should
have known that the configuration was not similar tc the qualified shielded
power cable configuration. Specifically, the qualification' file for power
shielded cable splices only addressed a one-to-one splice and not the
5-tv-1 splice used by APCo.

Factor two was considered applicable because the licensee's docun,entation
and walkdowns or field verifications were inadequate as discussed earlier
for V-type tape splices. F6ctor three was considerec applicable because
iWREG-C588 states that it is necessary to recognize and address equipment
inttrfaces to qualify equiprent. In addition, while the NRC staff had riot-
previously )rovided notice specifically identifying qualification questions
regarding t4 hydrogen iet.embir.er pncr leaa splices cr terniinations, the
liRC-staff cic gise prior t.ctice of splice problems. Factcr.four was-
considered applicable because~other licensees had reported problems with
voqualifiedsplices(hKCCirculars78-08and80-10,asdescribedabove),
dlthough not specificaliy cn bydrogen recombiners.

The lic'e'nsee argues that at least two other licensees had not addressed
this question to the satisfaction of the NRC inspectors _and that this
suggests that the matter was not so clear that APCo " clearly should ,W
kncwn" of the existence of the problem. The NRC-staff rejects this
6rgument. The failure of two other licensees to address similar. problems
does not necessarily lead to the conclusion that APCo should not clearly
have known of the violation. The information provided under the four-
factors, consicertd collectively as described, supports the NRC staff's
determination that AFCo clearly should have known-of this violation as of
the deacline.

In the case of the 5-to-1 tape splices, factors one, two, three, and four
were determined to demonstrate that the licensee clearly should have known,
thereforc, the violation stands as stated.

The NRC staff's position concluding'that all of the cited violations were
significar.t is andresseo in the response to Section III.B of Attachment 2
of APCo's response (See supra p. 2.) Further, that position wss previously
addresseo in a letter from the NRC staff to the Nuclear Utility Group on-
EQ (see Appendix B,- Reference 6). With respect to 5-to-1 tape sylices in
particular, APCo had to develop new information by test or analysh tc
qualify such splices. The Modified Policy describes: cases where the data ;
already exists or can be developed to establish qualification in a very
short time-as insufficiently significant to warrant a civil penalty. Such
was not the case with 5-to-1- tape splices. - Acccrdingly,' this was a
significant violation.

For both 5-to-1 and V-type splices, the licensee's preparation-of a -

Justification for Continued Operation-(JCO)-is irrelevant to safety signi-
ficance. A licensee that failed to prepare a JC0 in response to identified
violations of 10 CFR 50.49 would have been requited ta shut down. The.

:
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Modified Policy clearly states how the NRC staff will evaluate the signifi-
cance of violations of 10 CFR 50.49, as described earlier, and nothing in
a JC0 can change that determination.

The licensee argues that escalated action is not warranted because the NRC
staff chose not to impose escalated action on at least two other licensees
with similar problems. The NRC staff rejects this argument because the
action taken for apparently similar problems at other plants, for whatever
reason, are irrelevant to this action. Moreover, the differences in the
equipment involved and the circumstances sur. rounding the violations at the
other facilities (Grand Gulf and Catawba) resulted in the NRC staff
classifying those violations at Severity Level IV.

RESTATEMENT OF VIOLATIONS 1.B.1 and I.B.2

B. 10 CFR 50.49(f) and (k), respectively, require in part that (1) each
item of electric eouipment important to safety shall be qualified by
testing of, or experience with, identical or similar equipment, and
that such qualifR&iion sna H include a supporting analysis to show
thattheequipmenttobequalifiedisacceptable;or(2) electric
eTuipment important to safety which was p{for cotwnt version),

reviously required to be
qualified in accordance with NUREG-0588
Category II, "... Interim Staff Position on Er" Fer.a, .a1 Qualification
of Safety-Related Electrical Equipment" need not be requalified to
10 CFR 50.49. FUREG-0588, Category II, Section 5.(1), states in
part that, "the qualification documentation shall verify that each
type of electrical equipment is qualified for its application and
meets its specified performance requirements, and data used to demon-
strate the qualification of the equipment shall be pertinent to the
application and organized in an auditable form."

Contrary to the above, from November 30, 1985 until the time of the
- inspection which was completed on November 20, 1987:

1. The documentation in APCo's FNP qualification file did not
demonstrate by testing, supporting analysis, or verification that
States terminct blocks (Model Hos. HT and ZWM) would maintain
acceptable -instrument accuracy, a performance requirement,
during design basis accidents. In addition APCo did not have
adequate documentation to demonstrate General Electric (Model
No. CR151) terminal blocks would maintain acceptable instrument
accuracy during design basis accidents in that a qualification
file for these components did not exist.

2. APCo did not document qualification of the Chico A/R'aychem seals
used for limit switch and solenoid valve cable entrance seals in
that the available file was incomplete, and test data and suppor-
ting analysis provided by the licensee were insufficient to
demonstrate qualification. Specifically, the testing performed
did not consider possible chemical interactions and the tempera-
ture profile used in the testing did not simulate the initial
thermal shock of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) transient.

.

|

~
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Attachment 1. Section III.B and Attachrent 2, Section V.C: Alleged
Violations Relating to Instrument Accuracy and Cable Entrance Seals
(Alleged Violations 1.B.1 ano I.B.2).

Attachment 2, Section V.C.1: States / General Electric Terminal Blocks
( Alleged Violation 1.B.1)

The licensee denied that it lacked cocumentation for States terminal
blocks models Nos. NT and ZWM to satisfy EQ requirements. The licensee
based its denial on the assertion that such documentation should be
considered with the then ongoing process of. evaluating terminal block
performance. The licensee claimed that on November 30, 1985, its files
contained "Wyle Test Report 44354-1," dated March 8, 1979, which demon-
strated the overall LOCA qualification of those blocks. The licensee
stated that the report, while not specifically recording leakage current
salues during the test, did record leakage current values at the conclu-,

sion of the test for terminal point-to-point and point-to-ground, and
that those values weu recorded for multiple connections with an applied
voltage of 137.5 VDC.

The licensee stated that it supplied Westinghouse the leakage current
valueho have a set-point accuracy analysis performed. The licensee
informed-the NRC staff of the analysis and responded to a question
regarding the effects of leakage current on the equipment within the scope
of 10 CFR 50.49. The licensee contended that it sup)1ied this analysis to
the NRC staff on February 29, 1984, in response to tie NRC staff's ques-
tion, and that the NRC staff accepted this answer because the SER concluded
that "the proposed resolution for each of the environmental qualification
deficiencies...is acceptable." APCo further asserted that, because the
ERC staff issued its SER for Farley after it issued IN 84-47, the NRC staff
tacitly approved APCo's approach to answering the questions raised in IN
84-47. Furthermore, the licensee claimed the NRC staff acknowledged this
dispute as a reasonable difference of professional opinion in a meeting on
November 25, 1987.

The licensee further cenied that documentation for General Elet.tric-

terminal blocks was nonexistent. The licensee admitted that "certain of'

the documentation for the General Electric terminal blocks was not in the
EQ file at the time of the audit." The licensee also stated that such
docun;entation was race available for audit at the exit interview. The
licensee argued that the NRC staff tacitly approved its approach to the
leakage current problem for the GE terminal blocks, just as the NRC staff
did for States terminal blocks.

The licensee. asserted that it qualifiec all'these terminal blocks in
September 1987 by sintilarity analysis; under- the licensevs definition
of * qualified," there would be no violation.

.

The licensee argued that if these deficiencies do represent a violation,
they are not of sufficient safety significance to impose a civil penalty
under the Mcdified Folicy. The licensee relied on its JC0 presented on
November 25, 1987, to support this position. 1he licensee asserted that

.
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IN 82-03 and 84-57, and. IE Circular _78-08 were . insufficient to clearly'

|- lead it to this issue because they do not refer to instrument loop
accuracy.

A+ tac!. ment 2,-Secticn V.C.2: Chico A/Ra.ychem| Seals (Alleged Violation
T.CW ~ .

The licensee denied the failure to document the qualification of the-
Chico A/Raychem seals for NAMCO limit switch cable entry seals. The
licensee contended that'there was sufficient documentation in an auditable
form tc qualify the seals for..their intended application. The licensee
stated that the Notice:is. plies that the p~erformance requirement is "to

- prevent' possible degradation' of the metal pipe nipple."- The licensee.
contended that the purpose of the seal;was to prevent short' circuits:and

-

not pipe nipple degradation.- Because of- this11aiplication the licensee
arguedthattherequirements'inthe:hcticeexceedthoseofthe-appropriate
regulations. The licensee also argued that the test-condition for-thermal'
shock was roore extretie than the postulated accident: environment.. Moreover,

-

.the licensee asserted that test reports-it possessed before the. deadline
showed that the Raycheni bonding material would nct cause theimetal pipe =
nipplQocorrode.

- -

The licensee further arguco that there was no evidence to support the'
clearly shoulo have known test. The licensee contended that if.this is .

founo to constitute a violation, there is not sufficient; safety signifi-
cance to .iopose a civil penalty under the Modified Policy. - Furthermore,
the licensee alleged that the NRC staff has considered similar violations
by other utilities at Severity Level IV.

NRC Staff's Evaluation of Licensee's Response in Attachnent-1,;
Section III.5,'and Attechment 2.-Section V.C.

Violation 1.B.1-(Terminal Blocks) i
1

The SER dated December 13,19E4',: stated that APCo was performing additional
: analysis or submitting new documentation for deficiencies identifiedlin
theFranklinResearchCenter(FRC)TER. The SER went on to-state,.however;
that the NRC' staff had not reviewed the additional analysis or documenta- ;

-

. tion, but had discussed with APCo what the content of:the new analysis: or, '

documentation would have to be to resolve the- identified deficiencies.
-

1(SER at 4.) :The SER' continues by stating that the' qualification filesj
-

would-be; audited at a-later date to verify that- they contained the neces-
.sary documentation to support the' licensee's' conclusion thatsthe equipment
was qualified, e At no time did the NRC. staff expressly or tacitly approve-

,

1

Jthe use of leakage current sneasurec after a test, ratherL than-during-a . jtest to-qualify terminal blocks used in' instrument; circuits. While:the ;

hRC' staff-approved'APCo's proposed approach of' referencing:a particulare -1test' report to resolve this deficiency,:the NRC staff did not-then review- -

or_ approve what~ APCo actually did. Had the test report contained the ----
appropriate data, further; analysis could have resolved the' issue. yle-W
Test Report 44354-1,:hcwever,1 contained data for circuits operating at
137.5VDC .(control Lcircuits)' and not circuits operating at nominally .45VDC- ,

or below (instrumentation circuits). The- effects of small leakage currents

!
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on a control circuit may be inconsequential, but,__ demonstrating that' fact4

would not necessarily demonstrate the acceptability of the coa.ponent for
use in an instrument circuit where even a small aucunt of leakage current-
can have a significant effect. Accordingly, because the Wyle test report
contained data for only control circuits, it aid not qualify States,

terminal blocks for_ use in instrument circuits. Additionally, while IN.
84-47 relates to the deficiency identified in the=TER, the SER does not
refer to it but cnly to infers.ation that APCo related to the NRC staff-
before the NRC staff issued IN 84-47. Accordingly, the December 13,1984,
SER did not a> prove APCo's-resolution of the' issues raised in 84-47 for
any terminal 21ocks. Finally, the NRC staff' disagrees with the licensee's
assertion that this dispute was only a reasonable difference of.profes-
sional opinion. In the November 25, 1907 meeting which was documented in
a letter fron. the NPC staff dated December 2 '1987,' it was acknowledged
that there was oisparity in EQ test data for.like and different-terminal
blocks. Further, it was acknowledged there were_ differences in interpre.-
tation of the EQ test data.to be applied |at FNP. The NRC staff never

-

agreed that the data presented demonstrated qualification for the terminal
bloc ks . In f act, the hRC staff considered the _ licensee's argunents to be
non-conservative, hcwever,-any exchange at that setting could not affect.
either-APCo's- pre-deadline knowledge of__ what was required to qualify .

-

_

terminal blocks in instrument circuits or the documentation that existed
in the APCo files at the November 30,-1985 deadline. H

At the time of the inspection, the FNP files for.the States terminal blocks
did not contain sufficient information to suppcrt qualification for.use in

-

instrunent circuits. The licensee admits in the reply to the Notice that
-

the leakage current values were taken af ter the:LOCA testing _was completed,
not during as was required, and that the-voltage level was for control-

,

circuits, not-instrument circuits. The values of insulation resistance
)rovided to Westinghouse, after the deadline, were not the values supported
Jy test-data _for the' States terminal blocks and were not supported by other
test data and. accompanying-analysis. -Therefore, the conclusion that_the-
use of the terminal blocks in instrument circuits was acceptable was not
ddequately supported.

TheNRCstaffagreesthatthelicenseedidpresentafte'streportthat-
included information on the subject GE terminal blocks. but disagrees that - I
the report d monstritec qualification of-the terminal blocks. The qualifi-
cation file-for the GE~ penetrations.was not.auditable in that:it did not
include any test cata-or reference any test' report for the installed GE i

-

terminal blocks' and therefore, qualification was:not desenstrated by the
GE penetration qualification file. At the time;of the inspection the ,-

: licensee did not present-any additional information that'would:specifically
qualify the GE -terstinal . blocks for instrusentation circuits. - However, .
the licensee did.atter.ptito show qualification by'siniilarity to _Connectron
Inc. terminal blocks tested by _Conax but failed to analyze design, material
and construction cifferences;between the terminal blocks. ' Additionally, as
addressed above for~ States terminal blocks, the licensee failed to analyze
acceptability of instrument accuracy-if the GE tersinal blocks were used
in instrunent circuits. Accordingly, GE-terminal blocks number CR 151 were.

not c,ualified for-use:in instrument circuits.

I
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APCo's contention that GE and States terminal blocks were qualified by
additional analysis and testing in 1987 and that there was no violation
f ails because the regulation requires qualification by Novenber 30, 1985.
The violations were significant in that the terminal blocks were not
qualified for use in instrumentation circuits and involved instrumentation
penetrations for the safety-related instruments within containrent (See
supra pp. 2-4).

The assertion that the NRC staff has nct satisfisc its obligation to
cercnstrate that APCu clearly should have kncwn that the terniinal blocks
were not qualified before the deaaline is inccrrect. The basis on which
the NRC staff concluded that escalated enforcement was warranted for States
and GE tern.inal blocks that were unqualifico for use in instrurent circuits

was stated in the Notice dateo Argust 15, 1988 (page 2). The NRC staff
considered all four factors listed in the Modified Policy in making the
determination that APCc clearly shculd have known that these terminal blocks
were not qualifiec. it is the NRC staff's position that, as described
earlier in this Appucix, any cr.e of the factors can establish that the
licensee cle6rly should have known of the violation. For terminal blocks,
each of the four factors proviced information to establish that the
licenses _ clearly shcule have had the required knowledge.

Factor nunber one was applicable because the documentation provided by the
licensee was not only inacequate to demonstrate qualification of either the
States or GE terminal blocks but clearly appliec only to control circuits.
Therefore, the. licensee should have clearly recognized that qualification
in instrument circuits was not demonstrated.

Factor two was applicable because the licensee's documentation was inadequate -

tc demonstrate that the installed configuration was the same as the tested
configcration, horeover, the licensee's walkdowr.s or field verifications
did r.ot consider whether the installec configuration was similar to the
tested configuration. This is significant in that the installed ccn-
figurations differeo from the tested configuration because they hao top
entry conduits, the terniinal boarcs were vertical, and the boxes did not
have weep-holes, all of which would make the installec configuration more
likely to fail than the tested configuratior, for ccntrol circuits. There-
fore, the licensee's contention that it should not have clearly known
that the terminal blocks were unqualified is not supported.

Factor threc was considered applicable because the NRC staff had previously
issuec t /ormation hetices specificali) adoressing the qualification of
terminal blocks. Inforraation Notice 82-03 specifically stated that NRC
requires qualification of all electrical connections, cable splices, as
well as terminal blocks, for accident concitions. Information Notice 84-47
provided guicance en appropriate ccrrective action when leakage current
data was missing from tests to qualify terminal blocks. This available
informatiun should have led a knowledgeable engineer to conclude that
terminal blocks were not qualified for use in instrumentation circuits in
a harsh environment.

-
- _ _ _ _ - -
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Factor four was considered applicable because other licensees had
identified qualification problems with terminal blocks and had replaced
thcm with qualified cable splices. For example, NRC Infcrmation Notice
84-47, even though r.ot specifically mentioned in the Notice, should have
been evaluated by the licensee and appropriate corrective action taken.
This should have led the licensee to determine that terminal blocks were
not qualified for use in instrumentation circuits.

The NRC staff does not accept the licensee's argument that the issuance cf
an SER relating tc EQ at about the time of the issuance of Information
Notice 84-47 was a reasonable basis for the licensee to conclude the
licensee need not revicu the Notice and the infore.ation evaluated. As
stated abuve, the SER was clearly issued to resolve only issues previously
identified by the NRC consultant's review of the APCo EQ program. Any
cerclusions drawn by the SER were based on the licensee's satisfactory
resolution of the previously identified issues and not on the licensee's
acticr4 relating to merging issues such as those discussed in the
Informaticn Notice, which just happened to come to light at about the same
time.

For the reasons set forth above, the NRC staff-determined that the licensee
clearly-shculd have kncwn prior to November 30 1985, that the States and
GEterminalblockswerenotqualifiedfcruseIninstrumentationcircuits
in a harsh environrhent. Thus, the violation stands as issued.

Consistent with the NRC staff's earlier position, 'the States and GE
terminal blocks are clearly a safety significant issue warranting escalated
enforcement uncer the Modifitd Policy. APCo did not provide ir.Drr.ation
during or shortly after the inspection that qualified these ters'.nal
blocks; accorcingly APCo did not satisfy the criterion set forth in the
Mcdified Policy for considering a violation insufficiently significant to
warrant assessment of a civil penalty.

Violation I.B.2 (Chico A/Raychem Seal Configuration)

With respect to the Chico A/Raychem seal configuration, the licensee
contended that the NRC staff had only two concerns which were the failure
to consider possible chemical interactions and the adequacy of the tested
'u.perature profile. The NRC staff considers the Itcensee's reading of
nc Notice es overly narrow. The Notice states that the temperature

profile must simulate that of a LOCA transient. In other words, tempera-
ture cannot simply be considered in isolation from other effects. Clearly,
both moisture and pressure must be considered because they are LOCA effects
that are inseparable from the tenperature profile. The NRC staff's post-
tion to that effect is stated on page 40 of NRC Inspection Report 50-348
and 50-349/87-30 dated February 4, 1988. As discussed in that inspection
report the NRC staff concluded that the Chico A/Raychem configuration used
by APCo was unqualified not only because the testing relied on by ti.e
licensee did not include chemical spray but also bedise the environment of
the testing was not as harsh as that of the plant LOCA profile. Specifi-
cally, the test was deficient because moisture was absent and peak pressure
was not simultaneously applied with peak temperature.

|
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'

1By relying on testing that did not. include moisture and the application
cf maximium pressure on that moisture during the perioc of maximum terpara- i

ture the licensee would never know if scisture could intrude into the _ ielectrical components. With the application of peak pressure simultane- i
ously with peak temperaturc in a steasi/scisture environment it might well
have been demonstrated that scisture leakage through the seal would occur- :

'

during a period of differential expansion between the pipe nipple and'the ;
,

seal uteriat and electrical shorting, which is clearly the NRC staff's -

cohcern, could occur. In the NRC staff's .judgrant, the exasiination of -

the thertal prob le without the LOCA factors of sisoltaneous pressure and
ismisture, is s4aningless and arguments abcut the initial' temperature
iconditions are of little import without considering the.other factors.
;

aWith respect to chemical interaction, the licensee providd inforsetion '

that stated Raychem material (including the bonding mater'al) had previ-
ously been qualified with chemical sprays. A separate statement was made
that there were no known deleterious effects from chemical sprays un the-
;hico A/Raychesi seal configuration, and separate information was.provided
to den.cnstrate chemical spray-hould not affect galvanized steel conduit.
From the inforraation provideo, the licensee concluded that its engineers
sade qsasonable engineering judgesent to determine that chemical spray 3-

would not impact qualification cf the seal ccnfiguration. .

It was incumbent on the licensee to cemonstrate that there would be no ;
deleterious effects f rom chemical spray on the-Chico A/Raychem ceal confi-- ;

guration before the deadline. There are presently no known deleterious-
effects on the Chico A/Raycheni configuration simply because, to the-NRC
staff's knowledge, the testing has not been conducted. Wyle Test Report '

,

55730, relied on by the licensee to support-its position that-chemical
spray would not affect galvanized steel t was not present in:the FNP files vat the time of the inspection, was etprently not kr.cnn to the licensee at :
the time of the enforcer. erit' conference, and clearly was not relied on by
APCo engineers in making their judgment about the qualification of the,
seal configuration prior to November 30,-1985. Finally the licensee has
not provideo any basis to-show how a test report on the, effects of ches.ical
spr6y on RQ cheni material-ar.d another report on the effects of chemical
spray on galvanized steel demonstrate that-the adhesion between the two i

materials will be unaffected by the chemical spray. .

The _ licensee argues that such a level of-docusentation is' behond that
required by the appropriate regulations. Further, specific to possible -
chemical interactions, the licensee asserts that-the NRC staff providad'
no basis in the Notice as to why AFCo clearly should have-known of the '

possibility of interaction-between metal and the chemical spray causing j
an adhesion problem between the aetal" surface and:the Raychem material. '

_

~

'

With respect to the licensee's general ^atgument aboutLthe level'of .
docurentation-it had, the NRC staff must reiterate that it is clear from-
the' licensee's response, that not all of the cocumentation now relied on
to make a qualification argurent, was available at'the tire of the inspec- j

.

'

tion. More importantly that docusentation was not in the FNP files prior
to the EQ deadline. Nevertheless, the NRC' staff concludes that even with

_

.
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the information provided subsequent to the ins)ection the licensee has not
demonstrated qualification of the Chico A/Rayciem seal configuration (which
was subsequently replaced) and clearly should have known that qualifica-
tion had not been demonstrated. First and most fundamentally, none of the
testing relied on by the licensee demonstrated that the Chico A/Raychem
seal configuration or a similar configuration would function in a full LOCA
environment. APCo clearly should have known what parameters it would have
to evaluate, including temperature, pressure, humidity and chemical spray,
because 10 CrR 50.49 specifically identifies them. Second with regard
to the licensee's specific argument about possible chemical spray inter-
actions the NRC staff stands by the conclusion reached in the cover letter
to the Notice. Possible chemical interactions are a fundamental area of
concern s M cifically identified in the regulation which APCo clearly should
have considered.

All Raychem installation instructions provide detailed guidance for surface
preparation to ensure aroscr adhesion of the bonding material. Clearly, if
the surface to which tie aonding material is applied might corrode, as
indicated by Wyle Test Report 58730, the physical and chemical properties
of that surface may change and there would no longer be any assurance that
the bonding material will properly adhere. Therefore, water could leak
past the' seal and cause an electrical short circuit. With respect to this
violation; it was not necessary for the NRC staff to consider any of the
factors of the Modified Policy to conclude that the licensee clearly should
have known before the deadline of the failure to qualify the seals. As
described earlier, the NRC staff determinad that APCo clearly should have
had the appropriate knowledge because (1) it acknowledged that the seals
required qualification and (2) the testing did not apply harsh conditions
simultaneously, nor did analysis demonstrate that the testing established
qualification. Accordingly, the testing and analysis to qualify the seals
was inadequate on its face so that it could not satisfy the requirements of
10 CFR 50.49. Under such circumstances, the licensee clearly should have
known before the deadline that the seal configuration was not qualified.

As described above, even the licensee's after-the-fact analysis failed
to demonstrate qualification. Accordingly, this violation does'not fall
within the Modified Policy's exception for violations not sufficiently,

significant to warrant assessment of civil penalties. Failure to demon-
strate the qualification of the Chico A/Raychem seal configuration is
clearly a significant violation in accordance with the NRC staff's position
detailed earlier in this Appendix.

In its response APCo cited a number of violations issued by the NRC staff
related to " seal qualification" problems in an attem
general position of the NRC staff on such problems *,.pt to show that theas that they are of
lesser significance. Consequently, the licensee argued that the severity
level of the problem at FNP should accordingly be reduced. The NRC
steff has reviewed the cited violations and concluded that while it is
true that all the violations deal with " seal qualification" problems, the
similarities end there. In at least one of the cases (Callaway) the seal
in question was only one of two seal mechanisms that existed in that

.

s. . .. ., ,
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particular configuration. Clearly, in such a case the lack of qualifica-
tion of one of two seals is less significant than the lack of qualification
of the single Chico A/Raychem configuration at FKP. In short, the licensee
has failed to denonstrate, beyond stating that all the cited violations
are '' seal quali11 cation" probleras, how Nse issues are directly applicetle
to the ThP violation, further, the hRC .taff, based on the facts of the
incividual cases, has taken other escalated enforcement actions unoer the
Modifies Folicy and issued proposed civil senalties for " seal qualificaticn"
violations. however, it should be noted t1at those actions here taken
subsequent to issuance of the Notice in this case.

RESTATEMENT Of V10LAT10h5 !.C.1, l.C.2, I.C.3, and 1.C.4

C. 10 CFR 50.49(f) ano (,)), respectively, require in part that (1) each,

item of electric equipnent important to safety shall be qualified by
testing of, or experience with, identical or similar equipment, and |

<

the qualification shall incluce a supporting analysis to show the !
equipment to be qualified is acceptaale, and (2) a record of the

!qualification cf the electric equipment shall be u.aintained in an '

auditable form to permit verification that the requirad equipment is
sunlifiec anc that the equipment meets the specifitd rerform.ance
requiren4nts under postuleted environn. ental conditions.

Contrary to the above, from Noven.ber 30, 1985, until the time of the
inspection which was ccoipleted un hovember 20, 1987 (September 18,
19E,7 for i4.):

1. The APCo EQ files cio not docurnent qualification of several
Limitorque velve operators in that the plant equipment was not
icentical in cesign and material construction to the qualifica-
tion test specinen and deviations were not adequately evaluated
as part of the qualification cocumentation. Specifically, in
one r :ncro of the operators, unqualified or t.ixed grease was
used in the gear compartment, T-crains were missing, rotor
1caos had unqualified splices, terminal blocks were unidentified
ar.c unqualifieo, and a limit switch with an aluminum housing,
which does not meet environnental qualification standards, was
usedinsidecontainment(ValveNo.NOV3441D).

2. The APCo EQ files cid not document qualification of the cable
entrance seals for the Target Rock head vent solenoid valves.

3. APCo found wide range and narrow range contairur.ent sump level
transmitters, on both units, in a configuration for which exis-
ting test dets dio not denonstrate qualification. i.,cifically,
one or more of the GEMS type level transmitters did not contain
the required silicone oil in the housing, and/or wires were
terminated using an unqualified Y-type tape splice configuration.

4. AFCo did not have docun4ntation in a file to denenstrate
qualification of Premium RB grease for use en fan motors inside
containn.ent and room coolers outside containment.
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Attachment 1, Section III.C. and Attachrent 2 Section V.D. Alleged
Violation Relatir.g to Limitorque Vala 0perators. Target Rock Solenoid
Yahes Surop Level Transmitters, and brease (Alleged Violations I.C.I.
1.C.2, l.C.S. and 1.C.4.)

Attachment 2, Section V.D.1: Limitorque Valvt Operators (Alleged
Violation I.C.1)

Attachment 2, Section V.D.2: Target Rock Cable Entrance Ses1s (Alleged
VToXt30n 1.C.2)

Attachment 2. Section V.D.3: Containment Sump Level Transmitters
(Alleged Violation I.C.3)

Attachment 2, Section V.D.4: Premium RB Grease on Fan Motors (Alleged
Violation 1.C.4).

Violation I.C.l._ |

The licensee responded by addressing the specifics stated in the Notice.
By resporstag in this manner, the licensee denied that there was a viola-
tion cf 10 CFR 50.49 as stated in Violation I.C.I. for Limitorque operators
because of unqualified or mixed grease, T-drains, and unqualified splices.

'

Tht' licensee adn.itled that the examples regarding terminal blocks and the
altminurs lirait switch housing existed; however, it contended that these
examples do not wirre.nt imposition of a civil penalty under the Modified
Policy.

The licensee contended that grease is not within the scope of 10 CFR 50.49.
Specifically, the licensee argued that grease is not electrical equipment
and, therefore, need not be qualified. The licensee clso argueo that its
consultant demonstrated the qualification of mixed grease on June 25, 1986.
The licensee argued that no enforcement action should be taken "...since
there has been no explicit guidance, appitcable to APCo. which states that
grease or other lubricar;ts should be considered in equipment qualification."
Accordingly, the licensee contended it should not clearly have known that
grease is electrical equipment that siust be qualified. The licensee also
contended that this issue was not of sufficient safety significance to
impose a civil penalty under the Modified Policy. The licensee supported4

this last argument with the analysis provided by the outside consultant.

The licensee contended that the Limitorque test reports along with
engineeringjudgment,wereadequatetodemonstratequalIficationofthe
valve operators without the T-drains. The licensee stated that the test
reports in combination with engineering judgment established qualification
and that engineering judgment does not need to b6 docusented.

The licensee once again argued that the NRC staff gave no basis iri the
Notice why the licensee clearly should have known before the deadline that
Limitorque operators were not qualified. The licensee contended further
that the NRC staff did not require detailed walkdowns before the deadline

'

and that the first real notice of the problem was IN 86-03, which the NRC

i
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' staff issued after the deadline. The licensee also argued that if the lack

of T-drains constitutes a violation, then it is not of sufficient safety
significance to impose a civil penalty under the Modified Policy.

The liter.see statec that the argunient for the tape splices is addressed by
the response to the alltgec violationt, relating to Y-type electrical
splices.

While edn.itting the examples cf unqualified terminal blocks and an aluminum
limit switch housing, the licensee contended that there is no requirement
to disassenble all equipnent and iuentify all subcomponent parts, and that
disassetbly would have aeen required to identify these components. With
respect to terminal blocks, the licensee asserted that IN E3-72 was insuf-
ficient to constitute clear notice of a problem, and that Limitorque
suppliec the operators disectly, so that no third party could sake improper
mcdifications. Foreover, the licensee alleged that the unqualified terminal
blocks and aluminum housing were isolated incidents which the NRC staff
could not reasonably expect the licensee to fir.d. With respect to the
terminal Flocks, the licensee stated that the Notice gives no reason why
the licei..ee clearly should have known the blocks were unqualified and that
the I E staff gave tacit ap;roval to APCc's qualification of. terminal blocks
in Limitorque operators. Tne licensee characterized the discovery of the
alumirw.i housing as an unforeseeable event. APCo also argued that it
informed the NRC staff during the inspection that the operator with the
aluminum housing did not need to be on the master list and, under the
ModifiedPolicy,theviolationisinsufficientlysignificanttowtrranta
civil penalty.

*

Violation 1.C.P.

The licsnsee denied that the lack of qualified cable entrance seals
constitutes a violtticn of 10 CFR 50.49. The licensee contended that the
vahes are cesigned to cperate in conditions which are beyond those of
design basis accidents according to 10 CFR 50.44(c)(3)(iii) and need not
be qualified under 10 CFR 50.49. Moreover, the licensee argued that it
stated this position in its letter to the NRC staff dated February 24,
1954, ano that the stafi tacitly ' accepted this position in its SER dated
December 13, 1984, The licensee also stated that the valves were qualified
with or without cable entrance seals. The licensee contended that the
condition is not of sufficient safety significance to impose a civil
penalty under the Modified Policy. The licensee argued that the NRC staff
issued a Severity Level IV violation to the Union Electric Company for an
ider.tical violation at the Callaway Plant.

Violation I.C.3.

The licensee denied that, even though four of the GEMS level transmitt'ers
were found without the required level of silicone fluid, this is a viola-
tionof10CFR50.49(f)and(j). Insofar as the NRC staff asserts the
presence of unqualified V-type tape splices, the licensee referred to
arguments u de with respect to Violation I.A.1. The licensee asserted
that any viciation resulting from the condition of the cont 61nment sump

l . _
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lenel trenstnitters wt.s not of 10 CFR 50.49, but sone other requirement.
MCo further argued that the fluid level in two of the four transmittcrs
wt.s only one inch low, ar.d therefore, posed no significant safety concern.
APCo acts.cwledged that qualification of the transmitters with low silicone
fluic was not addressed by test oata available on November 30, 1985 but
that two of the four transmitters here qualified cven with the low Iluid
level. APCo further argued that the transniitters' qualification status
was undetermined, and none of them were shown to be unqualified. Should
the NRC apply 10 CFR 5C.49 to the transinitters, APCo conceded a violation
of 10 CFR 50.49(j). The licensee contended that it should not have
clearly known of the violation by the deadline because it recognized the

~

need to qualify the transmitters, maintained documentation to do so, and
installec them and verified installation a:. cording to applicable instruc-
tions and normal procedure. APCo argued further that no walUowns were
required prior to the deadline, and that any walkdowns would have required
opening the transmitttrs to inspect the silicon fluic level. The licensee
claimed that the violation is not of sufficient safety significance to
impose a civil penalty under the Modified Policy. The licensee contended
that a civil penalty is nct warranted because Bethtel analyzed the two
transmitters with slightly low silicon levels and determined that qualifi-
catiot was not materially affected 6nd that the NRC staff was informed of
this at'the enforcensent conference in March 1988, and in writing on May 27,
1980. APC0 further contended that ;here would be no adverse safety
consequences if the transmitters did not function.

Violation I.C.4.

As discussed above in Violaticn I.C.1, the licensee contended that greast
isnotanitemofelectricalequipmentasdefinedin10CFR50.49(b). The
licensee argued that a Texaco evaluation demonstrated reasonable assurance
that the Premium RB Grease would not adversely affect the qualification of
the motors and coolers. Further, the licensee again clained that it should
not have clearly known that 10 CFR 50.49 required it to qualify grease
because (a) gretse is not electrical equipment, (b) venc'or informationa

showcd that the grease was acceptable for use on the motors in question,
(c) APCo stated the grease was inspected on receipt to assure it was in
conformar.ce with sps:ificatiens, (d) the NRC staff's SER accepted APCo's
masterlistthatdidnotincludelubricants,and(e)APCoisunawareof
any other licensee that listed grease as electrical equiprent before the
deadlir.e. Because APCo and Texaco concluded that tests would show the
grease acceptable, and expected testing was to be complete by December
1988. APCo concluded that the violation is not of sufficient, safety
significance to impose c civil penalty under the Modified Policy.

NRC Staff's Evaluation of Licensee's Response in Attachment 1. Section III.C
and Attachment 2. Section V.D.

Violation I.C.I.a: Unqualified cr hixed Grease: Lubricants are an integral
part of motors and rotor operated valves. They are subject to degradation
as a result of exposure to radiation, temperature, aging, and humidity. The
issue concerning this violation is whether the Limitorque motor operators
are qualified w1en used with grease different than that used when those

- _ _ _ _ _ _
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operators were tested in a sicolated harsh environsent. 10CFR50.49(f)
recuires that each item of electric equipment is,portant to safety shall
be qualified by'testit.g cf, or experience with, identical or similar
equipment, and the qualification shall ine.iuoe a supporting analysis to
show the equipment to be qualified is acceptable. Additicnally, the DOR
Guidelines state that the tested specimer, should be the same as that being .

qualified and should be of icentical design and material construction.

In the case of Limitcrque rotor operators, the licensee's EQ prograsi did
not evaluate the tipificance of using a different grease from that which
was tested, nor the mixing of different soap bases. The Limitorque lubri-
cation data form and other Limitorque information state which lubricants
the licensee could use su that the operators would be qualified for use
inside containment ano specifically warned that lubricants of different
soap bases should not be n.1xed. Material construction of the tested
specimen differed from that installed. Therefore, the licensee did not
have (balifico motors ano n.otor operators in that they were lubricated
with greases other than that specified by the vendor and the licensee cid
%t have cocumer.tation of_ testing or analysis tc support the types of
grease cr mixed greast used. Bccause vendcr documentation clearly spect-
fled the grease used in testing the. motor operators, the licensee clearly
shuuld'have kl.own that using ditferent grease without analysis or further
testing wculo result in the operators not being qualified as installed.
The electrical ecuipnent the licensee clearly should have known was not
qualifiec (because it was lubricated with the wrong
motors anc nector operators specified in the Notice. grease) included

The licensee proviced on analysis which concluded that the mixing of the
gresses was not c si pificant technical problem in this case end the hRC
staffdoesnotaisagreewiththatconclusionfortheparticularalixturethat
was found. However, the KRC staff concludes that there was a violation
ano that it was significant. That determination was s.ade based on three
f actors; (1) tte analysis was dated June 25, 1986, after-the-fact;(2)some
greasecombinationshavebeendemonstratedasincompatible;(3)the
analysis has substantial as evidenced by the use of an outside consultant
to determine the acceptability of the niixture. (Asdiscussedearlier,the
lictnsee's definition of *onqualified" is incorrect and safety significance
is not determined by subsequent analysis.) Moreover, the licensee had to
perform substanti61 analysis to qualify the eperators with grease other
than as specified by the ver. dor, and did not satisfy the Modified Policy's
criterion for finding a violation insufficiently significant to warrant a
chil pcnalty. Therefore, the violation stands as stated.

Violation I.C.1.b: T-Drains: The hRC staff disagrees with the licenste's
position that T-drains are not required for qualification. For example,
..imitorque test report B0058 (See Appendix 8. Reference 4) states that
T-drains be installed to accosmodate the extreme temperatures and pressures
of_ a design basis event environment. As stated earlier in the response
to Attachment 1. Section II.B. it is the' position of the NRC staff that
engineering judgment must be documented in order to demonstrate qualifica-
tion in accordance with 10 CFR 50.49. Therefore, this violation stands as

c stated. The licensee clearly should have known that the operators were

.
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l unqualified because it knew of Limitorque test report 80058, which as :

! described, which requires the installation of T-drains. APCo's argument
t that it qualified motor operaturs in 1986 with undocumented engineering
! judgment shortly after it discovered that T-drains were missing, and that
j this renders any violation insufficiently significant to warrant a civil
' penalty under the Modified Policy, fails because: APCo's undocumented
i engineering judgment could not qualify the operators, as described in the
i answer to Attachrent II, Section V.A.4, so the exception in the Modified
i Policy does not apply. Accordingly, this was a signification violation.
4

j The NRC staff acknowledges that the issue of setor operator T-drains has 1
!

i been handled differently at different plants. Howevar, the NRC staff does
not find such a situation inconsistent with the Modified Policy, as_the !

: '

licensee is. plied. Contrary to the licensee's assertion the issue of aeutori

operatorT-drainsisnottheexactsameissueateachplant. Numerous;

? f actors went into the NRC staff's case-by-case determination of the severity
'

of violations involving tactor operator T-drains. Factors considered in
i making such decisions included the quality of the documentation supporting ;

i qualification that was available at the tire of the inspection or shortly
thereafter, the plant LOCA profile, the type of motor used in the operator,:

j and the. operator orientation. Whether the Limitorque report qualifying a
motor operator without a T-drain can be used to qualify operators at a

| particular plant is implicit in considering these factors. A plant with
a LOCA profile like that in the test report, using the proper type of motcri

i in the proper orientction woubi likely be able to demonstrate similarity.
! Application of these factors in other cases distinguish them from this case.
*

Violation I.C.1.c: Unqu6lified Splices:- NRC staff's position on Y-type
tape splices is addressed in the respcnse to Attachrent 1, Section III.A.'

(Seesupra,pp.17-19).

| Violations 1.C.1.d and e: , Terminal Blocks and Aluminum Limit Switch
| Housing: The licensee admitted that these violations existed.. NRC staff's
.

position on the nature and scope of walkdoa s is discussed in the response
| to Attachment 2, Section V.A.2 (See supra, pp.10-11). That discussion

forn.s the general position . that given the infors.ation available from the'

NRC staff and other sources, as discussed below, the licensee should have' ,

performed walkdowns or other detailed investigations of the pro. bless
identified by IN 83-72, and had it done so, clearly should have known of ,c

the violations. ,

'
With regard to the lis.it switch h'ousing, the licensee clearly shuuld have-

known of the violation because-the test report did not allow the use of ''

al minum limit' switch housings. The licanses's argument that because i

proper and NRC-accepted procurerent inspection procedures were employed,
it did not have a reasonable opportunity to detect the use of the alumi-
nur housing is not persuasive. Given that only a singleLaluminum housing-

-was found, anc given that APCo's records for the operator do not show that '
'

environmental qualification was considered and astured, it-is far more likely'

1that the housing.was installed after the operatcr was in the plant rather
than prior to receipt of the operator-at FNP. Therefore, it is more-
likely that the pro)1em was one of the-licensee failing to maintain EQ'
rather than a receipt inspection problem. The NRC staff reaches that'

i

.
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conclusion because there have been few, if any other, instances in which
such housings have been improperly supplied by setor operator vendors for
use in EQ a;plications. In sum, because its equipment records did not
show that t.1e licensee had caintained its equipnent in accordance with
environmental qualification requirements, the licensee clearly shuuld have.,

kr on of this violation.
1

The NRC staff ackncwledges that the licensee did inform the NRC inspectors
that the c?erator in question was not required to be on the master list.
However, tie licensee not only s.ade that argutent af ter the fect but based
the argur.ent on placing administrative controls on the valve to keep it in
its safety position. Such controls may have formed an adequato basis for
removing the valve from the list at the time of the inspection but since

|the controls were not in place prior to the deadline the NRC staff rejects |the licensee's arguments.
|

/sdiscussedaboveforV-typesplices(Seesupra,p.17),theNRCstaff's 1

SER issueo Decenter 13, 1984 did not tacitly approve APCo's qualification
; of terminal blocks in Limitorque operators.

The NR.C st6ff acknowledges that identification of problems with ters.inal
blocks i n motcr operators was handled differently at different plants. The
issue was-handled on a case-by-case bisis considering such factors as
whether the terminal blocks were used in motor operators inside or outside
containc.ent, whether they were used in control or instrument applications,
and the quality cf the cucumentation supporting qualification available at
the time of the inspection. After reviewing the specific violation at
River Beno referenced by the licensee in its response, the NRC staff
ccncludes that, in retrospect, the ins)ection report for River Bend
(InspectionReport 50-458/87-21) proba)1y should have more fully explained
the NRC staff's rationale for reaching the conclusion that the violation
was most appropriately categorized at Severity Level IV. Briefly, the
violation at River Bend was categorized at Severity Level IV based on two
factors, location (outside containment) and application (control).

With regard to the licensee's argument concerning its response to
Information Notice (IN) 63-72, the NRC staff concludes that relying on
1980 information to respond to a 1983 issue which calls into question the
applicability of that earlier inforraation (see Attachment I to IN 83-72,
page 16 of 16, #6) is improper. The thrust of the information provided by
the IN was that third party involverent after the operators had been
shipped by Limitorque and improperly reviewed modifications after instal-
lation were likely causes of the existence of unqualified terminal blocks
in the motor operators. Therefore, to do no physical inspections at FNP
was unreasonable given the information provided.

Violation I.C.2: Target Rock Cable Entrance Seals: The NRC staff
disagrees with the licensee that seals are not required for qualification
of Target Rock Solenoid 0)erated Valves (50V). The head vent valves were
required to be installed ay 10 CFR 50.44. This regulation requires that
these valves be opers.ble post-LOCA (10 CFR 50.44(c)(3)(iii)). In order to

,. -
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be operable post-LOCA, they must be environmentally qualified. Even accep-
ting the licensee's argument, the SOVs form part of the reactor coolant

pressure boundary,(as stated in 10 CFR 50.44(c)(3)(iii), and are defined by10 CFR 50.49(b)(1) 1) as important to safety. They must then be qualified
for a design basis accident.

The NRC staff's SER approved only the licensee's approach and schedule for
completing the full environmental qualification of the Target Rock solenoid
valves. At no time did the NRC staff tacitly approve the licensee's claim
that the reactor vessel head vent valves did not have to be environmentally
qualified to the rule. The NRC staff position on THI Lessons Learned
Equipnent, as stated in Supplement 2 to IEB 79-01B, has always been that
this equipment is subject to the same requirements as other safety-related
equi This position was also reiterated in the TER (at page 2-3 and
2-4)pment.as further discussed in Supplement 3 of 1EB 79-018. The NRC staff
clearly stated in this supplement as it related to TMI Lessons Learned
Equipu nt that, "... no change has occurred in staff position regarding
the scope of the 79-01B Supplement 2 review." The licensee's statements
as it related to the scope of the 50.49 review were always related in the
context of a completion schedule for the full qualification of the solenoid
valveL in its letter of February 29,1984,(SeeAppendixB, Reference 8)
to the NRC staff, the licensee stated:

*The qualification report [for the Target Rock SOV's] is currently*

under development by Westinghouse with a scheduled completion in
1984. APCo has reviewed the draft qualification report and determined
that these solenoids are qualified for use in the FNP containment.
APCo will review the final report when issued to ensure qualification
is maintained."

The licensee went on to argue that the SOV's were not required to be
qualified. However, given the licensee's statements that the 50V's were
qualified, there was no reason for the NRC staff to dispute the licensee's
assertion that the equipment was not required to be qualified. Therefore,
it was not necessary for the NRC staff to respond to the assertion, and the
staff's silence on the matter cannot be construed as tacit approval of the
licensee's position.

The licensee's response to the Notice mentioned a 1984 test report that
has not been provided to NRC staff for evaluation. Therefore, there is no
basis for the NRC staff to conclude that the test report would demonstrate
that the equipment was suitable for its application. Further, that test
report was not in the licensee's files at the time of the inspection. The
test report that was in the licensee's files specified that a qualified
entrance seal was required, but such a seal was not installed. By not
presenting the new information during or shortly after.the inspection, or
even at the enforcement conference held months after the inspection, APCo
did not satisfy the Modified Policy's criterion for finding a violation
insufficiently significant to warrant a civil penalty by allowing for

*
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further documentation during or shortly after the inspection. Moreover,
this new test report does not qualify the seals for the valves because it-
was submitted long after the deadline. (see discussion of APCo's ,

definition of " qualified", supra, pp.12-13.) !

With regard to the clearly should have known test, factor one was considered '

applicable because the licensee's test-report required a qualified seal to ,

be installed on the valves. This factor alone was sufficient to consider
escalated enforcement.since only one factor is required to be met.
Therefore, this violation stands as stated.

The NRC staff's position relating to seal qualification issues, including
Target Rock valves, is addressed in the response to the Chico A/Raychem
violations (See supra pp. 26-29). ]
Violation I.C.3: Gems Sump Level Transmitters: With respect to Y-type
splices on the transmitters, the NRC staff responds with the same analysis:
madeforViolationI.A.1-(Seesu>ra,atpp.17-19). Although the licensee: !

argued that these facts formed tie basis-for citation of'a violation other '

than of 10 CFR 50.49, the NRC staff ~ identifies no reason why it could not
issue 4 citation-for violation of 10 CFR 50.49 as well. The licensee's: -

'claim tlat a citation for violation of 10 CFR 50.49 is inappropriate is
simply riot supported by the facts. APCo admitted this violation by stating ,

. that, by the deadline,-it had no data on GEMS level indicator performance ,

| with low silicone levels. APCo contended, however, that two of the trans-
i mitters were qualified based on its definition of that term that the NRC- ,

r staff rejected above_ (See supra, pp 12-13). - APCo continued by stating that >

| the transmitters were not unqualified, and, therefore..this was not ar
violation. Such an interpretation of the regulation would. require the *

,
-

,

: NRC staff to demonstrate the equipment would fail rather than. requiring
|- the licensee to assure it would not. 10 CFR 50.49 requires licensees:to; ;

; qualify electrical equipment important to safety for harsh' environments and ,

j maintain records of qualification, and this requirement clearly applies-to '

; the GEMS sump level transmitters. The NRC staff need not prove; that equip- 4

i ment will fail in a harsh environment to show a violation of 10 CFR 50.49.
| Horeover, the licensee concedes a violation of 10 CFR_'50;49(j).- Accor-

'

: dingly, APCo violated 10 CFR 50.49(f) and-(j) by failing to qualify the-
GEMS level transmitters by the deadline.: '

!

: . - .

L The licensee claimed that .it should not have clearly known of this violation.-
vendor test reports indicated that-the silicon fluid was required ;| However, level transmitters to remain qualified.for the. The infomation would have:

led an engineer knowledgeable in the requirements-of 10 CFR 50.49 to reach:'

:that conclusion,' and to verify that the level transmitter fluid-levels were.

o correct.. ,

| -

| The second factor.of the Modified Policy applied because the licensee s"l

equi > ment-records did not demonstrate that the installed configuration.
matcied the tested configuration. Moreover,;the :1icensee did not perforin
adequate field walkdowns or other verifications to assure that the
installed configuration was.the same'as the tested configuration. NU
staff's-position on:the nature scope'.of walkdowns is-discussed in resp vse

L
|- :
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to Attachment 2, Section V.A.2 (See supra, pp.10-11). Additionally, the
licensee did not ensure adequate maintenance controls vere implemented to
maintain the qQalification status of the level transmitters. With regard
to identification of this violation, the NRC staff agrees that the licensee
found the deficient condition. However, the identification resulted from
questioning by ar NRC inspector and therefore was not considered as
independently identified ay the licensee, according to the Modified
Policy's definition.

In res>onding to this issue APCo referred to the fact that the NRC staff
had su)sequently classified a similar violation to be of lesser significance

,|at another Region Il plant. The NRC staff acknowledges that a similar
violation was considered of lower severity. However, given the specifics
of that case such a determination was appro)riate. Specifically, in that
case the licensee was able to demonstrate tlat the junction box of concern
would not have been subjected to a submerged environment as previously
assumed. The analysis performed for APCo by Bechtet was performed af ter !'

the deadline and consistent with the NRC staff's position (See supra pp. '

12-13) such analysis could not demonstrate qualification of the transmitter
prior to the deadline.

Violation I.C.4: Premium RB Grease: The importance of grease in equipment
qualification is discussed in the response to Violation I.C.I.a. Given
that the vendor specifically identified the grease used on the fan motors .

and room coolers, the licensee clearly should have known that those compo-
nents would not be qualified with different greases. The documentation
that is claimed to be from the licensee's maintenance files (not the EQ
qualification file) was not presented during the inspections, nor at the,

enforcement conference held months after the inspection. Further, that,

; information alone does not support the qualification of the fan motors and
room coolers lubricated with Premium RB grease and located in a harsh
environment. Specifically, although a reference to operating temperature
range for the grease was provided there was no documentation to support
qualification in a full LOCA environment. As demonstrated by the licensee's
response, grease testing was not completed as of November 14, 1988. The
length of time necessary to establish qualification of these components
with different greases clearly falls outside the exception given in the

; Modified Policy. Accordingly, this violation is sufficiently significant
to warrant asses:; ment of a civil penalty. Therefore, this violation stands
as stated.

;

The failure to adequately demonstrate the qualification of each of the
items discussed above is a significant violation in accordance with the
NRC staff's position detailed earlier in this Appendix.

Attachment 1. Section II.D and Attachment 2. Section V.G: Mitigation,
Not Escalation, of the Base Civil Penalty is Appropriate. Attachment 2,
Section V.G: The Staff's Assessment of the Mitigation Factors was Flawed.

!

!

!
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The licensee denied that a violation occurred and contende'd that escalated
enforcement is not warranted because the alleged deficiencies are not of
sufficient safety significance to impose a civil penalty under the Modified*

Policy. However, if the violations are sustained the licensee argued that4

itisentitledtofullmitigationofthebasecivIlpenalty. APCo
alleged that the NRC staff incorrectly applied the escalation and mitigation
factors in the Modified Policy.

-
\

NRC Staff's Evaluation of Licensee's Response in Attachment 1. Section II.D.

and Attachment 2. Section V.G. .

Identification and Reporting - Of the eight violations cited in the Notice,
1 APCo independently identified the deficiencies that formed the basis for

five violations. Of the remaining violations, the NRC staff identified4

'

one (terminal blocks in instrument circuits), and APCo. in response to
inquiries from NRC inspectors, identified two violations (GEMS level

f transmitters and Chico A/Raychem seal configuration). Reduction of the
| base civil penalty by 50% is warranted only if a licensee identifies the
~ full scope of virtually all the violations. In view of the circumstances

described above, 25% mitigation of the base civil penalty is more"

appropQateinthiscasethanthefull50% mitigation.
'

The NRC staff does not accept the' licensee's argument that some type of
notice after the Nover.ber 30, 1985 deadline is a necessary condition for
considering NRC staff identification of deficiencies under this factor.,

; The licensee has a continuing obligation to assure cosoltance with NRC
J requirements. If information became available after t$e deadline to aid

in identifying a deficiency and the licensee failed to do so, that would.

! certainly contribute to escalation of the civil penalty, because that would
reflect the failure to take advantage of an opportunity to identify and

| correct the deficiency. However, escalation or less than full mitigation
'

of the civil penalty can also be based on the number and type of unquali-
fied components identified by the NRC staff. NRC inspections are performed,

on an audit basis, with a relatively small number of' inspectors who focus
on a small percentage of the plant components to confirm that regulatory
requirements are met. Therefore, given the limited scope of NRC inspec-
tions, each item identified is of added significance and escalation or
less than full mitigation is appropriate. In this case, the same reasoning,

applies for the two licensee identified violations that resulted from
inquiries by NRC inspectors.

The NRC staff recognizes-that it could not perform all the inspections-
at approximately the same time. However, there was an extended period *

of time before the deadline for licensees to conduct programs for self-
. identification and therefore the advantage one licensee may have gained
by being-inspected a few months or a year after another'is really
inconsequential. Further, the issue of inspection timing is not unique
to the Modified Policy issues but is inherent in much of the NRC inspection
program because of limited' inspection resources.

.
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Best Efforts - The NRC staff agrees with APCo that licensees should be
incouraged to address emerging issues. However, the NRC staff does not
view the EQ issues discussed in the Notice or the whole area of equipment
procurement as emerging issues. The need to ensure that components of the
proper type and qualification are procured has been and continues to be.

an essential part of any nuclear safety-related program including the plant
EQ program. Because EQ is not solely an engineering function, the NRC
staff would expect that a licensee demonstrating best efforts to have
undertaken an EQ review of procurement records before the deadline to
assure that qualification of equipment' had been maintained despite part
replacement and equipment repair. However, APCo's in-depth review of
procurement records did not occur until after the deadline and the NRC
staff concludes that little at all was done in this area before the deadline.

The NRC staff's technical positions on the issues of equipment walkdowns i
and qualification of equipment using lubricants other than as tested are i

presented in other portions of this Appendix. In the context of the factor
of best efforts in those two areas, it is the NRC staff's position that
APCo's efforts fall well short of the standards which reasonably could be
deemed to constitute best efforts in attempting to comply with 10 CFR

i

respele ' for example, when APCo's documentation indicated a problem withto qualification, its failure to perform walkdowns or other appro-;
50.49 i

priate investigation demonstrate a failure to exert its best efforts to l
comply with 10 CFR 50.49. This conclusion is supported by many of the !

statements summarizing APCo's own evaluation of its EQ program made in
Enclosure 1 to the hRC's Enforcement conference Sumary dated April 13,
1988 (See Appendix B, Reference 5).

The escalation of the base civil penalty for a lack of best efforts does
not suggest that APCo made no efforts to comply with EQ requirements. The
NRC staff recognizes the )rogramatic efforts made by APCo in the 1979-1985
time frame. However, suci efforts do not single out APCo over other
licensees who also were assessed a civil penalty despite devoting signift-

t cant efforts to establish an EQ program. Escalation for best efforts does
not rest on lack of resources devoted to the equipment qualift, cation
program, but on the basic deficiencies in that program. The efforts .

discussed in the licensee's response also do not consider program imple--

mentation and verification efforts. Implementation and verification of a
proper EQ program rests with the licensee. Based upon the ide'ntified
deficiencies in the program, even though in some other areas a satisfactory
EQ program was formulated for the FNP units, best efforts were not made in
general in the areas of implementation and verification and therefore
escalation of the civil penalty was appropriate. Accordingly, 50% escala-
tion of the base civil penalty based on this factor is appropriate.

Corrective Actions - When considering a licensee's actions to correct
deficiencies under this factor the NRC staff is specifically focusing on
the licensee's corrective actions for the identified violations. The
overall programmatic corrective actions the licensee took before identifi-

| cation of the violations and prior to the deadline were considered as part
of the licensee's best efforts. This application of the corrective actions
f actor under the Modified Policy is consistent with its- application under
the General Enforcement Policy.

<
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Best Efforts - The NRC staff agrees with APCo that-licensees should be
encouraged to address emerging issues. However, the NRC staff does not {
view the EQ issues discussed in the Notice or the whole area of equipment
procurement as emerging issues. The need to ensure that components of the
proper type and qualification are procured has been and continues to be ,,

, an essential part of any nuclear safety-related program including the plant i

. Because EQ is not solely-an engineering function, the-NRC -!! EQ program.
staff would expect that a licensee demonstrating best efforts to have 11

undertaken an EQ review'of procurement. records before the deadline to !;
assure that qualification of equipment ~ had been maintained despite part .4

replacement and eculpment repair. However, APCo's in-depth review of j
procurement recorcs did not occur until after the deadline and the'NRC j

staff concludes that little at all was done in this area before the deadline. :-

The NRC staff's technical positions on the issues of equipment walkdowns |
and qualification of equipment'using lubricants other than as tested are -i
presented in other. portions of this Appendix. . In-the context of the factor :

of best efforts inithose two areas,-it is_the NRC staff's position that i
APCo's efforts fall well short of_the standards which reasonably could be . !
deemed to constitute best efforts'in attempting to comply with-10 CFR l

!50.49 s for example, when APCo's documentation: indicated a problem with
respect to qualification, its failure to perform walkdowns or_ other appro- i

'

priate investigation demonstrate a failure to exert its best efforts to
comply with 10 CFR 50.49. This. conclusion is supported by many of- the ,

statements summarizing APCo's own' evaluation of its EQ program made in
Enclosure 1 to the hRC's Enforcement Conference Summary dated Aprit 13'p ,,

| 1988(SeeAppendixB, Reference 5). !
>

The escalation of the base civil penalty-for a lack of best efforts does.
not suggest that APCo made no efforts to comply with EQ requirements. The--

NRC staff recognizes the )rogrammatic efforts made by APCo in the 1979-1g85 !
I time frame. _However..suctofforts do notisingle out APCo over other

licensees:who also:were assessed a civil penalty despite devoting signift--
cant efforts .to establish an EQ program' ; Escalation for best efforts does-.

not rest on lack of resources devoted to_the equipment qualification '

program, but on-the basic deficiencies in that program.- The e'fforts' ..

discussed in the' licensee's response:also do not: consider profiram imple-+

mentation:and verification efforts. Implementation'and verif< cation of-a-
proper EQ program rests with the licensee. . Based upon the idehttfied.
deficiencies in the program, even though in some~other areas _'a satisfactory -|
EQ program was formulated for the FMP units, best afforts were not made' in
general in the. areas of implementation and verification and therefore--

escalation of-the civil-penalty was appropriate.: Accordingly 505 escala~' l-

' tion of the base civil penalty based on;this factor:is appropr,iate.

Corrective Actions - When considering;a licensee's actions to correct 1 j:

deficiencies under this factor the NRC. staff is specifically focusing on a
the -' licensee's corrective actionsL for the identified violationsMThe'

-overall-programmatic corrective actions'the licensee took before identif t--

a
cation of the violations and prior to the deadline were considered as part- -i
ofJthe licensee's best' efforts. This' application of the corrective actions :
factor. under the Modified Policy is:censistent with its application under_ :

the General Enforcement Policy.
'
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Given that most of the deficiencies that formed the basis of the August 15,
1988 Notice were contained in the February 4,1988 inspection report, it is
clear that the comments referenced by the licensee about "significant
improvements," which were also contained in that report, were not made with
regard to corrective actions taken to correct the deficiencies at issue.
The violations along with the above referenced connent were concurrently
identified M the licensee and therefore the NRC inspectors were not
comenting on the corrective actions for violations which were just being
transmitted to the licensee. The NRC inspection of the licensee's long-
term corrective actions for the violations is discussed in NRC Inspection
Report 50-348 and 50-349/89-23 issued October 31, 1989. Based on both of
the above points, the "significant improvements" discussed in t'ae earlier
report do not warrant consideration under this factor. However, as
indicated above, any of those improvements made prior to the deadline
were taken into consideration when considering the best efforts factor.

Regarding the licensee's comments on its corrective actions for the fan
motor problem, the NRC staff concludes that a number of comments need to
be made to clarify the licensee's submittal. First, the licensee's inclu-
sion, in its reply to the Notice, of a statement from the Systematic
Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) report might leave the impression
that the matter was not of significant concern to tae NRC staff and more
importantly that the NRC staff in making the statement had taken a final
position'on the appropriateness of the licensee's corrective actions.
heither of those conclusions is correct. The sentence in the SALP report
that follows the one cited by the licensee stated that escalated enforce-
ment was under consideration making it clear that the matter was both of
significantconcernandstillbeingevaluated. The NRC staff will not
coment on APCo's recollection of statements, regarding the licensee's
handling of the fan motor issue, supposedly made at the July 7,1988 SALP
meeting, except to say that the NRC staff's documented position as contained
in the SALP report does not su) port the licensee's assertion that the NRC
staff found its action accepta>1e. Second, because the NRC-staff had
continuing concerns over the fan motor V-type splice issue at FNP, a
meeting was held in Bethesda, MD on September 24, 1987. That meeting was
followed by a Confinnatory Action Letter dated October 6,1987 which I

confirmed various followup actions on the part of the licensee in the 1

area of EQ including further specific actions relating to the V-type
splices. Clearly, such a course of action on the part of the NRC staff
demonstrates a concern with the licensee's actions to satisfactorily
resolve this issue. )

With specific regard to the handling of replacement of the fan autor
splices, the licensee admits in its response to the Notice that & JCO, as
called for in GL 86-15, was never completed. The licensee claims 3. hat the
need for the JC0 was unntcessary given the fact that the splices were
replaced prior to completion of the J00. The NRC staff still maintains
that the licensee's course of action was non-conservative. Absent 0 JCO,
the licensee had no documented or approved basis to justify the continued
operation of a system required by the plant Technical Specifications-and
tierefore, had no documented basis for the continued operation of Uniu 2
that occurred during splice replacement. Clearly upon discovery of the

t - ~
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improper splices on Unit 1 the licensee had a reasonable basis to suspect
,

: a problem on Unit 2. The delay of nine days in taking action on that unit
' without a documented basis was non-conservative, As documented elsewhere
| in this Appendix, the NRC staff does not accept undocumented engineering
i judgment or after-the-fact analysis or testing as a sufficient basis for
{ continued operation and that is what the licensee in fact relied on. In

claiming that it went beyond the Generic Letter recossendation,blethat'

licensees take tem.ediate steps to establish a plan.with reasona
schedule to correct the deficiency, the licensee demonstrates a lack of
understanding-of the NRC staff's concern. Not only does a JC0 justify-

long term continued operation should the license choose such a course of
action, but it also justifies short term contin .d operation (the time it,

L takes to effect corrective actions). Prior to any corrective actions,
*

either a documented and approved basis must be provided for-continued
i operation (a JCO) or the licensee must comply with the applicable require- .

j ment, which in this case was the Technical specification.. The mere fact-
! that the licensee plans to take prompt corrective action does not remove .

| the obligation to have a documented and approved basis for operating
during the time it will take to effect the n6cessary actions.>

,

In summary, the NRC staff fir.ds that the licensee's arguments for
mitigatf6n under this factor are either not applicable or do not demon- i

in at least one significant *

strate a -basis for mitigation. Further,'s corrective actions were clearly 1instance (V-type splices), the licensee.

! inappropriateandthuspartial(25%)escalationofthebasecivil-penalty
is warranud.

_ ;

. ;

Conclusion ;
.

'Based upon the above considerations, no additional information has been
' provided that vould caust. the NRC staff to either withdraw a violation or -

reconsider itt, categorization. The violations affect a sufficient nusber.
of systems and components that are important to safety to warrant classi-
fication of this EQ-problem as a Category A problem.- Therefore, the NRC-
staff adheres to its classification of the violations as-e Category A -

'

problem under the Modified Policy, and concludes that the propored civil :

penalty of $450,000 should be imposed.
o

RESTATEMENT OF VIOLATION 11
,

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion I, Organization, requires that ,

>ersons and organizations performing quality assurance functions shall.
save sufficient authority and organizational freedom to: identify quality-
problems, to recossend solutions, and to-verify implementation of solu- '

tions. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix,B Criterion XVI, Corrective Actica~
further requires that measures shall be established to assure conditionsL

,

l

adverse to quality are promptly corrected.- u accepted QA progrt.m-
(FNP-FSAR-17) Section '17.2.1.2, whichtin part implements 10 CFR Part 50,

'

~ Engineering Review (SAER)y 10 CFR 50.54(a), states' that Safety Audit and.under'the'directionofthemanager-(MSAER),has
Appendix B, as required b -

'

been established to, provide a comprehensive independent audit. program of
safety-related activities to verify that such activities are in compliance-

.w . _ i.- . _m._-_u, . . _ _. __ _ m._. _ _ . .__. -
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with tM Operational Quality Assurance ProCram (0QAP). FNP-FSAR-17
further stasei, that the Supervisor-SAER and his staff stationed at FNP
shall conduct the audit program, and he has the authority to identify
problems, recomend solutions, and verify corrective actions.

Section 17.2.16 states that an administrative procedure has been written to -

assure that conditions adverse to quality are promptly identified and
corrected.

Contrary to the above, SAER is not ensuring effective execution of the
quality assurance program in that conditior.s adverse to quality associated
with the EQ program have not been promptly corrected. The following
Corrective Action Request (CAR) descri>e defict'ncies identified by SAERe

for which corrective actions had, at the time of the inspections, not yet
been completed.

CAR No. Date Identified Estimated Completion Date

830 November 1983 March 03, 7.988
1251 October 1986 March 31,1988

'This is a Severity Level IV violation (10 CFR 2 Appendix C,
SupplementI).

Attachment 1. Section III.D: Alleged Violation Relating to the Quality
Assurance Program f or .3fety-Related Activities ( Alleged Violation II.)

A_ttachment 2. Section V E: Alleged Violations U.dar NOV Section IIIt
.

The licensee denies the alleged violation. The licensee contends that
CAR 830, prepared December 29, 1983, was to address only instruction books
and vendor drawings for EQ equipment. The licensee expanded the scope to
cover subsequent vendor manual revisions. As items were closed, the
licentee identified r.tw items as a result of the issuance of GL 83-28.
These new items, the licensee claimed, were the cause of the completion
date being revised. The licensee contended that the length of time that
elapsed was appropriate.

The licensee further contended that the actions taken to close CAR 1251
were promst. The licensee stated that the complet1oi. of thic item was
tied to tie evaluation performed for NRC Bulletin 85-03.

The licensee arguec that a review of the time period in which these CARS
were open, along with consideration of the surrounding circumstances, would
not indicate a deficiency in the execution of its quality assurance
program.

,

NRC's Evaluation of Licensee's Response' in Attachment 1. Section III.D
.

CAR 830 was initially prepared on December 29, 1983, and identified a
deficiency that involved f ailure of the design change program to id&ntify
vendor technical manuals and vendor drawings as requiring updats upon

-
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implementation of a plant modification. The licensee's preventive main-
tenance program for EQ equipment required that appropriate vendor technical
manuals ae referenced for performance of preventive maintenance activities.
Failure of the design program to identify vendor technical manuals and
shop drawings that should have been updated resulted in the preventive
maintenance program referencing incorrect vendor documents. The licensee
claimed that completion of this CAR was delayed het.ause of new issues
created by GL 83-28.

The NRC staff will not discuss whether CAR 830, in its final expanded
fonn was addressed in a timely manner because discussions with the licensee
on GL 83-28 issues have continued for some time. However, the NRC staff
maintains that the original concerns in CAR 830 were not addressed in a
timely manner, in retrospect, the licensee should have issued a separate
CAR to address the emerging issues rather than indefinitely extending the
completion date for the corrective actions of the older issues. The NRC
staff recognizes that some of the emerging GL 83-28 issues could affect
the resolution of the earlier concerns. However, it was incumbent on the
licensee, at a minimum, to have interim guidance in place to assure vendor
information was properly referenced and updated for preventive maintenance
procedures whose use was on going, while final resolution of all the
emerging' issues was being addressed.

~

The 11censee stated that completion of CAR 1251 was delayed by the
completion of the Limitorque evaluation conducted pursuant to NRC Bulletin
85-03. Since tnis CAR was closely rt..ated to the issues covered by NRC
Bulletin 85-03, the NRC staff is withdrawing CAR 1251 as an example.

The violation w'.11 be modified in our records to reflect the deletion ofthe example dealing w4th CAR 1251.

4

^
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. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIC -.

;ew-A I WASHINGTON. D. C. 205$5

I %,
.', May 16, 1990 pcgE1ED

Docket 110. 50-382 '92 tiAR 13 A11:59
-

H NORAliDUM FOR: Samuel J. Collins, Director >

Division of Reactor Projects Qhfg,%y gds
Region IV t h w.h

Leonard J. Callan, Director
'Division of Reactor Safety

Region IV

FROM: Gary M. Holahan, Acting Director
Division of Reactor Projects - 111,

'

IV, V and Special Projects- '

Office of huclear Reactor Regulation

SUBJECT: QUALIFICATION OF TAPED SPLICES FOR USE IN INSTRUMENT
CIRCUITS SUBJECT TO HARSH ENVIR0tWENTS WATERFORD
STEAM ELECTRIC STATION, UNIT 3 (TAC NO. M75348) *

By letter cated November Pa,19Et frcm L. J. Callan, NRC Region IV to i

C. Mehrwinkel, hRC, Office of Neclear Reactor Regulation (NRR), RIV requested
that t!RR review a submittal that included several test reports provided by the
licensee cf Waterford Steam Electric Station Unit 3. The purpose of the
review was to deterraine the acceptability of the submitted information to r

dencnstrate environmental qualification of taped splices for use in instrument
circuits.

| We have completed cur review ard concluded that enviror. mental qualific6 tion
has not been dertonstrated. Our acceptance criteria is based on the requirements

'cf 10 CFR 50.49. Our evaluation is enclosed. If there are any questions on -

this ratter, please let us know.- ,,

| *
_

Gary .-Holahan, Acting Director, %
Division-of Reactor Projects - II ,

!Y, V:and Special Projects
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

-

!

Enclosure:
As stated

cc w/ enclosure:
C. McCracken-
M. Walker-

CONTACT:
D. Wigginton, liRR

gg@7p% --49-23027

-

'

; _ _.2.a.-
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! Enclosure ,

SAFETYEVALUATIONBYTHEOFFICEOFNUCLEARREACTORREbOLATION
PLANT SYSTEMS BRANCH

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION OF TAPED SPLICES
FOR USE IN INSTRUMENTATION CIRCUITS SUBJECTED

TO HARSH ENVIRONMENTS
WATERFORD UNIT 3 '

'
DOCKET NO. 50-382

During a recent inspection at Waterford Steam Electric Station Unit 3
conducted by NRC Region IV, a concern was raised regarding the use of taped
splices in instrumentation circuits located in potentially harsh environments
that would result from design basis accidents such as a loss of coolant
accident (LOCA) er a high energy line break-(HELB). The specific concern
involved a lack of information to demonstrate that the splices in question are
environmentafly qualified in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50.49.
The licensee subsequently provided a. submittal that included five test reports
and an analyses describing the applicability of each report. It is our
understanding that it is the licensee's intent to use the five reports together
rather than to produce a new single report as a sole means of demonstrating
environmental qualification.

We have completed our review of the licensee's submittal and our conclusions
are as follows:

1. Test Report No. PEI-TR-84'2900-1 for New York Power Authority " Final Test
Report on Okonite Tape Splice Insulation for Power and Control Cables ano
Rockbestos Pyrotrol III and Firewall III Cables."

The purpose of this test was to qualify the specimens fo* power and
control circuits. Therefore. the test assembly was electrically stressed
with 696 volts AC continuously during the LOCA test. However,'the functional
performance (i.e., insulation resistance) of the specimens was not
monitored during the LOCA simulation. The insulation resistance was
measured only before and after the LOCA simulation. In addition, there

were several anomalies involving leakage currents. ~ Therefore, it is our
conclusion that this test report does not demonstrate qualification of
Okonite T95/35 tape splices for instrumentation cir::ults.

,

We further conclude that this report should be scrutinized very carefully-
on a case-by-case basis before it is used to demonstrate qualification
for any purpose. We also believe that the description of the anomaly in .

Figure 2 of Appendix VIII, where water entered the end cap; of a cable
specimen and provided a current leakage path..is an example that is
analogcus to the inherent weakness of the V-type tape splices.

2. Test Report No. PEI-TR-84-704-1 for New York Power Authority," Final-
Report on tha Qualification of Parallel Splice Inwlation Systems Used on -
Power and Control Cables in the James A. FitzPatrick Nuclear Power Plant."

'

g@ 'L.Lgt$ 2-
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This test was also conducted to qualify splices for power and control.

circuit applications. Insulation resistance data was not recorded!

during LOCA simulation but, instead, before and after LOCA simulation.
Consequently, this test is of no significant value in determining the>

functional perfonnance of 795/35 tape splices during a design basis LOCA.

3. Wyle Test Report No. 17947-01, for Farley Nuclear Generating Station,.

"Oualification Test Program on Splices Fabricated with 3M Scotch Super
33+ Vinyl Plastic Electrical Tape and Okonite Splicing Tape No. 35 and
T-95 for the Alabama Power Company for Use in the Farley Nuclear
Generation Station.''

,

This report contains the results of tests for several specimens. The-

majority of the specimens were wired for testing power and control
circuits. However, six of the specimens were energized with 137.5. VDC and
200ma(Iowpower). Of the six, only two were energized continuoaly.
The other four were de-energized prior to the introduction of chemical
spray. Therefore, of the six specimens (10.1A,10.18,11.1,12.1,13.1,
and 14.1) powered at 137 VDC and 200 ma, insulation resistance measurements-.

were not recorded during LOCA simulation and only two were energized
continuously. Once again, the functional performance of the specimens
during LOCA simulation with chemical spray was not detennined during
the tests.

There are three additional specimens of interest (7.1, 8.1, and 9.1)
because of their use by Arkansas Nuclear Power Station. These specimens
are powered at 632 YAC and 20.2 amperes. They were powered for the first
65 minutes of the LOCA simulation, de-energized until the 46-hour point,
and then re-energized for 2 minutes. These specimer.s. as with the
specimens previously mentioned, did not receive chemical spray before

LOCA simulation. gized nor were insulation resistance data taken during
they were de-ener

Therefore, the functional performance of the specimens
during LOCA simulation is not known. Moreover, the duration of the LOCA
simulation was only 45 hours. The licensee is apparently extended the
45-hour period to 33 cays by use of the Arrhenius equation. There is reason
for some concern in this area because the staff has always held the
position that the transient portion of a temperature vs. time curve that
is generatted from a LOCA test should not be used in an Arrhenius calculation.
Therefore, the only portion of the test curve that is considered available-

for use by the Arrhenius technique to extend the test to 33 days is the
portion after 167 minutes when the temperature stabilized at 245'F and
remained constant for the remainder of the test. The design bases main-
steam line break curve in the Waterford FSAR Figure 6.2-8b indicates that
the temperature stabilizes around 230*F. Review of this curve suggests
that perhaps the test can be extended to 2.6 days, which is far less than
the 33 days suggested by the licensee.

i

!

o
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Based on our review, we have concluded that environmental qualification
of the specimens in this test report for use in instrumentation circuits
inside containment has not been demonstrated.

*

4. Test Report No. NQRN-3, *LOCA qualification Report fe." Okoguard Insulated
Cables and T-95 and No. 35 Splicing Tapes."

This report represents the results of testing of T95/35 inline splice
configurations on one aged and one unaged cable specime; ;f SKY rated #6
AWG with 0.090 inch thick Okoguard EPR insulation and no jacket. The
results of the tests indicate that this splice configuration is environmentally
qualified. The staff has reviewed the test report and concluded that the
'i ine splico configuration is environmentally qualified for the profilel

n, power level outlined in the test report- However, it should be
understood that this report does not demons rate that the spitees in
question are qualified for submergence, nor does it demonstrate qualification
for instrumentation circuits.

5. "Okonite Long Term Water Innersion Test Dated January 10, 1983 --

Supplemented with Report Excerpt from Illinois Power Company. Transmitted
March 7, 1989."

This test was conducted on three samples of a 1/C.f4 AWG Okonite EPR
insulated cable which was inaersed in 90'C water at a minimum depth of
2.5 feet. Each of the three samples contained a single insulation
splice in the form of an insulation repair constructed of cement and
T-95 insulation splicing tape. The samples in this test were unaged.

This test was conducted by the Okonite Company, r:d the results were
provided in a letter to the licensee. The licensee's analysis of the
infomation provided in the letter concluded that the T-95 taped splice is
environmentally qualified for submergence. The analyses accounted for the
samples being unaged by assuming the 90'C water temperature to be the
aging temperature and the immersion times to be the aging time, and taking
50*C as the service temperature for the splice. Using the Arrhenius
equation and an activation energy of 1.07 ev, the licensee concluded that
the splice has a qualified life of 62.4 years at 50'C. The samples were
not LOCA tested and, therefore, no infomation is provided by the tests
on the functional perforn.ance of these samples during and following a-

LOCA. There is some discussion related to specific insulation resistance
which may be appropriate for a 1/C #4 AWG cable that is expected to carry
large current loads. However, there is no persuasive discussion on
insulation resistance or leakage current that can be applied to the
instrumentation circuits of interest during accident conditions. Therefore,
we cannot determine the functional performance of the samples during and
following a LOCA. Since we consider that a LOCA is the event that would
cause the most damage, we cannot conclude that thes? samples are qualified
for submergence during and following a LOCA.

.
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In sumary, we have reviewed the licensee's submittal, including the tive
test reports and tec 6ccompanying analyses. The principle objection the

'# staff has with ths infomation-provided by the licensee is that neither
insulation resistance (IR) nor leakage current were measured at the most
critical times during the various tests. In instances where IR or
leakage current or both are to be measured. the measuring device must-be
capable of detecting a small amount of leakage current and measuring IR;

! censistent with the requimments of instrumentation circuit (s). A
" typical instrumentation ciriuit may operate at a power level of 4 to 20

ma and 40 volts, whereas control circuits typically operate at higher
currents and voltages; e.g., 7 to 10 amps and higher and 120-volts and
higher. Consequently, leakage of a few milliamperares could result in an
instrumentation circuit being inoperable whereas a control circuit may.
not be noticeably affected. We have: concluded that test report NQRN-3 is
sufficient to demonstrate environmental qualification for the Okonite
T95/35 inline tape splices for power and control circuits in areas where

- the splices will not be submerged. We further concluded that none of the

mports individually (, nor a combination:of the five reports, demonstratad
.

thatthetapesplices).ofinterestareenvironmentallyqualifiedforuse
in instrumentation circuits inside containment.-

.

6
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! Docket No. 50-261
| License Nc lffM a ,m , n t n t evi

| EA C7-166 NCM imG s 'f"VU.' NiAh0!
| Carolina Power and Light Company

(["'| ATTN: L. W. Eury
Executive Vice President

| Power Supply -.

! Post Office Box 1551
Raleigh, North Carolina 27602

| Gentlemen:

SUBJECT: ORCER IliPOSING A CIVIL MONETARY PENALTY (H.B. ROBINSON)

This refers to your letter dated September 1,1988, in response to the Notice-
of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civit penalty (Notice) sent tu you by
our letter dated June 16, 1988. Our letter and Notice described an Environ-
mental Qualification (EQ) Catescry A problets regarding the environmental
qualification cf electrical equipment important to safety at the H.E. Robinson

| f acility. This problem involyco a number of violations affecting many plant
'

systems and components that resulted from 'anadequate field verification inspec-
n tions and modification pack 49e reviews. To emphasize the need to ensure
( ) qualification cf electrical equipment important to safety, a total civil
"'

penalty of Four Hundred Fif ty Thousand Dol,lars ($450,000) was proposed.

The hRC staff has reviewed your response in which you admit that all but one of
the deficiencies violated regulatory requirements but you protest the impositien
of a civil penalty. The protest is based upon arguments th6t (1) the NRC failed
to establish you " clearly should have known" about the EQ violation > pricr te
November 30,19EE; (2) the deficiency for instrument accuracy is not a violation

| due to the previous position taken by the flRC on this issue; (3) the NRC
| incorrectly classified two violation examples as significant; and (4) the t'RC

incorrectly applied the mitigation / escalation factors.

1 After careful considerattan of your response to the Notice of Violation and
! Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty, .the !!RC staff hn tor.cluded, for the

reasons given in the Appendix attachen to the enclosed Order Imposing Civil
Mcnetary Penalty, that no new tr.fttra?. ion was presented that would justify,

! your position that the " clearly should have known" criterien was not met; the
| NRC correctly classified example 2 of Violation A and example 4 of Violation B

as significant; and the !!RC correctly applied the mitigation / escalation factors.
With regard to the instrument loop accuracy-issue the NRC staff has decided to
withrNw the violation. The decision to do su does not alter the NRC staff's

| posicion that instrument Icep accuracy was a valid issue about which the licensees
clearly should have known. Rather, based on your acknowledgement that this issue'

is a valid technical concern tudty that will be accounted for in future EQ
cecisions, and our belief that enforcement action with respect to this aspect of

(S your EQ performance wculd serve no further purpose, the NRC staff has (Niced to
(j withdraw Violation D.

T yO601v7 pon330
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; Carolina Power &' Light Ccmpany 2-

I - - -

!

-Ci You were advised by the corrected flotice sent to you by our letters dated
~ .

.V December 20. 1989 and January 8,1990 that the EQ violations in the' Notice had
,

i- ' been classified as a Categcry A problem. The withdrawal of Violation.D'does
: not affect the classifiution of this Latter as' a Category A problem. There--

*

fore, the tiRC staff hereby serves the enclosed Order on Carolina Power-ard,

: Light Cca.pany imposing a civil monetary penalty in- the' amount of $450,000.
1

c 'In acccrdance with Section 2.790'of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part 2 _
.

Title 10, Code of federal Regulations,'a copy of-this-letter and the enclosure
j will be placed in the NRC's Public Document Room. :

_

:

Sincerely,

!'

/ W',

| Hugt L. Thompson .

'

D ty Executive recto
.

.

; for Nuclear Mater 1 fety, Safeguards ,
'and Operations Support

; ,

i Enclosure:
Order w/ Appendix

! cc w/ encl:
i C. R. Diet:, Manager..
j Robinson Nuclear _ Prcject Department

% R. E. Morgan, Plant General Manager,

State of South Carolina <

{
,
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UNITED STATES

(3 flVCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
i;V!

In the flatter of Docket No. 50-261
| Carolina Power and Light Company License fio. DPR-23

H.B. Rcbinson Steam Electric EA 87-166
Generating Plar.t )

ORDER If! POSING CIVIL MONETARY PEllALU

!

Carolina Power and Light Company (CP&L/ licensee) is the holder of Operating

License No. OPR-23 (license) issued by the Nuclear Regulatory Comission

(Comission/NRC) on July 31, 1970. The license authorizes the licensee to

operate the H.B. Robinson Steam Electric Generating Plant, Unit 2. Hartsville,

South Carolina, in accordanct n.itt the ccnditions specided therein.

II
'

e
k
" A special inspecticn of the licensee's activities unicer the ': cense was con-

cutted on May 4-6, 1987 at the H.B. Robinson Steam Electric Cenerating Plant.

The results of this inspection indicated that the licensee had not conducted

its ar.tivities in full compliance with flRC requirements. A written Notice of

Violation and Proposed imposition of Civil Penalty (Notice) was served upon the-

licensee by letter dated June 16, 1988 and a corrected flotice was served on the

licensee by letters dated Docenter 20, 1989 and January 8,1990. The Notice

st 1.ed the n nure J '.hr violations, the provisions of the NRC's requircuents

that the licensee had s n, lated, and the amount of the civil penalty proposed

for the violations. The licer.ste rapoded to the Notice by letter dated

Septerher 1, 1988. In its response, the licensee agreed that all of the

deficicr>cies, with the exception of the failure to properly consider instrument

- /~'s
- , s'.Off . $Y.' c, ?f

._

x,

J

- .

!
- - - _ _ - _ - - - -
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!

accuracy _(Violation 0), constituted violations of 10 CFR 50.49. But due to -

the circumstances associated with the specific violations and folfowing the._

i
guidance of the " Modified Enforcement Policy Relating to 10_ CFR 50.49"

;-.
"'

(Mcdiffed PL! icy), the licenses contended that the proposed civil pu.tity was

| inappropriate. Tc the extent the NRC concluded that a civil per.31ty_ was -

appropriate, the licensee argued thai the proposed civil penalty was excessive
!
;_ for these EQ violations-
i

:
i
j ' !!!-
4

4 .

!
s

; After consideration of the licensee's' response and the statements of fact,

j explanatiu.s, ar.d arguments contained therein protesting. the appropriateness.

I as well as the amount of. _the_ proposed civil penalty, the Deputy Executive

Directer for Nuclet.r-Paterials Safety. Safeguards- and Operations Support, ht:.
4

; determi'ned, as set forth in the Appendix to'this Order, that Violation D should '

[ be withdrawn, that the Mcdified Pulit; tas properly; applied, and:that with the-
?
! revision, the categorization of this action under the1 Modified. Policy.and the_--

. . ,

civil penalty amount remain as p'.oposed. Acccrcingly:t. civil penalty of;$450,CCO
-

.. -

should be imposed.
'

,

i

i.
IV

[
t

-

Ir view of the foregoing and pursuant toLSection:234 of the Atomic Energy Act
t

e

2-
' of. 1954,.as amended (ACT) 42 U.S.C. 2282,_and:10 CFR 2.205,'IT IS HEREBY-:-

!

*
ORDERED ThAT:

:
. .

j'

. . , . . . . . . . . . . . .. . , , . .,

,
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~

L, ;

( The licensee pay a civil penalty- in the amount ofL 5450,000 within
..

30 days of the date of this Order, by check, _draf t, or money order,
*

;

|
payable to-the Treasurer of the United States and mailed to the

I

i Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S.- Nuclear Regulttery Connission,
,

' ATTN: Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C.. 20555,

t

h

'
t

}

i The lictuLee may request ~a hearing within 30 days of the date of this Order.

[ A request for a hearing shall= be clearly carked as a " Request for-an' Enforcement -

| Hearing" and shall be addressed to the Director, 0fficelof Enforcenant, U.S. _ [

:. Regulatory Consission . ATTN: LDocument Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555; -
~

t

;~ with copies to the Assistant: General. Counsel'for Hearings and Enforcement,'U.S.

{O
-

\- / I;uclear Regulatory Commission,- Washington, D.C. . 20555; Regional Administrator,
i:

: Regicn II,101 Marietta Street, N.W., Atlanta. Georgia 30323; and--the NRC'
I

Resident la.spectur, E.B. Robinson Steam Electric _ Generating | Plant. .
i

:

| If'a hearing is requested, the Commission.wilitissue an' Order cosign ting the

| time and place 1 uf the' hearing. If the licensee failsDto request'a hearing -

.

;;ithin 30 days of the da'te of this Order, the ^provisVons to this Order shall be"

- effective without further! proceedings. - If payment. has not been made by that

time, the matter may be referred to Lthe. Attorney General for coilection._'
'

:

.

X
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O In the event the licensee requests a hearing as provided above, the issues to

be considered at such hearing shall be:

whether, on the basis of the admitted violations, this Order should be

sustained.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

'

Hg L. Thomps n
0 ty Executive Di ctor
for Nuclear Materia ety, Safeguards .

and Operations Support

Dated at Rockville, Maryland
this30%ay of March 1990

O

O
2

e*e , ,
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APPENDIX
,

-EVALUATION AND CONCLUSION

On June 16. 1988, the NRC staff issued a_: Notice of Violation _and Proposed
Imposition of. Civil Penalty-(Notice) for the failure of Carolina Power and Light-

Company (CP&L) to adequately- qualify electrical:equipmentnimportant to safety
as required _by 10 CFR 50.49. By-letter _ dated: September 1, 1988,-CP&L responded
to the Notice-by stating that|CP&L had reviewed the Notice and agreed.that all-
but one of-the violations 1 occurred,;but disagreed with the. imposition"of the
civil penalty. CP&L also' argued that the NRC staff improperly applied the
" Modified Enforcement Policy' Relating-to 10 CFR 50.49," (Modified Policy).- A
corrected Notice, was served upon the licensee by: letters dated December 20,-
1989 and January 8, 1990. The correction;is reflected in the restatement of-

the violations set out below. The NRC staff's-evaluationsLand conclusions-
regarding' CP&L's- response follow: <

I. RESTATEMENT-OF THE VIOLATIONS'

A. 10 CFR'50.49(d):- requires that each . item of electrical equipment ,

important to safety shall:be identified, be placed on;a list and
information-such'as performance specifications:and' environmental'-

-

conditions-be provided. *

_

Contrary to the above. from November 30,1 1985|until_ the time,of the.
inspection:

'
_

1. The Carolina Power and Light Company (CP&L) files-did not-
contain documentation of1the-environmental._ qualification (EQ) of j

O-
plant electrical-cable in that_ electrical cables'used-in many
systems'important to safety inside containment were'not;-

identified as requiring EQ qualification, nor traceable to any
available qualification documentation. '

2. The EQ Tag Files.did-not provide _any:EQ.information concerning-
. two'.alve| operators (V-744'A.and-B) which were required to'be-

environmentally qualifled. '

B. 10 CFR 50.49(f) and (k) respectively require that:- -(1) each item ofs
electrical equipment _importantjtoTsafetyishall-be ' qualified by?
testing of,: or experience with,1 identical or similarLequipment, and --

the qualification;shall include.a supporting.. analysis to,show that.
the equipment to-be: qual _ified is acceptable, and (2) electrical:
equipment important'to1 safety which was previously required-to_'bef. !

qualified in accordance with the Division of: Operating Reactors-(DOK)L
" Guidelines for. Evaluating Environmental' Qualification of. Clast IE
Electrical? Equipment in-Operating Reactors,"idated November 1979 (00R:
Guidelines) need-not be requalified to 10 CFR 50.491 '00R Guidelines,.
Section 5.2.2, allows:-the use-of type tests to; qualify equipment _'
~important to safety.if the equipment is identical 11n' design and.
material construction to the test' specimen.

Contrary to the above, from _ November 30 1985 until the time of1 the.-
inspection:

O

d.a . . .

., ..
_ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _

/,
'
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[ Appendix -2 -

! lu The CP&L files did not' adequately document qualification of
Q Crouse-Hinds' electrical-' penetrations in that the plant equipment
i was not-identical in design'and material construction.to the
U qualification test _ specimen -.and deviations were not: adequately
U evaluated as:part of the qualification documentation.' Spec-

ifically, electrical connectors and-shrink-fit sleeve splices 1
'

were not1 type-tested _and were not' qualified by; similarity 1
analysis. 1

l

i 2. :The CP&L files did;not adequately' document-qualification of two |
i Limitorque valve operators-(V-866A and 8668) in-that the plant- -

! equipment was not identical-in design-and material construction ;

! : to the qualification test specimen' and deviations were not ~ .. ,

i. adequately evaluated as part'of the qualification documentation. 1

i Specifically,_in one or both*of the valve operators; unqualified
F grease was used for the geared limit switches. T-drains and- -

{ grease relief valves were missing.imotorJ1eads-had unqualified
' taped splices, a terminal block was unidentified and/or unquali- '

|
fied, and qualification of a motor.' brake was.not cocumented..-

3

! 3. The CP&L files did not adequately document qualification of; -

! - numerous . electricalJ splices -'using - Raychem . sleeving 'ine that= the .
plant equipment was4 notaidentical;in design and material .$

t construction to-the_Raychem test specimens-addressediin:the;
i files and deviations:were not: adequately-evaluated as part'of~
! -the qualification documentation.:
!

~

i
- 4 The CP&L files' did not adequately.documentLqualification of;

'

i taped electrical splices in that the tapeLsplices were not:
f identical-in design and materialEconstruction to a qualifica- :

tion test specimen and deviations 1were:not adequately evaluated
L as part.of the qualificationidocumentation. :-

.

C. 10 CFR 50.49(f)'and-(k), respectivelyc require .that: - (1) .each -ites __ -

of electric equipment- important:to. safety:shall-be qualified by test-i-

I. ing of, or experience with,: identical.'orisimilar.' equipment,1andLthe-
~f

t

| qualification.shall include:a supporting" analysis to:show that the'
L equipmentto.bequalified;isacceptable,iand(2)Lelectric| equipment"
! important to safetyiwhich'was previously: required;to;be qualified in
F accordance with-DOR Guidelines need'not.be requalifiedtto$- . - a

'

B 10 CFR 50.49 :: DOR Guidelines,;Section 5.2.6' requires _that equipment:
F mounting and electrical.or mechanicaliseals'~used during this-type .. .

- test must be. representative;of.the actual = installation ^ for;the test!: *

h: to be-considered conclusive.-
'

. 4.

Contrary to the above,!from November 30, 1985 until:the time:of thep
; inspection, the. installed configuration-of. Automatic Switch Company:

(ASCO). solenoid valves;and Rosemount:1153A transmitters was not:
Jqualified in that electrical' connection. penetrations:in the device
housing were left. unsealed |while theLtest reports;specified;thatithe?4

housings _were=to be sealed.

e

fO
e
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Appendix :-34-
,

:

D. '10 CFR 50,49(f) and (k'), respectively, require that: (1)-each item--

L of electric equipment'important to safety shall ~ be qualified by
|- testing of, or experience with,; identical'or similar equipment,< and
ji the qualification shall include |a supporting analysis:to/show'that-
t the-equipment to be qualifled is' accepttble,; and .(2) electric.. :

_

' equipment,important to safety which was previously required to be-
'

qualified in accordance with 00R Guidelines need not be-requalified,

n to 10 CFR 50.49. = _00R Guidelines; Section 5.2.5, requires that : '

; operational modes tested must'be representative ofithe actual
1 application requirements and that failure criteria should include.
[ instrument accuracy requirements based on the maximum error assumed'
j -in the plant safety analyses.. #

t

i Contrary to-the above,:from November _30,'1985 until the time of the.
! inspection, CP&L-did not adequately address instrument-accuracy in
!. that the files did not contain; documentation-specifying required-
i . accuracies and; comparisons of those accuracies with instrument-errorsL
: from LOCA'typeitests. Specifically,; required accuracies were:not' i
!- documented and.shown to be satisfied:for.Rosemount-1153A transmitters
i and 176KF Resistance Temperature Detectors.

.

| This i.; an EQ Category A problem. - ?

i Cumulative civil' penalty $450,000~. .

.
.

! (The facility operated.in excess of 100 daysLin_ violation of'EQ requirements.).

I II. SUMARY 0F LICENSEE'S RESPONSE--

CPal maintains that theINotice '(1)' incorrectly alleges that= the instrument -e
loop-accuracy. deficiency was'a violation;'(2)~ fails to' establish that-

p CP&L " clearly should have known" of the violations prior _to November 30,-1985;_ -

;1 (3) incorrectly classifies two examples as1significant; Land (4) incorrectly '

applies the mitigation / escalation factors.-
-

:

i:
.

.

[ A; Denial of' Proposed Violation 0 Recarding' Instrument Loop Accuracy1
3

{ CP&L' denies that it violated any NRC requirement b'ecause-it met thee
;. _past~ interpretation of.the requirementtapplied|by;the:NRC-staff during
: its regulatory review and acceptanceLof plant programs and methodology.
[ 'CP&L maintains that it was-in compliance.with_" instrument accuracy"
!- requirements as defined and accepted by previous NRC staffapractice,;L

F NRC consultant' practice, and industry practice.t
,

. .

! CP&L contends thati until the recent round of EQLinspections, the
t -NRC staff consistently interpreted the instrument accuracy requirement:

~

as not requiring a detailed review ~of allSinaccuracies from other>

components in theLloop.

$. CP&Lfurthercontendsthat:the'NRCIstaffhasichangelits| position:
.with regard to instrument _ loop accuracy and5thatithe new' position < f
-should be issued as a Generic: Letter or asta Bulletin. 'CP&L maintains 1 '

, ~

- that. since this Lis'a l'new!'Linterpretation, the imposition of the
= requirement should allow appropriate implementation time.and that;

b ~the imposition-should-be considerediunder 10 CFR 50.109,LBackfitting,
kO%
e H

-

;
.

*."<fN; < -

.

.

.
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For the above reasons, CP&L maintains that it was in compliance with
NRC requirements regarding instrument accuracy, and it denies the
proposed violation.

B. " Clearly Should Have Known" Test

CP&L contends that the NRC staff failed to.specifically analyze the
factors set forth in the Modified Policy, and has failed to describe
in detail, for each alleged deficiency, the facts relied .upon in
concluding that CP&L " clearly should have known" of the deficiencies.
Additionally, CP&L stated that "A mere recitation of the conclusion
that the licensee ' clearly should have known' is legally insufficient
without full and complete support."

CP&L rer.ognizes that the NRC staff-may.have conducted a detailed
inquiry in this case; however, CP&L concludes that "... the Notice
provides only a cursory and legally insufficient summary of the
conclusions reached." Despite that conclusion, the licensee did
provide arguments to-support the position that CP&L should not
clearly have known of the violations associated with instrument-
loop accuracy and Limitorque motor operators.

.

In summary, CP&L argues that the NRC staff failed-to provide a
legally sufficient factual basis for each and every." clearly should
have known" finding and, therefore, the staff cannot conclude that
CP&L " clearly should have known" of the violations and has deprived '
CP&L the opportunity to respond meaningfully to the Notice.

[] C. EQ Violation not Sufficiently Sionificant to Merit a Civil Penalty
V Under tne Modified Policy.

CP&L contends that proposed Violation examples A.2'and B.4 are in the
category described in Part III of the Modified Policy which addresses
those violations not sufficiently significant to warrant a civil penalty.

For example A.2, CP&L contends that the actuators were. required to
operate within 15 seconds and.were therefore qualifiable for their
application "as-is." CP&L states that this information was acknow-
ledged by the NRC staff during the inspection and therefore the
proposed example falls into the category of not sufficiently
significant to warrant a civil penalty..

For example B.4, CP&L contends .that, since it identified this dis-
crepancy and corrected it within days of identification, this'should
fall into the same category as above. . CP&L also' contends that it
presented information to show that_ the taped splices in question
were qualified.or qualifiable.

D. Application of Mitication/ Escalation Factors

CP&L submits that an analysis of the factors for mitigation / escalation
compels greater mitigation than reflected in the Notice as followsi

'

-

1
..... , .

.

' '

_m___
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p
F Factor 1: Identification and Prompt Reporting-

p CP&L maintains that escalation is'not appropriate solely because,the
NRC staff identified the deficiencyi Jt argues that' escalation should

; be applied only if the licensee had a reasonable opportunt'ty:after
J November 30,-1985 to~ identify and report.a violation but failed to- =!
|: do so. J

i

b CP&L further states that, in order to apply escalation, information. l
: that 'was used to decide the " clearly should haveLknown" issue should i

{ not-be the sole basis for the escalation. !

;

j CP&L_ argues that,'for proposed' examples A.1,'B.1,-B.2, and C,-it had j
! no reasonable opportunity to identify and correct the deficiencies.

_

'

For proposed examples B.3 and B.4~ CP&L did~ identify and correct the4 ,

deficiencies prior-to the inspection, which should.be considered as -

L a mitigating factor.
|

. . .
,

!.- CP&L-contends.that the only considerations-for't'is factor are-
~

h

|. mitigating.and,7for the' cases where it had an opportunity to identify '

; and correct the problem; it did so in an expeditious menner.---CP&L: '
concludes that the NRC staff should propose mitigation of the base-
civil penalty by 50 percentf;

Factor 2: Best Efforts
,

i CP&L maintains that the NRC . staff should consider, when evaluating-
i this factor, whether licenseesiused best. efforts to, implement.an EQ-
i program and not whether individual violations existed as 'of. November 30,
j 1985. CP&L argues that it would be " double counting" for the NRC..

.

staff to escalate a proposed civil: penalty because of a-violation thati
'

the licensee " clearly should have'known," yet did'not take best
efforts to correct prior to the.EQ deadline;;

'

CP&L maintains:thatLthe offorts!th't were taken prior to.the.. deadlinea
i- were significant. ' CP&L argues-that,isince>it-implemented a program to
' | meet 10 CFR 50.49,:as:statedJin'the inspection report, it made best:

. efforts in the EQ area.-
~

-

<

CP&L believes that its efforts-warrant mitigation; however, it feels
that,-as:a minimum, the NRC staff should propose no escalation on the:

'

basis:of:this factor. ~ ' '
~

Factor-3: Corrective Actions--

CP&L contends that:it should receive 50 percent 1mitigationtunder this
. factor because:the; corrective action measures 2taken including remaining) .

in a shutdown modezuntilEfull; resolution of the.deficiencie's. additional:
,

testing and| analyses 1of:related=EQ. questions,Jand change-out of equip-
ment constitute the fullTscope of timely corrective actions that could
have. been taken. With respect to:timelinessf of corrective: actions,.
CP&L arguesLthat.a . licensee's' corrective actions must be judged only
after 'a licensee' reasonably determines - that.'a violation exists..

- ... . ,

'"i s

'
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E. Summary

O CP&L agrees,"with one exception, that.the deficiencies cited in the.
Notice constitute violations.of--10 CFR 50.49. CP&L maintains,jhowever,
that.due to the circumstances:Lsurrounding the specific violations-and--

following the guidance of the Modified Policy,1the civil penalty is-
inappropriate for these EQ violations. To;tt.c extent?that the NRC.
staff considers _ a civil penalty appropriate, CP&L _ argues that_ thei-

civil penalty is excessive.-- ^

III. NRC's-STAFF'S EVALUATION OF LICENSEE'S RESPONSE-

A. NRC= Staff's Evaluation of Instrument Loop Accuracyt

| The NRC staff concludes::that: consideration of instrument loop accuracy
| has been and continues?to be a valid EQ consideration. However, based

on the licensee's acknowledgement that-this issue isra valid technical.
concern today that will:be' accounted for in the-future EQ decisions,-
and our belief that enforcement-action with respect to this aspect ofo
-the licensee's EQ-performance would serve no further purpose,_the_NRC:
staff has decided to-withdraw Violation D. a

B. NRC= Staff's Esaluat on of the " Clearly Should Have'Known" Test

Contrary to theslicenseeis arguments,:the Notice <and transmittale
-letter issued to CP&L contained allitheinocessary ' elements for,
assessing a civil penalty: required-by Section_--234b;of the Atomic
Energy Act and as set forth in: 10 CFR'2.205. _The_NRC1staffL in

O the context of applying the Modified Policy, agrees that the.
_

-

licensee should be provided with: sufficient information=regarding
the NRC. staff's: finding that!the licensee 1" clearly |should-have=
known" of_the unqualified: equipment-in order to provide:the licensee u

.with-theopportunity'to'contestithat? finding.1 Several steps:havei_. ;

been taken in this matter to provide the licensee ~withithe' appropriate
information.- First, the Modified Policy-hasibeen'made:,available to ythe licensee. Second, the.NRC inspection; report,twhich?has,been sent-
to the licensee,Tand upon which the, enforcement actionLisLbased.: _ H
documents the NRC'sj findingsLwhich form the basis'; forithe " clearly
should have:known"Jconclusion,f Third,,an enforcement conference'was?
held at which the-inspection findings were, discussed 11n depth.3 -Finally,1
and most; importantly, the NRC staff,h'as articulated, Tin the: cover letter,
which. transmitted |the Notice, the'. reasons'why it: believes 1theilicensee'
" clearly should;have known" eof;the EQ deficiencies. :Ini that" letter,

-the NRC staff highlighted thetsignificant facts' supporting the= staff's;
conclusionc The- NRC staff disagrees = that the:coverjletter'siexplanationi
must be exhaustive:and; include:all the facts and; factors considered.-. j
The NRC staff's Fapproachiis consistent' with the; approach taken under. H
the General: Enforcement 1 PolicyLwheneveri the; NRCL diseusses the ~ determi-
nation?of the severity? level offa1 violation or application'of;the:

~

= escalation.and mitigation-factors..;IIn'such cases, the NRCfstaff;-

- provides. the- licensee with, reasonable noticeland; a number. of meaningful: 1
. opportunities-during the enforcement process to respond.

_

1
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Regarding the licensee's. position that the NRC staff has-to balance '

the factors in= arriving at- a " clearly should have; known" decision, t

g the NRC staff agrees with that position in so far asLit means that
the NRC staff'must weigh all-. relevant information for and agkinst such

- r finding, before reaching a conclusion. 'In other words; compelling.
or particularly significant information;applicabla to one of the four-
factors would be sufficient to' conclude' that a licensee clearly should'
have known of a violation regardless of whether._somailess significant-

information against.such a conclusion or a lack of. inforniation existed
under any of the other three factors. In the NRC? staff's view, the

! transniittal letter praidi.d:the licensee with sufficient information '

; regarding the " clearly- should have' known" test. Based oli the -informa--
-

i- tion provided, the licensee should.have' assessed the_ items' as shrAn
,

'

'
below: *

i 1. Electrical cable: ' As discussed:in- the transsiittal letterLfor
i the. Notice, the need to. proper _ly _ qualify electrical cable was--
i discussed in both Inspection and Enforcement:(IE) BulletinL
; 79-01B ( Attachment 2) and|IE- Circular.78-08. Additionally,-
i- given the| extensive use of;the1 unqualified cable, it cannot

,

e reasonably-be argued that this' was an isolated problem of which
~'

the' licensee :should not, have clearly .known. ; This. is especially
true recogni7ing that scra. of th= cable used in the plant was

_

I properly qualified indicatti.s that licenste personnel werec

|. aware that electrical cable qualification.was required.-
V , .

|Q
2. - Valve Operators V-744A:ahd;8:-.1The11(censee' knew <that these

~

! o)erators had to be qualified becauseithey were identified on
'

v tie master list as requiring. qualification.1The licensee in
; its reply to' the Notice acknowledged that the qualification

. .

'

documentation in the file for these operators wastnot complete.. ,

;' - Notwithstanding this. error on" the. part of licenseefpersonnel,
; it' is the hRC. staff ?s- position that:the_ licensee knew qualif1
L - -chtton was required and consuquently the;" clearly should have
L khcun" test is met.. ' '

,
_

.

; --

[ 3. : Crouse-Hinds Electrical Penetraticns:! - The ylicensee clearly
! should have~known.that these' electrical 1 penetrations were not; t

j . qualified _becauseithe qualification documentation (1) .dio net
_ even address the type _of t splicastfound. in the.assembliesiandh
(2) inadequately- demonstrated thi similarity .between: the .4

L -electrical. connectors used in the Rubinson' assemblies and those-
j -qualified at Brunswick.
e
4 The NRC staff has reviewed aniextensive accunt of correspondencei

between the' licensee and the NRC staff relative?to these.penetra-
L' tions'and has found no eviduce:that thellicensee ever, informed:

~

the =NRC, staff or-its contractors-of the-existance of. theisplices |'

3 - in the assemblies; Therefore, the licensee cannotfreasonablyE
arguv that: the NRC. staff acce sted: the qualification offassat.tdits : 1

~

1 Las installed.= The111censee, iowever,= knew that.the per.etrations- '

1had to be qualified as:eyidenced by all:the; correspondence with,

the NRC staff about them and clearlytthe qualification.ofzthe,

P splices would make..up_an important-portion-of'the overall
-quklificationLof the o$heiubly.- ' '

,s
!

. .

t
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!O With' regard to-the electrical connectors,?the-licensee asserten
p that the connectors were'qualifiec by similarity with the-
Fv Brunswick electrical connectors.- The NRC staff, however, never
|f accepted the similarity argtment; for - the Robinson connectors
i prior to1the November 30, 1985 deadline. ~ Upon_.inspei: ting the1 -

r -Robinson connectors in 1987, the NRC staff concluded that that
licensee should clearly haYe recognized:?. hat! similarity of the: - t4

| Brunswick and Robinson connectors had.not been demonstrated'
.

'

because the qualified Brunswick connectors contained an extra; ;
.

i sealLwhich the Robinson connectors did-not-have and'which was

{
~ not accounted for by testing or analysis..

,

| 4. Limitorque Valve Operators V866A and 8665: In its response to: - ;

i the Notice, the~ licensee admits'that these operators were-not.
[ installed:.ii. accordance with.the qualification decumentation.:
j- However, the licensee: argues that, based on the " reasonable
; assurance" standard, it performed adequate walkdowns. sufficiently
j detailed reviews of NRC generic correspondence, and proper
! -procurement receipt reviews;to ensure qualification of, among
j other things, Limitorque' valve motor, operators.. ..
,.

I .The need 'tc qualify electrical splices has -long'been recognized
*

l- as a necessary element of- any EQ program-and the installatien of
-T-drains wasiclearly-required by the qualification documentation.-

j The NRC staff agrees with CP&Lithat it has never been required
: that a licensee = perform inspections _ of every component in every ; *

-

| Vendor-supplied assembly. ' However,ithe~ NRC. staff did expect'-

.

L< that a'certain> nusher of assemblies woula'be inspected as part'
i of the E0 walkdcwns.RThe scope? of: such -inspections would be-

. determined by the quality _-of the: qualification: record available.;
.

L Clearly'in this case, theLqualificaticn record for motor. operators ..

! was not outstanding or complete enough to warrant total reliance
[ upon it without appropriate field verification. -

^ '

i: -
. . :_

[ 'Had such inspections been properly-performed and'had the infor -
mation in the NRC's genericLissuances such ascInformation Notice:!

[ -(IN) 83-72,' been properly utilized to determine theitypes of compo_-
.

,

; = nents of particular concern, CP&L would have clearly found thess' 3
L unqualified components. nThe position CP&L' has'taken relative ~ to:

.
~the information that was provided;in11N.83-7251s overly . narrow;

; The-fact that the IN specificallyTcites the discovery of 'a: _
-

! -Bucha".anL terminal block is not extremelysimportant. : The.impor-s
'

i: tant:. issue: raised by theTIN wasithe general _one ofLunqualified'
!! components-being foundiin equipmant_previously thought to be;
i~ . qualified.

.
_

,

[ The NRC' staff. has reviewed the letter'Limitorque Corporation
issued in response to!IN,83-72Trelied upon by:the licensee"and:

J found that the conclusionireached by Limitorque'in the last:
-

paragraph of the letter.1that licensees need-take no: action with('

respect tc?IN 83-?2,'is7not supported by the body ofithe letter.i
i The NRC staff rejkcts the> letter as the basis forca' licensee:not;

-

L- pursuing the issues ~raisedLin the IN and finds that the letter

{
u. its totality'is= consistant with the_ NRC| staff's~ " clearly 1

-

| _.
4
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.

i-
[ should hav'e known" finding.1 Consistent with that-point, the'NRC: f

'

L found that a' number of: licensees.had acted upon the.IN after -
|| reviewing the-Limitorque~ letter.

D The NRC staff was concerned that the Limitorque letter. started
i out apparently intent _on'describingian isolated problem with i
[ terminal:-blocks attthe' Midland 1 site and then abruptly went:into'
; discussing the generic use'of Buchanan 0824 terminal blocks inei z '

i -Westinghouse: supplied equipment.- The_ discussion of the Buchanan:
[ terminal' blocks in Westinghouse equipment is, in the staff's-

j view,-significant for both plants with:such equipment'and those
; without it. Most importantly, the Midland' facility. did not.have'-

|Westinghouse. supplied equipment, yet=Limitorque chose to discuss:

! this issue among a. number: of| seemingly Midland specific issues.
! It is clear that the Buchanan terminaliblock information along~- '

with.other discussion supplied' in the. letter about the Midland : '

! specific problems _should have. alerted licensees to the poterC al'. .

;. for environmental; qualification: deficiencies as;the result of / *

| - work performed _not only-by the vendor (Limitorque)ibut that: '

| performed by the, nuclear _ steam supply-system provider;or.the
i architect engineer. Therefore,mit-is: clear that assurances froni
i the-vendor may not provide-a sufficient basis-for concluding . i
! that'no| problem existed with motor operators |because changes to-- q

the: motor-operators may-.have been required or made by other1i

organizations.
.

I . The-letter--then shifts back to problems characterized as Midland.'
specific including-a.discussionLof. unidentifiable terminali '

,O blocks. That discussion in the Limitorque= letter |(#9;of the- t

numbered items)-doesinot? provide adequate information to allow a
i knowledgeable reader to fully.' understand the = situation Lincluding;

-

L whether it was truly only a Midland-problem.; First, given'that-
4

! the Limitorque. qualification tests'for motor operators.used only
certain-types-of terminal blocks,|the letterTdid not provida-a,
basis for: assuring customers.that:these or?other. types-:of-

'

-

L unidentifiable termina1' blocks did.not exist in motor operators .
at;other plants. 15econd,: the 1etter statesithat'the unidentifiable 3

-terminal' blocks were used.inLlow' voltage; control.: circuits-.and
b were-identified andLfound-" suitable"'for their application.
; The letter doesinot answer such questions:as"whether thw terminal

:L
blocks were ultimately identified to be;of the types _'uitable" inthat had

[ - previously been used in testing, whetherithey-were."s
;; all.possible: control circuit applications |at Midland as-well;as,
| at other plant's,:andiif not of a . type previously tested, how the

.

E suitability discussed.in the letter enuated;toithe record ofi
[ qualification required:by 10 CFR-50.49.

L - With regard:to grease:found in-thelgearedL1imit switches, the *

L LNRC: staff concludes 1that-itiis an integral part ofithe motoriT

; operated valv'es which is subject to? degradation as;a result.ofe '

;, exposure <to radiation,xtemperature, aging,7and humidity. ~
10 CFR.50.49(f) requiresithat7each item of electricLequipment::

[ important to safety'shall be qualified by testing |of, or-

!O experience with',; identical, or .similar aquipment,7 and = the1" .

.

L
,

.4
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qualification shall include a supporting analysis-to-show thei
_

equipment to be qualified is acceptable. Additionally, the DOR''

! Guidelines state that the tested specimen should be the same as
that being qualified and shoujd be of identical design,and
material construction.- In this' case, the licensei 5.EQ program
did not evaluate the significance of.using a different grease'

i from that which was tested.- The vendor specifically stated which
: lubricants were qualified for use insicie containment.- In short,

the licensee did not qualify motor rprators lubricated with
| greases other than that specified b/ the vendor and clearly __

should have known that operators in that condition were not-' .
e

'

qualified.

The Notice in:orrectly cited these two operators as containing
! unqualified motor brakes and an unqualified terminal _ block.

These conditions were actually found in V7 MA and B discussed,

I in 12 above. Notwithstanding those errors, the licensee clearly
i should have known VS66A and B were not qualified for the reasons
! stated above.
i

! 5. Raychem Splices: As stated in_the transmittal letter-for the '

i Notice, vendor acceptance criteria were available to assist the
licensee in Raychem splice installation. Tha installed splices-

did not meet these criteria. In its response, the licensee
acknowledged the fact that acceptance criteria were available

, _

and therefore the NRC staff _ concludes thatt an.EQ engineer eith'

that information clearly.should have questioned the ad O N y bf,4

.

the actual-Raychem splice installation.
'

6. Taped Splices: The licensee did have documentation' demonstrating'

qualification of Scotch 33 and 17 tapes and t5us was aware-that
tape had to be qualified._ The' licensee clearly should have:known

; that splices -using Scotch 88-tape' were unqualified because that-

type of' tape was not approved for use in EQ applications and
'

i similarity to qualified tapes had notLbeen demonstrated _nor had
installed Scotch 88 configurations been demonstrated to be similar
to the test configurations of-qualified tapes.;

,

i

| 7. Cable entrance seals: -The Rose [ount' and =^SCO: qualification
documentation required that the._ transmitters and solenoid valves

; have cable seals.- The licensee admits that the documentation
in. fact requires sealing and only offers misinterpretation'

of the information as the reason for failing to have seals. >

Notwithstanding the error on the part of licensee personnel,r
it is the-NRC staff's position that the documentation was-

,

sufficiently detailed to conclude' that- the: licensee clearly
should have known to seal the cable entrances.

.

$;

i

!

:
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'
B. Categorization of the Violation _ Examples A.2 tnd B.4

.

,O For certain violetions discussed above, the liceasee provided additional
] C/ information obtained or developed after.the inspection regarding the

qualification of e';ui;, ment. Notwithstanding the fact that the'

i NRC staff finds that, in some of those cases, the information provided
still does not demoa.7, crate qualification or qualifiability of the*

| equipment as.it was installed, favorable information developed after
identificath n of a violation does not justify or reduce the signifi-
cance of tne preexisting lack of knowledge concerning equipment-

qualification. The only exceptions to this rule include cases.in
,

: which a documentation deficiency is etsentially one of a minor nature
j which is readily correctable based on knowledge,' tests, or analyses
'

that existed prior to the qualification deadline. The NRC staff would -

; consider such violations as Severity Level IV or V.

! Based on the position stated above, the NRC staff concludes that-
'.

examples A.2 and B.4 were appropriately classified in the Notice and-
therefore sht 'd form portions of the violations for which the civil

4 per.altv is assessed. In the case of both of these examples, the
i problems w. . ~ a than minor file deficiencies. For V-744A and B - .

! (example A.2), as stated in the Notice, no qualification information
# existed. The licensee later determined that these components need--

not be qualified and could be removed from the Master List. While
this may be the case now, the licensee had originally determined that
these items were to be qualified but it had no-basis _to-support

i qualification at the time of the inspection.- This deficiency is not a-
minor item of the type warranting classification at a lower severity,

|O level. For the Scotch 88 tape splices (example B.4), documentation
'v/ demonstrating the qualification of-Scotch 33 snd 17 tapes was provided.

: However the analysis necessary to demonstrate the similarity of the
type of tape used to the types of_ tape tested and the analysis neces-
sary to demonstrate the similarity of the configurations employed to,

; the types tested were not.provided nor available.
,

5 C. Application of Mitigation / Escalation Factors.

Factor 1: Identification and' Prompt Reporting

The criterion established for this factor in the Modified Policy .is*

" Identification and Reporting, if required, of the EQ violationse.
(including opportunities to identify and correct the deficiencies).".

In the June 16, 1988 letter transmitting the Notice, it was explained
.

that an escalation of 25 percent was applied because NRC identifiedi

the majority of the EQ violations in this matter. In recognition of'
the fact that the licensee did identify some of the violations, full-'

escalation was i.ot deemed appropriate.

The NRC staff does not accept the licensee's argument that some type-'

: __ of notice after the November 30. 1985 deadline is-a necessary condition-
for considering NRC staff identification of deficiencies ~under this
factor. Ti'.e ' licensee has a continuing obligation to assure compliance

~

-

with NRC requirements. The failure of the licensee to identify EQ
violations after the deadline is a failure to assuri compliance with

--Ou,.

4
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With respect to the licensee's question concerning what more could
have been done, the issue was not how much was done but rather how

' quickly it was done. With the possible exceptica of the instrument
loop accuracy issue, it is the NRC: staff's position that all the-i-

;- other deficiencies were clear violations the required hours and not
' wceks to acknowledge. That being the case, corrective action for

-

these deficiencies should have been more promptly addressed. - With
regard to the licensee's assertion:that the fact the plant remained(

|- shut down-should be-given consideration under corrective actions, the
i. NRC staff did consider that circumstance when applying this: factor.
! Therefore, for the reasons stated above full mitigation under this;

factor is not warranted.

IV. NRC CONCLUSION

!- Based upon the above considerations, the NRC staff has decided to-withdraw
! Violation D.- Beyond that, no additional information has been provided that
j would cause the NRC staff to either withdraw.a-violation or reconsidar its--

j categori:stion. .The remaining violations affect a sufficient number of-
systems and components thr.t are important:to safety to warrant classifica--<

| tion of this EQ problem as a Category ~ A problem.. Therefore, the NRC staff-

adheres to its classification of the remaining violations as a Category A
j problem under the Modified Policy, and concludes that the proposed civil

penalty of $450,000 should be imposed.'.

i
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10 CFR 50.49-and warrants escalation. If information became available
!h after the deadline to aid in. identifying a deficiency and the licensee

.

-

i: v failed to do so,' that would certainly contribute' to escalation ofithe- '

|: civil penalty..since that would: reflect the_ failure to.t4ke dvantage- *

,

j- of a clear opportunity to identify and = correct :the deficiency.. How--
U ever, escalation or-less=than:fu11' mitigation offthe civil penalty can~. .

! also be based simply'on the number and type of unqualifiedtcomponents :;
! identified by the NRC staff following the EQ deadline. NRC inspections-

; are performed on an audit basis,1with a relatively _small nusber of:
~ *

i inspectors who fucus on a small percentage of the plant components to-
-

[ confirm that regulatory requirements are met. Therefore, given1tF
i limit d scope of NRC inspections,-and the. reliance placed-on licer k-. a' efforts to-assure compliance,| escalation t,ased on NRC identificati6o. '

|- of violations isiappra riate.- -

Factor 2: Best' Efforts

Theescalation.of:thecivilpenalty-by50purcentfor;atlack;ofbesti
L - efforts does-not:- suggest that~CP&L made no , efforts:to comply with EQ

.

h requirements. The NRC: staff > recognizes- thei prograsmatic efforts made-
by CP&L in' the -1979-1985: time frame. However, the:11censee's progranc:

! implementation;and verification = efforts which failed to meet-the:
F "best efforts"'standardM!uplesentation and verification of a-proper.

EQ program rests with the-licensee and,0 based upon the: identified'

j deficiencies,1wnile. for 'the most~part a Lsatisfactory EQ program was:
0 formulated for Robinsonf best' efforts were not made in the1 areas-of

~

i implementation and: verification.: As. stated in the letter transmitting-
| the Notice, the NRC staff concluded that, when' electrical cable," a :- ,

F fundamental component' of, any EQ program, sis not properly! identified .
[ during the implementation and-verificatian phases:of- the' program,
!; best efforts were not: demonstrated regardless of'the quality of the
L - written' program. ?That fcet;is:especially applicable-in a~ case:such-
[ as thisswhere cable affecting.so:much;equipmenttimportant to safety 1

.

was found-to:be unqualified. With regard to the licensee's argument;L -

p

j 'that' NRC SER'consentsias well as!NRC: Inspection; Report cossents- demon- |

| strate best efforts, the NRC'staffsdoestnotiagree k The'SERireview:
focused:almost' exclusively on'the' written description |of, the program -;

} and not:on implementation _'and verification of the program..-

!

[ Factor 3: ' Corrective' Action=

,
'[ -The criterion established for this factoriin the Modified Policy is

'~ - corrective actions 1 to result;in; full ' compliance (including. the' time . :

L takenL to make an operabilityEor qualificationLdetermination, the i
. ualityt off any: supporting; analysis,:.and the nature-and extent +f ?the R[ q

L 111censee's efforts to come into compliance). This factor was' applied =
p to mitigate the civil penalty by125 percent because'of extensive .H

corrective actions-which were initiated once EQ defichncies were:'

is properly acknowledged-and;it. was;fullyL understood what action.was-
L needed:to bring the_ plant:intoffull compliance:with 10 CFR 50;49.'

!
p

: o
!

!
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POLICY ISSUE! cmWam
i March 12, 1990 (NEGATIVE CONSENT) SECY-90-083

For: The Coemissioners

From: James M. Taylor
Executive Director for Operations'

Subject: STATUS OF ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS TAKEN UNDER THE
' MODIFIED ENFORCEMENT POLICY RELATING TO -
10 CFR 50.49" (MODIFIED POLICY)

To consult with the Comission concerning the remair.L.()Purpose:
enforcement actions for environmental qualificaticr. (L
violations taken under the Modified Policy.

Background: Generic Letters 85-15 and 86415, sent to NRC licensees on.

August 6, 1985 and September 22, 1980, respectively, set
forth the NRC er.forcement criteria, which were approved
by the Commission, applicable to those licensees whose

C/
facilities were not in compliance with 10 CFR 50.49 as of
the November 30, 1985 deadline. Subsequently, in SECY-87-255,
(October 13,1987) the Staff proposed to the Comission a
mocification to the Enforcement Policy for EQ violation

,

because the amounts of the civil penalties resulting f roceI

aaplication of tne earlier guidance were clearly excessive
w1en compared to civil penalties previously issued for
violations of similar safety' significance. The Comission
apprcaed the Staff's proposed modification, with changes,
as described in the Staff Requirements Memorandun. deted
January 12, 1988. The-Staff Requirements Nemorandum also
requested that the Staff submit to the Comission for its
consent'the proposed Generic Letter which would prosolgate
the modifications to the licensees. 'The proposed Generic
Letter and the final version of the enforcement guidance
were submitted to the Cosmission in SECY-88-63 and the
Generic Letter (88-07) was subsequently issued April 7,1988. .

With the Modified Policy issued, the Staff conducted the
remtining enforcement conferences for the EQ team inspections
(some of which were performed as much as two years earlier)
and then evaluated the inspection findings against the
guicance of the Modified Policy. Based on:those evaluations,
23 escalated enforcement actions u'nder the Modified Policy

'Contens: J. Lieberman, OE p'OTE: ENFORCEMENT PILATED MATERIAL -
(X20741) LIMITED TO NRC UNLESS THE^'J. Lueha>* COMMISSION DETERMINES OTHERWISE
(x23280 . gg 1

ENTUFCD2';T ACTION - Li FOR PUSLIC RELME

-
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t have been issued during: the past__ approximately 18 months. In |

__

three of those cases no civil penalties were proposed while+
'

in the remaining twenty cases civil penalties ranging from
$50,000 to $450,00 were.propcsed.

Discussions: The present status of the 20 civil pen:lties proposed -
under the Modified Policy is outlined below:-

1. Eleven civil gntities were paid after issuance of
the proposed action.

Five civil penalties were paid following'(issuance'of
2.

an Order Imposing Civil Monetary Penalty One civil
- penalty was reduced after considering the licensee's
argumentsi.

3. Responses objecting to the- proposed civil penalties
were received from licensees. in the retaaining. cases ;
and the Staff has yet to respond-in these cases..

Two of.the remaining feur: civil penalties are more recent, *

Arkansas Nuclear One (EA 88-1927andWNP-2(EA88-211),
while two are actier,s which were proposed earl
application of the Modified Policy, Robinson?(y in the.EA 87-166)

:
-

and Farley (EA 88-40). It should be~ noted that the viola--
tions involved in all four. cases were identified in 1986-L( 1987. Presently, the Robinson civil' penalty is ready to
be impo:ied by Order, the Farley and' Arkansas Nuclear One|

civ11- penalties will. shortly be ready to be' imposed by ~
Order, and the.WhP-2 civil penalty still awaits Staff
evaluation as the licenstt's response contesting the:
proposed action was. received on M4 :h 1,'1990..

The violations in both the Robinson ~and Farley cases were
some of- the most significant,Las we11Lasisome of the nest |
extensive considered under the Modified Policy. Conse-
quently, after categorizing the: violations in those two.
cases and applying the escalating and mitigating factors.
the'civilpenaltiesproposed_($450,000 each)-werethe-

-

. largest assessed under- the Modified Policy.t *f7

i . There are many factors:that have contributed to the time
it-has taken to complete addressing these.two significant'

. cases. Both licensees made extensive submittals to-support-
their arguments; contesting the actions. Their submittals-

; contained-extensive-legal; arguments concerning|the Modified

. .*/ The Robinson enforcement action was.subr.itted to the Commission prior to1~

' issuance, in SECY-88-152. The Farley enforcement action was.also submitted
prier to. issuance, in SECY-88-213.

.

. .
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!s Policy and its application, lengthy discussions supporting ,

L'- their positions on the technical issues as well as affidavits
'

and. information supplied by technical consultants including
: former NRC esiployees.- Some of the positions taken by the ;

licensees-were also the positions of the Nuclear Utility '4

'

Group on Equipment Qualification (NUGEQ) which that proup-
| submitted to the Staff in a-series of letters.- The icensees'..

accuracy) positions on various issues (e.g., instrument loop
: and NUGEQ
! required the Staff to further assess a number of
! issues on'a-generic basis before applying .the final. positions
i ' to the specific csses under consideration. 'In sussiary, the
[ complexity and extensiveness of-the arguments made in these
| two cases were unusual and required the. expenditure of -

.

-

i significant resources by four. Staff offices to address.
| The Appendices which support the Staff's_-positions, provided
: with the Orders Imposing Civil Penalty forithese two cases,_
j_ are the most-lengthy-and probably_ the most technica11y'
| complex Appendices provided to support any enforcement action.
; to date. The enclosed Robinson' case is ready for issuante,
i Enclosed along with;the Order Imposing Civil Penalty and its
: Appendix are the NRC's: proposed civil penalty and licensee's ,

response.- '

,
.

h laspite the time that hasipassed since the pro:esed actions
i ior Robinson and Farley, the Staff concludes t1at proceeding
' [.' with the Orders Imposing Civil Penalty.is the proper course
! I of action.- Imposing the civil penalties would emphasize the
! significant nature of the violations that existed and emphasize
i again the importance:of environmental qualification and that--
|- the Commission's: deadlines ' established in regulations must _ ~
! be met. The majority of-licensees weratin substantial
! compliance with.the rule.- Not imposing theicivil penalties
[ would.be unfair:to those licensees who expended considerable
| effort to ensure compliance with the November 30, 1985 EQ

deadline and those licensees who, after discovering EQ ~
! deficiencies, either-shut down or. remained shut down'rather
| than operate in violation of- 10 ~CFR 50.49. Finally, the
j imposition of the civil penalties |1s: consistent with the-
;_ 16 other- EQ civil penalties! proposed _ under the Modified

Policy that:have been resolved and;among which substantial'
-civilpenalties-(upto.3300,000) were paid.-,

p -

,

;. Notwithstanding the: Staff's position relative to imposing -

! the civil-penalties,;it'should be recognized that given
! the magnitude'of-the civil-penalties and the fact'that
p there are a number af aspects of the Modified policy that
i offer opportunities' for-legal challenge, e.g., the standard 1
p for " clearly should-have knownt and consideration of safety

. significance in the Modified: Policy, requests-for hearing
/ in one or both cases are not unlikely ifJthe Orders' Imposing
: Civil Penalty .are issued. In addition, the Staff _is aware
L of current Comission concern about timely. enforcement actions

dnd otsired to inform the Comission about these-enforcement
'

p actions prior to issuing the Orders Imposing civil Penalties.

!
! _

'

;
_ . - -
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Recomendations: If the Comission does not direct otherwise within two
~

weeks of the date-of this letter,- the-Staff. intends.toa

issue the enclosed Order 1mposing Civil Penalty to the
; Caroline Power and Light Company and issue the three
i remaining Orders following completion of Staff review.
3

! Coordination: OGC has concurred in the enclosed order. The Staff will
not go forward with the remaining three cases without
OGC concurrence.

i Note: This paper involves pending enforcement action and should
not be publicly disclosed.

!-

| 75
- a es . Ta or -

! ecutive rector for Operations
.

Enclosures: As stated
I

SECY NOTE: In the-absenc, of instructions-to the contrary, SECY-

[, will notify the staff on Tuesday, March 27,.1990,-
that the Commission, by negative consent, assents to
action proposed in this paper.

DISTRIBUTION:
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OGC;
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2[/g /9p BRANC!i
Alabama Power Company
ATTN: Mr. W. G. Hairston, III

)- Senior Vice President
Nuclear Operations

40 Inverness Center Parkway
P. O. Box 1295
Birmingham, AL 35201

Gentlemen:

SUBJECT: NRC INSPECTION REPORT NOS. 50-348/89-23 AND 50-364/89-23
.

This refers to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)-inspection conducted by
N. Merriweather on September 25-29, 1989. _The inspection _ included a review of-

.

activities authorized for .your 'Farley facility. At - the conclusion of the-
inspection, the findings- were discussed with ~ those members af your staff- |

identified in the enclosed Inspection Report.

(Q
eg Areas examined during the inspection are . identified in the report. - Within -

these areas, the inspection consisted of selective ' examinations of procedures
and representative records, interviews with personnel. 'and observation of
activities in progress.

Within the scope of the inspection, no violations or diviations were
identified.

~Your attention is invited to the unresolved. item identified in theLInspection-
Report. This matter will be pursued during future; inspections.

In accordance with Section 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice,"'Part 2,
- Title 10, Code of, Federal Regulations, a- copy of this letter and-its enclosure
will be placed in the NRC Public D ment Room. .

Should you have any questions concerning this letter, please contact' us;-

-

g.pA,. N -Sincerely,
4 .

hf T p. h * '
'

e
24sey .@p

" .,
g -

n e ~
I'Caudie A.- Julian,L Chie'f / $ #s,b

'

.

[i ! -ingineering< Branch- i'- - : 4. , D - G
g , f- p g \@ DivisionofReactorSafety| C
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Detober 31, 1989
i abara Power Company 2 ,

i
r
;,eg

V i

F r.s . o wi e : ;

! NRC Inspection Reecrt ;

cc w/ enc 1:
! B. L. Moore

Manager, Licensing |
1Alabama Power Company

P. O. Box 1295
Birmingham, AL 35201

,

R. P. Mcdonald
Executive V1.a President ;

tAlabama Power Company
P. O. Box 1295 -

,

Birmingham, AL 35201
'

J. D. Woodard
Vice President

: Nuclear Farley'Droject
( Alabama Power Company -

| P. O. Box 1295 ,

i Birmingham, AL 35201

! D. N. Morey
_

,

General Manager
* Farley Nuclear Plant

Drawer 470 ,

Ashford, AL 36312
.

L Louis B. Long,_ General Manager ^

Southeen_ Company Services, Inc.
*

|- P, O. sox 2625-
l' Birmingham, AL 35202 ,

~ ;Claude Earl Fox, M.D.
State Health Officer-
State Department'of Pubite Health-

*

! State Office Building;
' Montgomery, ALD 36130: .

.

L
"

Chairman
Houston County Commission-

|1 -Dothan, AL 36301: '

i
State of Alabama - ;

~

|-
,
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! Report Nos.: 50-348/89-23 and 364/89-23
|

| Licensee: Alabama Power Company
: 600 North 18th Street
j Birmingham, AL 35291-0400

Docket Nos.: 50-348 and 50 364
License Nos,.: NPF-2 and

NPF-8 |i

Facility Name: Farley I and 2;
',

j Inspect bn Conducted: September 25-29,1989

i lnspector:-Af'a $ f s-6 D(tead.Df_.n/29
,ned/h.MerriwIpher'

Approved by -f f b / _ [ M,, M n /J r/>9 !
,

3 T. E. Con 1gn, chief f Da w 5 Mnec _i,

)
: Plant Systems Section-

Engineering Branch'

i Division of Reactor Safety
i

SUMMARY-

!
'

i Scope:

This routine, announced inspection was conducted to review the licensee's ,

corrective actions in response to previous inspection findings involving ,

; environmentalqualification(EQ)ofelectricalequipment.'

Results:r

The inspection concentrated on the corrective actions taken by the licensee to
resolve those EQ violations and Unresolved Items identified in NRC Inspection

50-348, 364/87.25 and 87-30. Although Alabama Power Company'(APCO)-Reports
does not agree with the findings, the licensee took the necessery corrective
actions to resolve all NRC concerns ~..

. Based on the results of this' inspection the licensee is now considered to be in-
full compliance on previous NRC EQ concerns. One exception, is the failure by
the licensee to replace the- Raychem/ Chico A cable entrance seal on' the
Victoreen High Range Radiation Monitor which is-a Regulatory. Guide 1.97. item. ';

The inspector noted that substantial improvements havo been made in Farley's FQ ;

Program (e.g., training, procedures, documentation and Iardwara). The level |off ,

knowledge regarding EQ at the site has greatly improved._ ' 0ne new unresolved 1.

item-was identified involving the qualification of the Victoreen High Range'

. Q Radiation Monitor. This problem.may be generic to the nuclear industry. The'

V'

g .yy % s-
|

L
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qv6itfieo configuration of the durctor consisted of the power and signal
cables installed in a sested conduit arrangement. The detector at farley uses
a "NAMC0/ Chico A" Seal at the detector junction box. The problem with this
configuration is that APC0 has not adequately demonstrated to NRC satisfaction
that the 'NAMC0/ Chic A" Seal design te qualified. Additionally Victoreen tried
testing similar type seal designs with numerous failures because moistureIt appears that this seal design ispassed thru the seal via the cable jacket. Thealso subject to the soe failure mba of loss of cable jacket integrity,le to be
licensee understands the ccurt iM indicated that it is on their schedu
reworked. However, there is not in acceptable fix available, other than to

The longest run of cable front the
seal the cable back to the penetration.The licensee indicated that they intend
penetration is approximately 240 feet.
to replace the seal with a qualified seal design. This issue remains open and
is discussed in Paragraph 2.1.

(O

!

.

(
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REPORT DE1 AILS

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

*R. Berryhill, Systems Perforinance and Planning Manager
*$. Fullner, Supervisor, Safety Audit and Engineering Review-

*R. Hill, Assistant General Manager -Operations
*D. Morey, General Manager-Nuclear Plant
*C. Nesbitt, Technical Manager
*J. Richardson, QC En}ineer
*R. Stewart, Nuclear ".ngineering Licensing Representative
*W. Ware, QC Engineer

Other licensee employees contacted - during this~ inspection included
craf tsmen, engineers, security force members, technicians, and administra-
tive personnel.

Other Organizations

*E. Reeves. Senior Project. Manager, NRR

NRC Resident Inspectors

G. Maxwell, Senior Resident Inspector
*W. H. Miller, Resident Inspector

* Attended exit interview

|- 2. Action on Previous Inspection Findings (g2701)_(92702)
1

! a. (Closed ) Unresolved Item 50-348. 364/87-25-03, Inadequate Peer -
; Inspection Prograni
e
| During the. subject inspection it was identified that Peer inspections

of electrical splice configurations in general, had been ineffective-

; allowing unqualified ''V''' type tape , splices. to be _ installed and
i- accepted in EQ applications. _' The unqualified tape splice: hcVe been
: replaced.with Raychem heat shrink splices. To prtdent' recurrence the

licensee ~ has developed detailed - installation c and ins
pro:edures- for. Raychem kits and in-line splice materials.pection-To verify[ 1the adequacy and offectiveness_of QC Inspections'Farley's-Administra--
tive Procedure FNP-0-AP-31 rf, quires that the _QCL Engineer observe

3

- selected independent inspe:.tions to insure inspections are ~perforsned,-
evaluated and documented -in: accordance with procedures. - in 1988, at :

!
least four observations were performede to witness: independents

V .

o

!

I

V -,
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bl inspections of Raychem splices. On a sampling basis these observa-U
tions confimed that activitie*, were being perfomed in accordance
with procedures,

(Closed)
Violations 50-348, 364/87-30-01, Use of Unqualifiedb.

Comercially Procured Equipment in EQ Applications

The NRC identified a violation for failure to establish measures to
assure that applicable regulatory requirements and design bases were
preserved during the procurernent and use of QA review Code "C" and

The licensee
Code "D" non-safety related items in EQ appifcations.
responded to the violation in a letter to the NRC dated May 5,1988.
In this letter APC0 describes the corrective action taken to resolve

The licensee revised Administrative Procedurethe concerns.
FNP-0 AP-21 to require an engineering review of QA Review Code "C" or
"D" non-safety related items prior to installation in safety-related

The licensee revised procedure FNP-0 AP-9 toapplications.
incorporate a parts dedication program for procurement and dedication

EQof comercial grade items for usa in safety-related applications.
Program procedure FNP-0-ETP-4108 requires that Comercial grade parts
and materials serving a safety-related function in EQ components be

dedicated for safety-related use per procedurepurchased and
ThP-0-AP-9. Based on the above actions taken by the licensee this
item is considered closed.

D c. (Closed) Violation 50-348, 364/87-30-02, Failure to ProcureQ ReplacementEquipmentinConformancewith10CFR50.49(L).

The violation occurred because APC0 did not include the upgrading
requirementsof10CFA50.49(L)forreplacementequipmentintotheir

This was identified as another example of a previousEQ program.
violation cited in inspection reports 50-348,364/67-11 and 67-14.
The licensee responded to the violation in a letter dated May 5,
1988. The action taken by the licensee was to review ail EQ
components replaced since February 1983. All items were 'detemined
to be either qualified to 10 CFR 50.49 or " sound reasons to the
contrary "were documented as recomended by Regulatory Guide 1.89.
The licensee perfomed a review of store-room inventories and removed
from the EQ inventory those components that were not qualified to
10 CFR 50.49. The licensee has also revised EQ program implementa-
tion procedures to require replacement equipment to be upgraded to
10 CFR 50.49 or " Sound reasons to the contrary" must be documented on
a component by component basis to justify not replacing the component

Thewith a component qualified in accordance with 10 CFR 50.49.
licensee is now considered to be in full compliance. This item is
considered closed,

i
"'

\
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m
(Closed) Violation 50-346, 364/87-30-03, failure to Take Prompt andb d.
Timely Corrective Action For EQ Progratriatic Deficiency Identified By
SAER in 1983.

During the subject inspection the inspector examined two Corrective
Action Reports (CARS) identified as 830 and 1251 that described
significant conditions adverse to quality. Corrective Action Report
(CAR) 830 identified a deficiency involving failure of the design
change program to identify vendor technical manuals and vendor
drawings as requiring update prior to implementation of a plant

The second CAR 1251 describes a deficiency found inmodification.
November 1986, where the areventive maintenance of EQ motor operated '

valves was found to be 'nadequate due to a lack of detail in
A violation was citedprocedure FNP 0-MP-28,137 and personnel error.

because the licensee failed to correct these CARS in a reasonable
time period. The licensee denied the alleged viol: tion in a response
dated November 14, 1988. The evaluation of this response will be
addressed by NRC later, The inspector verified that corrective i

action for both CARS have been completed. The licensee has updated
Thevendor drawings and vendor technical manuals for EQ equipment.

design organizations responsible for design control drawings have
revised their procedures to provide for updating of vendor documents
and vendor manuals. The preventive maintenance procedure for motor
operated valves FNP-0-MP-28,137 has been revised. The licensee was
in full compliance on the above items on March 31, 1988. Based on

3 the above this item is considered closed.,()
(Closed)Unresolveditem 50-348,364/87-30-05, Thermal and Radiatione.
Effects Not Evaluated for Lead Wire Insulation, Terminal Blocks and
Resistors for the Gems Level Transmitter

During the review of the GEMS level transmitter qualification file,
Model XH-36495, it was noted that themal and radiation aging effects
were not evaluated for all susceptible materials. Specifically, the
lead wires, terminal block and resistors were not evaluated. The

file stated that it was not necessary to evaluate the effects for
these materials since the materials were imersed in silicone oil
which would protect them from age related affects. The walkdown of
the wide range sump level transmitters in Unit 2 revealed that thereThe assumptionwas no s11 cone oil in the junction box as required.
that the ratericis won't experience these affects was considered
invalid based on the walkdown inspection. This item is essentially
part of the violation discussed in paragraph 2.f. below and the
licensee has replaced the wide range Unit 2 transmitters. This item
is now considered closed.

b
LJ
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(Closed) Violation 50-348,364/87 30-06 The Licensee Found Wide Range |i-

| E
and Harrow Range Containment Sump Level Transmitters on Both Units in

.

'

[ a Configuration That Was Not Considered Qualified By Existing. Test-

Data. i'
<

This item is also discussed in the paragraph above. A violation was
| cited because -the GEMS level transmitters were not found in the

tested configuration with the instrument junction boxes filled with<

i silicone fluid and the Unit I narrow range transmitter hadi The licensee's response to the .unqualified V-type tape splices.
i violation is still being evaluated by NRC. , As' stated earlier, the
j Unit-2 wide range transmitters were replaced and the Unit:1 narrow

|
o

range transmitter splices were removed and replaced with Raychem.The inspector-i All transmitters were refilled with silicone oil.
examined the _ approved work requests that replaced the splices on tt.eF

j Unit I narrow range transmitters, replaced the -Unit 2 wide range *

transmitters,and refilled all junction boxes with silicone fluid.-E
.This item is now considered closed. ;

I :Limitergue Motor Operator Violations:-
,

| g.

50 348, 364/87-30-07 Limitorgue Motor Operated Valves?

(Closed)I
(MOVs) Inside Containment Without Functional.T-drains Installed.

,

j

} (Closed)-50-348,364/873008, Unqualified Limit Switch Installed in
t .

A Limitorque Valve Inside Unit 1-Containment
|' t

(Closed) 50-348, 364/87-30-0g,- EQ File Did Not Include Qualification
t

b For Terminal Blocks Used in Motor Operated Valves In'That Various-
Teminal Blocks Were Identified DuringiWalkdowns.-L

7
~ All of the above violations-relate.to deficiencies identified between

the tested and the- installed configuration of, limitorque motor-<

I operated valves. The corrective action taken'by the-licensee on each- '

concern was = reviewed and- found acce > table.3 The licensee installed-
| T-drains on EQ .Limitorque MOVs- havsng 1rovision'for such drains: .

,

i
|

inside containment.- Five operators in Lnit 1 and~three~ operators,in-
>

Unit 2 did not have T-drains installed. For those operators without-
*

| T-drains installed an acceptable; analysis; exists to' justify the
deviations. from the. tested configuration. ._ The' Unqualif ted _ limit'|

- -

: switch on valve MOV 3441D was replaced with a qualified limit switch - '

24,.1987. The . licensee : discovered < nine . MOVs -'with -t
on . November[ unqualified-terminal blocks. The teminal blocks have since been
replaced with qualified splices. :The licensee:has inspected all the.

-

EQ Iimitorque motore operated valves and documented the as-built-
,

configurations on_ Drawings:(DWG)~ D-204900;and D-181900 " Installation
Details for Environmentally Qualified Limitorque' MOVs". Considering

'

the above, the violations are.now considered: closed.s
,

a

t p
r.
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(Closed) violation 50-348, 364/87-30-11 Lit.ensee EQ Files Did Not
Support Qualification for Use Of States And General Electric Terminal

e,
4

Blocks In Instrumentation Circuits.

During the subject inspection the licensee took the position that
States terminal blocks were qualified for use inside containment at

TheFarley based on similarity to Connectron N553 teminal blocks.
NRC Inspectors did not agree that the similarity analysis wasInsufficient in that the quoted irs were totally unrealistic.
addition. APC0 provided the inspection team a copy of a GE test

27, 1983 which further indicated that the |
report dated hovember
insulation resistance (IR) values demonstrated by States and GE
terminal blocks during design basis testing were not acceptable for ,

use in instrumentation circuits. However, to resolve this issue, the ;

licensee replaced the teminal blocks with qualified Raychem splices, i
'

The licer*ee stated in their response to the violation dated'

November 14, 1968 that the terminal blocks were replaced on both
17, 1987. The inspector toured Unit I containment j:

units by December: Theano selectively examined splices in 3 containment penetrations.
Cable numbers were recorded and later verified by review of EQ
drawings to be EQ circuits. This item is now considered closed.

i

(Closed) Unresolved Item 50-348, 364/87-30-12, Certain Solenoid1.
Valves (SOVs) May Not Be Qualified Due To A Lack Of Cable Entrance-

Seals.

( In a letter to the NRC dated October 17,1988, APC0 contnitted to
install Conax ECSA cable entrance seals, qualified to 10 CFR 50.49,
on certain Automatic Switch Company (ASCO) valves located both inside
containnent and the main steam valve room in each unit. This work is
being accomplished to resolve an EQ concern regarding moisture
intrusion on long term ASCO SOVs. The work on Unit 1 is now in
progress and should be completed during the current Unit i refueling

The work c . Unit 2 was completed during the last refuelingoutage.
outage. This item is now considered closed.

(Closed) Unresolved Item 50 348, 364/87-30-13 Automatic Switch
j.

Company Solenoid Valves Installed in Unit 1 Containment Exceeded
Their Qualified L.ife

The licensee reanalyzed the aging calculations using Arrhenius
methodology and taking credit for additional aging effects resulting
from self heating and aging during the LOCA test and assuming an
average containment temperature of 97.98'F. The calculations used'

what is considered to be a conservative 104'F. The method of using
the average temperature is not considered acceptable. However,-this
point is moot because the valves are beginning refurbished based on
the design qualified life temperature of.120'F or' on . actual
temperature measurements. The licensee is currently monitoring

'
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ter.peratures inside containment to substantiate the assu.nptions made
in the design. Data shows that some areas of the containment may
exceed 130*F. This item will be pursued by the licensee as part of
their ongoing EQ program. This item is closed.

*

(Closed) Violation 50 348,364/87 30-14 Qualification Not
k.

Demonstrated for Raychem Wal Installed on Target Rock Solenoid Yalve
Cable Entrance

The corrective action taken by the licensee was to issue and
implement Production Change Requests (i.e., PCRs 86-1-3873 and
872-4108) that replaced the cable entrance seals on the Target Rock
SOVs with qualified Conax Seal assemblies. The work was performed
and documented by approved maintenance work requests. This item is
now considued closed.

(Closed) Violation 50-348, 354/87 30 15 Raychem/ Chico A Seal1.
Qualification Not Demonstrated Because Bonding of Raychem Material
Has Not Been Addressed.

.

The licensee has taken corrective action to replace all Raycl ni/ Chico
A Seals on NAMCO EA-180 limit switches inside Units 1 and 2
containment and the Main Steam Valve Room (MSR) on Units 1 and 2.
The licensee has also comitted to have NAMCO EC-210 Connectors

( installed on certain Unit 1 MSR NAMCO limit switches identified in
7 their October 17, 1988 letter to the NRC. As stated earlier the
(d l't.rsee still maintains that the Raychem/Chio A seal is qualified.

Thus, the licensee had these seals installed on the Victoreen High
Range Radiation Monitors. These seals have not been replaced and are
not considered qualified since moisture could possibly enter the
detector via the cable jacket if loss of cable jacket integrity

This was experienced during qualification testing of theoccurs.
Victoreen detector. This lead to the cable being installed in a
sealed conduit arrangement. The licensee acknowledged the concern
and agreed that the seal would be replaced when an acceptable design
change is available and will be implemented during c future refueling
outage on each unit. The previous open item will be closed and this
item will be tracked and identified as Unresolved Item 50-348,
364/89-23-01 UnquMified Raychem/ Chico A Seal On Victoreen High
Range Radiation Monitor,

m. (tlosed) Violation 50-348, 364/87-30-16 Unqualified Splice on
*

Hydrogen Recombiners

The licensee replaced the questionable 5-to-1 tape splices on all four
hydrogen recombiners with Raychem Splice Kits. .The design change was
approved by PCRs 87-1-4553 and 87-2-4554 and implemented via approved
mainterance work requests. This item is now considered closed.

(
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r. . (Closed) violation 50-348,164/81-30-17 Use of Unqualified Grease on
Motor Operated Yalves

The licensee has undertaken a program to replace the grease in'all EQ
Limitorque MOVs with Exxon Nebula EPO grease. The valves on Unit I
should be completed prior to startup from the current refueling
outage. The remaining valve operators on Unit 2 should be completed
by the end of the next refueling outage. Based on the_above, this !

)
item is considered closed.

c. (Closed) Violation 50-348,364/87-30-18, Unqualified Lubricants
,

Since the initial finding the licensee has :put - together a
qualification-file for lubricants used on EQ motors. The greases
have been subsequently tested. by - the licensee to establish
qualification to 10 CFR 50.49. This item is now considered closed,

(Closed) Violation 50-348, 364/87-30-19 Use'of Unqualified V-Type'
Electrical Tape. Splices cn SOVs,LMOVs'and Inside Containment Fans jp.e

p
.

>

|
The corrective actions taken by the' licensee were replace the
questionable "V-type'' electrical; tape - splices with Raychem heat = ,i-

I shrink and revise the EQ Master List to include general . notes i

regarding cable splices.- A: check of all completed maintenance work
,

| g- requests compared to-the latest -EQ Master List confirmed-that 'all
j

| "V-type" electrical splices have . been replaced. . To prevent .,

i- ;
recurrence the licensee has developed detailed installation and

{
inspection procedures for use of Raychem heat = shrink kits and in-line. .'

:

J splice materials. This item is now considered closed.
i

! 3. Exit interview ;

! The inspection scope and results were sumarized on September' 29,1989,
!

| with those persons indicated.in paragraph 1.- The inspector described the

|
areas inspected and. discussed'in detail the; inspection results?1isted

i
below. Although reviewed during this inspection, proprietary information
-is not contained in this report. . Dissenting coments were not- received

!
; from the licensee. 'One new Unresolved Iten was; identified as follows. ,<

b Unresolved item 50-348, 36'4/89-23-01,. Unqualified-Raychem/ Chico A Saal on -- !
'

Victoreen High Range Radiation Monitor.c Paragraph 2.e.:

t ,

^
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pacgfYSj November 3,1988
usucDocket No. 50-247

License No. OPR-26
EA 88-142 T2 ilAR 13 PS :05:

i Consolidated Edison Company of
New York, Inc. m <cc _ r n v,, -

i ATTN: Mr. Stephen Bram i Mrii% C ii U
'#

Vice President, Nuclear power
Indian Point Station
Broadway at Bleakley Avenue
Buchanan, New York 10511

Gentlemen:,

Subject: NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTY |

(NRC INSPECTION REPORTS N05, 50-247/86-11; 50-247/87-38)

This refers to the NRC inspections conducted on May 12-16, 1986 and December
14-18, 1987 to review the program for the environmental qualification (EQ)
of electrical equipment at Indian Point 2. The inspection reports were sent

.

Ito you on September 24, 1986 and February 11, 1988, respectively. During the
inspections, violations of NRC requirements were identified involving the lack |
of qualification of.certain items of electric equipment used at the facility. |

Furthermore, the inspectors also reviewed several other EQ violations identi- |
fled by your staff. On June 16, 1988, an enforcement conference was conducted |

with you ' nd members of your staf f to (1) discuss the extent and significance ;
.

of the violations, causes of the violation, and the corrective actions taken
-or planned, and (2) discuss' th+ Setors of the Modified Enforcement Policy for
EQ requirements which are desc md in the enclosure to NRC Generic letter 88-07. ;

The violations, which are described in the enclosed Notice of Violation and
Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty (Notice), included the failure to maintain,
for certain items of electric equipment, a complete file of doct% ntation to
demonstrate that the items were qualified to perform their' intended function (s)

| during the postulated environmental condit'lons, and the failure to ensure that
'the equipment was installed in a qualified' configuration.- These items, the-
majority of which were identified by your staff, included two types of terminal
blocks (Weidauller & Westin house), ASC0' solenoid valves and NAMCO limit switches,
two types of cable splices Raychem and UE&C), and lead connections used in
resistance temperature detectors (RTDs).

..
;

These deficiencies clearly should have been known by you prior to . November _30,.
1985, the deadline for being in compliance-with EQ requirements,.because.it was
expected that licensees'would perforu adequate field verification to ensure
that equipment was insta11ed'in a manner that maintained its qualification,

' 'd
CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
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Consolidatod Edison Company -2-
of Nec York, Inc.'

,

and to assure that adequate documentation existed in the files to support
qualification? With respect tc the Weidmueller & Westinghouse terminal
blocks, IE Cucuiar No. 78-08 (item 3), IE Informatiun Notice (!N) No. 82-03
and IN No. 94-47, which were sent to you on May 31, 1978, March 4, 1982,
June 15, 1934, respectively, documented the need to recognize that terminal
blocks should be installed in enclosures, and the substantial reduction of
insulation resistance values between terminal points during a simulated LOCA
test. Ir, addition, an issue concerning the qualification of terminal blocks
was identified by the NRC at Indian Point 2 in Inspection Report No. 50-247/78-30,
which was ser.t to you in October 1978. These Information Notices clearly should
have alerted you to the deficiencies which were subsequently identified after the
deadline.

With respect to the ASCO solenoid valves and NAMC0 limit switches, which were
not properly installed or sealed, the appropriate' sealing requirements were
provided in the vendor test report, and therefort, these requirements clearly
should have been known and followed. Addittunal examples of inadequately installed
or sealed instruments were subsequently identifiel in your review of this matter
indicating that the deficiencies were not isolated. With respect to the cable
spitees associated with the electrici.1 penetrations, IE Circular No. 78-08 (item 5),
which was sent to you on May 31, 1978, stated f. hat electrical cable splices,
associated with electrical pec.etrations at Monticello were determined to be
unqualified. In addition, an issue concerning qualification of cable splices
was identified by the NRC in Inspection Report No. 50-247/78-30, which was sent
to you in October 1978. The inadequate seal lengths would have been evident h.d
you taken reasonable measures to conduct walkdowns of the field installations.
With respect to the RTO wires, the potential moisture intrusion problem in
electrical connections was identified in IN No, 84-57 whict was sent to you on
July 27,1384 In this IN licensees were alerted to potential problems in which
early designs and installations did not provide an adequate moisture intrusion
boundary.

The violations described in this Notice demonstrate that Consolidated Edison
Company's management did not provide sufficient attention to the EQ program
at Indian Point 2 to assure that the program was completely in compliance with
NRC requirements as of November 30, 1985. To emphasize the importance of
environmental qualification and meeting regulatory deadlines, I have been
authorized, after consultation with the Deputy Ofrector of Enforcement and the
Deputy Executive Director for Regional Operations, to issue the enclosed Notice
of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty (Enclosure 1) in the
amount of Seventy-Five Thousand Dollars ($75,000) for the violations described
in the enclosed Notice. In accordance with the " Modified Enforcement Policy
Relating tb 10 CFR 50.49," contained in Generic Letter 88-07 (Enclosure 2), the
violations described in the enclosed Notice have been determined to be moderate
and to have affected some systems and components, and therefore are considered
to be an EQ Category 8 problem. The base value of a civil penalty for an EQ
Category B problem is $150,000.

,A



Consolidated Edison Company -3-
of New York, fnc.'

.
.

In determining the civil penalty amount, the NRC considered the four factors
set forth in the " Modified Enforcement Policy Relating to 10 CFR 50.49" for
escalation and mitigation of the base civil penalty amount. These factors
consist of (1) identification and prompt reporting of the EQ deficiencies
(150%); (2) best efforts to complete E0 within the deadline (150%);
(3) corrective actions to result in full compliance (150%); and (4) duration
of a violation which is significantly below 100 days (-50%).

With respect to the first factor, 20% mitigation is warranted since the majority
of the items were identified by your staff in their follow up response to NRC
Information Notice 86-53. However, full 50% mitigation based on this factor
is not warranted since some of the items (I. A and I.B) were identified by the

With respect to the second factor, the efforts made by Consolidated EdisonNRC.
to comply with the EQ rule within the deadline are considered neither exceptional
nor poor and therefore, neither mitigation nor escalation of the civil penalty
was considered appropriate. With respect to the third f actor, 25% mitigation
is warranted in light of the f act that once the violations were identified,
appropriate corrective actions were taken. In particular, the Weidmuller
terminal blocks were promptly replaced once the deficiencies were identified.
However, full 501, mitigation based on this factor is inappropriate since your
response to one of the six deficiencies, the Raychem cable splice problem, was
slow in that a full scale plant walkdown was not conducted until more than a
year after the deficiency was identified. With respect to the fourth factor,
mitigation is inappropriate since these EQ violations existed in excess of
100 days. Therefore, in summary, a 50% reduction to the base civil penalty

.

; amount is appropriate.

In addition, certain items of unqualified equtpment were able to be qualified
during the inspection, or shortly thereafter. These violations are classified
at Severity Level IV in accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and
Procedure for NRC Enforcement Action, 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (Enforcement
Policy) (1988) and are set forth in Section II of the enclosed Notice.

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions
specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your response. In your
response, you should document the specific actions taken and any additional
utions you plan to prevent recurrence. After reviewing your response to this
+.cIce, including your proposed corrective actions and the results of future
u pections, the NRC will dete,rmine whether further NRC enforcement action is
r'.essary to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory requirements.

.n accordance with Section 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part 2,
Title 10, Gode of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter and its enclosure
will be ptaced in the NRC Public Document Room.

A
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i Consolidated Edison Company -4-
of Nec York, Inc.*

i .
,

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosed Notice are not subject
I to the clearance procedures of the Of fice of Management and Budget, otherwise

required by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Pub, L. No. 96-511.I

; Sincerely,
!

D'

William T. Russell
*

Regional Administrator

Enclosures:
1. Notice of Violation and Proposed

.

i Imposition of Civil Penalty
! 2. Generic Letter 88-07

cc w/ enc 1:4

Jude G. Del Percio, Manager, Regulatory Affairs
P. Kokolakis, Director, Nuclear Licensing
Brent L. Brandenburg, Assistant General Counsel
Walter Stein, Secretary - NFSC
Department of Public Service, State of New York'

: Public Document Room (PDR)
; Local Public Document Room (LPOR)

Nuclear Safety Information Center (NSIC)
NRC Resident Inspector
State of New York,

,
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION
ANC.

,

PROPOSE 0 IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTY'

Consolidated Edison Company Docket No. 50-247
Indian Point 2 License No. OPR-26

EA 88-142

Ouring an NRC inspection conducted on May 12-16, 1986 and December 14-18, 1987
of the licensee's program for environmental qualification (EQ) of equipment.
NRC inspectors identified violations of NRC requirements or reviewed other
violation identified by the licensee. In accordance with the " Modified
Enforcement Policy Relating to 10 CFR 50.49, Environmental Qualification of
Electrical Equipment Important to Safety of Nuclear Power Plants," contained
in NRC Gene *ic Letter 88-07, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission proposes to
impose a cd sil penalty pursuant to Section 234 of the Atomic Energy Act of
1954, as amended (Act), 42 U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR 2.205. The particular
violations and associated civil penalty are set forth below:

I. VIOLATION ASSESSEO A CIVIL PENALTY

10 CFR 50.49(d), (f), and (j), respectively, require, that (1) a list
of electric equipment important to safety be prepared, and information
concerning performance specifications, electrical characteristics and
postulated environmental conditions for this equipment be maintained in
a qualification file; (2) each item of electric equipment important to
safety shall ce qualified by testing of identical or similar equipment
and qualification based on similarity shall include a supporting analysis
to show that the equipment to be qualified is acceptable; and (3) a record
of the qualification shall be maintained in an auditable form to permit
verification that each item of electrical equipment important to safety
is qualified and that the equipment meets the specified performance
requirements under postulated environmental conditions.

Contrary to the above, prior to November 30, 1985 until the dates specified
herein, environmental qualification files for certain electrical equipment
did not include the required documentation'to demonstrate environmental
qualification of the equipment. Exceples of this violation include:

A. As of December 18, 1987, 8 Veidauller Terminal Blocks (used in
Resistance Temperature Detec* ors for measuring reactor coolant
teoperature) were not qualilled in that insulation resistance was
not measured during a LOCA qualification test to assure that
instruments would function properly during postulated LOCA
conditions.

B. As of May 15, 1986, three ASCO solenoid valves and two NAMCO limit
switches were not qualified in that they were installed in a condition
that was not similar to that in which they were tested. Specifically,

by one loose screw, two solenoid valves had'pover plate secured onlyone of the solenoid valves was found with a
improperly installed RTV

conduit seals in that there were gaps in.the sealant rendering the
seal ineffective, and the conduits connected to the two limit switches
were loose rendering the conduit seals ineffective. There was no
supporting analysis to establish qualification in the installed
condition. -

4p4(<07Y !
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Notice of Violation -2- .

'

* C. As of the 1987 refueling outage, at least 52 UE&C instrument and
control cable spitees and other UE&C power cable splices, all located
inside the reactor containment, were not qualified in that these
splices were installed with less than the vendor specified seal
length and were not similar to the tested condition, and no supporting
analysis established qualification as installed. The seal length
problems that existed in instrument and control cable splices were
assumed to also exist by the Itcensee for power cable splices.

D. As of the 1987 refueling outage, Raychem cable splices, used in at
least 4 locations inside containment (for the Reactor Head Vent and
Residual Heat Removal System) were not qualified in that the spitees,
installed with less than the vendor specified seal length, were not
similar to the tested condition and no supporting analysis established
qualification as installed.

E. As of June 16, 1986, Westinghouse Model No. 542247 Terminal Blocks
used in 7 transmitter loops inside containment, were not qualified
in that the subject blocks were not in enclosures, as originally
tested, and no supporting analysis established qualification as
installed.

F. As of the 1987 refueling outage, the resistance temperature detectors
(RTD) used in four reactor coolant hot and cold legs were not qualified
in that the RTDs did not have the specified vapor tight connections
and were not similar to the tested conditions, and no supporting
analysis estabitshed qualification as installed.

These violations constitute an EQ category B problem.

Civil Penalty - $75,000 (These EQ violations existed in excess of 100 days
ofplantoperation).

II. VIOLATIONS NOT ASSESSED A CIVIL PENALTY

A. 10 CFR 50.49(d), (f), and (j), respectively, require, that (1) a list
of electric equipment important to safety be prepared, and information
concerning performance specifications, electrical' characteristics and

. postulated environmental conditions for this equipment be maintained
in a qualification file; (2) each item of electric equipment important
to safety shall be qualifted bt % sting of identical or similar equip-
ment and qualification based on similarity shall include a supporting
analysis to show that the equipment to be qualified is acceptable; and

.(3) a record of the qualification shall be maintained in an auditable
form to permit verification that each item of electrical equipment
important to safety is qualified and that the equipment meets the
specified performance requirements under postulated environmental.

conditions.

.
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Notice of Violation -3- )
'

', Contrary te the above,

1. at '.he time of the inspection on May 16, 1986, the qualification
of RHR pump motor 21 RHRPM (File #2) was not adequately established

1fer the radiation dose expected in the area in that the Westinghouse
Ittter, upon which the qualification was based, did not reference
a particular test report, nor was there any licensee evaluation
or audit of the test.

,

2. prior to May 1986, qualifications for' Anaconda cable (new file
#31F), Okonite cable (new file #31G) and Brand Rex cable (new
file #31H) were not established in that no EQ file existed for
the cables until May 1986. In addition, the cables were not on
the EQ master list until May 12, 1986, 1

3. before June 4,1986, qualification for A!W Amerlink type SIS -
cable was not established in 'that no EQ files and qualificttion
data existed for this cable and this cable was not in the EQ
master list.

B. 10 CFR 50.49(d)(1) requires performance specifications to be
established for the electrical equipment to be qualified.

Contrary to the above, as of May 16, 1986, appropriate functional
performance requirements (insulation resistance) for the instrumen-
tation cables, which require qualification, had not been established.

These are Severity level IV violations. (Supplement.1)

pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Consolidated Edison Company
(Licensee) is hereby required to submit _a written statement of explanation to
the Deputy Director._ Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,.
within 30 days of the date of this Notice. This reply should be clearly marked
as a " Reply to a Notice of Violation" and should include for each alleged
violation:-(1) admission or. dental of the alleged violation, (2) the reasons-
for the violation if admitted. (3) the corrective steps that have been taken
and the results achieved, (4) the corrective steps that_will be taken to avoid
further violations, and (5) the date when full compliance was or will be~ achieved,
if an adequate reply is not received within the_ time.specified in this Notice,
an order may be issued to show cause why the license should not be modified,

- suspended,'or rr.voked or why such other action as may ve proper should notL be
taken. Conside*ation may be given_to extending the response time for good
cause shown. U. der the authority.of Section.182 of the Act,-42 U.S.C. 2232,
this response shall be submitted under oath or affirmation.

~

'dithin the same time as provided for the response required'above under 10 CFR-

_

2.201, the licensee may- pay the civil penalty: by letter to .the' Deputy Director,
Office of Enforcement,- U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,_ with a check, draf t,
or money order payable to the . Treasurer of_ the. United States in'the amount of the -
civil penalty proposed above, or_the cumulative _amouot of_the civil penalties
if more than one civil-penalty i proposed, or may protest imposition of the
civil' penalty in whole or in part by a-written answer addressed to.the Deputy
Director, Office of Enforcement, U.5. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Should

.
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Notice of Violation -4-
..,

the licensee f all to answer aithin the time specified, 49 order imposing the*

civil penalty will be issued. Should the Licensee elect to file an answer in
accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 protesting ihe civil penalty, in whole or in part,
such answer should be clearly marked as an " Answer to a Notice of Violation"
and may: (1) deny the violations listed in this Notice in whole or in part,
(2) demonstrate extenuating circumstances, (3) show error in this Notice, or
(4) show other reasons why the penalty should not be imposed. In addition to
protesting the civil penalty, such answer may request remission or mitigation ;

of the penalty. '

In requesting mitigation of the proposed penalty, the mitigation factors in the
" Modified Enforcement Policy Relating to 10 CFR 50.49, Environmental Qualift-
cation of Electrical Equipment Important to Safety for Nuclear Power Plants,"
contained in Generic Letter 88-07, should be addressed. Any written answer in
accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set forth separately from the statement
or explanation in reply "".suant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may incorporate parts of
the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference (e.g., citing page and paragraph
numbers) to avoid repetition. The attention of the licensee is directed to the
other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the procedure for imposing a civil
penalty.

Upon failure to pay any civil penalty due which subsequently has been deter-
mined in accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this matter
may be referred to the Attorney General, and the penalty, unless compromised,
remitted, or mitigated, may be collected by civil action pursuant to Section
234c of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2282c.

The responses to the Deputy Director, Office of Enforcemer.t, noted above (Reply
to a Notice of Violation, letter with payment of civil penalty, and Answer to
a Notice of Violation) should be addressed to: Deputy Director, Office of
Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Do":ument Control Desk,
Washington, DC 20555, with a copy to the Regional Administrator, U. S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Region T , 475 Allendale Road, King of Prussia, PA,19406
and a copy to the NRC Resident Inspector, Indian Point 2. -

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

h :RAb
William T. Russell
Regional Administrator

KJng of Prussia, Pennsylvania
DatedydayofNovember1988.thisj

,A
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November 14, 1988
Enforcement Action 88-40

Director Office of Enforcement
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attna. Document Control Desk
Vashington, D.C. 20555

'entlement,

RE: Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant Notice of Violation
and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty

Tht:; letter transmits Alabama Power Company's (APCo's) response to the
ITEC Staff's Notice of Violation (NOV) and Proposed Imposition of Civil
Fer.alty dated August 15. 1988. Attachments 1 and 2 to this letter,
tes; ether vith their enclosures. are APCo's * Reply to the Notice of
Wolation" (10CTR.7.201) and "Ansver to the Notice of Violation"
t.0CTR2.205), respectively.

As an -ir.uial matter, APCo reaf firms for the Staf f its commitment to
safe operation of its Joseph H. Farley Nuclear Plant. Public safety and
steadfast acherence to NRC regulations. E0 and otherwise, vill continue
to be foremost with APCo as vill its dedication to remaining a

-responsibit and responsive licensee. APCo emphasizes.that its response
to this NOV should not be construed as an unwillingness on its part to
comply vith E0 regulations. APCo's desire to. cooperate fully with the.
Staff is evidenced by its responsiveness to concerns raised during the
EQ inspection and ~ its prompt corrective actions for' resolving those

This occurred even in those instances where APCo did not* - concerns.
consider safety to be at issue.

Since the Enforcenent Conference was held prior to the' promulgation of
the Modified Policy, which nov forms the basis for the NOV, APCo's
response necessarily raises new technical and legal assessments of the
alleged violations. As more fully explained ~in the aforementioned
Attachments. APCo responds to each of the nine alleged violations,
either by admitting or denying ' hem. Regardless of APCo's position on-
any alleged violation APCo has taken the actions necessary to. assure
compliance vith the current Staff positions. Vith regard to some-!

alleged violations. however, AFCo maintains that enforcement action

;. -

. - - - . . - . . -
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Director, Office of Enforcement
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Page 2

;

is not warranted because the "M aarly knau ar ka m k=us.knavat inst
setforthintheModifiedPolicyisnotsatisfied.h(Ig_everyinstance. *

APCo maintains that escalated enforcement action fi'not warranted
because the vsolations are not "sinnificant" as snat term is defined.by
the Modified Policy, or because they are not safety significant. In any

event, APCo submits that the Notice of Violationidnes not appropriately'

TD11cy in stTITnTthe proposed cTvlT) eta ~ts listed in the Modified 1ty ( Ae. .allovir.g only oneapply the mitigation and escalglion facto

half of the available mitigation for self-identitication when the
conditions as.ciated with seven of the eight alleged violations related

-

to the civil-penalty vero identified by APCo). In addition. APCo
respectfully submits that the ModifieL Policy itself is-lara_13y
tielt+hn t . Therefore, APCo seeks either dismissal of the Notice of
Violation, or: full mitigation of the civil penalty.

Prom a broader perspective, however, APCo is concerned about the Staff's
perception that the environmental qualification program at Farley-
Nuclear Plant did not properly address such issues as loop accuracy and-
qualification of lubricants, and that this failure reflected a poor
effort to comply with environmental _ qualification requirements. APCo

does not believe that the facts support that perception. Instead, it

contends that the HEC has treated enviramental qualification, which is
a collection of complex emerging Assues, differently from other similar
complex emerging issues, such as fire protection.- For fire protection,
when the Str.ff recognized that its emerging positions were being
misinterpreted, numerous NRC vorkshops vere conducted to explain-its- t

position and to_ describe those actions. expected of licensees, As a*

result, APCo has achieved an acceptable conclusion of two NRC' fire '
protectio.: audits. However, for =wirm-atiqualification,- the Staf f
chne _ta pr@ ate ejer Lng _issueru_ such_as_lonDcTturacy And -m

apTroschtf to the Staff ('pprynd enfot.cnen,Lactions.qualifig_ation ofli5fFcant ,. by inspe_ct
s communicating its vishes toThese different

APCo, has naturally produced different audit results -- even though APCo
operated under the sace .anagement, design organization, and designm
processes for both programs. Thus, while APCo recognizes that

- . . compliance with NRC requirements isfits responsibility, and accepts _that
responsibility. APCo believes that, to avoid i_nconsistency,-thjtNRC ' augl,

'

articulate those requ h emis in a clear.and timely manner.. Moreover,
APCo believes tEftt 1t is fundamentally untaar ant Ta~cEi W ln due process~ ~

for the NRC not to so articulate its.requirementso and then punish
--

. licensees.for failing_to-_ anticipate.What the Staff later claims ~that
-licensser clearly should have known.

In. closing. APCo reiter tes that|its disagreements with the Staff's JOV
'

are not.alth-the Staff's' attempt tolfulfill its mandate to ensure that
the enviconmental qualificaticn regulations are~ properly implemented.
APCo considers its Reply'(Attachment 1)'and-Ansver (Attachment 2) to the

.

II

o
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,

Notice of Violation to be complete.and to address sufficiently each
alleged violation. It is recognized, however, that these are complex-
issues and may require additional dialogue between the NRC Staff and
APCo. Thus, if there are any questions related to the information
mntained herein, please advise. -As may be consistent _ vith
<.oministrative process,--AFCo would welcome a meeting with the Staff to
discuss these issues.

Respectfully submitte'd,

ALABAMA POVER COMPANY

.

u). A . / M & n =-
V. G. Hairston, III

UGH.III/RVSidst-V8.9

cc: Mr. L. B. Lont
Mr. M. L. Errst

!Mr. E. A. Reave.
Mr. G. P. Faxvell-

SVORN TO AND SUBSCRIBED BEFORE ME

THIS / AY OF#wmde At ,il 88

MY Y G2. .

g' ' . / Notary Public

mmission' Expires /N A,y Zi /fyp
..

.-
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I ATTACBKENT 1

Alabama Power Company ,

a

Joseph H. Farley Nuclear P3 ant

Reply to Notice of Vio'tation
Enforcement Action 68-40

4

4

Inspection Recort Numbers
50-348, 364/87-25 and 30

I. INTRODUCTION

In accordance vith the Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure, as
described in the NRC Staff's August 15, 1988 letter transmitting the
subject Notice of Violation ("NOV Transmittal Letter"), Alabama Pover
Company (sometimes hereinafter referred to as "APCo") hereby replies to the
Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty ("NOV"). See

10CFR2.201.

II. SUMMARY OF POSITION

To provide perspective to this Beply. APCo summarizes below the major
positions which are addressed fully in its "Ansver to Notice of Violation"
filed in conjunction with this Reply.

A. The Modified Policy is Legally Deficient

As more fully discussed in APCo's Ansver to Notice of Violation
(Attachment 2), Alabama Pover Company believes that the '' Modified
Enforcement Policy Relating to 10CFR50.49, ' Environmental Qualification of
Electrical Equipment important to Safety for Nuclear Pover Plants' (Generic
Letter 88-07)" ("Hodified Policy"), contrary to Commission policy and
practice. fails to consider-sufficiently the safety significance of any
alleged Environmental Qualification ("E0") deficiency, even though such a-
consideration has alvays been the cornerstone of the NRC's enforcement
policy. Additionally, the Hodified Policy is unenforceable as being

.

inconsistent with requirements of both the Administrative Procedures Act
and Section 234 of the Atomic. Energy Aem (-f t'c 2011). The Modified
Policy, vhich effectively amends 10CFR to :ppendix C, should have been'

,

promulgated in accordance'with the notice end comment rulemaking
requirements of the Administrative' Procedures Act.

.

|

It is accurdingly APCo's position that the Hodified Policy is legally ;

flaved and any action taken-pursuant to it should be set aside. |

l

I

.

~
_ t
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B. The NOV Fails to Apply the Modified Policy Properly

/ssuming, arguendo, that the Modified Policy is enforceable either in
vhole or in part, APCo contends that, under the circumstances presented c

here, the NnV is nonetheless deficient in applying the Modified Policy.
The NOV isils to articulate clearly and concisely, as Commission rules and -

<

1egel proccdent require, a sufficient factuel basis for its conclusion that
AFCo " clearly knew or should have knovn" of the existence of the numerous

a alleged violations. Indeed, APCo submits that such a clear articulation i.
cannot be made. Instead, if consideration of APCo't actions ve% to be*

"d on the state of knowledge that existed in tha sdustry in November'

, rather than on the betis of current informatio: and hindsight, then c,

? e conclusion that APCo " clearly knew or should have knovn" of any
posed regulatory violations vould be unsupported. Moreover, the NOV is '

'.

deient because it fails to consider technical position- "eviously .

.cc:teted by the Staff, and nov modifies those positions v e .; performing
*Se requisite backfit analysis. See 10CFR50.109. This result is not

horized by the Modified Policy I Finally, the NOV fails to considers

Go'; legitimate exercisu of engineering judgment.

C. APCo's Response to the Alleged Violations

Vith respect to the eight alleged violations identi ded in the NOV \

which form the predicate for the proposed imposition of a civil penalty,
and the one Level IV alleged violation. APCo summarizes its position on
ea:h alleged violation in this Reply and fully explains them in its Answer
to he NOV (Attachment 2). Additionally it also summarizes certain of its
positions protesting the civil penalty that are likewise fully explained in
APCc's Answer.

g ration. Not Escalatign, of the Base Civil PennityD. .b i*

is Appropriate 0

Alternatively, should these alleged violations be sustained, APCo
submits that it is eatitled to mitigation, not escalation, of thr base
civil penalty. Ample documentation exists which demonstrates that APCo
exercised its best efforts tc complete EQ before the November 30, 1985,
deadline. Moreover, even thougl. AFCe occaelenally disagreed with_the.

Staff's position as stated in its response io the NOV, APCo promptly took
corrective action to remedy any perceived EO violations. Further, in those
instances where APCo self-identified EQ concerns and faitiated corrective 1

action, the full measure of n.itigatica should be avarded. For these
reasons.-if a civil penalty can be lawfully impost pursuant to the-
Modified Policy then full, mitigation, not escalation, is proper.

In overviev, APCo either cenies that a violation occurred or maintains
that escalated enforcement action is not varranted because the alleged
deficiencies are of insufficient safety significance to varrant imposition
of a civil penalty under the Modified Polit.y.

\

. _ _ _ _ _ - -_- - --
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E. Conclusion of Summary of Position
,

APCo respectfully: submits that it has_substantially complied with both=
the letter and the-spirit-of: 6e F.nvironmental Qualification regulations,
10CFR50.49. If the Modified + icy is enforceable as promulgated, or as
applied (and APCo contends that .t-is not), then-the proposed civil penalty
is disproportionate-to-the alleged violationt,. Therefore, APCo seeks
either dismissal of the NOV or full mitigation-of-the civil' penalty.

.III.-REPLY TO INDIVIDUAL ALLEGED VIOLATIONS

In the NOV, the NRC Staff identified eight underlying allegedm
violations.-denominated'as I.A.1, I.A.2,1I.B.1,'I.B.2, I.C.1, I.C.2 I'C.3-.

and I.C.4, _as constituting "an E0 Cat'egory A problem." -Alabama Power
Co;pany is also cited for an-alleged Severity Level.IV violation 3for which
a civil penalty was not-assessed. APCo's' response to;the specific
violations; identified in the NOV is stated in summary fashion in this Reply
ant is-more fully articulated in APCo's Ansver to Notice of Violation.'.In- .

4this response, for each alleged niolation,-APCo will (1)_ admit or denylthe
allegations, giving a short sur ary of its ' position, (2) identify the -
corrective steps taken and the results' achieved, and~(3) state the date
when full compliance vas-achieved.

'

A. Allered Violations-Relating to-Electrical Splices (I.A.l'and I.A.2_)_
_

1, The NOV states: '

10CFR50.49(d). (f) and (j),^respectively, require in
part that-(1)-the_-licensee shall-prepare-a| list;of
electric equipment important to safety-covered by
10CFR50.49, (2) each item of electric' equipment
important-to. safety shall be? qualified by testing of,'or
experience with, identipal or similar e'quipment,-.ands

that-such qualification-shall include a supporting-
analysis to show that the equipment to be Auklified is
acceptable:'and (3)-a record-of-the qualification of.the
electric equipment important tof safety 'shall. be-
maintained in an auditable. form to_ permit verification

'that-such equipment is qualifled and-that it' meets the'"

specified performance requirements under postulated-
environmental conditions.

Contrary to the above,'from November 30, 1985 until thei-
time of the inspection which vas completedfon Septemberi-

18, 1987: -

j

1. Alabama Pover Company (APCo) had V-type electrical'^ |
tape splices; installed on numerous safety-related ;

;

)

,
_.

- C - . - ,
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electrical components including solenoid and motor
operated valves. These tape splices vere installed"

in various configurations and material compositions
which vere not documented as being-environmentally

j. qualified to perform.their function'under-
postulated accident conditions at the Farley*

! r,uclear Plant (FNP) Units 1 and 2. The'various
configurations of V-type electrical tape splices
had not been previously tested or Isic)

'

|
demonstrated to be similar to an appropriately
tested configuration. . Furtharmore, these tape

| splices were not installed in accordance with
- approved electr(fal-design detr''s or-notes for:

splices or termina' inns, and we s not identified on
,- the environmental-qualification s1}) Master List et'

. electric equipmentsrequired to_be qualified under- ,
4

10CFR50.49.-

e .

I 2. APCo did'not have documentation in theirLEO file to
demonstrate that the in-line 5-to-1 field-to--

: pigtail tsps splice configuration, used on the
Hydregen Recombiners, which.are important to-. .

*

safety. in both units, vould perform its-intended
,

; function,during a design basis-accident. The tape-
: splices had not been tested nor demonstrated by

supporting analysis.to be similar;to a tested
configuration, and vere not identified on the
Master List of. electric equipment required to be-
qualified under'10CFR50.49.

|!
2. Alabama Power Company's Response to I.A.1~(V-Type Splices)

a. Denial of Violation<

9

Alabama Pover Company denies that'the-qualificationlof
.V-type ele *.rical tape splices is; appropriate for enforcement'

i under.10CTR50.40(d) er1(f).- Splices such'as.those involved
here are not required tn be separately' identified'on the EO'

-

-

Master List.- Further. evenLif the Staff finds splices are to-
,

be included, the methodology for preparing APCo's Mas.ter List
was revieved by the Staff.in 1984,-and a-SER'vas issued which-
affirmatively approved APCo's' proposed. Master List. In these
circumstances, the: Staf f tacitly approved- APCo's approach,

,

and may not-alter its position vithout complying;vith the-
provisions of 10CFR50.109.-

Promptly upon identification of'this condition, APCo
obtained a' Uyle Laboratories test . report developed f t'r'

Commonwealth Edison Company which. supported qualificatinn'of ,

f- V-type splices. In addition, before the conclusion of the |
|

. o
$' -|

I
.
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' $audit, APCo provided to the Staff a second Vyle test' report
developedispecifically for' Alabama Power Company whichz

!conffreed qualification of-the V-type.splicesfat FNP in their-
as-found configurations. -Thus, at most,:the qualification'"

status of these-splices on November- 30,'1985,.vas' uncertain.
- APCc acknowledges that en_ that date :the available E0:
documentation did not precisely address-its V-type splice -;

conf 2guration. However,ithe sepling methodology and 1 ;
materials vere subsequent 1y' proved,to have been sufficient-to ' ;

~

produce' qualified splitts.for eachlof,the_V-type _
configurations identified:st FNP.- -In the event the NRC--

should_ ultimately find.that APCo's documentation did.not. meet. ,

the requirements of 10CFR50.49(j), such, violation is of.
insufficient safety significance to-varrant imposition of-a'
civil penalty under;the Modified. Policy.

b. Corrective Steps Taken'and Results-Achieved
, ,

In July,11987. Alabama Power tompany learned-that-the NRC:
Staff was pursuing the~ qualification status of~different
splice configurations with other. licensees. APCo promptly'
-initiated the following actions:

APCo undertook an extensive review of tape splices'at_FNP.*

'

-In accordance-vith. Generic | Letter 86-15.APCo promptly....*

prepared a justification forfcontinued operation (JCO).for
E0 solenoid valve V-type splices until qualificationicould'

_

be verified. At this time. APCo obtained a test = report-

whichisupported qualification.-

.In conjunction with:the~above..at test program was-*

developed and implemented forc verifying qualificationTof
all E0 taped _ splices.

As a conservative measure, uponfdiscovery,1V-type sp1' ices c*

vere; replaced vith qualified Raychem splices. .This;vas
deemed-to be more conservative than relying on JCos or:
valting for additional data to.be developed.._that supported-w. qualification of the splices / terminations.

*1 Cable splices vereL3dded to the General Notes Section of-'
the Master List of-Environmental 10ualified EquipmentLfor-
-both' units on November:12, 1987.

Electricel, I&C personnel, and Construction: Craft:0C*

supervision' received-enhanced ~ training in|the'usefof
_

' Raychem splicing : techniques, including: direction Lto use
.

~the' techniques-for V-type' configurations. by= December 30..
1987

.

-

~

,
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APCo has undertaken a enmprehensive program to establish*
detailed instructions and procedutes regarding acceptable
equipment connections and splices.

Date of Full Compliancec.

Alabama Pover Company contends that it was in full30,.1985.
compliance with 10CFR50.49(d) and (f).on Novemberto 10CTR50.49(j) APCo contends that it was in
Vith respect
full compliance not later.than November 16, 1987.

&

Alabama Pover Company's Response to I.A.2 (Hydrogen
3

Recombiner Splace)

Denial of Violationa.

As in the case of V-type splices, APCo submits that given
forth in the NOV regarding thethe circumstances set

qualification of the Hydrogen Recombiner 5-to-l_ pigtail-to-;

field splice, enforcement under 10CFR50.49 is inappropriate.
'

APCo denies that this condition constitutes aIn any event,
violation of either 10CFR50.49(d) or (f). Regarding.the
alleged 10CFR50.49(d) violation, APCo incorporates byRegarding the allegedreference its V-type splice response.
10CTR50.49(f) violation, APCo had, in its E0 files, a copy of
VCAP-9347 entitled " Qualification Testing for Model B

', Electric Hydrogen Recombiner", and VCAP-7709-L " Electric
These test.Hydrogen Pecombiner for PVR Containments".

reports, as clarified by a Vestinghouse letter to APCo dateda

September 22, 1987, clearly encompass a 5-to-1 tape spliceBecauseused by Vestinghouse in its. qualification testing.
APCo's installed 5-to-1 splice vas similar, this splice was

APCo concedes that onqualified under 10CTR$0.49(!)(4).
November 30, 1985. the available documentation'did not
clearly identify the termination configuration'vithin theHowever, sufficient clarifying datahydrogen recombiner.
documented by a justification for continued operation verethe Staff and~promptly developed, reviewed and accepted by2,

thus any violation of 10CFR50.49 is of insufficient. safety
significance to varrant imposition of a civil. penalty under
the Modified Policy. .

Corrective SJeps Taken-and Results Achievedb.
toin addition to the generic measures taken with respect

splices discussed above.'APCo.took the following measures
to these hydrogen recombiner splices:with respect

~ .
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A comprehensive justification for continued operation'

addressing the effect of these splices on plant operations
was prepared on September 17, 1987, and revised, at the
Staff's request, on September 23, 1987. This JC0 has been
reviewed and accepted by the Staff.

As a conservative measure, Alabama Pover Company promptly'

replaced-the taped splices on each hydrogen recombiner
with qualified Raychem splices. Such replacement was
completed on October 15, 1987, and November 16, 1987, for'
Units 1 and 2, respectively.

APCo has undertaken a comprehensive program to establish*
detailed instruction and procedures regarding acceptable
equipment connections and splices.

c. Date of Full Compliance

Alabama Power Company contends that it.vas in full
compliance with 10CFR50.49(d) and (f) by November 30, 1985.
Vith respect to 10CFR50.49(j), APCo contends that it was in
full compliance not later than November 16, 1987.

B. Alleged Violations Related to Instrument Accuracy and Cable
Entrance Seals (l.B.1 and I.B.2)

1. The NOV states:

10CFR50.49(f) and (k),-respectively, require in part
that (1) each item of electric equipment important to
safety shall be qualified by testing of, or experience
vith, identical or similar equipment, and-that such
qualification shall include a supporting analysis to
show that the equipment to be qualified is acceptable;
or (2) electric equipment important to safety which was
previously. required to be qualified in-the [ sic]
accordance with NUREG-0588 (for comment version),
Category II, " Interim Staff Position on Environmental
Qualification of Safety-Related Electrical Equipment"*

need not be requalified to 10CFR50.49. NUREG-0588,
Category II, Section 5.(1), states in part that, "the
qualification documentation shall verify that each type [
of electrical equipment'is qualified for its application

'

t
and meets its specified performance requirements, and
data used'to demonstrate the qualification of the
equipment shall be pertinent to the application and
organized in an auditable form."

.

- ---___m_ _ _ _ . _ . _ . _ _ _
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Contrary to the above, from November 30, 1985 until the
time of the inspection which was completed on Novembe'
20, 1987:

,

1. The documentation in APCo's FNP qualification file
did not demonntrate by testing, supporting analysis,
or verification that States terminal blocks (Model
Nos. NT and ZVM) would maintain acceptable
instrument accuracy, a performance requirement,
during design basis accidents. In addition, APCo

did not have adequate documentation to demonstrate
General Electric (Model No. CR151) terminal blocks

' vould maintain acceptable instrument accuracy during,

design basis accidents in ' hat a qualification file
for these components did no; exist.

,

2. APCo did not document qualificat. ion of the Chico
A/Raychem seals used for limit svitch and solenoid
valve cable entrance seals in that the available
file vas incomplete and test data and supporting
analysis provided by the licensee vas insufficient
to demonstrate qualification. Specifically, the
testing performed did not consider possible chemical

.

interactions and the temperature profile used in the,

testing did not simulate the initial tiiermal shock
of a loss of coolant (LOCA) transient.+

2. Alabama Fover Company's Response to Alleged Violation I.B.1
(Documentation of Instrument Accuracy of states and General
Electric Terminal Blocks)

The alleged violations outlined above are based upon instances of:
(1) inadequate documentation demonstrating environmental qualification
(and specifically instrument accuracy) of States Model No.-NT & ZUM
terminal blocks, 2) the absence of any EQ documentation for General
Flectric Model CR151 terminal blocks; and 3) incomplete documentation
demonstrating qualification of Chico A/Raychem seals used on limit
svitches and solenoid valve cable entrance' seals. .These instances are-
addressed individually below.~

a. Denial of Violation
t

Alabama Pover Company denies that the documentation in its E0
file for States terminal blocks Model Nos. NT and ZVM violated EQ
requirements, vben such documentation is considered with the then

~

ongoing process of evaluating terminal block performance. On-

November- 30, 1985, APCo's files. contained "Vyle Test Report
44354-1". dated March 8, 1979, which demonstrated overall LOCA
qualif2 cation of these. blocks.

-
.
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This report, while not specifically recording leakage current
values during the test, did record leakage current values at the
conclusion of the test for terminal point-to-point and point-to-
ground. These values vere recorded for multiple connections with
an applied voltage of 137.5VDC.

In 1984, APCo provided this information to Vestinghouse and
requested, in connection with its generic revision of Farley
Nuclear Plant's Emergency Operating Procedures, to perform a " set-
point" accuracy analysis. Such' analysis included terminal block
performance as it relates to instrument accuracy. APCo iriqtmed
the Staff of this evaluation during a status of E0 coapliance
meeting held in Washington D.C. on January ll, 1984.
Subsequently by letter dated February 29, 1984, APCo again
confirmed its approach to the issue. Attachment 2 to the February
29, 1984 letter informed the Staff of Vestinghouse's ongoing
evaluation in response to a Staff question concerning " current
leakage of States terminal blocks and its effects on equipment
within the scope of 10CFR50.49."-

This response was apparently acceptable since the Safety
Evaluation Report, issued on December 13, 1984 and which
referenced APCo's February letter, concluded "that the Alabama |

Power Company Equipment Qualification Program is in compliance
'

with the requirements of 10CFR50.49, that the proposed resolution
for each of the environmental qualification deficiencies ;

identified for Farley Units 1 and 2 is acceptable . Since"
..

this SE't was issued subsequent to IN 84 47 APCo contends that
' this orgoing process, which was intended to resolve the question

of acceptable instrument accuracy during design basis accidents,
vas trcitly approved by the Staf f. Moreover, even if a violation
did occur, no enforcement action is warranted since this-ongoing,
Staff-approved evaluation-precludes APCo from meeting the " clearly-
knev or should have knovn" test set forth-in the M'odified Policy
and an enforcement action is unwarranted.

APCo further denies that EQ documentation for its General
Electric terminal blocks was non-existent. Although certain of the

* documentation for the General Electric terminal blocks was not in
the EQ file at the time of the audit, such documentation did exist
and th : documents vere available for audit and vere furnished to
the NRC Staff at the exit interviev. To the extent that there
remains a question about the GE terminal' blocks in instrument
circuit applications, APCo contends that this issue is similar to
that involving the States terminal blocks.

Even if found to constitute a violation, however, these-
conditions are of insufficient safety significance to varrant
imposition of a civil penalty under the Hodified Policy,

l
-

_ _ - - - _ .
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b. Corrective Steps Taken and Results Achieved
.

t
* In an effort to expedite' resolution of this issue APCo took

: the conservative measure of replacing all affected terminal
; blocks with qualified Raychem splices. The replacement of
,

i
these terminal blocks was completed on both Units by December
17, 1987.

APCo subsequently completed an assessment of the terminal*
:

;. blocks at issue and furnished the Staff on January 8, 1988,

j associated test reports which demonstrated that thera
terminal blocks were qualified to perform their' intended

: functions.

i-
c. Date of Full Compliance*

I Alabama Power Company contendsithat on November 30, 1985, no
violation of 10CFR50.49 existed with respect to the conditions

|
.

described in the'NOV. In any event, APCo-vas in full compliance;.
i using qualified Raychem eplices cni December 17, 1987.
1

i ~

3. Alabama Power Company's Response to I.B.2 (Chico'A/Raychem Cable

f Entrance Seals)
!

! a. Denial of Violation-

| Alabama Power Company denies that it failed to document
qualification of the Chico A/Raychem seals used for NAMCO limit svitch

4

!' cable entry seals. It contends that. at: the time of the audit,-it'had
sufficient documentation in an-auditable< form,. verifying:that the seals
vere qualified for their-intended application and met their.specified.e

: performance requirements. The specified performance requirement-of the
[ Chico A/Raychem_ seals is to prevent sufficient: moisture intrusion into-

~

the NAMCO limit--svitch to avoid an electrical short-circuit:-- not, as
.<

| the NOV implies, to prevent possible' degradation oiLtheLmetal-pipe
nipple. ;Because of-this.. Alabama Power Company, contends that'the level

; of docu entation demanded-by the NOV -- one which calls for a test
4 report evaluating "the bond between the adhesive andithe-metal pipe
;- . nipple" is beyond the level of documentation called for by appropriate-

~regulations. -Said another way, APCo's alleged documentation'

p
i deficiencies identified-in the-NOV:are not such thatfa reasonable-

engineer, familiar with E0 documentation requirements. vould conclude
thatnthe reisture prevention properties'of-the Chico A/Raychem seals
are unverified.- ' '

' ~

Further, there is_no objective evidence vhich, ifLviewed in the-
context =of industry knowledge asiof Novemberf30 1985,' supports the
Staff's' conclusion that. APCo: satisfied the " clearly:knev or should have;
knovn" test set forth in the Modified-Policy-and an enforcement action"
is unvarranted. Even if'found to constitute a' violation, however. this

cond' tier, is of. insuf ficient- safe *y: significance to varrant imposition
of.a_citil penalty under the Modified-Policy.

. . . ~ , . .. , v.,- -
, ,
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b. Corrective Steps Taken and Results Achieved

To address Staff concerns presented on November 25, 1987, at a*

meeting between APCo and the Staff, on December 2, 1987, APCo
prepared a justification for continued operation vhich demonstrated
that there was reasonable assurance that the Chico A/Raychem seals
vould perform their intended function in the relevant environment.

During the Unit 1 eighth refueling outage, APCo replaced all Unit 1*

Chico A/Raychem seals on environmentally qualified limit switches
inside containment with NAMCO EC-210 connectors. APCo committed to
replace all Chico A/Raychem seals on environmentally qualified
limit svitches inside containment in Unit 2 vith NAMCO EC-210
connectors no later than start-up following the Unit 2 sixth
refueling outage currently scheduled to commence in March, 1989.

In addition. APCo has committed by letter cated October 17, 1988,*

to upgrade the conduit entrance seals on environmentally qualified
limit svitches in the main steam valve room in each unit with NAMCO
EC-210 connectors by the end of the Unit I ninth and Unit 2 sixth
refueling outages,

c. Date of Full Compliance

Alabama Power Company contends that on November 30, 1985, it
satisfied E0 requirements applicable to this condition. Further
enhancements to the qualification of the connections are to be
accomplished in accordaner with the schedule described.above.

C. Alleged Violations Related to Limitorque Valve Operators. Target Rock
Solenoid Val'es. Surp Level Transmitters and Grease (l.C.l. 1.C.2. .

1.C.; anc 1.C.4)

1. The N0'.' states:

10CFR50.49(f) and (j), respectively, require in part -

,

that (1) each item of electric equipment important to
safety shall be qualified by testing of, or experience
with, identical or similar equipment..and the
qualification shall include a supporting analysis to
show the equipment to be qualified is acceptable, and
(2) a record of the qualification of the electric-
equipment shall be maintained in an.auditable form to
permit verification that the required equipment is
qualified and that the equipment meets the specified
performance requirements under postulated environmental
cc.iitions.

.

m - -k. - --

. . . . .. __j_u___ __a-__
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Contrary to the above, from November 30, 1985,-until the
i time of the inspection which vas completed:on November
1- 20 1987 (Septembercl8, 1987 for 64.):

'

$
~

} 1. The APCo-EQJfiles did not document qualification of
several Limitorque valve operators in that the plant:

i equipment vas-not identical in design and material
construction to the qualification test specimen and'

; deviations were not adequately evaluated as partiot
the qualification documentation. Specifically,'in-;

[ -oncior more'of the operators, unqualified or: mixed-

grease was-used in the gear compartment, T-drainsj:
vere-missing, motor. leads had. unqualified splices,-'

terminal blocks vere unidentified and unqualified.c .
,

:

|-
and a limit svitch with an aluminum housing, which:

| .-

,does not-meet. environmental-qualification standards,"

vas used inside containmentL(Valve No. HOV34410).L
7

2.- The APCo E0 files did'not document qualification of :r
>

4 the cable entranceLseals for'theLTarget Rock-head
-

-

i vent solenoid? valves.
^

<

c
L -3'. .APCo-found vide range and narrov range containment: s

sump level transmitters,fon both units, in a .
4

configuration-for which. existing-test' data did not
'y

demonstrate qualification. Specifically. one or_
more of the GEMS type: level 1 transmitters did not-

contain the requiref nilicone: oil-inEthe housing,
and/or vires veretterminated:usingian unqualified >~

'

| .V-type tape splice configuration.
t

4.- APCo did not have documentation 1in affile to:'

| demonstrate qualification of;. Premium RB' grease for
use on fan motors-finside contrinment and: room-=

4

[ coolers outside containmente-'

2. Alabama tover-Co.;pam( * Response to I.Cil (Limitorque Valve-
r Operators)

,

The NOV: identifies ~five:a?ldged deficiencies related.to Limitorque
:operatorst -(i) unqualified er mixed; grease.-(ii)? missing'T-drains,
(iii)-' unqualified. splices.on Limitorque1 operators,-(iv) unidentified'

,

and unqualified = terminal-blocks andi(v):a limit'svatch with an aluminum
housing. Four ofLthe alleged-= deficiencies are addressed!below. ~Thei
fifth^ item, relatin'g to unqualified splices,;.is discussed in:APCo's .

'

fresponseLte1 alleged, violation 11.A.l.
:
_

,

d

.

A

e ~ _

<1-

w_ _, ,a,, -
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I.C.I.a (Grease)

a. Denial of Violation

Alabama Power Company denies that a violation of 10CFR50.49 has
occurred. APCo contends that grease-is not an stem of electrical
equipment within the scope of 10CFR50.49(b). Even if a violation is
found, however, APCo submits that it does not meet the " clearly knew or
should have knovn" test set forth in the Modified Policy and an
enforcement action is unwarranted since there has been no explicit
guidance, applicable to APCo, which states.that grease or other
lubricants should be considered in equipment qualification.
Fur *hermore, this condition is of insufficient safety significance to

imposition of a civil penalty under the Modified Policy.varr<it

b. Corrective Steps Taken and pesults Achieved

During the inspection APCo prepared a iustification for continued'

operation, dated September 17, 1987, which prescats information
demonstrating reasonable assurance that the mixed greases involved
here vould perform their intended function in the relevant
environment. This evaluation was based upon correspondence from
Dr. R. O. Bolt, a recognized expert regarding the use of grease in
nuclear facility applications, who determined that in these
circumstances the mixed greases would not have had an unacceptable
impact on the qualification of the equipment.

As a conservative measure, APCo changed out the grease in some of*

the EO Limitorque valve operators during the last refueling outage
for each unit. Also. AFCo plans to change out grease in_the
remaining EO Limitorque valve operators during the next two
refueling outages for each unit. Becat se this is a significant

effort which requires disassembly of the operator, it is being
coordinated with other preventive maintenance tests on the-
operator. APCo vill promptly notify the NRC of any schedule ,

i extensions which may be necessary due to the magnitude of this
undertaking.

c. Date of Full Compliance' '

Alabama Power Company contends that it was in full. compliance with
10"FR50.49 on Noze-ber 30. 1985. In-any event, APCo has conservatively
undertaken additional measures with respect to EQ Limitorque valve
operators' grease on a schedule as set forth above.

I.C.1.b. (T-Drains)-
i
| a. Denial of Violation

i
Alaka a Fmeer Coepany denies that the absence of T-drains on

Limitorque motor operated valves ("MOVs") is a tiolation of 10CFR5G.-9.
On November 30, 1985. APC0 had in its Oualification File Limitorque

.

9 s
*
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Test Report 600198 and Test Report 600456. The test reports, when
coupled with APCo's engineering judgment (not required to be
documented), provided reasonable assurance that the Limitorque MOVs
vere adequately evaluated and their qualification without T-drains was
documented.

Since the NOV fails to describe, in even the most cursory a41ner,
the basis upon which Stati concluded that APCo " clearly knew or should
have knovn" of this purported violation, APCo contends that-the NOV is
not in accordance with the requirements of the Atomic Energy Act, _ the
Modified Policy or 10CFR2.pn5(a).

Because installation of Limitorque T-Drains is an emerging issue.
not fully knovn or appreciated on November 30, 1985. APCo contends that
it does not meet the " clearly knew or should have knovn" test set forth
in the Modified Po) icy and an enforcement action is unvarranted.
Alternatively, even if 'he violation is sustained, it is of4

insufficient safety .1gnificance to varrant imposition of a civil
penalty under the Modified Policy.

b. Corrective Steps Taken and Results Achieved

As. a conservative measure, APCo has installed T-drains on*

environmentally qualified Limitorque HOVs having provision for such
drains that are located within containment and the main steam valve
room, and have a long-term operation requirement.

c. Date of Full Compliance

|
Alabama Power Company contends tim.t-it was in full compliance with
10CFR50.49 on November 30, 1985. In any-event, APC3 completed-

installation of additional T-drains as described above on November
11, 1987 in Unit 2 and December 12, 1987 in Unit 1.

1.C.1.c. (Terminal Blocks) .

a. Admission of Violation i

APCo admits that at the time of the E0 audit, there. vere nine -
-

terminal blocks (three inside containment and six outside containment)*

in Limitorque operators for which APCo did not have qualification
documentation._ However, APCo maintains that there is no requirement to
disassemble all equipment and independently identify,all subcomponent
parts, and, therefore, this documentation deficier.cy does not meet the
" clearly knew or should have knovn" test' set forth~in the Modified
Policy and an enforcement action is unwarranted; Further, in the event

a violatien is found, the condition.vas'of insufficient safety
significance to varrant a -ivil penalty under the Modified Policy.

|

d - - r -g- p
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b. Corrective Steps Taken and Results Achieved

APCo promptly removed the leads from the terminal blocks of*

questionable identification or qualification and installed
qualified Raychem splices.

c. Date of Full Compliance

APCo completed installation of Raychem splices as described above
on November 25, 1987 for Unit 2 and May 15, 1988, for Unit 1.-

I.C.I.d ( Aluminum 11+f.i Svitch Housing)

a. Admission of Violation

Alabama Power Company admits that at the time of the EQ audit, the
interior limit svitch compartment housing on one motor operator, was
aluminum. _However, the " clearly knew or s ould have knovn" test seth
forth in the Modified Policy vas not met. Moreover, this condition is
of insufficient safety significance to warrant'a civil penalty under
the Modified Folicy. The presence of-the aluminum housing occurred
despite APCo's reasonable measures to assure compliance with applicable i

NRC regulations and procedures (i.e., procurement from a qualified
vendor with an approved QA program, appropriate inspections of-
vendor-supplied equipment, and installation, in accordance with
accepted procedures). Vithout disassembly of the equipment (which is
discussed further in Attachment 2. Section V.A.2) and a detailed
inspection against procurement-documents. APCo could_not reasonably
have discovered the aluminum housing.

b. Corrective Steps-Taken and Results Achieved

To resolve this condition, APCo replaced the aluminum housing,*

which was completed on November 24, 1987.
\

c. Date of Full Compliance
,

Alabama Power Company vas in full compliance with 10CFR50.49 on
November 24, 1987.

&

3. Alabama Pover Company's Response to 1.C.2 (Target Rock Head Cable
Entrance Seals)

a. Denial of V>olation

Alabama Pover Company-denies that the identified condition
- r i+"*ee a violatinn of 10CFR50.40(f) and (j). These previsions
do not require the qualification of reactor head-vents, since they

l
!

|
_ - - _ _ _ _ _ - - _ - _ - - -
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b are equipment designed to operate in conditions beyond design basis-
accidents. The equipment,'in the as-found condition, was in

: compliance with 10CTR50.44(c)(3)(iii),sthe underlying requirement
applicable to this equipment. Further, even if these vents are

4

deemed to be Section 50.49(b) equipment..they were qualified with'
or without cable entrancefseals. Finally, no civil penalty'should
be imposed because the condition vas of insuffd.cient safety'

; significance.

j b.- Corrective Steps Taken-and Results Achieved
q.

j To conservatively resolve the Staff's questions, by December'

|
15, 1987, Alabama Power Company _had installed qualified Conax
seals on the TargetLRock head vent solenoid-valves in both

j ' ~

units.

i
~ c. Date of Full-Compliance

,

Alabama.Pover= Company contends that it was in full compliance.
vith 10CFR50.49 on November; 30, 1985. .In any event, conservative

(

[ measures to resolve the issue described above vere completed by.
December 15, 1987.

.

2
I

! 4. Alabama Power Company's-Response to I.C.3. (Containment Sump Level
. Transmitters)

j

n. Denial of Violatio'n -

i Alabama Fover Company admits'that four GEMS level transmitters,
{

vhen self-identified,-vere found not to contain silicone fluid to a
~ level necessary to protect fully-all internal components._- However .

APCo-denies'that this condition is1 appropriately considered-as a
violation of 10CFR50.49(f) and (j). 'Even if assessed under

i 10CFR50.49, APCo does not meet the " clearly: knew or?should;have
|

knovn" test set forth inLthe= Modified Poli'y_and an enforcement-c
action is unvarranted. APCc-also submits suchiviolation is.of,-

insuf!2clent safety significance to varrant:a civil penalty ~ unde,r#

the Hodif.'ed Policy..*

.

b. ' Corrective Steps.Taken;and''Results1 Achieved:
'

*- The-Unit 2 Vide Range trsnsmitters were_promptly replaced
prior to startup from the Unit 2'fifth_ refueling outage.-
Fluid vas added to the Unitil Vide Rangi and: Units 11 and 2-'

-

. Narrow Range? transmitter junction-boxes. LAll transmitters
vere filled with Dov. Corning 710 silicone fluid.

.

,

!

a
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Maintenance procedures vere revised to require the fluid level*

inspections at each refueling outage for each unit.
:

c. Date of Full Compliance

Alabama Power Company contends that it was in' full compliance*

with 10CFR50.49 by December 12, 1987.

5. Alabama Power Company'( Response to I.C.4. (Premium RB Grease,1

a. Denial of Violation

Alabama Pover Company. denies the alleged violation. Grease is
i p 4tema L " electrical equipmenJt" as defined in 10CFR50 %9 3

^
~

7
' Moreover, documenTAT1bn present in APCo's maintenance files

provided reasonable assurance that use of the grease vould not'

adversely' impact qualification of the motors and coolers in
question. <s

| Because grease.is not vithin1the scope of 10CFR50.49(b), APCo
t

submits that it does not meet the " clearly knew or should-have
knovn" test set forth in the Modified Policy:and an enforcement ~'

action is unvarranted. Even if a violation is found, however, this'

condition is of insufficient safety significance to varrant-
imposition of a civil penalty under-the Modified Policy.

y
b. Corrective Steps Taken and Results Achieved

.

Upon learning that-the Staff vas taking the position _that*

lubricants vould be considered " electrical ~ equipment,"'APCot

commenced a reviev.of greases used;in E0 applications. APCo-

contacted the vendor to ascertain-the qualification status of~

.

:

| the grease. Based on-this inquiry, APCo concluded that the
| grease was qualifiable. This inquiry.vas concluded prior to-

the-audit and the results provided tozthe inspectors.

APCo also initiated a. broad-testing program for. greases:used*

at ~FNP in E0 equipment. 1The~ program'is scheduled-to be-
completed December 31, 1988.*

AFCo.also promptly developed a justification for continued-
~

"

operation which set forth APCo's evaluation'and conclusion ,

that operation with- the Texaco grease vould: not adversely;
,

affect qualification of the equipment..

._
ic. Date of Full Compliance

i
r

-Alabama Power Company contends that on November.30, 1985, it
~

p
satisfied E0_ requirements applicable'to-this condition.: As an |

~

!.
|

3dditienal conservative measure, a brnad testing progra,~for'-
i greas'es vill be accomplished in accordance vith the schedule ]

!? : described above.
|-

i- !

, :

b
'

!
l:
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D. Alleged Violation Relating to Quality Assurance Pr'ogram'for Safety-
Related Activities'

1. The NOV states:

10CFR Part 50, Appendix B,' Criterion'I, Organization, requires
_

i that persoi.a and organizations performing quality assurance
functions shall have sufficient authority and organizational+

freedom to identify quality probleas, to recommend solutions,
j. and to vetaty implementation of solutions. 10CFR Part 50,

| Appendix B, Criterion:XVI, Corrective ActionLfurther requires t

' that measures shall be. established to assure cc:Jitions
- adverse to quality are promptly corrected. .The accepted.0A

| program (FNP-FSAR-17)-Section 17.2.1.2, which in part
implements 10CFR Part 50, Appendix B, a's required by'
10CTR50.5L.a), statasithat Safety Audit and Engineering Reviev

i (SAER) uacer the d~ sction o!~.the manager (MSAER),:has been
| establishedito provide a comprehensive independent. audit;
! program of safety-related activities to verify that such
4 activities are in compliance.vith'the operational quali.y-

assurance program.(OQAP). FNP-FSAR/17 furtherLstates that the'

[ Supervisor-SAER and his staff-stationed st FNP shall1 conduct
i the audit program,~and he-has the-authority'to. identify
;. problems, recommend solutions, and verify ccer= tivefactions.
j Section 17.2.16 states;that-an administratb e procedure;has-

been written to assure that conditions sdverse to quality are
j

|
promptly identified and corrected..

/

| Contrary to the above, SAER is not~ ensuring effective ..

execution of'the quality assurance: program in that conditions
adverse to quality associated with the EO~ program have not *

been promptly corrected.- The following Corrective Action: ;

Request | sic]-(CARS) describe deficiencies identified-by SAER-
f or which corrective actions had,: at'the : time of ' the:
not yet been completed.-;

Estimated
F Date

.

Completion
; CAR-No. - Identified Date

I 830 November 1983 - March 3.11988--

-1251 October 1986 ~ March 31,1 1988
.

2. Alabama Power Company's Response to II,

p .a. ' Denial'of Violation

Alabama Pover. Company denies-the alleged violation. . CAR 830;*

1 -vas initially prepared-on December 29, 1983,--to'addressionly
| instruction books and vendor:dravings for EQ equipment'which'

recuired revision-as;a result of' design' changes. Hovever.

.

+,.y #,,'m, , , .- , m-m,.mwh_, f , m-y-+ Q-,- [$ . v w~ ,~v, , .gev rre~ r 4* "' --s - m -r
#
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CAR 830 vas not then closed; instead its scope vas vastly
axpanded to accommodate subsequent vendor manual revisions.
As items were closed, new. issues were identified with, among
other things,--the issuance _ of Generic Let ter 83-28, - that -!
necessarily and properly extended the completion date of the
revised CAR. Corrective action was thus proceeding under the j

revised CAR at the time of the audit. The careful' attention ;

given by APCo'to'this matter,.and its diligent efforts to
correct thoroughly the deficiency identified in CAR 830 are- . .

!vell documented.- Under these circumstances, the ItngtY of-
time which elapsed since issuance.of the CAR was'appre,1riate
to complete all the. items' covered.. The CAR vas reported
complete on March 31, 1988.

Vith respect to CAR 1251, revision of an; appendix related to
Limitorque "as left" torque values-was-required. CompletionL
of the revision vas tied.to completion of the Limitorque-
evaluation conducted pursuant to'IEB 85-03. This evaluation.

-vas ongoing at the time of the E0 audit.. The CAR vas
reported completed as of itsfinitialLcompletion date of March
I' 1988. APCo submits that these corrective actions were
completed-promptly in accordance.vith circumstances
applicable to each action.

APCo contends that a fair review of the time periodlin.vhich
these CARS remained open, together_ vith consideration of the
pert'nent circumstances, vould not establish any deficiency
in the execution of its quality assurance program.

_

0 Therefore, APCo denies that a violation of 10CFR Part 50,

i -- Appendix B has occurred.

j':r b. Corrective Steps Tal jand Results Achieved-

}

Alabama Pover Company contends tnat no corrective' steps are''

;- necessary.

c. Date of Full Compliance

Alabama, Power. Company contends that these actions never
* represented a violation of 10CFR-Part 50, Appendix B.

.

T
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ATTACHMENT 2

Alabama Power Company ;

Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant

Answer to Notice of Violation
Enforcement Action 88-40

Inspection Report Numbers
50-348, 364/87-25 and 30

I. INTRODUCTION

In accordance vith the Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure,
as described in the NRC Staff's letter transmitting the subject Notice of
Violation ("NOV Transmittal Letter"), Alabama Power Company (sometimes
hereinafter referred to as "APCo") hereby ansvers the Notice of Violation
and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty ("NOV"). See 10CFR2.205.

II. SUMMARY OF POSITION

As set forth more fully belov, APCo contends that the Modified Policy
is legally deficient in that, contrary to Section 234 of the Atomic Energy
Act, the Modified Policy among other things, fails to consider the safety
significance of any alleged violation. Accordingly, any NOV based on the
Modified Policy should be withdrawn.

Hovever, assuming arguendo that the Modified Policy is not legally
flaved, the NOV is deficient because, contrary to Commission direction as
well as legal requirements; it fails to provide adequate notice and support
for findings that APCo " clearly knew or should have knovn" of alleged
violations prior to November 30, 1985. Furthermore, the NOV modifies
positions previously accepted by the Staff without performing the requisite
backfit analysin required by 10CFR50.109. Accordingly, for these
independent reasons, the NOV should be withdrarn.

APCo also contends that-the NQV improperly evaluates the factual bases
upon which the regulatory violations are. premised and the level of civil-

penalty is assessed. In addition, APCo submits that a proper evaluation
vould reflect that enforcement action is unwarranted because APCo did not
meet'the " clearly knew or should-have known" test set forth in the Modified
Policy. APCo maintains that, with regard to these alleged violations,
escalated enforcement action is unwarranted because the violatians are-of
insufficient safety significance to varrant' imposition of a civil penalty
under~the Modified Policy.

Finally, APCo submits that the NOV fails to-apply correctly the listed
mitigation factors established in the Modified-Policy for setting the

0

+
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proposed civil penalty. In short, the proposed civil pena'lty is
disproportionate tr the actual significance of the alleged violations.

,

Accordingly, APCo seeks dismissal of the NOV or,11n the alternative,
full mitigation of the civil penalty. |

.

III. THE MODIFIED ENFORCEMENT POLICY IS LEGALLY DEFICIENT

As discussed belov, APCo maintains.that-the Modified- Policy is
- legally deficient in_that (1) it does not consider safety significance of
the violation and-(2) i t was improperly promulgated. -Accordingly, any NOV
based on the Modified Policy should be withdrawn.-

The' Modified Policy Fails To Consider The Safetyn.
Significance of Any EO Violations

1. A Regulatory Policy that- Contemplates Varying Levels of Civil *

Penalties Must, as the Enforcement Policy Does, Consider
Actual Safety Significance

'

is axiomatic that the actual reduc' tion in the margin of safety, theLIt
" safety-significance",:is an important' factor-in assessing potential'
enforcement actions under the NRC's Enforcement Policy..(10CFR Part 2,-

;

' Appendix C). The significance of a violation is specifically factored into-
the enforcement calculation in the determination of Severity Level.. The

,

Enforcement Policy, states:

Regulatory requirements have-varying degrees |of safety,-safeguards,.or _;-

environmental significance. ;T'..erefore,1the1 relative'importance of
~

-

each violation must be identified as-the.first step in the enforcement-
process.

|* - *- *

In each case..the deverity of-a violation Vill 4be characterized at the

[10CFR Part 2 Appendix C, Section III.j'the particular-violation.
level best suited to the significance of

.
..The Enforcement Policy, in supplements I-VIII, also provides examples--

.
_

of violations for-each.of five severity l l The severity: levels are
. expressly based-upon safety significance.yve

s.-.
4

l
H

.

'* Safety' significance 11s not, strictly speaking,La:" mitigating' factor"Lin
Ithe Enforcement Policy. Rather, as. noted above,: the' initial assignment.

of severityLlevel,is' based ~on safety' significance. JThe. escalation and' q

mitigation factors--are.then applied to.the base civil-1 penalty 1for the.
assigned' severity level to either increase or decrease any proposed fine.

# As stated'in 10CTR Part 2. Appendix C, Section|III,1the five Severity. -

; Levels are specially ranked by. safety significance:(-
-

<

a

-
'
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The Atomic Energy Act requira, that the NRC consider safety
significance (the gravity of the oi;ense) in assessing civil penalties. In

Atlantic Research Corporation, CLI-80-7, 11 NRC 413 (1980), a case decided
before Appendix C vas issued, the Commission addressed the scope of its
authority to issue civil penalties under Section 234 of the Atomic Energy
Act. The Commission essentially held that fines could properly be issued
if it has been established that the " civil penalties may positively affect
the conduct of the licensee or other similarly situated persons in accord

and that the civil penaltieswith the policies in the' Atomic Energy Act,
are not grossly disproportionate to the gravity of the offense." Id. at 421~

lemphasis added). The " gravity" determination required here by the
Commission (and the Atomic Energy Act) inherently recognizes some NRC
assessment of safety significance in deternining a civil penalty amount.
Civil penalties that are not proportionate to the gravity of the violation
vould be " punitive" in nature and beyond the scope of Section 234 Id.

The Staff's obligation in categorizing violations by severity level
(based on gravity / significance), and in proposing civil penalties, was
specifically recogni:ed by the Commission in promulgating the Enforcement
Policy. In the Statement of Considerations, the Commission stated, that
the " actual or potential impact on the health and safety of the public is
the fundamental basis for this [the severity level] determination." 47

need to premise enforcement action on safety significance.' recognizes the
Fed. Reg. 9987, 9989 (September 2, 1982). This explicitly

i

In sum, the Commission must consider actual safety significance in
providing regulatory guidance to the Staff for the assessment of civil
penalties in the equipment qualification area. To do othervise vould
ignore one of the fundamental premises of the Commission in the normal

[ FOOTNOTE 2 CONTINUED]

Severity Level I has been assigned to violations that tre the
most significant and Severity Level V violations are tne least
significant. Severity Level I and II violations are of very
significant regulatory concern. In general, violations that are
included in these severity categories involve actual or high
potential impact on the public. Severity Level III violations
are cause for significant concern. Severity Level IV violations'

are less serious but are of more than minor concern; i.e., if

left uncorrected, they could lead to a more serious concern.
Severity Level V violations are of minor safety or environmental
concern.

3 A licensing board or an administrative judge presiding over an
enforcement hearing vill have an opportunity to assess whether the NRC
Staff has improperly classified a. violation based o.5 significance. See,

e.g., Reich-Geo-Physical. Inc., ALJ-85-1. 22 NRC 941, 958-62 (1985) (an
entorcerent case brougnt by a materials licensee with respect to a S1600
civil penalty). The presiding officer is entitled to substitute his
judgment for that of the Staff. See Atlantic Research Corporation.
ALAB-594, 11 NRC 841, 849 (1980).

.

.

* q .
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Enforcement Policy and one of the underlying requirements of Section 234 of
f

the Atomic Energy Act.

The Modified Policy Does Not Give Sufficient Consideration to
| 2.

bafety Significance

One of the stated purposes of the Modified Policy is to "more closely.

the relative safety importance of EO violations with other
enforcement issues" (Modified Policy at 1). Notwithstanding this statementreflect;

of intent to provide a fair policy that places emphasis on the retual2
~

safety significance of EQ violations, there are aspects of the po, icy thati

reflect consideration of the safety significance of particciar;
do not
viol.tions when imposing civil penalties.

Specifically, the Modified Policy states that "the NRC vill assume,the' unqualified equipment could: for escalated enforcement-cases, that the "NRC. vill not
affect operability of the arsociated system" and thatconsider refinements on the operability arguments" to demonstrate lack of

'

The policy explains that this assumption is made "forsafety significance.
purposes in order to reduce:the-resources anticipated-to be" (Modified Policy,-Enclosure at 3).

,

enforcement

spent by licensees and the NRC .Similarly, despite the separate provisions in_$ 50.49 that deal with'
, ...

unqualified equipment and lack of documentation, see-$$ 50.49(f) and,(j),-

the Modified Policy lumps these two sections together conceptually,,

' unqualified equipment' means
providing that'"for purposes of enforcement,for which there is:not adequate documentation to-establish'that

4

equipment
this equipment vill perform its intended functions in the relevantThis results in

(Enclosure at 2, note 2 [ emphasis added]).environment."Staff findings of "significant" violations varranting escalated enforcement|

for example, the licensee and Staff simply disagree, as a: matter of-where,
on whether' documentation-reflects reasonableengineering judgment,,

assurance that a piece of equipment is qu'alified.
'

'APCo respectfully submits that.because the Modified Policy declines-to
consider the actual safety significance of;EQ violations; it conflicts withE

as vell as one of the underlyingSection 234 of the Atomic Energy Act,r

stated premises of Commission enforcement practice. viz., to impose a range;

of penalties on licensees for deviations from Commission requirements basedThis fundamental '-

upon the safety significance of the-violation.considerationLis reflected.in the Commission's Enforcement Policy' andlis
one of the. stated goals of the Modified Policy (see Modified Policy at 1).: -

the agency's policy ~(no less than a rule).should beAPCo submits that
rationally related to the underlying. regulatory mandate,;and " reasonable

,

i

Massachusetts v. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, No.and defensible."slip op at 5 (1st Cir. Sept. 6, 1988), citing Bureau of Alcohol, ,

87-2032, FLRA, 464.U.S. 89, 97 6.n,7-(1983). See also Pacific 1

Tobacco & Firearms v. FPC, 506 F.2d ' 33, 38-39 (D.C. Cir.197I). . Agencies :Gas & Electric Co. v.
are. permitted to adopt and apply presumptions, but only if the' proven facts

.

NLRB v. Baptist'

and the inferred facts-are rationally connected.
Hospital. Inc., 442 U.S. 773, 787 (1979).

'See e.g.. 10CFR Fart 2, Appendix C,-Section III.

- . -
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This notvithstanding, the Modified Policy disregards the actual safety
significance of violations in imposition of an escalated civil penalty.
Thus, for example, a " deficiency" any involve merely a technical
disagreement, in which the licensee is requested to provide more
documentation to strengthen its position that the equipment is qualified ..

(or qualifiable). . Yet. unde- the Modifid Policy, no evaluation of this .

Further, foradditional data is performed when proposing a civil penalty.
the purposes of enforcer.ent, a licensee is unable to confirm either itr
original position that the substantive qt.alification provisions of
10CFR50.49 vere satisfied by, for example, obtaining additional test data
or perft. ming appropriate analysis, or that there was no, actual safety

;

significance from a public health and safety standpoint.

These assumpticns are therefore not " rationally connected" to proven
Declining to consider additional information obtained or devehped

-facts.
after an inspection regarding the qualification of equipment, i.e.,

'

" refinements on the operability arguments" because of the impact on
licensee and NRC resources, is inappropriate. (Modified Policy, Enclosure
at 3). As for the asserted impact on Commission resources, ve assume that
little (and in most cases no) actual impact should occur. Only a portion
of the enforcement actions taken vill involve escalated action. In most of
these cases, the Staff vill have to evaluate the subsequent information to
assure qualification, and close-out the items, or allow continued plant 5
operations. Also, the Staff is familiar with environmental qualification
issues and should not require significant resources to review any
additional information. Vith respect to the asserted impact on licenseest

<

resources, it should be up to each licensee to decide whether its ovn
resources are vell spent on determining equipment operability and thus,
this consideration should not form the basis for rejecting material and
relevant information.

Finally, the Staff's apparent decision not to consider operibility
arguments should at most be applied only prospectively. Licensees may have
already devoted resources to such tasks (some inspections occurred over two
years ago). In fact, licensees may have justifiably undertaken such efforts
to demonstrate qualitication and/or absence of safety significance. The

intentModified Policy may vell be,the first notice of the Staff's apptrent
to disregard those efforts. Such intent is contrary to the clearly
defined purpose of 3 policy statement as set forth in the Memorandum on the
Administrative Prt W.ures Act prepared by the At' wrney General in 1947,*

viz., a statemen 1ssued by an agency to advise the public prospectively

* In this regard, the only difference between escalated and non-escalated
actions where an EQ deficiency-is identified during inspections may have
been the ability of licensees to obtain additional qualification
information to confirm their conclusions during the period of the
inspection, rather than at some time after the inspection.

' The attached Affidavit of former NRC EQ Branch Management (at 18 and 10).
reflects that this position is a change from previous Staff actions. See

Section IV.B., infra.

~
.
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of the manner in which the agency proposes to exercise a discretionary
pover." Attorney General's Manual at 30 n.3.

To use a very real example from this case, APCo contends that Vyle
Test Report-17947-01 dated October 7, 1987, should be fully evaluated by
the Staff and used as a basis to forego any civil penalty. In addition,

all cf the alleged violations except those dealing with nine Limitorque MOV
terminal blocks, one Limitorque MOV (aluminum housing on the limit switch
compartasmt) and-four level transmitters (improper fluid level) that form
the basik for the escalated action imposed on APCo involve.only
documentation deficiencies the equipment at issue is either qualified,
qualifiable or operable. Further, with regard to these three exceptions,
the equipment was determined not to require qualification (Limitorque MOV

,

aluminum housing), or there vere other sources where the same information
ld have been obtained (level transmitters), or APCo had reasonable.vou4

assurance that the equipment would perform its intended function. Ac such,
no actual or potential impact on public-health and safety has ever existed..

These documentation deficiencies should not be ignored, but they should not
be treated in the same fashion as deficiencies that could affect actual
public health and safety, and they do not varrant imposition of a $450,000
civil penalty.

B. THE MODIFIED POLICY VAS NOT PROPERLY PROMULGATED
4

The Modified Policy is characterized by the NRC as a " statement of
policy" vithin the meaning of the Administrative Procedure Act ("APA")."
See 5 U.S.C.5 553(b)(A). The NRC apparently concludes that APA notice and
comment provisions are inapplicable because the document was a statement of
policy. Due to the effect of the bodified Policy on licensees and the
substantial impact in this case, APCo concludes that the Modified Policy
cannot be treated in a cursory menner. .The definition of a "statemeri of
policy" offered by the definitive Memorandum on the' Administrative
Procedure Act, prepared by the Attorney General in 1947, is a statement
" issued by an agency to advise the public prospectively of the-manner in /

vhich the agency proposes to exercise a discretionary power." (Attorney

General's Manual at 30 n.3.) [(emphasis added)]. See also Pacific Gas & *

Electric Co. v. Federal Power Commission, 506 F.2d 13 II'(D.C. Cir. 1974).
Further, genuine statements of policy would " impose no rights or
obligations and have no substantial impact on affected members of the
public." Merines, Stein, Grufi, Administrative Lav 5 15.07[4] at 15-96." *

(Other citations omitted.)1

licensees,ydified Policy, however, vas applied retroactively todetermined certain issues applicable to E0 violations, andThe M

imposed obligations on affected licensees. For example,-the Modified
Policy, as previously noted, made moot-licensees' previous analyses of the
ultimate safety significance of a condition by mandating, retrospectively,

* The Modified Policy acknowledges that. "This enforcement policy applies
to violations of the EQ Rule identified after November 30, 1985, which
relate back to action or lack of action before the deadline." (Modified
Policy. Enclosure at 1).

.
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that those analyses (including, in some instances, costly testing) would
not be considered. In short, the Modified Enforcement " Policy" does not
constitute a " Policy" within the meaning of the APA allowing exception to
the notice and comment provision of that statute Accordingly, the
Modified Policy is legally deficient aad should be withdrawn. This vould
properly result in evaluating the proposed deficiencies pursuant to the
Commission's Enforcement Policy (Appendix C to 10CTR Part 2) which vag,

promulgated pursuant to the notice and comment provisions of the APA.

IV. THE NOV FAILS TO APPLY THE HODIFIED POLICY FROPERLY

Even assuming that the Modified Policy is not legally flaved APCo
maintains that the NOV is legally defective in other respects. It does not
comply with the Commission regulations and the Modified Policy in that (1)
it does net provide the requisite notice of the bases for the Staff
detc'minations that APCo " clearly knew or should have knovn" of these
alleged violations prior to November 30, 1985, and (2) it does not comply
with the backfit provisions of 10CFR50.109. Accordingly, the NOV should be
withdrevn.

A. The Notice of Violation Fails To Establish, In Accordance Vith
Section II Of The Modified .>olicy. That Alabama Power Company
" Clearly Knev or Should Have Knovn" Of The Alleged Violations

The Modified Policy provides that "if violations of the E0 vule
identified at plants operating after November 30, 1985, existed before the
deadline and the licensee ' clearly knew or should have knovn' of the lack
of proper environmental qualification. then enforcement action may be taken
[under this policy)." On the other hand, "[ijf the licensee does not meet
the ' clearly knew or should have knovn' test, no enforcement action vill be
taken." (Modified Policy, Enclosure at 1.) The importance of this finding
is apparent; absen such a finding, enforcement action is unvarranted.

In SECY 86-122, " Policy for Enforcement of Environmental Qualification
Requitements" (April 21, 1986), the Staff proposed that a specific EQ
enforcement policy was varranted where violatioas surpassed an enforcement'

threshold based on a "should have knovn" standard. By Staff Requirements
Memorandum from the Secretary to Mr. Stello dated July 3, 1986, the-
Commission directed that the threshold be elevated to a " clearly should .

have knovn" standard (emphasis added). Only if'this higher standard is
,

met, vould the distinct penalty provisions of the Modified Policy then
apply.

' APCo also submits that because the Enforcement' Policy contained in
Appendix C to 10CFR Part 2 vas adopted in accordance with the notice and-
comment' requirements of the APA, the NRC abused its discretion when it
amended Appendix C vith the Modified Policy and did not provide-an
opportunity for public comment. APCo maintains that the agency is
required to amend Appendix C in accordance with the procedures under
which it was adopted initially, which means that opportunity for notice
and putlic comment should have been afforded.

- -
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To determine whether a licensee " clearly knew or shoul'd have knovn" of'

the lack of proper environmental qualification, the Commission directs the
Staff in the Modified Policy to evaluate and balance at 1gast the four
factors listed by the Commission in Generic Letter 88-07

Indeed, this vas the precise direction provided to the Staff by the
commission in its previous guidance, as noted by the Staff in Generic
Letter 86-15. By issuing Generic Letter 86-15, the Staff provided notice
to the industry that it vould con d balancing of

thesefactorsforeachviolation.pyctsuchananalysisan

Further, the Office of Enforcement reiterates in EGM 88-06, " Guidance
for the Preparation of Enforcement cases Related to EQ violations," that
the " rationale for why the licensee ' clearly should have knovn' should be
described in as muc' detail as possible...." EGM 88-06 at 1. .In addition,

the Guidance states that the region "should look at each item individually

' These four factors are:

1. Did the licensee have vendor-supplied documentation that
demonstrated that the equipment was qualified?

2. Did the licensee perform adequate receiving and/or field
verification inspection to determine that the configuration of the

.

installed equipment matched the configuration of the equipment that
vas qualified by the vendor?4

3. Did the licensee have prior notice from any source that equipment
qualification deficiencies might exist?

4. Old other licensees identify similar problems and correct them
be. ore the deadline?

,

**In the Enclosure to Generic Letter 86-15, the Staff lists four specific
criteria to be considered in each case where the " clearly should have
knovn" issue is raised. These factors then are applied by the Staff to a
hypothetical case involving valve operator internal viring. The Staff
concludes thus

.
1

After consideration of all these factors, the Staff has
concluded that in the case of the viring, licensees " clearly
should have knovn" that the vendor documentation was not
adequate to support qualification. [ Enclosure at 2] [ emphasis
added]

And, in Generic Letter 88-07, issued April 7, 1988, the Staff restates
the four factors to be applied in each case, and adds additional guidance
on the relevance of NRC-supplied or industry-supplied information (top of
p. 2 of Enclosure). The Staff'then states that it vould

carefully consider these criteria when evaluating whether a
licensee clearly snould have known of a deficiency prior to
the deadline temphasis added).

|
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to establish why the licensee ' clearly should have knovn.' It is not. ..
4

suf ficient justification that the NRC inspector found the deficiency or
that the licensee identified the deficiency to conclude that the licensee
' clearly should have known.'" EGM 88-06 at 2.

The Staff contends in the Notice of Violation that APCo satisfied the
" clearly knew or should have knovn" test set forth as follows under the

: Modified Policy about the alleged E0 deficiencies, and would have
discovered them prior to November 30, 1985, had APCo implemented an
adequate E0 program. NOV at 2. As support for the position, the Staff
simply cites the general availability of various NRC notices and circulars,

i as well as vendor information, concluding that "the licensee had
information available which discussed environmental qualification concerns
related to similar components." NOV at 2. However, despite the importance
of the " clearly kncv or should have knovn" determination, the NOV fails to
balance the four factors or to provide a thorough analysis of how the Staff
came to its conclusicn that APCo satisfied the " clearly knew or should have
knovn" test with respect to the alleged E0 deficiencies.

Alabama Pover Company submits that in applying the " clearly knew or.

should have known test," the Staff cannot rely simply on the fact that
requirements were in place and a violation of those requirements occurred
to establish that a licensee satisfied the " clearly knew or should have
known" test with respect to the deficiency. If this had been tne
Commission's intent, it vould not have needed to. elevate the threshold to a
" clearly knew or should have knovn" standard; all violations vould have met
the test. Furthse, the Commission vould not have directed that the Staff
evaluate and balance at least four separate factors to determine whether a

i licensee " clearly knew or should have known." (Modified Policy, Enclosure
at 1-2). Nor vould the Comaission have reiterated those very requirements
in the one example used by the Commission of a " clearly knew or should have
knovn" violation. (See Generic Letter 86-15 Enclosure). In that example,
the Commission provide 3 a detailed balancing of the four factors-before
concluding that the violation passed the " clearly knev or should have
knovn" threshold. See also EGM 88-06.

Fairness and equity compel the Staff.to provide a thorough explanation
of the factual basis for its finding on each alleged-violation of
10CFR50.49 requirements. Vithout this factual. basis, a licensee is
deprived of a meaningful opportunity--to respond to a Notice of Violation,.

even though the licensee is required by 10CFR2.201(a) to file a response.
Further, the NRC is required by Section 558(c) of the Administrative
Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. $ 558(c), to provide to a licensee against whom a
sanctionisbeingconsidered,interalia,noticebytypag*1cyinwriting
of the facts or conduct which may varrant the action. To exercise its
statutory power to impost civil penalties, the NRC also is
Section 234b. of the Atomic Energy Act, 42 U.S.C. $ 2282b.,{9 quired byto

notify such person in vriting (1) setting forth the< . . .

l' Codified in NRC regulations et 10CFR2.201

;; Codified in NRC regalations at 10CFR2 205.

.

9
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date, facts, and nature of each act or omission with which
the person is charged . . .

A mere recitation of the conclusion that the licensae " clearly knav or
should have knovn" without full and complete support is not sufficient. A
Notice of Violation that imposes civil penalties must contain a discussion
of the facts and reasoning upon which the Staff's conclusion is based.
This is required not only by 5 234 of the Atomic Energy Act and $ 558 of
the Administrative Procedure Act, but also by fundamental principles of
fairness and notice. In Matlovich v. Secretary of the Air Force, 591 F.2d
852, 857 (D.C. Cir. 1978), the D.C. Circuit explained why such notice is
essential to the administrative process:

The fundamental principle of. reasoned explanation . . .

serves at least three interrelated purposes: enabling the
court to give proper reviev to the administrative
determination; helping to keep the administrative agency
vithin proper authority and discretion, as v211 as helping to
avoid and prevent arbitrary, discriminatory, and irrational
action by the agency; and informing the aggrieved person of
the grounds of the administrative action so that he can plan
his course of action (including the seeking of judicial
reviev).

As noted above, these statutory principles have been incorporated by the
Commission in its guidance on application of the " clearly knew or should
have knovn" test by insisting upon a detailed factual inquiry by the Staff.

Potential enforcement exposure resulting from a finding of " clearly
knew or should have knovn" reaches $750,000. While the Commission has
endeavored to provide objective criteria for this determination, the issue
nonetheless requites a subjective judgment which ultimately hinges on (1)

. selection of relevant facts, and (2) interpretation of those facts. In'

these circumstances, basic fairness and the Atomic Energy Act demand that -

the licensee be informed in the NOV of the facts relied upon by the Staff
in concluding that the test has been satisfied, and the Staff's reasoning

_in determining that the licensee " clearly knew or should.have knovn" of the ;
violation. When all such facts are'provided, a licensee should be able to
provide an adequate response which may well admit the violation, but which
also may identify (1) any factual errors in the NOV and (2) areas where the
facts may be subject to more than one-interpretation. To the extent-that.

the Staff cannot, or does not, document in the NOV its analysis and
balancing of at least the four factors leading to'the conclusion that a
licensee satisfied the " clearly-knew or should have knovn" test with
respect to the violation, enforcement action pursuant to the Hodified
Policy is inappropriate.

Furthermore, Alabama Power Company submits that in evaluating the
factors necessary to determine whether the licensee " clearly knew or should
have knovn" of the violation, the Staff must recognize the evolving nature
of environmental qualification knowledge, Vhile this evolving knowledge
base should be considered in an appropriate manner by licensees, such new
information er practices may not serve as the basis for enforcement action
premised on the state of knowledge on November 30, 1985, i.e., <.nforcement

.
. _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ .
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action under the Modified Policy. To permit otherwise vould emasculate the
high threshold of the " clearly knew or should have knovn" standard
established by the Commission.

,

In sum, Alabama Power Company maintains that after the Staff has
evaluated each violation pursuant to, inter alia, the four factors noted in
the Policy and found the violation meets the # clearly knew or should have

-

i

knovn" standard, the resulting Notice of Violation should document fully
its finding for each alleged failure to comply with 10CFR50.49, including
specific analysis of the four factors set forth in Generic Letrars 88-07
and 86-15, and the facts relied upon in concluding that the 3' +nsee
" clearly knew or should have knovn" of the deficiency. Failute to do so is

contrary to lav and violates the spirit of the " tough but fair" enforcement
policy announced by the Commission in Generic Letter 88-07.

B. The Notice Of Violation 7s Fundamentally Flaved In Th' he Staff
Has Failed To Adhere To Commission Requirements Applicaole To
Changes In NRC Staff Positions.

The Staff has failed to adhere.to Commission requirements governing
changed Staff positions. It is inappropriate to propose enforcement action
where that action is based on a new or different Staff position which has
not been properly issued. See 10CFR50.109.,

.

As discussed belov, some of the alleged violations are based on new or
cha nged Staf f positions on what is necessary to demonstrate qualification.
Accordingly, where qualification documentation was previously accepted byd

,

the Staff as adequate but is nov determined to be unacceptable due to j.

evolving or more detailed requirements for qualification, enforcement
action is inappropriate, j

In addition, the Staff may not seek to impose a. contrary Staff
position, or, therefore, pursue enforcement action, premised on such
positions, where the licensee's position has been presented to the Staff
and the Staff did ne*. communicate its lack of acceptance of the position in
a timely manner. Such " tacit" approval serves to establish the applicable
Staff position, any deviation from which would also constitute a backfit
under 10CFR50.109.

Vith regard to E0 issues, licensees may reasonably rely on conclusions-

,

reached in the NRC Staff's reviews of all E0 programs during 1981-1985 as
referenced in Franklin Research Center's Technical Evaluation Reports
("TER") and Staff SERs. Once the Staff has accepted qualification of a
particular item, or accepted'a licensee's position regarding qualification,
any new Staff positions on what is necessary to demonstrate qualification
of that item should be addressed in accordance with the backfitting rule,
10CFR50.109. The NRC has previously said:

Throughout plant lifetime, many individuals on the NRC Staff
have an opportunity to review the requirements and
commitments incumbent upon a licensee. Undoubtedly, there
vill be occasions when a reviever concludes the licensee's
program in a specific area does not satisfy a regulation,

. .
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|

license condition or commitment. In the case:vhere the-Staff
previously accepted the-licensee's program as: adequate, any.
Staff specified change in the program would be classified as
a backfit (NRC Staff Manual Chapter 0514 "NRC-Program for ;

Management of Plant-Specific Backfitting of Nuclear Power
Plants" (at-28).)

It vould be fundamentally unfair and inconsistent with the policies of the
backfitting rule for the Staff to take enforcement action for any items
previously accepted in the Franklin TER and.NRC SER processes.-

The doctrine of tacit approval is also set forth in Chapter 0514_of-
the NRC-Staff Manual. In the Manual Chapter (at 28-29) the Staff states
that where a licensee has provided to the Staff information rega; Jing its
compliance with-Staff regulations, the licensee can rely on Staff
acceptance _if the Staff has not provided its acceptance and review in a
timely period. Further, to the extent that the Staff later attempts to
force a licensee to take_a different position, this Staff action vould'
constitute a backfit.

The Manual Chapter (at 22) also provides-that where the Staff.has-

" tacitly or explicitly excepted the licensee from-part or all" of aLStaff
position interpreting the regulations, a backfit_vould arise'if the Staff
later seeks to hold the licensee to that position. The Staff position may i

be reflected in documents such as the SRP, Regulatory Guides,-Generic-
Letters and Bulletins.--Thus, if a licensee has-taken exception to'a.
provision of one of these documents with:the explicit or tacit approval-of'
the Staff, the imposition of that provision by the Staff would constitute a .

backfit.

There are several aspects of the NOV which involveLelear--circumstances
of a new or changed Staff position serving as part of the basis-for'the
escalated enforcement action. Foi example..as notedLin-Section V.C.1, the -

qualificat im- sctions regarding terminal blocks-(Violation I.B.1) that the
Staff nov te,.ets vas-ceviewed and. accepted by the' Staff in 1984. Other-

exampler (discussed-in later sections) alleged-in.the NOV which involve
changed or nev Staff-positions include those relating to grease and'V-type.

. splices.

I .

4

V. ALABAMA POVER COMPANY'S ANSVER REGARDING INDIVIDUAL ALLEGED VIOLATIONS
z

!~ A. Generic Considerations Applicable To Individual Alleged-
Violations-

i . . .

. .

APCo addresses below certain generic considerations related_to'the
. application of the Modified Policy to the alleged violations set forth in

'

: the NOV. To assure a fair and: reasoned application of the Policy the
Staff.should adopt each of these considerations. -APCo vill reference-these

-generic. considerations belov in connection with its' response regarding thec
individual-violations,

i
i

-

.

v. ,- . - , - . , , , , - - . , . . - n. ,-
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1. Consideration Of Undocumented Engineering Ju 3ent To Support
Equipment Qualification

The NOV fails to properly consider licensees' legitimate (and
necessary) exercises of engineering judgment in making determinations as to
the qualification of electrical equipment or the satisfactory documentation
of qualifica .on.

The NRC has long recognized that " engineering judgment" is an'

important element of the nuclear regulatory scheme. Engineering judgment
must necessarily be exercised in matters of design, calculation and
assessment, and compliance. E.g., Consolidated Edison Company of New York

3 (Indian Point. Unit 2) and Power Authority of the State of New York
((Indian Point, Unit 3), CLI-85-6, 21 N.R.C. 1043, 1058 (1985) (requiring
the exercise of engineering judgment in making risk assessments);

; Commonwealth Edison Co. (Byron Nuclear Pover Station, Units 1 and 2),
ALAB-793, 20 N.R.C. 1591, 1613 (1984) (rejecting Intervenors' contention
that the licensee's architect-engineer firm could not appropriately
exercise engineering judgment in determining whether a particular
deficiency had deslin significance); Florida Pover and Light Co. (Turkey
Point Plant, Units 3 and.4), LBP-88-9A, 27 N.R.C. 387, 406-07 (1988)
(rejecting Inte.venors' contention that the licensee's analysis of the
ability of spent fuel pool materials to withstand radiation was inadequate
where it var based on engineering judgment); Texas Utilities Generating
Company (Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station, linits 1 and 2), LBP-83-81,
18 N.R.C. 1410, 1433 (1983) ("[Elngineering juo. ment must necessarily be<

employed in designing a nuclear plant."), modified on other grounds,
LBP-84-10, 19 N.R.C. 509 (1984); Northern States Power Company (Prairie

,

; Island Nuclear Generating Plant. Units 1 and 2), LBP-77-51, 6 N.R.C. 265,
277 (1977) ("The Board recognizes that engineering judgment must often be
relied upon when problems cannot be exactly quantified."), aff'd, ALAB-455,
7 N.R.C. 41 (1978); Commonwealth Edison Company (Zion Station, Units 1 and
2), LBP-73-35, 6 A.E.C. 861, 886 (1973) (finding that the engineering
judgment exercised by the licensee in selecting equipment provided adequate
assurance of the reliability of safety-related equipment). See also
Commonwealth Edison Co. (Byron Nuclear Power Station, Units GnTT).'

LBP-84 41.-20 N.R.C. 1203,-1223 (1984), aff'd, ALAB-793 (1984); Public
Service Electric & Gas Co. (Hope Creek Generating Station, Units 1 and 2),
LBP-76-15, 7 N.R.C. 642 (1978); NUREG-0737, Supp. 1, at-8.

Further, it has long been accepted industry practice that every
.

element of engineering judgment need not be fully documented'to comply with
documentation requirements of Commission regulations, including Appendix B
to 10CFR Part 50. See e.- Houston Lighting and Power Company (South.
Texas Project Units 1 aiid LBP-86-15, 23 NRC 595, 717-18 (1986) (holding
that Applicant was not regs red under $ 50.55(e) to report a Quadrex Report
finding that "much of the design bitsis" for the South Texas Project was
rooted in engineering judgment with "little documented rationale for that
judgment," where witnesses for the Applicant testified that the use of
engineering judgment was appropriate-and that there was "no need for
documenting that judgment, provi % the design itself is documented".).
Indeed, it vould be impractical to document fully all engineering judgment
used in making cecisions regarding design, construction and operation of a
licensed facility, and the Staff has never required such action in the
part.

-% ,
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Additionally,

regulations necessarily involves the exercise of engineering judgment,the Commission has recognized that where, compliance with
_ enforcement of those regulations must be carried out in a flexible manner,recognizing that

those regulations are subject to a reasonable range ofinterpretation.
As the Commission, for example, acknowledged inpromulgating 10CFR50.73:

The Commission believes that the LER rule adeg ately
discusses the need for and application of the concept of" engineering judgment." The concept itself includes the
recognition of the existence of a reasonable range of
interpretation regarding this rule, and concequently the
Commission recognizes and hereby acknowledges the neeTTor_ flexibility in enforcement

actions associated with this ruly
48 Ted. Reg. 33850, 33852 (July 26, 1983) (emphasis added).

In enforcement actions brought pursuant to the general Enforcementthe Stafi has recognized various situatiors in which the licensee'sPolicy,

legitimate exercise of reasonable discretion may

materials licensee (Painfinder Mines Corporation), NRC EA 85 83 enforcement action. For exarrple, in an enforcement. action against a
'

ounsel against

NUREG-0940, Vol. 5. No. 3, II.A-105 (1985), -
,

environmental assessment which this licensee vas required to performthe Staff determined tha; aninadequate.

the following argument by the licensee had merittWhite the Staff ultimately upheld its determinativn
wasnote that , it did

The licensing condition... allows the operator discretion in
deciding both the adequacy of the environmental evM uationand significance of any adverse impact... '

NRC may not agrr:e with the conclusions of the ev aluation doesThe fact that the
not make the evaluation inadequate.

The avaluation was -clearly in accordance vith generally accepted standards and
NRC fails to allege any particulars as to specific standards
of adequacy which Pathfinder was required ta meet and didnot.

Pathfinder's due process rights are thus violated by
being cited for an alleged violation of requirements whichhave never been made specific or clear.

Id. at II.A-115.

-

Against m

qualification documentation requirements necessarily involves the exethis backdrop, compliance with the equipment qualification and
.'

by licensees of reasonable engineering judgment. rcise
Former NRC E0 Branch Management at 15-16. See attached' Affidavit of
10CFR50.49(d). - (f) and (j) cannot and do not -specify tThe requirements of

;

documentation or precise testing or analysis necessary:he exactparticular item of equipment to verify that a

specified conditions in a particular environment.is qualified for its application and meets
which reasonable experts might disagree. and are subjectThese are matters uponrange of interpretation." _

to a " reasonableIndeed. during the course of Staff reviev of

* 1
- - _ - _ __ _ -
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licensees on a number of occasions vhat an inspector vieved as adequato
documentation (when coupled with undocumented engineering judgment) to
establish qualification was later rejected as insufficient by a subsequent
Staff inspector.

! Vith regard to documentation, the precise regulatory requirement is
| that "a record of qualification ... must be maintained in an auditable
; form...". APCo submits that this provision simply requires that sufficient-
' documentation should be maintained so that a qualified engineer familiar
; vith the issues, when revieving the documentation, would conclude that
I there is reasonable assurance of qualification. To preclude use of

engineering judgment or require every use to be individually documented
would be contrary to Commission practice on EQ matters as vell as other
equally significant issues. See attached Affidavit of Former NRC EQ
Branch Management at 16-17.

Because these E0 requirements necessarily involve the exercise of
engineering judgment, enforcement of the requirements must be carried out
in a flexible manner. APCo submits that the Hodified Enforcement Policy
should not be interpreted to penalize licensees who provide documentation
when vieved in conjunction with reasonable engineering judgment vould lead
a qualifted engineer to the conclusion of reasonable assurance of
qualification. This is particularly the case'vhere the licensees' judgment
is proven correct by further analyses or testing.

2. The Staff's Position Regarding The Nature And Scope Of
Valkdowns Expected of Licensees

In the NOV Transmittal Letter (at 2-3), the Staff takes tha position
that 10CFR50.49 requires that licensees conduct detailed valkdowns and
disassembly of EQ equipment to assure that the equipment is in the tested
configuration and to provide an independent verification that subcompor. t

parts are indeed qualified. For example, the Staff suggests that prior to
November 30 1985, as a part of its E0 Program, APCo was required to have
(1) conducted a valkdown of each level transmitter,-physically checking
fluid levels (NOV Transmittal Letter at 3); (2) conducted a valkdown and
disassembled all motors, identifying and independently assuring, among
other things, qualified subcomponent parts including splices, housing
components, terminal blocks,-and the lubricants in the motors (Id. at 2-3);

*

(3) disassembled housings on the recombiner and identified and assured
qualified, among other things,.all subcomponent parts, including splices
(Id.); and (4) disassembled all junction boxes to identify and assure
qualified components inside, including splices (Id.). APCo submits that

.this level of inspection and disassembly was not required to have i

reasonable assurance that the equipment was qualified. See, attached
Affidavit of Former NRC EQ Branch Management at 7.

Neither Commission E0 regulations (10CFR50.49) nor vritten Staff-
guidance state that a licensee is required to conduct detailed valkdowns
and disassembly of all equipment to confirm subcomponent part
qualification. Rather, the requirements set forth in the regulations

.

'

-

. .
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(vhich provide bounds for an acceptable EQ Program) are that licensees have
reasonable assurance that-the equipment required to be qualified is,

identified and that the qualification documentation (coupled with
acceptable engineering judgment) provides reasonable assurance that the
equipment is qualified as installed.

To comply vith the requirement to provide such " reasonable assurance"
APCo had a number of sources of information. For example, procurement of
equipment pursuant to specific Quality Assurance procedures of a type
revieved and accepted by the Staff on a number of occasions provides
reasonable assurance that the equipment received is indeed'the equipment
that had been ordered, in conformance with the procurement specifications.

|

i Further, installation c! equipment using specific installation procedures
and design detail developed, revieved and approved in conformance with
Quality Assurance procedures of a type reviewed and accepted by the Staff
on a number of occasions provides reasonable assurance that the equipment

~

vas-installed in accordance vith the-procedures. In addition, valkdowns of
-

equipment vill also provide reasonable assurance of the specific
information reviewed during the valkdown. Significantly, the Staff has
concluded on many occasions in other dockets that each process discussed
above does provide reasonable assurance of the accuracy of the information--

floving f rom the process.

Prior to November 30, 1985, APCo:used, among other things, these three
sources of information to provide reasonable assurance of compliance with
10CFR50.49. Vith regard to valkdowns, APCo conducted adequate valkdowns of
E0 equipment which included identification of manufacturer, model/ serial _-
number, orientation, and special items such as seals. Valkdowns vere not

iconducted for cables and splices in that reasonable assurance of-
identification and installation was provided by the Quality Assurance
process involving procurement and installatin , as noted above. APCo di(
not disassemble equipment to check identification and: qualification of-
interior or subcomponent parts. Once again, reasonable' assurance of !

identification and' qualification of these parts was provided-by the
procurement and installation process.

''

significantly, all licensees of which APCo is avare did,-in essence,
the same verification actions-that APCo performied. Further, as stated in
the attached Affidavit of Former NRC E0 Branch Management (at 8), the Staff
was aware,that licensees vere taking only actions'as described ~above, Land
found such actions' fully acceptable. No Staff guidance vas issued'to-

suggest that-anything more, such as: disassembly of equip;aent to confirm
subcomponent part qualification, was tequired or expected.. This is.
significant because, as noted above,.the-Staff was aware-that disassembly
of equipment was not being performed. See Attached Affidavit of Former NRC
E0-Branch Management at (7-8).

In this regard, APCo is aware of the statement in the D0R Guidelines
that "the equipment qualification program should include as-built-

inspection in the f.ield to verify that equipment vas installed as it was-

tested. Particular emphasis should be placed on common problems such as
protective _entlosures installed upside down with drain-holes.at the top and
penetrations in equip-ent housings.for electrical connections being left
unsealed or susceptible to moisture incursion through stranded conductors."

j. . . . - . . - . .. -
. . . . . . . . .

. . _ .... __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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(DOR Guidelines at 12). APco followed this recommendation as it was
explained by the Staff and understood by the-industry. -As stated in the
attached Affidavit of Former NRC EO Branth Management (at 6-7) the Staff
did not expect that equipment vould be dismantled or opened as part of a
valkdown.

In sum, prior to November 30, 1985, the Staff did n t require or even
suggest the level of valkdown detail stated in the NOV Transmittal-Letter
as now apparently expected by the Sta'f. To the extent tnat the Staff is
nov changing its position, as noted in Section IV.B. above, enforcement
action based on a nev Staf f position is precluded absent appropriate
consideration under 10CFR50.109.

It should be noted that three Former NRC EO Branch managers conducted
a review of APCo's valkdovn activities and concluded that they were
conducted in a manner that was consistent with the level of detail that wasexpected by the NRC Staff prior to-November 30, 1985. See attachedAffidavit of NRC EQ Branch Management (at 6-10).

3. The NOV Incorrectly Equates Documentation Deficiencies
Vith Unqualified Equipment, Contrary To Regulation
and Staff Positions Taken Prior to November 30, 1985-

In the NOV. the Staff appears _to take the position that equipment
whose qualification documentation is questioned _by the Staff is
" unqualified" (in violation of 10CFR50.49(f)), even though'the question is
later resolved to shov-that the equipment was indeed fully qualified. See,e.g., alleged Violations I.A.1 and 2: I.'B.1~and 2: I.C.1 (in part), 2, 3 ,

anc 4 As set forth more fully belov, APCo maintains that this position is
contrary to the plain meaning of 10CFR50.49 and previous Staff i

interpretation of the requirements.

In this regard, APCo understands that, as Generic Letter 88-07 states,
the Staff posit'.on is that "For purposes of enforcement. ' unqualifiedequipment' mecas equipment for which there is not adequate documentation to-establish the,t this equipment vill perfore,its intended functions in therelevant environment." (Generic Letter 8B-07 at 2.) However, this
position (addressed above in relation-to failure of the Staff to properly
consider safety significance in the enforcement context, see Section III.A)does-not and canno: change the substantiative meaning of_' qualified" as
used in 10CFR50.49 and-defined by Staff pronouncements.and practice prior

.
-

to and shortly after issuance of the rule. ~ ,

."
-

Alabama Pover contends that the Staff is misinterpretingL10CFR50.49 L, '

declaring merely undocumented equipment unqualified._ APCo maintains that-" unqualified" means exactly _vhat it says, i.e., for whatever reason, - the-piece of equipment' vill not perform its intended function. -This meaning isfully consistent with; previous Staff-practice._ Noreover, APCo contends
that.an appropriate application of this principle vould result in the Staff.
finding a violation of 10CFR50.49(f) in only those instances where the
equipment is neithet qualified not qualifiable, i.e.,:vhere there areC
severe anomalies ~or failure of the test specimen, which could affect the
-abilit. c' the equipment to perform its safety function. -See attached

4. . .
.. [ .. .. . . . . . . . . , .
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Affidavit of Former NRC E0 Branch Management at 10-12. In describing the
type of information necessary to call equipment " unqualified " in all FRC
TERs issued to licensees in 1982-3 (when 10CFR50.49 was promulgated) the
Staff endorsed the following statement:

The qualification documentation indicates serious
deficiencies reported during testing for example, severe
anomalies or failure of the test specimen, which could affect
the ability of the equipment to perform its safety function.
NRC has requested immediate written notification when an
equipment item is placed in this category during the course
of the review. [See ge.., APCo's FRC TER for FNP Unit 1
(TER-C5257-509) (at 3-10) (February 4, 1983).]

In short,'the Staff's previous definition of " unqualified," consistent
vith the plain meaning of the vord, denotes the true st,.tus of the
equipment. This definition and usage is in conflict with the apparent

| changed Staff position that vould categorize as " unqualified" equipment

} vhose documentation was questioned, even though the qualification status
was later affirmed. To the extent the Staff seeks to change its position
regarding this issue, it must first comply with the provisions of
10CFR50.109 (see Section IV.B, above).

4. The Hodified Policy A11ovs the Staff to Categorize
as "Not Sufficiently Significant" Under Section III
Certain Violations Identified By Licensees

Section III of the Modified Policy provides that certain violations of
10CFR50.49 are not so significant as to varrant a civil penalty under the
policy. The policy provides that, "for example," if a licensee is able to-
timely correct a deficiency identified during an inspection (by
demonstrating the equipment to be qualified or qualifiable), the deficiency
is not deemed "significant" and vill not be considered for escalated
enforcement. APCo maintains, however, that this policy should not be
limited to the example set forth in the Modified Policy. Another example
for which escalated action should also be considered inappropriate is where
a licensee self-identifies a deficiency which calls inte_ question
oualification, and promptly corrects that condition by determining the
equipment is qualified or qualifiable. A contrary approach would suggest
that, at least in the E0 arena, a licensee vould have been in a better*

enforcement posture if it relied simply on the inspection to identify and
correct potential deficiencies, rather than pursue efforts that may result
in self-identification of deficiencies.

APCo's position vould serve to reemphasize the importance with which
the Commission views licensees' efforts to self-identify and correct '

deficiencies. Indeed, under the NRC's Enforcement Policy the Commission
recently expanded the importance of licensee identification of deficiencies

.

or violations. In-Section V.G, added last year, the Commission' !

specifically authorized Staff discretion to refrain-from issuing
Notices of Violation for certain violations that vere licensee-identified.
This vas added to the polic:, because the "NRC vant- *o encourage and
support licensee initiative for self-identificatio. and correction of
problems." 10CTR Part 2, Appendix C, Section V.G.

:

g . w .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , .

. .. ,,
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On September 16, 1968, the Commission approved additional revisions to
the Enforcement' Policy. In these revisions the Commission expanded ti.e
concept of enforcement discretion to further encourage licensee
identification of problems. The NRC has specifically added three new
examples to Section V.G. that allov the Staff to refrain from issuing a
civil penalty for Severity Lev.1 III violations. (53 Fed. Reg. 40019
(October 13, 1988)). The Statement of Considerations for the revisions (53
Fed. Reg, at 40019-20) describes the new examples and the Commission's
intent as follows:

There are three Severity Level III situations where it may
not be appropriate to issue civil penalties in the interest
of encouraging licensee identification, reporting, and
correction of violations and minimizing the potential to
provide disineentives for licensees to identify and correct

,

violations. Accordingly, the policy has been changed in
Sections V.B. and V.G. to provide three additional examples

|

! for exercising discretion in not proposing civil penalties.
This should increase incentives for a licensee to scrutinize
its operations without NRC involvement.

Of particular relevance here is the first example, which

[Ilnvolves licensee identified and corrected violations where
the violation was (1) not reasonably preventable by licensee
action in response to a previous regulatory concern or prior
notice of a problem within two years of the inspection or
since the last two inspections, (2) not villful, and (3) not
representative of a breakdovn in management controls. This
change is intended to avoid penalizing a licensee whose
current performance is consistent with the objectives of the
policy, i.e., identifying, reporting, and correcting
violations. Under this provision the staff may exercise-
discretion and not propose a civil penalty for a Severity
Level III violation even if the violation existed'for an
extended duration.

APCo submits that the underlying principles which-produced this revision to
the Enforcement Policy are equally applicable in the context of whether
escalated enforcement under the Modified Policy is appropriate in making
the initial determination in whethe to impose a civil penalty under
Section III of the Modified Policy.[3

.

4

2'APCo notes that self-identification is' recognized as a factor to be
considered in the Modified Policy in the mitigation context, as it'is
under the Enforcement Policy. These revisions, however, reflect a
recognition of the appropriateness of this consideration in the context
of deciding whether to impose a civil penalty. This concept should also
be embraced under Section III of the Modified Policy.

'-
. .

.

. - - _ _ - _ - _ _
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5. Certain Potential Violations Impacting EO Are .

Inappropriately Assessed Under Regulatory Provisions
Of 10CFR50.49

Enforcement under the Hodified Policy is inappropriate where the
violation is related only tangentially to 10CFR50.49 and the primary
deficiency is in another area. Vhile a violation of other requirements

( l. ., those dealing with quality assurance) also may call into questione
the qualification status of a component, the primary violation may not

,

relate to the E0 program. For example, where the E0 program establishes
qualification of the component and direction is provided regarding

i installation, a failure to adhere strictly to the installation direction
may be a quality assurance deficiency and not reflective of a failure in a,

[ sound E0 program. In these circumstances, the violation should not be
' evaluated pursuant to the Modified Policy.

The Modified Policy is intended to apply only to "those licensees who
vere not in compliance with 10CFR50.49 as of the November 30, 1985
deadline." (Modified Policy. Enclosure at 1). Consequently, the Policy
establishes a unique enforcement mechanism, distinct from the enforcement
practice and policy applicable to violations of every other NRC regulation
(i.e., 10CFR Part 2. Appendix C). Indeed, the Policy establishes unique
crateria to guide enforcement in this area and, ultimately, unique
liabilities for licensees should violations'of 10CFR50 49 be established.
Those liabilities may far exceed potential liabilities vnder the |
Enforcement Policy for similar violations, but which happen to involve
criteria other than 10CFR50.49. In this context, it is Imperative that the
Staff assure that the primary deficiencies resulting in potential
violations in fact reflect inadequacies in licensees' efforts to satisfy
the requirements of 10CFR50.49, and are not instead more properly
considered potential violations of other NRC requirements that happen to'

have resulted in a deviation from environmental qualification requirements.

APCo observes that deficiencies in any of a number of areas ~may result
in deviations from EQ requirements, despite wholly reasonable efforts of an
E0 program to provide reasonable assurance of compliance with 10CFR50.49.
For instance, any of the processes for which standards are established
primarily by 10CFR Part 50, Appendix B, (e.g., any of the design,
procurement, training, or inspection processes) may result in improper
implementation of othervise clear E0 requirements, producing a deviation
from 10CFR50.49. However, the regulatory concern in those instances should

-

,

not be derived from 10CFR50.49, but rather from the actual underlying
practir.es which produced the deficiency. A licensee should not be exposed
to the unique and potentially more significant liabilities of the Modified
Policy in these circumstances. .

Further, a licensee should not be exposed to multiple violations and
duplicative enforce ant liability arising from the same factual
circumstances. It is more appropriate to center enforcement action on the
principal violation, with any related violations being subsumed by that
principal offense. (Sce Atlantic Research Corporation, ALJ-78-2, 7 NRC
701, 705 (1978)). In~this circumstance, therefore, the Staff should
carefully focus on determining the true primary deficiency before
undertaking enforcement action.
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The folloving sections discuss APCo's position regarding the
individual alleged violations.

B. Alleged Violations Under NOV Section I.A.
'

The Staff identifies two conditions in Section I.A. of the Notice of
violation as violations of 10CFR50.49(d), (f) and (j). APCo sets forth
below its position as to whether enforcement action is varranted with
respect to either of these violations.

1. V-Type Electrical Tape Splices
(Alleged Violation I.A.1)

a. Statement of Issue: The Staff alleges that contrary to
10CFR50.49(d), (f) and (j), APCo had V-type electrical tape splices
. 4talled that (1) "had not been previously tested or demonstrated to be
similar to an appropriately tested configuration," (2) " vere not installed
in accordance with approved electrical design details or notes" and-(3)

" vere not identified on the [EQ] Haster List." NOV at 1.

b. APCo Position Regarding Existence of Violation: APCo
--

submits that the asserted deficiency is not appropriately characterized as-
an alleged violation of 10CFR50.49. However,-if the condition is
nonetheless considered for enforcement under 10CFR50.49, APCo denies that a
violation existed with respect to 10CFR50.49(d) or (f), and submits that,
at most, a documentation violation of 10CFR50.49(j) may have existed.

First, APCo asserts that-the underlying deficiency is not attributable
to a deficiency in the APCo E0 program. The intent of 10CFR50.49 is to
establish requirements for licensees to identify electrical equipment
requiring qualification for harsh environments and to provide reasonable
assurance of qualification of that equipment. That process, hovever, must
nectssarily rely in large measure on other existing programs to provide
assurance that the qualification requirements established by the E0 program-
are properly implemented. These other programs, which have been revieved
and accepted by the NRC (e.g., quality assurance / quality control,

Tdesign / design review). uti.2ze established-procedures and processes to
assure, among other things that, design and installation efforts are
applied to EQ requirements. Thus, if a licensee's E0 program properly
identifies equipment to be qualified, and reasonably-establishes the-
necessary steps for the equipments' qualification requirements, then '.

qualification program concern is.not appropriate even if the equipment was
not installed as directed by E0 requirements. Indeed, a licensee may have
.taken whcIly reasonable measures that satisfy.the various requirements of
10CFR50.49, yet a particular piece of equipment may be installed in a
manner inconsistent vith the directions of the E0 program. In these -

instances, the underlying concern should not be vith the E0 program. (See
Section V.A.5, above, and attached Affidavit of Former NRC EQ Branch
Management (at 22-24).

The V-type splice issue is one for which-the principal underlying
concern should not be with the EQ process. Specif!cally,-as of November

I
*
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30, 1985, APCo had recognized the need to utilize qualified slices and
terminations in qualified applications. APCo maintained in its files .,

appropriate qualification documentation, which is not-at issue here, )
regarding qualification of Okonite tape splice / termination sealing systems. i
This documentation included an Okonite test report (Test Report NORN-3, !

Revision 1 (June 30, 1982)) that provided reasonable assurance of |

qualification of the_ straight-line splice canfiguration and a bolted >j-

termination. In both instances, the qualification test report referenced

l-
details, notes and instructions for preparing these clice/ termination |

3

connections.

( APCo's generic design details (Detail Nos. A-172389 - 172398) address
straight-line splices'and a bolted termination configuration. Accompanying;

each detail are notes, and instructions, specifying'the method of !'

installation of an Okonite tape sealing system, setting'forth specific- _

directions as to the-construction of the splice / termination (i.e.,
preparation of the connection, use of Okonite cement. application of _ tape*

: (e.g., overlap, tightness,. length)). These notes, which vere prepared by
APCo's A/E, implemented Okonite instructions regarding the preparation of-'

Okonite tape sealing systems. In addition, APCo has conducted training of
<

appropriate construction personnel regarding the application of the. _ notes4

and details since their implementation. 'Therefore, reasonable measu es: were taken to provide assurance that qualified tape splice /terminatius
: vere installed. See Affidavit of Former'NRC E0-Branch Management (at

~~

22-23).
.

Nonetheless, in July, 1987, APCo' identified,'as a result'of a-'

self-initiated reviev, splice configurations different from either the
splice or termination details described.above.- APCo contends, however,-

that in these circumstances, its EQ efforts under 10CFR50.49 vould not
reasonably have identified this condition. Accordingly,:APCo considers the
proposed violstion to have been inappropriately characterized as an alleged
violation of 10CFR50.49 (see Section V.A.5, above). -In a. situation,such as
this, enforcement under the Modified Policy is inappropriate in that if a- -

violation exists at all it relates only tangentially to 10CTR50.49. -APCo
acknowledges that the deficiency maj 'also call into question the:
qualification status of the splices. However, the primary regulatory
concern does not relate to the E0 Program. As noted, the E0 Program hao
established qualification of the component..and direction had been provided ,

n regarding installation. The failure to adhere-to the installation
directions is not reflective of,a deficiency in'the EQ Program. :Thus, this| -

; condition should not be considered for enforcement action under 10CFR50.49,
or the Modified Policy.

~

In the event the Staff nonetheless decides to pursue enforcement under
10CFR50.49, APCo denies =that a violation of either subsection (d);or.(f)
existed on_ November 30, 1985. Vith respect to the asserted violation of~

10CFR50.49(d). APCo denies that a violation occurred. In=the~first
.

'

instance, Section 50.49(d) provides that " licensees shall prepare a list of .

electrical equipment important to safety covered by this section." The,

| purpose of this provision is:to provide reasonable assurance that licensees
' identified each piece of electrical equipment requiring qualification.
L Splices and terminations are not items of electrical equipment necessarily.

required t.) be independentl? included on the-list of equipment required by
t
,

;

j
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10CFR$0.49(d). Such connections, while certainly requiring qualification
for EQ applications, are parts or subcomponents of electrical equipment.
In neither case are they required to be independently included on the EQ
Master List. See affidavit of Former NRC EO Branch Management (at 24-25)

This interpretation is consistent with the Staff's practices and
interpretation of licensees' obligations regarding the Waster Lint prior to
November 30, 1985. In APCo's case, a list of items of electrical equipment
at FNP requiring environmental qualification was submitted to the Staff and
revieved by its consultants during 1981-1984, This G,aprehensive review
included the preparation by Franklin Research Center of Technical
Evaluation Reports (TERs), dated .lanuary 14 and January 17, 1983,-and
issuance by the NRC SERs dated February 4, 1983. This review included both
the EO Master List (and the nthodology used to develop it), and
qualification materials which noted the ese of qualified splice-

{configurr.tions (see eg .. TER 1 tem C (for Unit 1) and item 40 (for Unit
2), pages 5f, g E6 h). In addf uon, the Staff issued an SER dated .

'
December 13, 1984 Neither the TERs nor the SERs concluded _that the Master IList was flaved for not identifying splices. As discussed in Section IV.B. E

an alleged variation from a previously accepted licensee position may not
be imposed without satisfying the requirements of 10CTR50.109. In any
event, such a change does not create a violation for which the Staff may

,

,

undertake enforcement action. Accordingly, the Staff should-not find-that {
'

a violation existed here or, in any event, pursue enforcement.

Further, upon evaluation of the qualification status of these_ splices.
APCo submits these splice configurations should not be-characterized as

iunqualified under 10CFR50.49(f). At most, their-qualification status wasuncertain at the time of the inspection. (See Section V.A.3, supra)-Indeed, upon review, it was determined that no V-type tape splice
configuration identified at FNP failed to satisfy the applicable

__ _qualification requirements of lection-50.49(f). When APCo identified these
splices, in July. 19B7, it obtained Vyle Test Report 17859-02_ dated March
11, 1987. That report provid(d qualification data on V-type splice
configurations using the electrical tape splices employed by-APCo. This
report provided reasonable assurance that such spitees were qualifiable.

-_
,

'

In fact, the qualifica'.icn of each of the V-type splice configurations
identified by AFCo ai M P was subsequently confirmed by tests performed by |

,

Vyle Laboratory. These tests, documented in Vyle Test Report 17947-01
dated October 7, 1987, demonstrated explicitly that each of the V-splice j

configurations identified by APCo were qualified to the appropriate |
environmental parameters for FNP. -(See Affidavit of Former NRC EQ Branch,

Management at 25)

Finally, with_ respect to 10CFR50.49(j), APCo acknowledges that the
qualification documents in APCo's file on November 30,-1985, did,not
address directly application of the qualified-tape sealing system to
configurations other than the straight-line splice or termination.
However, that documentation.did qualify the' sealing procedure (i.e., splice-
preparation). This procedure was subsequently proven to have been
sufficient to provide reasonable assurance of qualification of each of the'
configurations identified at-FNP, APCo submits that at most:this could beconstrued _as a documentation deficiency.

. .
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. g 'ica*'.on of EO Enforcement-Policy - Even if the Staff findsJ .c.
that a violation of 10CfR50.49 existed, APCo submits that escalated
enforcement is-unvarranted under the Modified Policy. The basis for APCo's
position is discussed below.

| (1) Clearly Knew or should Have Knovnt Contrary'to the Staff's
! contention, APCo does not meet _the " clearly knew or should=have knovn" test

set forth in the Modified Policy with respect to this asserted violation.
Therefore, under the Modified Policy, no enforcement action should be
taken.

APCo notes first thattheSteff'srationaleforconcludingtha}*APCo
" clearly knew or should have knovh of this condition is deficient. The
brief and general reference (NOV Transmittal Letter at 2) to NRC Circulars
and Notices involving "such items as tape splices" is wholly inadequate to
support a "clearl, knev or rhnuld have knovn" determination as to the,

particular concerns raised here.- That tape splices were to be qualified
(vhen used in EQ applications), the position the Staff asserts is proven by
these references, is not at issua. APCo does not contest that these .,

splices should be qualified. Rather, the Staff's assertion to this effect Hjis simply irrele+ ant to the specific " clearly knev|or should have knovn"
issues here.

As for the additional asscetion that " design drawings and engineering
instructions should have caused these splices to be-reviewed," the Staff's
point is unclear. The Staff fails to point to any deficiency-or other-
condition that "should have caused" a reasonable licensee to take some
action. It appears, in any event, that the Staff's underlying premise is
that these splice configurations should have been identified in the courso
of an " adequate walkdown," as asserted in connection with the hydrogen
recombiner splices. This argumen, is specious,-at-best. The Staff fails
to address 1the nature of valhdowns, if any, contemplated _of' licensees as of
November 30, 1985. Of course, without such definition, the
characterfration of such valkdotns simply'as~" adequate" assures that
whatever condition is being addressed can be said tofhave-been missed 2
because the license ='s valkdowns vere " inadequate." _Thus the Staff's
general assertion in this regard is meaningless to determine whether such
actions vere required with respect to this condition.

In fact, as set forth-in Section V.A.2, above, APCo maintains that
~

detailed walkdowns of all equipment (such as splices _and cable) vas not.,

required, as suggested by the Staff. Indeed,1the Staff vasivell aware that
the vast majority of licensees dxd not conduct _ detailed walkdowns of all.
such equipment. Ratner, as APCo did, most:llcensees relied _on various
measures including their'OA programs, to provide assurances that;most'
equipment vas' installed in conformance with established procedures. See
affidavit of Former NRC E0 Branch Management at (6-10). Further, to _the

-

2'APCo alse submits that the b aff's NOV isLlegally.flaved-in that it-did
not provide sufficient notice of the bases for its conclusions regarding
vhether AFrc " clearly knew or should have knovn" of the existence of the
alleged violation prior to November. 30, 1985 (see section IV.A. above).

!

:
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extent that the Staff nov takes the position that detailed walkdovns of all
such equipment, were required. APCo maintains that the Staff must comply
with the backfi t prov sfons of 10CFR50.109. (See Section IV.B. supra). In
sum, APCo submits that the Staff has not satisIIed its obligation to
demonstrate that APCo met the " clearly knew or should have knovn" test with
respect to these asserted violations.

In any eveat, APCo submits that when a fair application of the
" clearly knev ot should have known" factors set forth in the Modified
Policy is made, APCo does not meet that test.

Factor 1 - Vendor Supplied Documentation of Equipment Qualification:
On November 30, 1985, APCo possessed vendor documentation that provided
reasonable assurance that the Okonite splice / termination sealing system,
when implemented in accordance with the approved instructions, produced a
qualified connection. As noted above, APCo possessed Okonite test reports
which demonstrated qualification for-the Okonite splice sealing system.
Those reports qualified tape sealing systems for straight splices and
bolted terminations, and referenced the " notes and details" and

,

instructions used by APCo for installing these connections. Further, as
discussed above, APCo reasonably believed this information encompassed the

,

splice / termination configurations used at FNP. The instructions
accompanying the notes and details, coupled with routine checking in
accordance with established procedures, should have resulted in qualified
splices / terminations at FNP. The fact that other configurations were
constructed using this Okonite splice sealing system did not result from an
E0 Program deficiency.

Factor 2 - Recelg,t/ Field Inspection: APCo reasonably tellea upon
the existing installation and installation reviev process to verify the use
of approved splice / termination configuratiens. :The process had previously
been revieved and accepted by the Staff as adequate to' provide reasonable
assurance of acceptable installation in accordance with procedures._-(See
Safety Evaluation Report. Joseph M. Farlef Nuclear Plant Units 1 and 2
datee May 2, 1975, page 17-3.) In addition, APCo conducted training of,

| appropriate construction personnel which provided assurance that those
| installing and reviewing these splices and terminations produced
| connections consistent vith the design. In short, APCo's practices and

procedures provided reasonable assurance that the installed configurations
conformed to the directions provided by the applicable notes and details,
and instructions.

,

APCo reiterates that the E0 process was not itself implicated by this
result in that reasonable and accepted measures provided reasonable
assurance that splices / terminations at FNP should have conformed to
applicable designs.

Factor 3 Prior Notice that an E0_ Deficiency Hight Exist: To-

APCo's knowledge, there was no notice to personnel who vould have~

: recogniced potential EQ implications of deviations from the
splice / termination sealing system designs until July, 1987. 'Then. APCo
self-ioentified the potential for splice configuration deviations in-
revieving Staff actions at another facility and through discussions with
various maintenance and consttuction personnel as part of a self-initiated

- - - _ - ,
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review of the FNP E0 program. Finally, none of the Staff's generic
communications referenced in the Letter Transmitting the NOV (at 2) direct
attention to potential concerns regarding misapplication of tape
splice / termination configuration details. See affidavit of Former NRC E0
Branch Management (at 27).

Identification by other Licensees APCo is unaware ofFactor 4 -

other licensees' actions in this regard prior to November 30, 1985.
However. APCo is avare that many licensees had issues regarding splice
qualification, including V-type configurations, after November 30, 1985.
(See discussion in following section.)

.

For the reasons set forth above, APCo submits that it does not meet
the " clearly knew or should have knovn" test with respect to the asserted
violation and, thus, enforcement is not varranted under the Hodified
Policy.

(2) Not Sufficiently Significant to Varrant Civil Penalty: In
the event the Staff determines that a violation of Section 50.49 exists,
APCo submits that this condition is "not sufficiently significant to merit
a civil penalty," as provided by Section III of the Modified Policy. As

discussed above in Section V.A.4 the example provided in the Modified
Policy (at Section III) of a "not sufficiently significant" condition
involves a licensee who is able to timely address a deficiency identified
during an inspection (by demonstrating the equipment to be qualified or
qualifiable) or where the Staff is avare of information which serves the
same purpose. In those circumstances, the deficiency is not deemed-
"significant" and vill not be considered for escalated enforceaent action.
APCo submits that a similar situation is presented where a licensee

I self-identifies a potential deficiency and promptly addresses the condition,

!- bv determining the equipment is qualified or qualifiable. In fact, APCo

submits this situation presents an even more compelling case for finding-
|

|
lack of safety significance than the example providad in Section III,

' particularly given that one of the paramount purposes of enforcement, as
recently reemphasized by the Staff, is to encourage licensees to self-
identify safety concerns. (See diteussion in Section V.A.4.) As
demonstrated belov, these circumstances are present here.

i

! APCo initially determined on July 21, 1987, as a result of its own
effortr undertaken following review of an NRC EQ inspection report for
another licensee, that splices in a V-formation could potentially exist on-

ASCO solenoid valve cable connections. Immediately following discovery of
these configurations APCo obtained information and data that provided

applications at-FNP.'pplice configurations vere qualifiable for theassurance that the V-
This data, contained in Vyle Report 17859-02,'vas'

obtained one day efter discovery of the V-type configurations. The report
provided qualification data on V-type splices using~the electrical tape
splices employed by APCo. (This report was also made available to the NRC

**In addition, on July 30. 1087. APCc submitted an LER describing the
conditions observed to thnt point at FNP. As a result that submittal,

the Staff notified APCo that it intended to conduct an inspection the
.eek of September 14 1987.

,-
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durinE the September phase of the inspection.) In addition APCo developed
qualification test data that confirmed qualification of each of the
particular V-type configurations identified as existing at FNP. This
testing was substantially complett at the time of a September 24, 1987,
meeting with the Staff, the week following the first phase of the
inspection. The initial results (all of which were f avorable) were
reported to the Staff at the meeting, (The testing was successftlly
completed the following day. The results had also been provided to the
Staff representative at Vyle who evaluated the validity of the test). The
final report was provided to the Staff during the November phase of-the

,

inspection. APCo submits that these circumstances are fully analogous to
| the "not sufficiently significant" example in Sectine III-of the Modified

Policy.

Further, and also consistent with the naample in Section III of a "not
sufficiently significant" condition, it appears the Staff also had
information within its possesrion at the time of the PNP inspection that
should have shown these splices are qualifiable. Specifically, this issue-
had been raised during an inspection at the Waterford facility in 1986. In
resolving this issue, APCo understands the Staff was provided with a letter
from Okonite to Louisiana Power & Light, dated December 1, 1986, that
stated that the Okonite test report qualified "various styles of splices
and termination assemblies" vhen installed in accordance with Okonite
instructions. The letter had been in response to a Louisiana Power and

,

Light request for information regarding splices other than straight ;

splices, such as V-splices, which vere then being examined by the Staff
(see NRC Inspection Report 50-382/32 (April 16, 1987), at 29).- Thus, at
tfie time of the APCo inspection, the Staff possessed information which 1

qualifiable when using the-Okonite splice sealing system. g vas at least
provided additional assurance that the V-type ennfiguratio

In addition. APCo submits that escalated enforcement is tlso
unvarranted because this condition was shown to involve insufficient safety
significance. The testing performed by APCo confirmed that for the V-type
configuratiens present at FNP, there was reasonable assurance of
qualificat2on. See affidavit of Former NRC EQ Branch Management (at
25-27). In fact ~iieither the Staf f nor APCo have identified a V-type
splice configuration at FNP.that was not ultimately qualified.
Significantly, in resolving this topic at other facilities, the Staff has
recognized the lack of safety significance.in that it rerolved the same or;
similar issue at other facilities vfthout tak.ing escalated enforcement.

action. (See Gulf States Utilities (River Bend) Inspection Report No.
-50 458/87JT at 26 (April 19,1988) (Severity level IV'(Okonite V-type))
and' SERI (Grand Gulf) Inspection Report ' No. 30-416/B7-32 at 13,'16t

.;

" APCo understans that a question has arisen recently regarding Okonite's
continued support of their letter. Irrespective of that recent
development, at the time'of APCo's inspection, the Staff had the
December 11, 1986, letter in their possession. It.thus provides
additional support that, under Sectitin III of the Modified Policy. this
condition had insufficient safety significance to varrant imposition of
a civil penalty.

.

*' L._m_________m._._m._.m _
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Enclosure 1 at 1 (March 25, 1988) (Severity Level IV (Raychem splice on
hydrogen recombiner pigtail.))

In sum, APCo submits that the circumstances with respect to the
discovery and resolution of the V-splice issues at FNP are the same or
directly analogous to the particular examples set forth in Section III of
the Modified Policy as to which the condition is deemed insufficiently
significant to varrant escalated enforcement. In fact, APCo's
self-identification, and prompt acquisition and development of
qualification information, presents an even more compelling case for
finding lack of enforcement significance than that set forth in the
Modified Policy. In any event, there is no actual safety significance to
this finding as demonstrated by testing and reflected in Staff actions on
other dockets,

d. Mitigation: .APCo addresses in Section V.G the application of the
mitigation and escalation factors to'the allap"" violations. Briefly,-APCo
notes that the existence of these configurativ ras self-identified and-
promptly reported to the Staff. Further bs ( * - aribed in APCo's " Reply to

e

Notice of Violat4on" regarding the subject Pnspections, APCo undertook '
'

prompt and extensive corrective measures designed to result in full
compliance within a reasonable time. . In addition to preparing JCOs as
appropriate, and obtaining and developing qualification data, APCo
est(slished measures to assure-that the full scope of the condition was
identified and that appropriate responsive measures vere developed'upon
discovery. In particular, APCo conservatively undertook measures-to
replace many of these connections upon discovery, rather than rely on JCOs
and additional data available or being developed to support ultimate
qualification of the splices / terminations and thereby delay decisions as to
the need for replacement (set- discussion belov). Further, on a broader

scope, APCS ias undertaken a comprehensive program to establish detailed
instructions and procedures'regarding acceptable equipment connections and
splices. Each of the above should be consi3ered in addressing. mitigation
under the Modified Policy.

APCo also reemphasizes.that the V-type splice configurstions:
identified at FNP do not present a significant safety concern. . Not only
did APCo promptly obtain existing test data which supported qualification, .

!but it initiated further testing which encompassed each of the
2plice/ termination configurations identified by APCo-as existing or having
existed at FNP. That-testing confirmed the qualification of those.

.

splices / terminations.

Finally, ve address here an assertion made by the Staff regarding
APCo's corrective actions on the fan motors. In:the Notice of. Violation
the: Staff states that "the. inspection of the first fan motor should-have
prompted initiation of a Justification'for Continued Operation (JCO) as
recommended-by Generic Letter 86-15 or the declaration of'the remaining
fans as being inoperable . . . APCo took the less conservative approach of-
sequentially inspecting and repairing the splices without a JC0 and without

'

declaring the.uninspected fan motors inoperable." NOV-Transmittal Letter-
at 4 APCo is perplexed by this statement. This same. topic vas addressed
in the NRC Syste atic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) report
dated June 8. 1988. On page 26 of that report, the Staff said, "the

c
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licensee has been slov to acknowledge and correct:some of these problems."
Later, however, at the SALP report meeting on July 7, 1988, the. Staff
acknowledged that while corrective action-may have been slower than they
would have liked, it vas~in accordance with: regulatory requirements.
Further, the Staff stated that if acknowledgment and corrective action vere
not in accordance with regulatory requirements, they would have taken
immediate action. These statements are blatantly inconsistent vith'those

~

appearing in the NOV. Thus, AFCo believed it_had: properly implemented
actions in this area. Nevertheless, ve address the assertion in the-NOV
below.

Contrary to the Staff's contention. APCo's actions were consistent
with the guidance set forth in 86-15 and were, in fact. the more
conservative approach. Generic Letter 88-07, which adopts the provisions
of Generic Letter 86-15 in this area, states "when a potential deficiency
has been identified by the NRC.or licensee in the environmental-
qualification of equipment, the licensee'is expected to make a prompt
determination of operability (i.e., the system or component is capable of
performing its intended design function), take immediate steps-to: establish
a plan with a reasonable schedule to: correct the deficiency,_and have
written justification for continued operation, which vill be available for
NRC reviev."

As previously_' reported to the NRC-by. letter dated' September 30,;1987,
on August 4, 1987, APCo1 initiated an evaluation of ten. fan motors'inside
containment for.each unit. These: motors potentially contained. splices
which vere.a deviation from design, even though no documentation or ;

evidence existed that such was the case. A JC0=vas= initiated..and at:the-
'

same time action was initiated to inspect-each fan motor. 'Any. splice
configurations identified to be'a deviation--from the design-vere corrected.
The decision to-inspect and make immediate splice replacements was.

considered a more conservative approach than vaiting for the p eparation-of 1;

a JCO. This decision was based on - (1) engineering judgment.thatJ the' tape
splice vould. perform its intended function (i.e.,zprevent phase-to-phase or-
phase'-to-ground shorting of-the: circuit'as subsequentlyaconfirmed by1
testing),_(2) leakage current was not an11ssue since this vas a power -

i

. circuit - not an instrument circuit'(i.e.,'any leakage current _ experienced
as a result of the harsh environment-vould;not result _in-breaker opening or
an othervise open circuit), and (3) Technical Specification' surveillance
requirements had been= satisfied.: Multiple inspection /replacementiteams
vere utilized on each shift to expedite the schedule and to minimize.

personnel radiation exposure and heat stress. Additionally, only one
t -component vasitaken out of-~ service at.a:timei to minimize the collective:

number of' safety systems out of; service at one_ time. :All' ten fan motors'on-
;each unit vere placed in an'appropriatc design' configuration:by-August 22, )
1987, thereby going beyond the Generic Letter recommendation that licensees
"take immediate steps to. establish a plan vithia? reasonable schedule-toi

correct the deficiency." APCo thus_ determined that, in: fact, the
replacement =vork could-be completed prior to the complktion of-the JC0 and!
accordingly efforts on the JC0 vere' stopped.-

Given the_ prompt' upgrade |of the-splices, and the engineering judgment
that the splices vould have performed their intended function, APCo submits-
that it pursued-a course that not only was the more conservative from_a
safety standpoint but'vas also premised..on'the most appropriate allocation

-

c.
-

-

.
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of resources to achieve the safest condition as promptly as practical.
Clearly, the more expeditious route to providing the highest level of
safety assurance was to design and promptly install upgraded splices rather
than spending the same time and many of the same resources to write a JC0
and then potentially defer upgrades to a later time, including possibly a
subsequent refueling outage.

I

2. In-Line 5-to-1 Pigtail Tape Splices-
(Alleged Violation 1.A.2)

I a. Statement of Issue: The Staff alleges that contrary to
10CTR50.49(d), (f) and (j), APCo "did not have documentation in their EQ
file to demonstrate that the in-line 5-to-1 field to pigtail tape splice
configuration, used in Hydrogen Recombiners, . . vould perform its.

intended function during a design basis accident. The tape-splices had not
been tested nor demonstrated by supporting analysis to be similar to a
tested configuration, and vere not identified on the Master List "

. ..

b. APCo Position Regarding Existence of a Violation: In the first
instance. APCo submits that its efforts related to the qualification of the
recombiner systems represented-sound measures intended to provide
reasonable assurance of compliance with EQ requirements. Thus, APCo
submits that this condition is not appropriately addressed as a violation,
if a violation at all, of 10CFR50.49. However, if evaluated under
10CFR50.49. APCo denies that the stated issues regarding the hydrogen
recombiner 5-to-1 pigtail-to-field splice are violations under
10CFR50.49(d) and (f). In addition, as vith the V-type termination
connections. APCo acknowledges that the configuration of an in-line, 5-to-1
pigtail-to-field splice is at variance with the specific termination
configuration specified by APCo as qualified for E0 applications.

APCo submits that its efforts related to the qualification of the
recombiner systems represented sound measures intended to provide
reasonable assurance of complian;e with EQ requirements. Thus, to the
extent the Staff deems a violation exists, if at all. its primary
underpinning shoulo be other than 10CFR50.49 requirements. (See discussion

.'above regarding V-type splices. V.B.1, Affidavit of-Former NRC E0 Branch-

Management (at 28-32); and Section V.A.5.) Specifically, APCo purchased
each hydrogen recombiner as a system from Vestinghouse. To qualify these-
systems, APCo maintained in its EQ files, as of November 30, 1985,.

qualification documentation in the form of test reports from Vestinghouse.
The Vestinghouse test reports, dated 1972 through 1977, included
VCAP-7709-L (Supplements 1 - 7) and VCAP-9347. The Vestinghouse reports
addressed the recombiner power cables qualification, stating that
qualification of the system was demonstrated in accordance with applicable
standards. For example, UCAP- 347 provides (Section 4, at 4-6) that the
cables, fjeld splices and conn'*tions vere qualified to IEEE-383 (Standard
for Type Test of Class IE Electric Cables Field Splices and Connections for
Nuclear Power Generatir.g Stations). -

In addition, the NRC approved the Vestii Souse recombiner
qualification tests as demonstrating qualification under IEEE 344 '971 and
IEEE 323-1971. by letter dated May 1. 1975 (Vassallos to Eicheldinger).
APCo mair.tained this letter in their recombiner qualification file, as was

,
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set forth in TER item 16 (Unit 1) and item 11 (Unit 2), each at page St.
(In addition, by letter dated June 22, 1978, the NRC Staff (John F. Stolz,
Chief, L'JR Branch No.1), reiterated approval of the Vestinghouse
recombiner qualification reports.) Further, the subject connections vere
coupled in accordance with Vestinghouse Electric Hydrogen Recombiner
Technical Manual dated August 24, 1976, and spliced using qualified Okonite
materials. For the above reasons, APCo submits this condition is'not

| appropriately presented as a violation of 10CFR50.49.
|
| In the event the Staff nonetheless pursues enforcement under

10CTR50.49, APCo denies the alleged violations of 10CFR50.49(d) and (f).
I Vith respect to 10CFR50.49(d), the splices on the hydrogen recombiners were

not required to be listed on the Master List as individual items. This
section is not intended to require subcomponents or pieces, such as ;

aplices, to be listed separately on the Master List-(See discussion above l

with respect to V-type splices (Section V.B.1) AffidavTt of-Former NRC EO
Branch Management (at 29). The hydrogen recombiner system, however, was
maintained on the Master List.

|

In addition, that splices were not to be included separately on the
Master List was reflected in Staff evaluations of FNP. As pointed out
above with respect to the V-type splices, the Staff previously revieved and
accepted the scope of APCo's Master List vithout separate listings for
individual splices and terminations (See Section V.B.1). In' fact, the TERs
referenced the power cable terminations in approving the recombiner system
qualification (See TER Item 11 (Unit 1), Item 16 (Unit 2) at p. 5f),~yet
the Staff did not question the Master List scope. .As discussed in Scction
IV.B. the Staff may not nov change its position on this matter without
performing an analysis under 10CFR50.109. Even if such an evaluation is
performed, the Staff may not pursue enforcement action premised on a
changed position.

Regarding 10CFR50.49(f), APCo asserts that these splices were, in fact
qualified. Enforcement action is not. therefore,' appropriate under
=10CFR50.49(f) (See-Section-V.A.3). -In this instance, APCo maintained in
its files Vestinghouse test reports which demonstrated qualification of the
recomoiner systems. These reports, coupled with the utilization of
Vestinghouse installation procedures, and the use of.the qualified Okonite
tape sealing system, provide reasonable assurance.of qualification. In
addition, APCo-obtained a letter from Vestinghouse,-(dated September 22,
1987), which stated that the Vestinghouse tests also employed a tape splice-.

mechanism, although using Scotch 70 tape.- As discussed in the Attached
Affidavit of-Former NRC EO Branch Management (at 29-31), the above
information, coupled with APCo's subsequent testing'of V-splices,
demonstrates that these connections vere in fact qualified.

-Finally,-vith respect to 10CFR50.49(j),-APCo acknowledges'that as of
November 30, 1985 . it had not included in the qualification file
information calling out expressly:the nature of the: termination
configuration'and its similarity to-the tested configuration,

c. Application of EO Enforcement Policy: APCo submits that to the
extent a violation is found vith respect to the Vestinghouse Hydrogen <

Recombiner power cable splice connection, the proposed enforcement action

!
.
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under the Modified Policy is inappropriate because (1) APCo does not meet
the " clearly knew or should have knovn" test under the Modified Policy and,
(2) in any event, the condition is not sufficiently significant to varrant
a civil penalty.

(1) Clearly Knev or Should Have Knovnt In its NOV Transmittal
Letter, the Staff addresses briefly their position regarding the " clearly
kneworshouldhavepovn"testasitappliestotheVestinghouse
recombiner splices. In tnis regard, the Staff states only that an
" adequate valkdown" would have revealed the difference between existing
tape splice installation instructions and the configuration of the
recombiner splice. As discussed above with respect to V-type splices (See
Section V.B.1 above), the simple assertion that an " adequate walkdovn" ''~~
vould have identified the different configuration is insufficient to
support a clearly should have known determination. Further, APCo submits
that the Staff's present characteri:acion of the type of valkdowns expected
of licensees prior to the deadline conflicts with the Staff's expectations
and accepted licensee practice as to valkdovns prior to November 30, 1985
(See Section V.A.2, above). In this regard, the Staff may not change its
pos"Ition without complying with the backfit rule (10CFR50.109). In any

event, enforcement action is inappropriate based on changed Staff position
even if a backfit analysis is undertaken (See, Section IV.B. supra). For
these reasons, APCo submits that the Staff has not satisfied its obligation
to demonstrate that APCo " clearly should have knovn" of the asserted
violations as of November 30, 1985.

Further, APCo submits that when a fair application of the " clearly"

should have knovn" factors set forth in the Modified Policy is made, it is
apparent that APCo did not meet that test for the asserted violation.

Factor 1 - Vendor or Supplied Documentation of Equipment
Qualification: As ot November 30, 1985,.APCo maintained documentation in
its E0 tiles that prosided reasonable assurance that the Vestinghouse
hydrogen recombiner system was qualified, including the power cable

| connectors. As discussed above, APCo possessed Vestinghouse qualification
,

i reports for the recombiner system, as purchased from Vestinghouse. In

addition, those reports stated that qualification of the power cables had
been demonstrated in accordance with applicable standards for cable field
splices and connections.

! Reasonable assurance that the power lead splices themselves were performed-

in a manner consistent with the tested configuration was provided in two
!

vays. First, APCo constructed these coana,' ions in accordance with'

Vestinghouse Electric Hydrogen R1 combine. -thnical Manual ~at 31. These
a .onstruction of connections--instructions provided direction regarding

with the power leads. Second, APCo used _|terials approved for qualified
| applications at FNP. In sum, APCo maintained in its files as of November

|

*'APCo also submits that the Staff's NOV is legally flaved in that it did
not provide sufficient notice of the bases for its conclusions regarding
whether AFCo clearly should have knern of the existence of the violation
prior to November 30, 1985 (Sg Section IV.A', above).

n .
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30. 1965, documentation which provided reasonable assurance of
qualification of the hydrogen recombiner system. See affidavit of Former

~~-

NRC EQ Branch Management (at 28-32).

Factor 2 - Receipt / Field Inepection APCo installed the splices on
:he Vestinghouse' recomb..ier system using Vestinghouse inwtallation
..atructions. The installation instructions provided guidance regarding
the method of joining the power leads and the power cable. APCo adhered to
that connection methode1ogy. In addition, APCo applied its Okonite tape
splice methodology for performing qualified splices and terminations in
constructing the recombiner splice. The application of this system was
subject to checks and reviews in accordance with NRC reviewed and accepted
procedures. The above fhetors provided reasonable assurance that a i

qualified splice had been installed on the recombiner power cable ,

connectors. As for the assertion that a subsequent valkdown vould have I

identified these splices. APCo submits that 1* vas not required to perform
such valkdovns. As discussed above, detailed walkdovns that vould have
included review of these internal splices vere not required to meet
10CTR50.49 (See affidavit of Former NRC EQ Branch Management, at 6-10

--~

30-31).

Fact r 3 - Prior Notice that an EO Deficiency Hight Exist: To APCo's
knowledge, or that of the Former EQ Branch Management, there was no notice
disseminated to the industry or to APCo prior to November .0, 1985, to

alert it that there m / be qualification questions-regarding the hydrogen '

power lead recombiner splices / terminations. See affidavit (at 30).

Factor 4 - Identification by other Licensees: APCo notes that NRC
inspectors identified after AFCo's inspections at least two other licensees
just in Region II alone which had not addressed this question to the
sat 4sfaction of the inspectors. (See SERI (Grand Gulf), Report No.
50-416/87-32 (March 25, 1988), at pp 1-13). This suggests, at a minimum
thst the matter was not one of such clarity that APCo " clearly krev or
should have knovn" of its existence.

(2) Not Suf ficiently Sigid ficans to Varrant Civil Penalty:
In the event the Staff determaner enforcement action is varranted with
respect to thia condition. APCo submits t! 4r it is not- suf ficiently
significant to varrant a civil penalty. $setton III of the Modified Policy

'

is intended to remove from cons? ?: ration for escalated action certain
deficiencies such as those identified during an inspection for which a-

licensee is able to demonstrate during.the inspection or shortly thereafter
that the equipment is. qualified or qualifiable. As discussed above in
Section V. A.3, APCo submits that a sa 41ar, and indeed even more
compelling, condition for exclusion from eteclated enforcement violations
is presented vbere, as here, a licensee self-identifies a deficiency and
acts promptly P demonstrale qualification or qualifiability.-

In this ba'ance, APCo self-identified this condition as a potential
deviation from wxisting qualification documentation and (1) determined it
possesced, at the time of the September, 1987, inspection.. qualification
test data fror Vestinghouse on the recombiner system. and (2) promptly
confirmed by Vestingl.vuse letter (September 22, 1987) that the
qualification test included a 5-to-1 tape splice. Further, APCo promptly

.

.
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prepared a JC0 regarding the recombiners (September 17, 1987), and
supplemented the JC0 to address NRC Staff questions (September 23, 1987).
As discussed in the JCO, evidence of qualification was provided by use of
the same splice mechanism as in the Vestinghouse test, and the APCo Okonite
taping mechanism. (There is no apparent dispute that this system vas equal
or superior to the Scotch 70 System used by Vestinghouse). In sum, APCo
had promptly obtained or developed information or data following
identification of the splicing mechanisms which demonstrated that these
splices were qualified. See, affidavit of Former NRC EQ Branch Hanagement
(at 31-32). Accordingly, escalated action is inappropriate under Section
III of the Modified Policy.- (APCo notes that as a conservative measure, it
changed out these splices with Raychem splices by October 15, (Unit 1) and
November 5, 1987 (Unit 2).

Further, there vas no actual safety significant condition presented by
this finding. As discussed above, the installed splice configuration was
qualified. In fact, the Staff has found it appropriate not to impose
escalated action on at least tvo NRC licensees with the same issue (see
Gred Gulf above: and Duke Pover Company (Catavba Nuclear Station, UnTis 1
and 2) EA 88-132 (October 24, 1988), NOV at 4). For the above reasons.
APCo submits escalated action is not varranted under the Hodified Policy.

d. Mitigation: APCo addresses in Section V.G application of the
mitigation and escalation factors to the alleged violations. APCo briefly
notes here, however, certain considerations relevant to this issue.
Specifically, APCo notes that this is a self-identified condition.
Further. APCo promptly reported the existence of certain deviations from
the accepted splice / termination and the potential for other similar
violations wh:'ch vere then being explored. Further, APCo established
comprehensive corrective measures including development of a JC0 and
obtaining additional information from Vestinghouse regarding the splices,
and took a conservative approach to assure prompt resolution of the
technical concern by changing out the connection. Further, on a broader

scope, APCo has undertaken a comprehensive program to establish detailed
| instructions and procedures regarding acceptable equipment connections and
l splices. Each of these actions most be considered in addressing mitigation

under the Modified Policy <

C. Alleged Violations Under NOV Section I.B*

The Staff identified two conditions in Section I.B. of the NOV as
violations of 10CTR50.49(f) and (k). APCo sets forth belov its position as
to whether enforcement action is varranted with respect to either of these
violations.

1. States / General Electric Terminal Blocks
| (Alleged Violation I.B.1)

l
' a. Statement of Issue: The Staf f alleges that ''the

documentation in APCo's FNP qualification file did not demonstrate by
testing. supperting analysis, or verification that States terminal blocks
(Model Nos. NT and 2'.'M) vould maintain acceptable instrument accuracy, a
performance requirement, during design basis accidents. In addition. APCo

-
.
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did not have adequate documentation to demonstrate General Electric (Hodel
No. CR1$1) terminal blocks vould maintain acceptable instrument accuracy
during design basis accidents in that a qualification file for these
components did not exist." NOV at 2.

b. APCo Position Regarding the Existence of a Violations APCo

denies the elleged violation. Vith regard to the Sta!!'s alleged
deficiency relating to the General Electric ("GE") (Hodel No. CR151)
terminal block, APCo had a qualification file for the GE penetration wh;ch
included consideration of the GE terminal block in question. In its

corporate flies APCo also had a ' test report relating to environmental
qualification of the terminal block entitled " Sensor Products Engineering
Memo No. 994-75-011, Qualification Test Summary Report," dated March 27,
1975. This team during the
inspection.' jest report was shovn to the NRC Staff auditTo the extent the Staff questions whether these terminal
blocks vere qualified in instrument circuit applications. APCo addresses
this issue belov in conjunction with a discussion of States terminal'

blocks.

Vith regard to the Staff's alleged deficiency relating to the States
terminal block, the Staff asserts that APCo's qualification file did not
demonstrate that it vould " maintain acceptable instrumert accuracy." APCo
notes, hovever, that the contents of the S'.ates qualifiation file, as it
related to instrument accuracy, was discussed in detail with the Staff
during its E0 meeting resolvin3 TER concerns of January 11, 1984. During
the meeting's detailed discussions.,APCo presented precisely the source of
ihe data it was using from the qualification file te demonstrate that the
terminal blocks vould maintain acceptable instrument accuracy. The precise

, information presented vis detailed in APCo's letter to *.he Staff of
February 29, 1984 at Attachment 2, page 6, comment 4 quoted in full belovt

NRC Comment

Address the current leakage of States Terminal Blocks and its
effects on equipment vithin the scope of 10CTR50.49.

APCo Responr3

The environmental qualification test report for States
,

Company Terminal Blocks, Vyle Laboratories Report 44354-1
provides the values of-leakage current. The States Terminal
Blocks vere LOCA tested with an applied voltage of 137.5 VDC
shich is-the normal operation voltage of the terminal blocks.
Instrumentation was attached to the terminal blocks at the
conclusion of the LOCA test and leakage-current values were
recorded. The ralnes of leakage current vere recorded from
terminal point-to-point and point-to-ground.on'the States
Terminal-Block. Also included vere conductor-to-conductor

'' Commission EO regulations.-10CFR50.49. do not' require that all
qualification information be retained in a central' file. See Statement
of Considerations of 10CFR50.49, 48 Fed. Reg. 2729 at Comment 9~(January
21, 1983).

.
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These values ve:eand conductor-to-ground leakage current.
recorded for multiple combinations with an applied voltage of

*
137.5 VDC.

'

The test leakage current values are being used in the
development of the revised FNP Emergency Operating Procedures
(EOPs) presently being prepared by Vestinghouse/APCo.

APCo's position was accepted by the Staff. The Safety Evaluation
,

'

Report, issued on December 13, 1984, which referenced APlob February 29, |

1984 letter, concluded "that the Alabama Pover Company Environmental
Qualification progre.m is in compliance with the requirements of 10CPR$0.49

the proposed resolution for each of the environmental. . . land) thatqualification deficiencies identified for Farley Units 1 and 2 isIn full and complete reliance on the Staff's clear"acceptable .
acceptance of APCo's position and course of action regarding this issue,

. . .

APCo provided information to Vestinghouse regarding the terminal blocks, as
Using this information, Vestinghouse reevaluated thenoted above.

"setpoint" accuracy analysis. It is this very information which the Staff
previously agreed vas a ueptable that the NOV nov geestions.

the Stafi's present questioning of tho informationAPCo maintains that it previously accepted reflects an ongoingon terminal blocks that
interactive reviev/ guidance process between the Staff cnd APCo regardingIn view of thethis issue and not a violation of Commission regulations.
clear change in Staff direction, APCo maintains that it must be afforded a
reasonable time to comply. See Section IV.B, above discussing application
of 10CPR50.109 to changed St' aft positions.

~e

Based on discussions with Lt. P. A. DiBenedetto, who had vitnessed
recent NRC inspections at other utilities and had knowledge of the NRC's
present interpretation of instrument accuracy, APCo became concerned that
the use of leakage current values recorded at the conclusion of the LOCA
test may not be sufficient documentation to resolve the Staff's recent

In September 1987, since it was not practical nor required toconcerns.the installed terminal biceks, Alabama Power Company performed aretestsimilarity analysis to demonstrate the capability of the installed,

The similarity analysas assumed that the leakage conditionsconfiguration.
observed vere a function of the physical dimensions, and surface conditions

thickness, and arrangement of the barriers
of the block, and the height, On this basis the material properties of the

,

betveen each terminal point.
terminal blocks vere not considered significant as related to this issue.
This assumption is supported by the information provided in the Sandia

The terminal block usedLaboratories test report referenced in IN 84-47.
in the similarity analysis was a Connectron block which exhibited similar

The minimum insulationphysical and dimensional characteristics.
resistance recorded vas on the order of IE07 Ohms. The evaluation
performed to demonstrate the acceptability of the similarity analysis vas
not accepted by the NPC Statf during the November 1987 EQ audit.

On the basis of the recent audit finding and Staff conclusion that the
information and additional analysis provided did not support qualification
of the installed terminal biceks for their intended application, AlabamaThe
To.tr Cotpany provided a Justification for Continued Operation (JCO),

-
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JC0 was based on add'tional review of the Sandia report and a review of
instrumentation required to perform a safety function during and following '

2

the course of a postulated design basis accident. The results of this'

analysis indicated that all active functions associated with safety-related
instrumentation vould be completed prior to exposure of the terminal blocks ;

to adverse environmental conditions which could potentially create-

.
unacceptable leakage current values. Additionally, the analysis evaluated
the post accident monitoring required and the necessary instrumentation'

channels required to provide the information. It was determined that no'

instruments vould be required during the period when the potential to
.

experience lov insulation resistance (high leakage current) values was|
probable. The evaluation further indicated, as did the Sandia report, that >

insulation. resistance as well as leakage current values recovered as the.

transient peak diminished. On this basis Alabama Power company concluded
that no actions had to be taken by the operators based in information
obtained from instrumentation that could be affected by the accident
conditions during the peak period and until such time that the
environmental conditions affecting instrumentation performance had'

subsided. Since no adverse actions vould be taken and the performance of
the instrumentation associated with the installed terminal blocks vould not
be compromised, it was concluded that the installed terminal blocks were i

-

.

qualified for their intended. functions. During a meeting with the NRC in
'

Atlanta, Georgia, on November 25, 1987, the Staff acknowledged the'

technical complexity of this issue and its associated effect on instrument
'accuracy. The staff acknowledged that facts existed _vhich would support.

j both its and APCo's positions and that-reasonable engineers could disagree
about the conclusion. Despite this, the Staff rejected the analysis and-4

JC0 prepared by Alabama Pover Company addressing the use and acceptability
of terminal blocks installed in instrumentation circuits.

,

i

1 In order to demonstrate further that the terminal block configuration-
installed and used in instrumentation circuits at the Farley Nuclear Plant
are qualified for their intended use duting postulated accidents, and that

-the JC0 presented during the November 25, 1987,. meeting was conservative'

ard supported the_ use of the terminal-blocks in instrumentation. circuits in >

;

the manner described in the JCO, Alabama Power Company conducted an
,

additional assessment of available industry test reports which monitored<

the performance of twenty-eight (28) terminal blocks during simulated
accident conditions. The terminal blocks-tested represented blocks that ,4

vere identical, similar, and dissimilar to the terminal blocks that vere
'

'

installed at the Farley Nuclear. Plant. Although the simulated accidentc
profiles vere not totally representative of the postulated profile-;

applicable to the Farley Nuclear Plant postulated accident scenario, the
results are applicable.

Based upon the review of-the additional test-reports, APCo concluded.
that the terminal blocks (States 2VM and NT and GE CR151) were qualified to
perform their intended function in Farley Nuclear-Plant. See affidavit of'

-

,

Tc-mer NRC E0 Branch Management-at 33. This. additional analysis and'

assessment vas provided to the Staf f Fj letter of January 8,_1988..

V! hout vaiving this: position. APCo tock the conservative measure et
quickly replacing all such terminal blocks vith fully qualified Raychem
splices, co:pleting vork un both units by~De. ember 17,-1987. - Thus,-even.

. . - .- .- - , , .. - - - ,
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W9 w , at the urging of the Staff inspectors. Alabama Power Company
elected to replace all terminal blocks with qualified splices, subsequent -

engineering analysis confirmed that the installed configurations vould have
performed their intended function.

Application of EO Enforcement Poli _ey: If the Staff finds that ac.
violation existed, AFCo submits that escalated enforcement, if enforcement
at all, is unwarranted pursuant to_the Hodified Policy. The basis for
AFCo's position is discussed below.

(1) Clearly Knev Should Have Knovn Test: To the extent that
the Staff findr that a violation exists, APCo maintains that, contrary to
the Staff's essertion, APCo did not satisfy the " clearly knew or should
have knovn" test in the Modified Folicy. Accordingly, APCo submits that

to Generic 1,etter 88-07, no enforcement action is varranted. <

pursuant

As the basis for its conclusion that /.PCo clearly should have known of
the violation, the Staff suggests that APCo's mere awareness of IE Notices
82-03 and 84-57 and IE circular 78-08 vas sufficient information to trigger
constructive notice of " problems" vith the environmental qualification of
terminal blocks as it relates to instrument accuracy. Such is not the

IEN 82-03 hes to do with cleanliness of terminal blocks, IEN 84-57case.
concerns moisture intrusion on electrical equipment, and IE Circular 78-08
relates to the qualification of terminal blocks but does not relate to
instrument accuracy. In short, the documents referenced by the Staff do
not relate to the terminal blocks' impact on instrument accuracy, the issue "

of concern, and. provide no support for the Staff's conclusion that APCo
clearly should have known of the violation.

AFCo is aware of IE Notice 84 47 (not cited bf the Staff), relating to
concerns regarding the impact of terminal blocks c.n instrument accuracy. ,

However, in that the Notice vas issued.in the time frame of APCo's early
1984 meeting with.the Staff addrer, sing the precise issue raised'in the
Notice and the Staff's reviev of the APCo-documented position on the issue
(February 29, 1984 letter to tha Staff), APCo reasonably believed that the-

Staff's December - 13, 1984, SER concurring with APCo's position resolved the *

issue. In this; regard, APCo is entitled'to. rely'on a Staff position
without fear of subsequent enforcement action. See,-Section IV.B. supra'.

.

In short, APCo maintains that the " clearly knew or should have knovn" test 3*
'

|
vas not satisfied for the violation and, accordingly, enforcement action is

|- not varranted.

( - -

(2)- Not Sufficiently Significant to'Varrant Civil Penalty: As'

previously noted.._APCo maintains that there is reasonable assurance that
:the_ terminal blocks in question vould have performed their' intended-
func'.ior. if called upon in a design basis event.- Support for APCo's
position is-set forth.in information previously provided to_the Staff, as -

noted above, including its;1etter of January 8, 1988..to'the Staff. . In
viev of the evolution of this issue over time. APCo's self-identification
and timely response as-the issue developed, the' circumstances here are
analogous to those set forth in'Section III of the Modified Policy (see
discussion in Section V.A.4, above). Accordingly, APCo maintains that_the

,, --
- , |..,... . .-. . -- - - .. .
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issue does not varrant escalated enforcement action. In this regard. APCo
notes that the Staff has previously found that violations of this type have
little safety significance. See e.g., Vermont Yankee Plant Inspection
Report No. 50-271/87-1 at 18-H~ Fe>ruary 22, 1988 (Severity Level IV),

d. Hitiration: If the Staff finds that escalated enforcement
action is varranted. APCo maintains that significant mitigation is*

varranted because the issue vas identified by APCo prior to the inspection,
it was promptly resolved, and it was of insufficient safety significance.

2. Chico A/Raychem Seals
(Alleged Violation I.B.2)

a. Statement of Issue: The Staff alleges that "APC did not
document qualification of the Chico A/Raychem seals used fot limit svitch
and solenoid valve cable entrance seals in that the available file was
incomplete and test data and supporting analysis provided by the licensee
vas insufficient to demonstrate qualification. Specifically, the testing
performed did not consider possible chemical interactions and the
temperature profile used in the testing did not simulate the initial
thermal shock of a loss of coolant (.:CA) transient." NOV at 2.

b. APCo Position Regarding the Existence of a Violation: APCo

denies the alleged violation. APto contends that, at the time of the
audit, it had sufficient documentation in an auditable form, verifying that
the seals vere qualified for their intended application. As the basis for
the violation,_the Staff states that qualification information on the Chico
A/Baychem seal vas flaved in that (1) " testing" performed did not consider
"possible chemical interactions" and (2) the " temperature profile used in
the testing did not simulate the initial thermal shock of a loss of coolant
(LOCA) transient." NOV at 2. At the outset, APCo submits that to the
extent the Staff asser's that AFCo must demonstrate qualification by
testing possible chemical interaction and duplicate in testing the precise

10CFR50.49(f)LOCA profile, its position is unsupportable. (See e m ,le assurance ofvherefn the Commission clearly establishes that reasonab
qualification can be provided using methods other than testing).

Vith regard to the Staff's stated concern that the testing did not
simulate the initial thermal shock of a LOCA, ve believe that the Staff is

in error. To explain, the FHP environmental profile increases to 316'F-

after 50 seconds. The qualification test for the Chico A/Raychem seal
started when the test specimens were inserted into the test chamber after
the chamber had been heated to a temperature of 310'F. See. Attachment 1
to MF.EC s29G. contained herein as Exhibit 4 to the attached Affidavit of
Former NRC E0 Branch Management. In short, the tested configuration was
more severe than the actual environmental profile and, any thermal shock
and differential thermal expansion vould be more severe in the tested
configuration. See attached Affidavit of Former NRC E0 Branch Management
at 34. Further, tested configurations and environmental profiles such as
this are routinely accepted by the Staff without further explanation or
concerns raised. (IA )

Vith regard to the Staff's final enncern related to " testing" for
possible " chemical interaction." the inspectors apparently concluded that

.

. '
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| there exists a basis for " considerable concern" because the available test
reports inadequately addressed the effects of chemical spray "on bonding of ii

the Laychem seal to the metal pipe nipple . . .." The inspectors believed
; that chemical spray "may react with the nipples' zine coating to form a
i gray powder that could further challenge the adhesive bonds." (February 4,

1988 Inspection Report at 40.)'

In response, APCo notes that the Raychem material itself (including
the bending material) has previously been qualified with chemical sprays.:

i See Vyle Test Report No. 58442-2 dated April 3, 1981. Further, there are
no knovn deleterious effects from chemical spray on the Chico A/Raychem j

i seal configuration. APCo had vendor and architect / engineer supplied |
1 documentation that demonstrated that the equipment was qualified. In fact, I

during tests to determine the effects of chemical spray on galvanized steel :
conduit nipples, Raychem, in Vyle Test Report 58730 (Raychem Repnrt No. |

EDR-6062) dated June 22, 1982, determined that there was no evidence of |

1eakage in the test specimens due to corrosion of the sine galvanic layer.
'

Sandia Laboratory conducted a similar test and concluded that the boric'
+

acid actually lovered the rate of corrosion of the metal nipple. See4 >

NUREG-CR 2812, p. 14 Based on this information, APCo engineers usid
' reasonable engineering judgment to determine that chemical sprays vould not

impact the qualification of the seal configuration. Such engineering-
judgment is vell accepted without documentation. See, Section V.A.1,
supra.

In this regard, the documentation provisions of 10CPR50.49 only
require that the licensee provide reasonable assurance of qualification

,

such that-a qualified engineer when revieving the documents vill arrive at
the same conclusion. The specified performance requirement of the Chico ;

A/Raychem seals is to prevent sufficient moisture intrusion into the NAMCO
limit svitch to avoid an electrical short-circuit -- not, as the NOV-
implies. to prevent possible degradation of the metal pipe nipple. Because-

of this, Alabama Power Company contends that the level of documentation
demanded by the NOV -- one which calls for a test report evaluating "the
bond betveen the adhesive and the metal pipe nipple" is beyond the level of

-

documentation called for by appropriate regulations. To affirm APCo's
engineering judgment, APCo requested that three former NRC EO Branch
Management analyze the qualification file to determine whether they found
that based on reasonable engineering judgment, not required to be

-

documented, " chemical interaction" would be' viewed as a concern. In the-'

-

attached Affidavit of Former NRC EO Branch Management at 35, they conclude-
that-the seal was qualified without any further explanation.

When AFCo was challenged by the inspectors for not having a testi
report addressing specifically the effects of chemical spray on the metal
nipple, it promptly directed Bechtel to perform an independent analysis to
verify APCo's previous judgment.. This analysis:vas submitted to the Staff-
on January 8, 1088. It affirmed APCo's position that chemical spray on'the
exposed metal. nipple did not affect'the ability of the Chico A/Raychem seal
to perform its specified function. In short, this clearly confirms the
validity of the undocumented engineering judgment of APCo.

c. -Implementation of the Modified Policy

If the Staff fir.ds that a violation existed APCo submits that

*: ,. . .. , w. -. -- . . . . -
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escalated enforcement, if enforcement at all, is unvarranted pursuant to
|

the Modified Policy. The basis for APCo's position is discussed below.

(1) Clearly Knew or Should Have Knovn Tests If the Staff
finds that a violailon exists, APCo submits that it does r.ot meet the
"clestly knew or should have knovn* test set forth in the Modified Policy.
Accordingly, no enforcement action is warranted.

The Staff provides no express basis for its position that APCo should
have clearly known of the violations except a general statement suggesting

.

that all licensees knew that seals had to be qualified. APCo indeed knev
! this and felt the level of documentation provided was acceptable. I

' Significantly, however, the Staff provides no support for its position that |
'

APCo " clearly knew or should have knovn" that a chemical interection
between the meta' and chemical sprays could reasonably be expected to
adversely impact the bond such as to allov moisture to intrude into the

.
equipment. No such information has been identified. In short, the Staff
provides no support for its position.

APCo evaluates belov the four factors set forth in the Modified
Policy.

Factor 1 Vendor Supplied Documentation of Oualification:-

APCo had test reports reflecting qualification of the seal in question. As
previously noted, three former EO Branch Management concluded that the
documentation and reasonab1v engineering judgment, not required to be
documented, was adequate to address.the issues raised here by the Staff.

|
'

Tactor 2 Receipt / Field Inspection: The issue raised by the-
' Staff vould not have been discovered by receipt / field inspection.-

Factor 3 Prior Notice That an EO Deficiency Hight Exist As-

previously noted, there vas no prior notice.
,

Identification by Other Licensees: APCo is unavare; Factor 4 -
'

of any other licensee who identified this issue.

In sum, after balancing the four factors, it is clear that APCo did
|
| not know nor could it have known of the alleged deficiency prior to

| November 30, 1985. See affidavit of Former NRC EO Branch Management.

(at 36).

(2) Not Sufficiently Significant to Varrant Civil Penalty: When

j Alabama Pover Company was challenged by the inspectors for not naving a
: test report specific for the effect of chemical spray on the metal nipple,
i it promptly performed an analysis to verify qualification. This analysis

was submitted to the Staff on January 8, 1988. It confirmed that chemical
spray on the exposed metal nipple did not affect the ability of the Chico
A/Raychem seal to perform its specified function. Alabama Power Company
contends that this analysis should be accepted as data developed during the
inspection to demonstrate qualification of the equipment, as allowed by ,

Generic Letter 88-07. Because the specific equipment is qualifiable for
| the application in question. any deficiency should not be considered

sufficiently significant for an assessment of civil penalties.
V.A.4, supra.

~~~See Section

*+
, _ .
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In addition, APCo submits that because of the lack of safety
significance regarding this issue, as nuted above, escalattd enforcementIn this regard, APCo notes that the Staff'saction is unvarranted.treatment of similar " seal qualification" issues for other licensees
supports its position. See, e.g , Callaway Nuclear Plant ~nspection Report ,

PaloNo. 50 483/87-015 at 4 dated August 6, 1987 (Severity Level IV):
50-528/87-37 at 11 dated March

Verde Nuclear Plant Inspection Report No.Vashington Public Power Supply System Nuclear17, 1988 (Severity level IV):
Unit - 2 Inspection Report No. 50-397/86-12 at 12, dated December 16, 1987
(Severity Level IV).

d. Hitigation: Finally, with regard to the mitigation / escalation
factors of the Modified Policy. APCo maintains that significant mitigation
is varranted because there is no safety significance associated with the
violation as written (by its own terms, it is a question of documentation
adequacy) and prompt corrective action, as described in Attachment 1, has
been taken by APCo to resolve the purported violation.-

D. Alleged Violations Under NOV Section 1.C

The Staf f identifies' fot'r conditions in Section I.C. of the NOV asAPCo sets-forth belov its position asviolations of 10CPR50.49(f) and (j).
to whether enforcement action is warranted with respect to these alleged
violations.

1. Limitorque Valve Operators
(Alleged Violation I.C.1)

a. Statement of Issue The Staff alleges that contrary to ,

10CPR50.49(1) and (j) "it)Re APCo E0 files did not document' qualification
'

of several Limitorque valve operators in that the plant equipmsnt was not
identical in design and material construction to the qualification test
specimen and deviations were not adequately _ evaluated as part of the

Specifically, in one or more of thequalification documentation.
operators, unqualified or mixed grease vas used in the gear compartment. T-
orains vere missing, motor leads had unqualified splices, terminal blocks-
vere unidentifico and unqualified, and a limit switch vith an aluminum
housing, which does not meet environmental qualification standards, vas
used inside containment (Valve No. MOV3441D)." NOV at 3.*

b. APCo Position Regarding'the Existence of a Violation: APCo
addresses belov four of the five alleged deficiencies, viz.,-unqualified-
grease, missing T-drains, enidentified and unqualified terminal blocks, and-
aluminum housing.on a limit switch.. Of.these four, APCo-admits that a-
documentation deficiency. existed for nine terminal blocks. . APCo admits
that a violation of Commission regulations existed as it-related to the one
instance of s.n' aluminum housing on the limit switch compartment. APCo
maintains, however, that the deficiency associated with this condition
should not be categorized as a violation of 10CPR50.49. APCo dentes the
remainder of the alleged violations. APCo's position.regarding.the'
allegation concerning '.*-type splices is addressed in response to violation
I.A.1 relating to V-type splices in Section V.B.1.

.
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(1) Grease: At the root of the Staff's alleged deficiency is
its position that a " lubricant" is an item of electric equipment important
to safety which must be qualified. In its Inspection Report of February 4,
1988, the Staff states that no documentation was presented _to the team on
September 18, 1987, to establish the " environmental qualification of (the

Inspection Report at 5. APCo maintains that a lubricant"grease) . . ..
is not an " item of electric equipment" requiring qualification. APCo's
position rests with the plain meaning of the words describing the scope of
10CTR50.49, viz., " Electric equipment . . . covered by this section is . .

(1) safety-related electric equipment . . . (2) nonsafety-related
electric equipment . and (3) certain post-accident monitoring.

equipment." 10CFR50.49(b), (emphasis added). Further, 10CTR50.49(f). .

states that "lejach item of electric equipment . . . must be qualified . .

(Emphasis added). Finally, 10CFR50.49 (j) applies to "each item of"

electric equipment " (Emphasis added). A lubricant is not an " item..

. . ..

of electrical equipment."

In this regard, neither the Statement of Considerations of 10CTR50.49
(48 Ted. Reg. 2733 (January 21, 1983)) nor Commission documents associated
with issuance of the rule even remotely suggett that lubricants are items
of electrical equipment. Further, lubricants are not listed or mentioned
as items of equipment in (a) the Staff guidance regarditg implementation of
Section 50.49 contained in Regulatory Guide 1.89, (b) the DOR Guidelines,
(c) NUREG-0588, (d) I&E Bulletin 79-01B, or (e) indus'.ry gui2ance regarding
qualification (e.g., IEEE-323, 1974). Further, APCo is unavare of any
guidance documents regarding EQ which lists or even suggests that a
lubricant is an item of electrical equipment.

In addition, a listing of items of electrical equipment at TNP
requiring environmental qualification vas reviewed by the Staff and its
consultants during 1981 - 1984 This comprehensive review concluded vith
issuance of a Staff SER dated December 13, 1984. Significantly, the Staff
did not find that the listing of equipment was flaved in that it did not
contain lubricants. Indeed, AFCo is not aware of any licensee EQ master-
list revieved in 1981-1985 that did contain lubricants or any Staff finding
in en SER that a list vas flaved because it did not contain lubricants.

The attached Affidavit of Former NRC EO Branch Management at 37 and
38 supports APCo's position and concludes that a lubricant is not an " item
of electric equipment" requiring qualification, pursuant to 10CTR50.49.

.

In short, there is no support for the Staff position that a lubricant
is an " item of electrical equipment" requiring qualification.

As further confirmation of its position, after the issue was raised by
the Staff, APCo contacted Dr. Robert O. Bolt, a recognized expert in this
field, to determine if the mixing of the greases had an adverse impact on
qualification of the equipment. Dr. Bolt concluded that while he concurred
with Limitorque that mixing of greases is not to be encouraged, in this
instance it had no adverse impact on the equipment. He further stated that
the mixing would have only resulted in a greater liquidation of the grease,
vnich in the gear boxes of the Limitorque operators vould not have been a

. .
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problem unless excessive leakage-vas present, not an issue here. Dr. .

'

Bolt'a reviev of this issue is provided in his letter of June 25, 1986. In
1987, Dr. Bolt obtained grease samples from FNP and tested them for !

Limitorque uses. He concluded that, "no appreciable difficulty vill occur !

vith your Limitorques as a result of grease mixing." See Enclosure 1.
!

In sum, APCo submits that a lubricant is not an item of electrical ,

equipment requiring qualification pursuant to 10CFR50.49.

(2) 7-Drains: This alleged deficiency is based on the staff's ,

position that APCo failed to document its basis for concluding that.some |
;

Limitorques need not be installed with T-drains on the motor housing when a
tested configuration used_the T-drains..-APCo' maintains that'Limitorque's ;

test reports contained in the APCo qualification file, coupled with ;
*

reasonable engineering judg nent not required to be " documented", provided -
reasonable assurance that the Limitorques were qualified without the
T-drains.

To support its conclusion that the operators were qualified without .

'

the T-drain. APCo relied upon tvo Limitorque test reports, viz., Test-
Report Nos. 600198 and 600456. The Reports-enveloped the F F environmental
accident conditions. One report tested the operator with T-drains and one
tested the operator without T-drains. Both tests were successful. APCo. -

after' review of the test reports and the configurations of Limitorque
operators, reasonably concluded that the motor housings vere clearly not' ~

i

sealed and vould allov entrance and exit ~of moisture with or without the
T-drains. For example, the housing gasket was not designed to prevent the
movement of vater out of the compartment, _e.L.. condensation in the' motor-
housing compartment or condensation from the conduit entering the housing. 3

*

Such condensation vould-leak through this gasket.
!

As support for AP00's conclusion of qualification,'APCo notes that it
is unavare of any' testing conducted during which the. operator has failed
because of moisture accuuulation. Nor is APCo aware of'any reported :

failures in industry from moisture accumulation.- Finally, the attached: '

Affidavit of Former NRC EO Branch Management (at 40-41) concludes.that-. '
based on the same tvo tests relied upon by APCo and acceptable engineering
judgment .hich need not be documented..the Limitorques are qualified :

vithout installation of the T-drains. Further,-this Affidavit reflects .

that qualification based on such reasonable " undocumented" engineering'

-

judgment of this type has previously been accepted by)the Statf.-

In this. regard, as-APCo notes above,-the Staff cannot reject
' reasonable engineering judgment- as support for a finding _of qualification' -1

-(see Section V.A.1, abovw).' Further..APCo submits that there is nol
~

,

reqdirementLthat every conclusion based on reasonable engineering judgment
'

1be documented.- (Id. ) The Commission's E0 regulations,10CFR50.49. -simply--
-

'

- require that _ the basis' for qualification- be. provided in~ auditsble- form so-
that a reasonably knowledgeable-'and qualified engineer.can arrive at the. -.

same conclusions vhen revieving the qualification information. It'should,
,

be noted-that'this-has been the practice of the NRC' Staff in reviev of'
( qua;ification during many audi_ts. The Staff inspectors have not_in each - ,

instance required all engineering judgment to be documented.- See. the
attached: Affidavit-of Former NRC E0_ Branch Management (at - 17). Rather..an

c .
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interchange vith the licensee occurs to determine if the equipment is
qualified. During APCo's audit, AFCo representatives met with NRC
inspectors to discuss this precise issue as it relates to the lack of
T-drains. The discussions resulted in written notes documenting the basis
for APCo's engineering judgment.

APCo submits that its actions complied with the qualification
requirements of 10CFR$0.49.;

It rhould be noted that to remove any question regarding this issue.
APCo has installed T-dra!.ns on all appropriate Limitorque operators.

(3) Terminal Blocks: This alleged violation involves APCo's
response to IEN 83-72 regarding, inter alia, unidentified terminal blocks
in Limitorque motor operators inside containment. In the Notice, the Staff

reported that a fev licensees had discovered some terminal blocks in the-

Limitorques which vere not qualified by the Limitorque test. Vhile it was
i not clear how the different terminal blocks were placed into the equipment,

speculation focused primarily on modifications by the licensees involved or
third party vendors. Significantly, the Staff did not believe the issue was
of such safety-significa1ce or so videspread as to require issuance of a
Bulletin.

In response. APCo revieved the qualification information from
Limitorque and APCo's maintenance practices to determine if the identified
concern was a nlicable to APCo. Limitorque had provided the motor
operators as oeing qualified to its test report, which also supported
qualification of all subcomponent parts to include terminal blocks.
Pu-ther, in response to APCo's request. Limitorque had earlier (by letter
of October 13. 1980 contained herein as Enclosure 2) provided.APCo with
aJsurance that the Limitorques at FNP vere qualified. -In that Limitorque
assurances of qualification vere in place no third party | involvement after
the original installation was present, and APCo did not perform
modifications without designer approval. APCo had reasonable assurance that
the Limitorques in PHP vere not impacted by the Notice.

After November 30, 1985, as APCo became aware of increasing Staff
concern regarding Limitorque qualification (e. .. IEN 86-03 and Generic
Letter 86- 3), APCo contucted valkdowns of a ts EQ Limitorque operators
in both units. While the purpose of the walkdowns was principally related*-

to internal viring in Lim: torque-motor operators inside containment, APCo
also obtained information on other attributes of possible concern to
include information on terminal blocks. As a result of the walkdovna, no-

unqualified terminal blo:ks were identified. However valkdowns were only
designed to screen the attributes to-determine i! problems were present.
As the Licitorque concerns became clearec from additional Staff inspections
at other licensees and a:t a result 'of-involvement- of APCo through the
Nuclear Utility Group on Equipment Qualification (of which the Staff is
avare). APCo elected to conduct a more detailed valkdown of all EQ
Limitorques to attempt, among other things .-to identify fully all terminal ~
blocks by make and model number. This inspection was started prior to the
Staff inspection and concluded after the inspection concluded.

From the inspection. all but- three , terminal blocks in Limitorques -

.

*
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inside containment vere positively identified as being qualified. These
three vere thought to be qualified Harathon terminal blocks (their
counterparts in the other unit vere identified as qualified). Vhile APCo
felt that there was reasonable assurance that these were qualified, to
avoid any questions regarding the issue APCo proactively removed the leads
from the nine terminal blocks which vere not positively identified and
installed qualified splices.

Vhile not noted as an issue of concern by the Staff, during APCo's
valkdovns of Limitorques outside containment, it identified a total of six
Limitorques that had Buchanan Model No. 824 terminal blocks installed.
These terminal blocks vere not qualified by the Limitorque test report,
which qualified terminal blocks for inside containment applications only.

The subject terminal blocks vere located inside the motor operator
compartments utilized in power circuits of main feedvater check valves
which are installed in the Hain Steam Valve Room (HSVR). The safety
function of these HOVs is to close and isolate their respective main
feedvater lines at the start of an accident resulting from the trip of the
main icedvater pumps. Upon closing, the valves are not required to
function thereafter.

Because the valves operate immediately after the accident, it is
reasonable to conclude that the terminal blocks vill not. experience the
accident transient until the valve functions have been completed.
Accordingly, no failure of the terminal block after the HSVR becomes
exposed to the accident conditions can cause the spurious actuation of the
valves. Therefore, the failure of the terminal blocks utilized in the
subject HOVs cannot cause repositioning of the valves to an unsafe
position.

Against this background, the Staff cites APCo for the violation that
some of its terminal blocks vare unidentified / unqualified. .APCo admits
that at the time of the EO audit, there vere nine terminal blocks (three
inside containment and six outside containment) in Limitorque operators for
which APCo did not have qualification documentation. However, APCo
maintair.s that there is no requirement to disassemble all equipment and
independently identify all subcomponent parts, and, therefore, this

'

documentation deficiency does not meet the " clearly knew or should have
knovn" test set forth in the Hodified Policy and an enforcement action is*

unvarranted. Further, in the event a violation is found, the. condition was
of insufficient safety significance to warrant a civil penalty under the
Hodified Policy.

(4) Aluminum Limit Svitch Housing APCo admits that the
interior limit svitch compartment housing on one Limitorque was made of
aluminum, a material vhich was not the material qualified for the related
environmental condition by test or analysis. APCo maintains that'vhile a
deficiency existed. APCo's actions regarding this issue cannot be faulted.
APCo procured the component in accordance vith accepted procedures,
conducted a receipt inspection in accordance with accepted procedures,
assured the supplying vendor had an appropriate _0A program in accordance
vith accepted procedures and installed the equipment in accordance with

{ . .

.
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accepted procedures. In short, absent a detailed disassembly of the
equipment and inspection of all subcomponent parts against the tested
components, not required here, the interior aluminum housing would not have
been discovered. Significantly, no maintenance was performed on this
equipment to provide an opportunity for discovery. The problem was finally
discovered by APCo after Staff inspections of other licensees identified
internal viring concerns about Limitorque operators.

In sum, while APCo admits that the interior of one Limitorque operator .

"

had an aluminum housing, APCo maintains that its actions regarding the
issue cannot be faulted. See affidavit of Former NRC EQ Branch Management
(at 43 44). Inthisregar3~theStaffhasnotidentifiedinjheNOVnor
the Inspection Report, any AFCo action that was unacceptable

Accordingly, citing this deficiency as a violation of E0 requirements
is inappropriate because as noted above, APCo has t 'en every reasonably
required step to ensure that EO requirements have ,n met. Where, as

here, the licensee has taken all reasonable steps equired to assure
compliance vith Commission regulations, citation of a violation and
imposition of a civil penal *y does nothing to further the remeditl or
deterrent purposes of the enforcement scheme.

Recogni:ing this, the Enforcement Policy provides that the Staff vill
not ordinarily cite a licensee for a violation that results from matters
not reasonably vithin the licensee's control. Section V.A of the Policy

provides in relevant part:
'

'

Licensees are not ordinarily cited for violations for matters
not vithin their control, such as equipment failures that
vere not avcidable by reasonable licensee quality assurance
measures or management controls. [10CFR Part 2. Appendix C.,

Section V.A.]

Tne situation at hand closely parallels the example provided in
Section V.A of Appendix C. The alleghd deficiency was not avoidable by
" reasonable" licensee mecsures.

In a recent enforcement action, the Staff has recognized that it is
inappropriate to cite as a violation alleged deficiencies where the
licensee has taken reasonable steps to guard against violations but where

.

deficiencies nevertheless occurred without the licensee's knowledge. In an
enforcement action against Duke Pover Company (Oconee), EA B7-14,
NUREG-0940, Vol 6 No. 4, I.A-19. the Staff originally alleged that design
changes for the installation'of motor driven emergency feedvater pumps were
deficient. The licensee had implemented the change without adequately
addressing concerns related to pump runout and adequate net positive
suction head, which vere allegedly part of the design basis of the
equipment. Duke responded to this alleged violation and argued that no
violation occurred. Duke acknowledged that there vere problems with the

''The Staff concern that AFCo had not conducted detailed valkdovns vith
disassembly is addressed in Section V.A.2, supra.

1
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design change, but these problem: vere previously unknown and inherent in
| specifications for the ,:iginal equipment. Subsequently, in a December 15,

1987, response, the Staff agreed vith Duke Power's position. It found that'

Duke could not be held responsible for these deficiencies and withdrev the
violation. Id. at I.A-28.

The Staff has implicitly reiterated this concept -- that escalated
enforcement should not result from violations for matters beyond the-
licensee's reasonable control -- in revisions to the General Enforcement
Policy. In the revisions approved in principle by the Commission on
September 16, 1988, and-published with Federal Register on October 13,
1988, the NRC added several nev examples of enforcement discretion. These
examples involve Severity Level III violations where the NRC vill use'its
discretion to refrain from issuing a civil penalty.- Example III in most
relevant to out case:

The-NRC may refrain from proposing a civil penalty for a
Severity Level III violation not involving an overexposure or

-release of radioactive material that meets all of the
following criteria:

It was identified by the licensee and-(if applicable]a.
reported:-

b. Comprehensive corrective action has been taken or is well
underway within a reasonabic time following
identifications

c. It was not a violation that either (i) vas reasonably
preventable _by the licensee's action in response to a
previous regulatory concern identified within-the past
two years of the inspection or since the Itst two
inspections which ever is longer.or (ii) reasonably
should have been corrected prior to the violation because
the licensee had prior nottee-of the: problem involvedt
and

d. It was not a villful violation or indicative of a
breakdown in_ management _ controls.

*

53 Fed. Reg. at 40028. The present qualification deficiency vould appear
to fit this example, in that it-vas not reasonably preventable or
correctable. in that there vas no previous regulatory. concern;for the
equipment'anduno prior notice-of the problem involved.

In sum, even if the present' E0 deficiency may> be characterized as a
" violation," the deficiency did not' occur as the. result of any failure on
the part'of APCo. To the contrary. APCo_has-taken all reasonable measures-

assure compliance with EQ requirements and the deficiency arose despite
those measures.

In any event. AFCo identified to the Staff duringi he-inspection thatt
the one motor operator in question.-.MOV3441D. need not be on the E0 Master
List. . Accor'dingly, pursuant to Generic Letter 88-07, the item should'not
be considered for enforcement action..

-
.. .
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The normal and accident position of the valve in question is open.
Since the motor operator is continuously de-energized, there is no failure
mode that vould cause the valve to close. If the limit svitch vere to
fail, the control room operator vould only lose control room indication of
the valve's position, not knowledge of position (i.e., it is always open).
Further, there are other means of obtaining the position indication of the
valve.

In short, APCo maintains that the motor onerator (including limit
svitch) for MOV34410 is not required to be qualified because it is not
safety-related equipment relied upon to remain functional during and
following design basis events (it ir normally open and remains open after
the accident), is not equipment whose failura could prevent satisfactory
accomplishment of safety functions of safety-related equipment (i.e., its
failure vill not propagate to other systems or equipment, and viTI~not
mislead plant operators), is not the sole means of determining the valve's
position, and is not required for post accident conditions. The attached
Affidavit of Former NRC EO Branch Management supports this conclusion (at
44 45).

c. Application of EO Enforcement Policy: If the Staff determines
that APCo should be cited for a violation, APdo maintains that escalated
enfortement action, if enforcement action at all, pursuant to the Modified
Policy is unvarranted. The basis for APCo's position is discussed belov
for each alleged deficiency, except for the deficiency related to V-type
splices which is discussed in Section V.B.1.C. above.

(1) Greases:

(a) Clearly Knev or should Eave Kr.ovn Test If the Staff
determines that a lubricant is an item of electrical equipment requiring
qualification pursuant to 10CTR50.49, t.PCo maintains that, contrary to the
Staff's assertion, APCo did not satisfy the " clearly knew or should have
knovn" test as of November 30, 1985, of this requirement. Accordingly.

APCo submits that pursuant to the provisions of Generic Letter 88-07, no
enforcement action is varranted.

As the basis for its conclusion th t APCo " clearly knew or should have
knovn" of this alleged violation, the Staff states that " vendor
information" and "INPO SER 7-84" which discusses use of lubricants, "in*

combination with various generic NRC documents teferenced earlier clearly
should have causeo the licensee to review the qualification of lubricants .

NnV Transmittal Letter at 3. However, none of the documents"
...

referenced by the Staff (or any generic documents issued before November
30, 1985 of which APCo is avare) state or even remotely suggest that grease
is an " item of electric equipment" requiring qualification-pursuant to the
provisions of 10CFR50.49. Indeed, as noted in the attached Affidavit of
Former NRC E0 Branch Management at 39, no such generic guidance exists.

-APCo sets forth below a discussions of the four factors listed in
Generic Letter 88-07. After balancing the four factors APCo concludes
that, even if the Staff continues to maintain that a lubricant is an item
of electrical equipment requiring qualification pursuant to Generic Letter

.
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88-07, APCo did not g et the " clearly knew or should have knovn" test in
the Modified Policy.

Factor 1 - Vendor Supplied Documentation of Equipment Qualification:
As previously noted, a lubricant is not an item of " equipment." As
previously noted, the letter of Dr. Bolt and the attached Affidavit of
Former NRC EO Branch Management (at 39), concurs with AFCo's conclusien
that use of this grease vould not have adversely impacted operation of the
operators.

Factor 2 - Receipt / Field Inspections APCo conducted appropriate
receipt inspcetions of the grease to assure that it was in conforiaance with
purchase specifications.

Facter 3 - Frier Notice that an EO Defielency Hight Exist As

previously noted. (1) Arco had no prior notice ci a requirement *o qualify
grease pursuant to 10CFR50.49, (2) the Staff's 1984 SER accepting APCo's
qualification program did not note that APCo's EO Master List was flaved
because it did not have " lubricants" listed, and (3) no generic NRC
documents issued prior to November 30, 1985 even suggest that a " lubricant"
must be qualified as an item of equipment pursuant to 10CTR50.49.

,

'

t

Factor 4 - Identification bv other Licensees: APCo is unavare of any
,

i licensee that had lubricants listed as an item of electrical equipment
requiring qualification prior to November 30, 1985.

After balancing the four factors. APCo maintains that prior to
November 30, 1985 it neither knev, nor should it have known of a

! requirement to categorize lubricants as items of electrical equipment
,

I requiring qualification pursuant to 10CTR50.49. Tecordingly. APCo submits
i that pursuant to Generic Letter 88-07, no enforcement action is varranted.
|

(b) Not Sufficiently Significant to Varrant Civil Penalty: In'

accordance with bection III oi-the ModfTfed Policy, this condition is not
sufficiently significant to v. arrant escalated enforcement action. In late
1986 - early 1987, APCo became increasingly aware of Staff emphasis on
lubricants and of the several instances where the Staff had taken the
position during an inspection that lubricants must be " qualified."
Accordingly APCo began a reviev of its use of greases and contacted the
vendor of the grease in questinn to determine whether formal,.

10CFR50.49-type qualification had been performed. Texaco, in conjunction
with APCo, believed that based on previous analyses and testing, the grease
vould be found acceptable, if tested in accordance with 10CFR50.49.. In
short, the grease vas qualifiable. As previously noted, Dr. Bolt has -

verified this earlier conclusion by saying "no appreciable difficulty vill
occur with your Limitorques as a result of grease mixing." See Enclosure
1. This investigation and conclusion occurred vell before the Suf f's
inspection and shortly after identification of the issue. Accoruingly, the
proposed violation, pursuant to Generic Letter 88-07, is not "significant"
and does not varrant escalated enforcement action. (See, discussion of

~

this issue in Section V.A.4, supra).

2*In this regard. APCo contends that such a changed Staff position vould
require the Staff to implement the provisions of 10CFR50.109, which it
did not do here. See Section IV.B. supra.

~ .

. . . .. .. .. . . . _ _ _ . . ..
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It should be noted that APCo has proactively pursued a testing program
of Texaco greases used at FNP in E0 applications. The program is scheduled
to be completed December 31, 1988. Further, APCo plans to complete grease
change out in the EO Limitorques over the next two outoges of each unit.
Because this is s sfgnificant effort which requires disassembly of the
operator, APCo vill promptly notify the NRC of any schedule extensions
which may be necessary. In the interim, APCo had developed a JCO, which
was accepted by the Staff confirming its position that operation with the
greases vould not adversely impact qualification of the equipment. In this

regard, APCo also submits that because of the lack of safety significance
of this issue, it does not warrant escalated enforcement action.

(2) 7-drains:

(a) Clearly Knev or Should Have Knovn Test If the Staff
determines that the lack of T-drains on some motor operators constitutes a
violation. APCo submits that contrary to the Staff's finding, it should not
clearly have known of the violation prior to November 30, 1985.
Accordingly, pursuant to Generir Letter 88-07, enforcement action is not
vacranted.

In the NOV, the Staff does not specifically discuss the basis for its
conclusion that APCo clearly should have known that failure to install
T-drains rendered the equipment unqualified. The general references cited
by the Staff do not relate spec!!!cally to this issue. As previously
noted. Section 234 of the Atomic Energy Act, as interpreted by applicable
case lav. requires more than this -- as do the Commission's w..'
regulations. See 10CPR2.205(a). To the extent that the NOV fa.ls to meet
these standards it is legally deficient and unenforceable.

However, the Staff states that APCo should have conducted " proper"
valkdovns of all equipment before November 30, 1985 and such valkdowns
vould have pointed up the differences between the as-instL11ed and tested
configuration of the equipment. This position is vrong for two reasons,
viz. (1) APCo had test information supporting qualification of Limitorques
without T-drains (as discussed above) and (2) prior to November 30, 1985,
it was not required and was not industry practice to conduct detailed
valkdownspjallequipment to verify the detailed configuration of each
component.' (See Section V.A.2. supra.) In short, the Staff has provided
little support for its position that APCo met the " clearly knew or should.

have knovn" test.

In any event. APCo maintains thet its actions regarding the issue vere
reasonable and not such as to reflect a basis for the Staff's conclusion
that APCo clearly should have known of a deficiency prior to November 30,
1985.

.

: #*To the extent the Staff nov contends that detailed valkdovns are a
| requirement. this constitutes a change of Staff position raising the
| backfit provisions of 10CPR$0.109. See. Section V.B. supra.

'

,

O
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In 1983: APCo received II.T Notice 83-72 regarding problems found at'

one plant regarding Limitoique motor operators. In *tspanse, APCo reviewed
~

its qualification wcords fct Limitorques. Based on inese revievs. APCo
detersined that there was reasonable assurance thr.( there were no similer
problems at FNP. Significantly, the Staff did not issue a bulletin -

reflecting Stati concern of videepread problems or of problems with safety
significance.

In 1986, the Stalf iss9ed Ia5 Notice 86-03 regarding unidentified
viring in Limitorques. During this time, there was increasing concern
regarding the qualification of Liiniturque motor Oparators.in general, as
t''htted in thw firm sente't NPR Staf f E0 inspection;l, and fasuance of
Generic Letter 86-15 providing as an example of an EQ violation the

~

internal Limitorque viring issue.

In response to this growing concern, the Nuclear Utility Group on
Equipment Qualification (" Group") (of which APCo is a member) met vith
Limitorque and the Staff to seek identification of the issues impacting
Limitorque motor operators. A formal report was issued by the Group in
1980, providing direction on resolution of these issues. APCo then-began a
series of validovns of all Limitorques to check the status of issues
identified by the Staff and Group cs potential concerns. These valkdovns
vere completed in early 1987.

After completion of valkdovns, APCo reviewed the results, assureo-
itself thet the results did not rcilect conditions adverse to safety, and
began investigation of resolution of the outstanding questions, including
the lack of T-drains on some operators. APCo's representatives worked with
Limitorque and the Group to more-fully understand the issues and
resolution. Some issues ve e resolved and some vere scheduled for
resolution at the next outages. During this process the Staff conducted
its inspection.

APCo notes this background to pr, ovide perspective in evaluating
whether its actions in response to information regarding Limitorque vere
reasonable. APCo maintsins that its actions vere reasonable and prior to
November 30, 1985, it should r.ot have clearly known that failure to install
T-drains constituted a violation of 10CTR50.49. APCo provides a discussion
of the issue in light of the four factors att forth in Generic Letter
88-07..

Vendor Supplied Documentation APCo had vendor suppliedFactor 1 -

documentation that qualified the operators both with and without the
T-drains This ir.formrtion, coupled with- reasonable engineering judgment
reflects that the equipment is qualified, e m , based on a review of the
test reports and the equipment it.vas obvious that-the components vere not
designed to be water tight and even without the T-drains water vould still
leak out.

Factor 2 - Receipt /Tield Inspections -Receipt or field inspections
vould not have resulted in a c :lusion that without T-drains the equipment
vas unqualified. ,

Prior Notice That an EO Deficiency Might-Exist: APCo hadFactor 3 -

*, . ...... . . . .
.
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no notice prior to November 30, 19C5, that failure to install T-drains
reflected :n equipment qualification issue. If 1.ndustry or the Staff had
reached such a conclusion, an LER or 10CFR Part 21 Notice would have been
filed or the Staff would have issued a Bulletin on the subject. No such
documents vere issued prior to November 30, 1985. This is significant
because in this time-frame the Staff and industry had just completed a
significant review of qualification of all itews in all opercting plants,
and the Staff had issued TERs and SERs to all such licensees on EQ. APCo
is unavare of any TER or SER or any Staff inspection prior to November 30,
1985 that reflected that T-drains must be installed to assure
qualificatica.

Ide,rsilles,t f on by Other Licensees APCo believes thatFactor 4 o

many licensees did_noi addrus this concern until after November 30. 1985,_

when the Staf f- began raising it tr E') inspections.

After balancing the four factors, noted above, APCo submits that the
" clearly knew or should have knovn" test was not satisfied for the'

violation as set forth under the Modified Policy. Accordingly, pursuant to
Generic Letter 88-07, no enforcement action should be taken.

(b) Not Sufficiently Significant to Varrant Escalated-
Enforcement: As previously noted, APCo maintains that there is reasonable
assurance that the motor operators in question vould have performed their
intended safety function without T-drains installed. This position is
fully supported in the attached Affidavit of Former NRC EQ Branch
Management at 42. To the extent the Staff does not contest the technical
"qualifiability" of the equipment, but contends that APCo did not have
documentation of its analyses in the files, APCo maintains that the
situation is analogous to one identified in Generic LettersS3-07 as not-

sufficiently significant to varrant escalated enforcement action.
Specifically, where an item is identified as unqualified during an
inspection and in a short period of time it is shovn to be qualifiable,.
Generic Letter 88-07 states that the condition is not sufficiently.
significant to varrant escalated enforcement action. .(See Section V.A.4
-supra).- Here APCo identified the issue in its 1986 valTdowns. Based on
ressonable engineering judgment it. concluded in a short period of time that
the equipment was qualifiable in thnt condition. Accordingly, the
condition does not varrant escalated enforcement action.

.

In any event, the lack of safety significance associated with the
condition does not varrant escalated enforcement actions. The Staff's
treatment of this exact same issue.during other inspections' reflects,the :

Staff's viev of the lack of safety-si mificance. See le.. Tennessee Valley
Authority Sequoyah Nuclear Plant Inspection Report No. 50-326/86-01.at 17,
dated August 15,.1986 (Severity Level'IV).

(3) Terminal Blocks:

(a) Clearly Knev or Should Have Knovn Tests' If the Staff
determines that the tallure to identify terminal blocks on some'Limitorque
motor operr ors constitutes a violation. APCo submits'that contrary'e knovn"to the-
Staff's finding, it did not satisfy the " clearly knew or should hav
test for.the-violation as set forth under the Modified Policy.

- -
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Accordingly, pursuant to Generic Lettet 88-07, enforcement action is not
varranted.

In the NOV, the Staff does not specifically discuss the basis for its
conclusion that APCo clearly should have known that failure to identify all
terminal blocks in the Limitorque motor operators rendered the equipment
unqualified. The general references cited by the Staff do not relate
specifically to this issue. However, the Staff states that APCo should
have conducted " proper" valkdowns of all equipaint before November 30,
1985, and from such valkdowns APCo should have identified all subcomponent
parts of E0 equipment, including' terminal blocks in Limitorque motor
operatore. This position is flaved for-two reasons, viz., (1) APCo had
test information supporting qualification of the Limitorques with terminal
blocks (es discussed above) and (2) prior to November 30, 1985, it was not
required and it was not industry practice to conduct detailed valkdowns
with equipment disassembly to identify each subcomponent. See Section
V.A.2, supra. In short, APCo maintains that the Staff provides little
support for its position that prior to November 30, 1985,-APCo satisfied
the " clearly knew or should have knovn" test in that it was necessary to
independently identify all subcomponent terminal blocks in Limitorque motor
operators.

APCo provides belov a discussion of the four factors set forth in
Generic Letter 88-07 as they relate to this issue:

Factor 1 Vendor Supplied Documentation of Equipment Qualification:-

APCo had vendor supplied documentation thas qualified tle operators with
2nstalled terminal blocks.

Factor 2 Receipt / Field Inspection Receir>t/ field ic1pacdons-

vould not have result 6d in identification of terminal blocks unless ti.e
inspections included detailed disassembly of the equipmcnt, clearly not
required or even surgested by NRC regulations or guidancs, or APCo
procedures.

Frior Notice That an EQ Deficiency Hight' Exists APCo hadTector 3 -

no prior notice that failure by AFCo to independently identify-the-
subcomponent terminal blocks rendered the equipment unqualified. Staff
information prior to November 30, 1985 did not reflect a concern regarding
a safety significant or videspread issue. If the-Staff had reached such a-

conclusion, the Staff would likely have issued a bulletin on the subject.
No such document was issued prior to November 30, 1985.- This is
significant because in thit time frame the Staff and industry had just
completed a review of qualification of items in all operating plants, and
the Staff had issued TERs and SERs to all licensees'on EO.: APCo is unavare
of any TER or SER or.any Staff inspection prior to. November 30, 1985.that
reflected that terminal blocks.in Limitorques must be independently
verified.- As noted above. APCo's response to a 1983 Staff Information
Notice mentioning a-terminal block issue et a few other' plants was
reasonable in light of the information provided.

Identification by Other Licensees: APCo believes thatFactor 4 .

many licensees did not address this concern until after November 30. 1985,
when the Msf f began raising it in E0 inspections.

.

-
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After balancing these four factors, noted above, APCo submits that the
" clearly knew or should have knovn" test was not satisfied for the
violation as set forth under the Modified Policy. See-Affidavit of Former
NRC EQ Branch Hanagement (at 42-43). Accordingly, pursuant to Generic 1

Letter 88-07, no enforcement actions should 've taken.

(b) Not Sufficiently Significant to Varrant Escalated
~ '

Enforcement: As previously noted, there is reasonable assurance that the
six Buchanan Model No. 824 terminal blocks identified in Limitorques
outside containment (the same three in each unit), vould have performed
their intended function. Moreover, for the three Marathon terminal blocks
whose status vas, at most, uncertain (since their counterparts were
verified as qualified) APCo replaced them with qualified splices.
Accordingly, this finding is not sufficiently significant to warrant '

escalated e9forcement action. A reviev of previous Staff assessments of
the signif.cance of this issue supports APCo's conclusion. See le.. River
Bend Inspection Report No. 50 458/87-21 at 20. dated April 1 C 1988
(Severity Level IV).

(-> Aluminum Limit Switch Housing

(a) Clearly Knev or Should Have Known Test: As the basis for
the Staff's position that APCo " clearly knew or should have knovn" of the
deficiency, the Staff states that APCo should have performed a detailed
valkdown of the motor operator, including enough disassembly to discover

simply an isolated, unforseeable event.
_

APCo disagrees. This isthe aluminum housing,' prior to November 30, 1985.

At prev'ously noted (See Section V.A.2), there is no support for the
i Staff's position that a reiGiIonable licensee " clearly knew or.should have-

knovn" that detailed valkdovns of_ equipment (to include. disassembly) should'

be conducted prior to November 30, 1985. See Affidavit of Former NRC EO
Branch Management (at 44-45). In short, the Staff has failed to est4blish ;

l its burden of shoving that APCo satisfied-the " clearly knew or should have
'

I knovn" test for the deficiency. Accordingly, pursuant to Generic Letter
88-07, enforcement action is not warranted.

In this regard, APCo mdntains that its actions vere reasonable in
light of knowledge before it. .APCo balances below the four factors set

'forth in Generic Letter 88-07 regarding this issue:
.

Factor 1 Vendor Supplied Documentation of Equipment Oualification:-

APCo had a Limitorque test report that qualified-the motor operator and a
certification flo. Limitorque that this' operator was qualified ~ pursuant to
the test report. APCo had every reason to believe that the Limitorque
provided to APCo was qualified by the test.

Factor-2 Receipt / Field Inspection APCo conducted its receipt-

and QA/0C field installation inspections in accordance with its established
procedures, previously revieved by the Staff. Such inspections vould not
have identified the' aluminum housing. To the extent the Staff contends-
that detailed valkdovns and disassembly of the equipment vas? required prior
to November 30. 1985, APCo disagrees ~and addresses this position in Section
*'. A. 2. supra ...

'
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Factor 3 Prior Notice That an EQ Deficiency Hight Exist APCo is-

unavare of any information that vould have led it to conclude that an
aluminum houslag may be installed in the one motor operator. APCo is ?
unavare of it ever having been raised prior to November 30, 1985. '

Identification by other Licensees APCo is unavare ofFactor 4 -

any other licensee who raised this issue prior to November 30, 1985.

After balancing the four factors set forth in Generic Letter 88-07, a
finding that APCo satisfied the " clearly knew or should have knovn" test
for the violation is unsupportable. See Affidavit of Former NRC EO Branch
Management (at 44-45).

(b) Not Sufficiently Significant to Varrant E:*alated
Enforcement: As previously noted, during the inspectio D 'PCo informed the
inspectors that the operator in question need not be on the EQ Master List.
The basis for this position is documented above. Accordingly, pursuant to
Generic Letter 88-07, even if the Staff finds a violation, the condition is
of insufficient safety significance to varrant escalated enforcement.

d. Mitigation: If the Staff finds that escalated enforcement action
is varranted, APCo maintains that the facts varrant significant mitigation.
In this regard, all the items of concern vere identified by APCo prior to
the inspection. Further, each item still unresolved at the start of the
inspection was promptly resolved during or shortly after the inspection.
In addition, none of the items reflected conditions adversely ~

impacting safe plant operations.

2. Target Rock Cable Entrance Seals
(Alleged Violation I.C.2)

a. Statement of Issue: The Staff alleges that contrary to
10CTR50.49]T) and (j ), "t W APC E0 files did not document qualification of-

the cable entrance seals for the Target Rock head vent solenoid valves."
NOV at 3.

b. APCo's Position Regarding the Existence of a Violation: APCo
dentes that the condition reflects a violation of 10CFR50.49(f) and (j).

The basis for the Staff position is that reactor coolant head vents
'

are items of electrical equipment required to be qualified pursuant to the
provisions of ICCFR50.49. APCo maintains that the head vents vere not
required to be qualified to those provisions.

The items of electrical equipment required to be qualified pursuant to
10CFR50.49 are set forth in 10CFR50.49(b) which clearly limits the scope to
(1) certain safety-related electrical equipment required to respond to
design basis events. (2) nonsafety-related electrical equipment whose
failure could prevent equipment in (1) above from operating in a design
basis event, and (3) certain post-accident monitoring equipment. The head

issue are not equipment described in Section 50.49(b) as requiringvents at
qualification to the provisions of the rule. Rather, reactor head vents

__
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are equipment designed to operate in conditions beyond design basis
Indeed, the title of Task II. B (the task addressing the vents)accidents.

forth in NUREG-0660 is " Consideration of Degraded or Helted Cores inset
Safety Reviev." (NUREG-0660 is the forerunner of NUREG-0737.) The stated
objective of this Task vas to " enhance public safety and reduce individual
and societal risk by developing and implementing a phased program to
include, in safety reviews, consideration of core Jegradation and melting

NUREG 0660. Item II.B at II.B.1. Inbeyond the design basis."
promulgating the underlying regulations requiring head vents (10CTR50.44)
the Commission stated:

The recent accident at Three Mile Island . . .resulted in aTheseverely damaged or degraded reactor core . . . .

accident revealed design and operational limitations that
existed relative to mitigating the consequences of the
accident To correct this situation, the Commission. . ..
has decided to revise its regulations so as to incorporate
improvements derived from studies of the THI-2 accident. [45
Fed. Reg. 65466 (October 2, 1980)).

Vith regard to the requirements of 10CFR50.49, the Staff makes clear
that it does not apply to accidents beyond the design basis. See, SECY

82-207 (Hay 24, 1982), " Final Rule. * Environmental Qualification of
Safety-Related Electric Equipment for Nuclear Pover Plants,'" vherein the
Staff rejects a comment to the proposed rule that accidents beyond the
design basis should apply by stating " Severe accidents (Class IX accidents)
are being considered in other rulemakings." (Enclosure 2 at 7).

In short. the scope of 10CFR50.49 does not include the head vents.
The underlying regulation requiring installation of the head vents,
(10CFR50.44(c)(3)(iii), however, does require that they comply with, inter
alia, the provisions of General Design Criterion ("GDC") 4 of 10CFR Part
557 CDC 4 requires that the head vents be " designed to accommodate the
effects of and to be compatible with the environmental conditions
associated with . . . postulated acci,delits . . . ."

APCo maintains that the equipment was so designed. While APCo
conservattvely installed a seal on the conductor entrance, a separate test
report qualifies the equipment vithout cable entrance seals. (Target Rock
Report 3996 dated January 19, 1984.) The attached Affidavit of former NRC
E0 Branch Hanagement (at 48) states that, based on review of these .g*

documents, the equipment vould have performed its intended function when
'

called upon and was in compliance with GDC 4

While APCo submits that the head vents were in compliance with CDC 4,
the Staff may believe that the head vents must be qualified in accordance
vith NUREG-0588. However, APCo notes correspondence which reflects ats
clear pcsition that the head vents need not be qualified in accordance with
NUREG-05BB or IEB-79-01B. APCo took this position in its January 11, 1984
meeting with the Staff regarding environmental qualification.. This
position vas clearly documented in APCo's February 24. 1984 letter to the
Director of NRR discussing the results of that meeting. The Staff did not
reject that position in subsequent correspondence. Accordingly, it could
be argued that the Staff tacitly approved this position. (See Section
1*i.B. supra).

|
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It should be noted that APCo has conservatively installed a Conax seal
,

in conformance with the Staff's suggestions. However, this modification'

was not required to esta51tsh qualification.

In sum, APCo maintains that the provisions of 10CFR50.49 vere not
applicable to the head vents. In addition, APCo submits that the equipment
was in compliance with 10CTR50.44(c)(3)(iii), the underlying requirement
governing this equipment. In any event, these head vents are fully
qualified without cabic entrance seals as documented in the Target Rock
Test Report.

Application of EO Enforcement Policyi c.

(1) Equipment Outside the Scope of 10CFR50.49: As noted above,

APCo maintains that the equipment was outside the scope of 10CTR50.49
requirements. Accordingly, the events should not be analysed under Generic
Letter 88-07.

(2) Not Sufficiently Significant to Varrant Escalated Enforcement
Action: APCo maintains that the violation is not safety significant and
does not varrant escalated enforcement action. In this regard, the lack of
safety significance has been previously noted. As previously noted, a test
report confirms qualification without the cable entrance seal in place and
analysis has been conducted to demonstrate that the equipment vould have
operated when called upon without the seals. The lack of safety
significance is further supported by a previous Staff categorisation of
Level IV for a similar finding at the Union Electric Company's Callavay
Plant. See Inspection Report No. 50 483/87015 (August 6, 1987 at 4).

'

d. Mitigation: If the Staff finds that escalated enforcement action
pursuant to Generic Letter 88-07 is varranted. APCo maintains that relevant
facts varrant significant mitigation. These facts include the lack of
safety significance (previously noted) and APCo's prompt corrective action.
APCo notes that after identification and review of the issue in November,
1987, it replaced the seals in Unit 2 vith the qualified Chico A/Raychem
configuration prior to restart. (Because the Staff raised concerns
regarding this seal configuration, APCo also provided a JC0 to the Staff
regarding operation.) APCo quickly procured the fully qualified Conax
seals for both Units. The replacement of the seals with Conax seals for

,

both Units was completed prior to. January 1, 1988.

3. Containment Sump Level Transmitters
(Alleged Violation I.C.3)

a. Statement of Issue: The Notice of Violation identifies tvc
conditions as to which the Staff asserts a violation of 10CFR50.49(f) and
(j) exists. These conditions are (1) lov silicone fluid levels in some
GEMS level transmitters and (2) the presence of alleged unqualified V-type
tape splices in the transmitter connections. APCo addressed the V-type
splice configuration issue above (see Section V.B.1) and vill not reiterate
that discussion here.

. . /
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b. APCo P(11 tion Regarding Enforcement: In the first

instance, APCo submits that the silicone fluid level condition is not
appropriately addressed as a potential violation of 10CFR50.49. As 1

explained more fully belov, APCo's E0 process took appropriate measures to
assure qualification of the GEMS transmitters prior to November 30, 1985.,

That process properly relied on other APCo programs to provide assurance
that the qualification requirements had been implemented. In addition,

appropriate qualification instructions had been used to install the
transmitters in a qualified configuration with neces.ary silicone fluid

Accordingly, the existence of this condition, even though contrarylevels.to the established EQ requirements, does not indicate a deficiency in
APCo's E0 process. (See discussion supra.. Section V.A.5.)

As of November 30, 1985. APCo maintained appropriate qualification
de:umenta!!an retarding the CEMS transmitters. (There is no apparent issue
regarding the qualification of the transmitters installed as directed by
installation instructions.) In that the installation of the transmitters
was subject to normal reviev and inspection during insta)lation, in
accordance with the NRC-revieved and accepted processes, APCo rttsonably
believed that the transmitters had been properly installed, thueby
assuring qualification. Only four transmitters did not contain the
silicone fluid to a level whict provided protection of the internal

Of these, tvo transmitters' fluid was lov by only an inchcomponents.
(which APCo has shown (as discussed belov) posed no significant etisty
concern).

In sum, APCo's efforts within the scope of its E0 process to assure
qualification of the transmitters was appropriate to provide reasonable
assurance of qualification. The underlying cause of this condition is not
a failure with respect to 10CFR50.49. -Accordingly. it is inappropriate to
characterize these conditions as violations of that provision.

Sh,uld the Staff nonetheless pursue enforcement on the basis of
10CFR50 49. APCo denies the alleged violation of 10CFR50.49(f). APCo

acknowledges that qualification of the four transmitters with lov silicone
fluid was not addressed by test data available on November 30, 1985.
However. =s discussed belov, two of the four transmitters vere qualified
even with the lov fluid level. See Affidavit of Former NRC EO Branch'

Management (at 49). Actual qualTTTcation of two remaining transmitters
could not be determined, but they were not shown to be unqualified.

.

Consequently, none of the transmitters vere shown to be incapable of
performing their intended function. Rather, thtar qualification status was
undetermined. In this situation, enforcement under 10CFR50.49 is
inappropriate. (See discussion above, Section V.A.3.)

If the Staff pursues enforcement under 10CFR50.49, APCo concedes a
violation of 10CFR50.49(j) with respect to those four transmitters.
However, as demonstrated belov, escalated enforcement action vould be
inappropriate under the Hodified Policy.

Application of EO Enforcement Policy: APCo submits that toc.
the extent a >iolat:en of loCFR50.*? 1s tound. the proposed enforcement
action is inappropriate because (1) APCo does not meet the " clearly knew or

. -
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should have knovn" test and (2) in any event, the alleged noncomplying
condition is not sufficiently significant to varrant escalated enforcement
action, in accordance with Section III of the Modified Policy.

(1) Clearly Knew or Should Have Knovns APCo does not
meet the " clearly knew or should have known" test with respect to the lov
fluid level condition in the four GEMS transmitters. In the first

instance, the Staff's application of the " clearly knew or should have
knovn" test is deficient. Specifically, the Staff's claim that the
silicone fluid level in these transmitters vould have been identified had
" proper valkdovns" been performed (NOV Transmittal Letter at'3) is
misplaced. As discussed in Sections IV.A and V.A.2, above, the mere
reliance on "imptoper" valkdowns is '.nsuf fiuent to demonstrate that APCo
should have clearly known of this condition. Further, as set forth in the
setsched Affidavit of Former NRC EO Branch Management-(at 6-10), detailed
"valkdovns" vere not required to identify-E0 concerns and/or assure-

conformance with E0 requirements. In particular any valkdowns conducted
|

vould not have been expected to include removal of-equipment covers _such as
vould have been necessary here to observe the fluid levels. Thus, the
Staff's reliance solely on allegedly insufficient valkdowns does not
demonstrate that APCo met the " clearly knew or should have knovn" test.

As demonstrated belov, proper assessment of each of the factors set-

knownofthiscondition.ycydemonstrates.thatAPCoshouldnothaveclearlyforth in the Modified Po

Vendor Supplied Documentation of Equipment QualificatientFactor 1 -

Prior to November 30. 1985. APCo recognized the need to qualify these ,

Itransmitters and maintained in its EO files appropriate vendor supplied-
documentation (FIRL 1est Report No. F-C3834, Final Report,. dated March

i1974) to qualify CEMS level transmitters installed in accordance with-GEMS
installation provisions (GEMS-Delavel Draving No.-LS-36497). . Consequently,
APCo did maintain proper qualification data for what vere reasonably
believed to be properly installed-transmitters. See Affidavit of Former

~

NRC E0 Branch Management (at 48-49).

Receipt /rield Inspection The APCo E0 program assumed'Factor 2 -

installation of the GEMS transmitters in accordance with applicable
instructions. Field verification of installation was accomplithed in-
accordance with the normal installation process. Thus, there was no need

_,

" APCo notes that an examinatica of-the " clearly knew or should have knovn"
factors in this instance further demonstrates that-the alleged deficiency
is not one which calls into question APCo's efforts under.the'60 program.
Those factors, while' capable of being addressed, simply-do not go to the
underlying causation factor of this condition. Rather they reflect that

ATCo properly' addressed the qualification requirements for these
tr w -itterr. yat for reasons not'related to the E0 program, four
transmitters vere not adequately filled vite the' silicone fluid.

_ _ _
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to perform additional inspections following installation. (Nonetheless.
APCo has nov conservatively adopted such measures.) Finally, APCo
addressed above the Staff's erroneous assertion that " proper valkdowns"
would have included observance of the silicone fluid levels.

Factor 3 Prior Notita That an EO Deficier.cy Hight Exist Neither-

APCo nor the Former NRC EQ Branch Management are aware of any infermation
-

suggesting that level transmitters may hava been installed with lov fluid
levels. See Affidavit of Former NRC EQ Botneh Management at 49.

Factot 4 Identification by Other Licensees: On November 30, 1985,-

APCo was not aware of other licensees' experiences with the level
transmitters as they may bear on the fluid level concern. APCo notes,

however, that at least one other licensee in Region II was cited for this
condition in 1988 (resulting in a Severity Level V Violation). See Grace
(NRC) letter to Tucker (Duke Power Company), August 26, 1988, (Ciiermining
that no more than a Leverity Level V violation was varranted for this
condition).

In sum, proper application of the four " clearly knew or should have
knovn" factors set forth in the Modified Policy demeestrates_that APCo did

satisfy the " clearly knew or should have known test of the fluid levelsnot
in GEMS transmitters.

(2) Not Sufficiently Significant to Varrant Civil
Penalty: APCo submits that, in accordance with Section III of the Modified
Policy, the fluid level concern is of insufficient safety significant to
warrant escalated enforcement.

Under the Modified Policy, a condition involving an E0 deficiency vill
not varrant imposition of a civil penalty if at the time it is. identified,
or soon thereafter, information is either developeo or obtained

[ demonstrating qualifiability. APCo notes that, when it first identified

: this condition, it attempted to obtain information from GEMS concerning the
internal components of the level transmitters in order to assess whether,
even with lov silicone fluid, the transniitters were qualifiable. GEMS
declined to provide this information, indicating the information was
proprietary. Further, GEMS declined to comment on quali11 ability.
Nevertheless, APCo retained Bechtel to assess the impact of the fluid level
on the two transmitters with a slightly lov level. Bechtel identified the"

terminal block, and determined that the qualification of these transmit!ers,

'

vould not be materially impacted. See also Affidavit of Former NRC EQ
Branch Management (st 49). This information was communicated to the Staff
during the March 1988, enforcement conference and documented in a May 27,
1938, report. APCo submits its actions here are in accordance with Section
III of the Modified Policy. Even if the transmitters did not function,

there vould be no adverse safety consequences because they provide only a
j redundant function of indication for transfer from the injection to the
' recirculation phase. The RVST level indication, vhich is not subject to a

harsh environment provides primary indication.

-. .
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d. Mitigation: APCo addresses in detail in Section V.G
the application of the mitigation factors to the alleged violations. Vith

to this particular condition, APCo notes that it undertook promptrespect
and extensive corrective actions upon its identification of the condition,
resulting in full compliance soon after discovery.

4. Premium RB Grease on Fan Motors
(Alleged Violation I.C.4)

a. Statement of Issue: The Staff alleges that contrary to
10CFR50.49(f) and (j), "APCo did not hava documentation in a file to
demonstrate qualification of Premium RB grease for use on fan motors inside
containment and room coolers outside containment." NOV at 3. In the
February 4, 1988 Inspection Report (at 5), the Staff states that the " root>

cause is that lubricants vere not included on the E0 Master list of EQ
equipment and components."

b. APCo's Position Regarding the Existence of a Violation:
APCo denlee the violation. As set forth more fully belov, APCo submits
that lubricants are not " equipment" required to be on an EQ Master List and
qualified pursuant to the provisions of 10CFR50.49. APCo maintains,
however, that it must be able to provide reasonable assurance that
maintenance activities (including lubrication) on E0 equipment vill not
adversely impact the qualification of the equipment. Documentation in
APCo's files since June 10, 1976 provides this reasonable assurance.

At the root of the Staff's violation is the position that s
" lubricant" is an item of electric equipment which must be qualified. APCo

maintains that a lubricant is not an " item of electric equipment"
requiring, purse nt to 10CFR50.49(f) and (j), documentation of
qualification. nPCo's position rests with the. plain meaning of the words
describing the scope of 10CFR50.49, viz., " Electric equipment . . . covered
by this section is . . (1) safety-related electric equipment . . . (2).

nonsafety-related electric equipment . . and (3) certain post- accident.

monitoring equipment." 10CFR50.49(b) (emphasis added). Further,

10CFR50.49(f) states that "[elach item of electric equipment . must be..

" (Emphasis added).qualified . . ..

In this regard, neither the Statement of Considerations of 10CFR50.49
(48 Fed. Reg. 2729 (January 21, 1983)) nor Commission documents associated
vith issuance of the rule even remotely suggest that lubricants are items~

of electrical equipment. Further, lubricants are not listed or mentioned
as items of equipment in (a) the Staff guidance regarding implementation of
Section 50.49 contained in Regulatory Guide 1.89, (b) the DOR Guidelines,
(c) NUREG 0588, (d) I&E Bulletin 79-01B, or (e) industry guidance regarding
qualification (viz., IEEE-323, 1974). Further, APCo is unavare of any
generic Commission guidance documents regarding E0 which list or even
suggests that a lubricant is an item of electr. al equipment.

In addition, a listing of items of electrical equipment at FNP
requiring environmental qualification-vere reviewed by the Staff and its
consultants during 1981 - 1984 This comprehensive reviev concluded with
issuance et a staff SER dated Decemoer 13, 198e. Significantly, tne Staff
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did not find that the listing of equipment was flaved in that it did not'

contain lubricants.
Indeed, APCo is not aware of any licensee E0 Master List reviewed in

1981 - 1985 that did contain lubricants or any Staff finding in an SER that
a list was flawed because it did not contain lubricants.

The attached Affidavit of Former NRC EQ Branch Management (at 50)
supports APCo's position and concludes that a lubricant is not an " item of
electric equipment" requiring, pursuant to 10CFR50.49, qualification.

In short, there is no support for the Staff position that a lubricant !

is an " item of electrical equipment" requiring qu.alification.

Vhile APCo submits that a lubricant need not be qualified pursuant to
10CFR50.49, APCo believes that it must he able to provide reasonable
assurance that maintenance of electric equipment (e.g., lubrication of the
equipment) vill not adverstly impact the qualification status of the
equipment. To that end, in 1976 when APCo decided to standardize the-
manufacturer of lubricants at FNP, APCo had Texaco conduct a thorough
review of the lubricants. This review resulted in documentation based on
an evaluation that reflected that Texaco Premium RB grease vrs, in essence,
equivalent to Chevron SRI #2 (greate recommended by the vendor). This
documentation, included herein as Enclosure 3, was placed in maintenance

.

files. As noted in the attached Affidavit of former NRC E0 Branch
(at 50), this documentation provides reasonable assurance thatManagement

the Texaco Premium RB grease vill not adversely impact qualification of the
motors at issue.

In sum, APCo submits that a lubricant is not an item of electrical
equipment requiring qualification pursuant to 10CFR50.49. Further. APCo
maintains that documentation in its maintenance files provides reasonable
assucance that use of the Texaco Premium RB grease vill not adversely
impact qualification of the motors. (This documentation is provided as
Enclosure 3).

c. Application of EQ Enforcement Policy

(1) Clearly Knev or Should Have Known Test: If the Staff

determines that a lubricant is an item of electrical equiprent requiring
qualification pursuant to 10CFR50.49 APCo maintains that, contrary to the

,

Staff's assertion APCo did not satisfy the " clearly knew or should have
knovn" test set-forth under the Modified Policy.. Accordingly, APCo submits
that pursuant to the provisions of Generic Letter 88-07, no enforcement
action is varranted, j

As the basis for its conclusion that APCo " clearly knew or should.have
knovn" of this alleged violation, the Staff states that " vendor
information" and "INPO SER 7-84" which discusses.use.of lubricants, "in
combination with various generic NRC documents referenced earlier clearly
should have caused the licensee to review the qualification of lubricants
and discover the problem vith the cualification of premium RB grease used
on fan motors insice containment and room coolers outside containment."
NOV Transmittal Letter at 3 While the Staff does not list specifically

'

1
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vhich " vendor information" and " Generic NRC documents" it relits on as the
i

basis for its " clearly should have knovn" finding, APCo vas-aware of vendor
information on lubricants and INPO SER 7-84. Indeed it was because of
APCo's understanding of.the issue that it conducted a review in 1976 before
it changed to the Premium RB grease. - However; none of the documents'

referenced by the Staff (or any generic documents isrued before November
of which APCo is aware) state or even_ remotely suggest that grease30, 1985

is an " item of electric equipment" requiring qualification pursuant to the
-

provisions of 10CFR50.49. Indeed, as noted in the attached Affidavit of
Former NRC E0 Branch Management (at 37-38: 50), no such generic guidance

, exists.

! APCo sets forth belov a discussion of the four factors listed in
Generic Letter 88-07. After balancing the four factors, APCo concludes'

even if the Staff continues to maintain that a lubricant is an itemthat,
of electrical equipment requiring qualification pursuant to Generic = Letter _
88-07, APCo did not satisfy the " clearly knew or should have knovn" test'

set forth under the Modified Policy.

Factor 1 - Vendor Supplied Documentation of Equipment Qualification:
As previously noted, a lubricant is not an item of " equipment." APCo did-

;

have vendor supplied information (from Texaco)'that the grease was
acceptable for use in the motors in question.- The attached Affidavit of
Former NRC EO Branch Management (at 51) co: ;ure with APCo's conclusion that
use of this grease would not have adversely impacted qualification of the
motors.

,

Factor 2 - Receipt / Field Inspection: APCo was fully aware of the
differences in the grease previously used in the motors and the Texaco
Premium RB grear.e. Further, APCo conducted appropriate receipt inspections
of the Premium RB grease to assure that it was in conformance with purchase
specifications.,

Factor 3 - Prior Notice that an E0 Deficiency Hight Exista- As.
previously noted, (1) APCo had no prior notice of a requirement to qualify

to 10CFR50.49, (2) the Staff's 1984 SER accepting APCo'sgrease pursuant
qualification program did not find it flawed because it'did.not list. _

" lubricants" as equipment requiring-qualification, and-(3) no generic NRC
documents issued prior to November 30, 1985,- of which'APCo is aware, even
suggest that a " lubricant" must be. qualified as an item of equipment.

'

.

pursuant to 10CFR50.49.'

Factor 4 - Identification by other Licensees: .APCo is unaware of any
operating licensee that-had lubricants listed as an item of electrical
equipment requiring qualification prior to November ~30, 1985.

After balancing the four factors, APCo maintains that the " clearly
knew or should have knovn" test as set forth in-the Modified Policy was not
satisfied to categorize lubricants as items-of electrical-equipment
requiring qualification pursuant to 10CFR50.49. See Affidavit of-Former
NRC EO Branch Management (at 51). Accordingly. APCo submits that pursuant
to Generic Letter 88-07, no enforcement action is varranted.

.
i .. g .
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(2) Not Sufficiently Significant to Varrant Civil Penalty: In

accordance with Section_III of_the Modified Policy,-this condition is not
sufficiently significant to warrant escalated enforcement action. In late'

1986 - early 1987, APCo became increasingly aware of Staff emphasis on
lubricants and of the several instances where the Staff had taken the'

position during an inspection that lubricants must be " qualified."
i Accordingly, APCo began a review of its use of greases and contacted Texacoi

to determine whether formal, 10CFR50.49-type qualification had been
Texaco, in conjunction with APCo, believed that based onperformed.

previous analyses and testing, the grease vould be found acceptable, if
;

tested (with full documentation) in accordance with 10CFR50.49.
In short,.

the grease was qualifiable. This investigation and conclusion occurred
vell before the Staff's inspection. Accordingly, the proposed violation,

; to Generic Letter 88-07, is not "significant" under the Modified
i pursuant

j Policy and does not varrant escalated enforcement action. See Section
V.A.4.

4

It should be noted that APCo has proactively pursued the testing
program of Texaco greases used at FNP in E0 applications. The program is1

scheduled to be completed in December, 1988. In the interim, APCo has
developed a JCO, which vas accepted by the Staff, confirming its-position
that operation with the Texaco-grease vould not adversely impact

,

qualification of the motors. In this regard, APCo also submits th"t
; because of the lack of safsty significance of this issue, it does not
|

varrant escalated enforcement action,

d. Mitigation: To the exten,t the Staff finds that a violation
.

existed and escalated enforcement action is varranted APCo maintains that
after consideration of the mitigating factors set forth in' Generic Letter"

88-07, significant mitigation is varranted. First, the issue was

identified by APCo vell before the inspect 4on and it was not reportable.
| APCo was proactive in seeking resolution of this emerging issue and=

initiated action to obtain a full-10CFR50.49 qualification prior to the
inspection. Finally, the condition was of insufficient safety significance
to varrant civil penalty under the Modified Policy.

. . .

| E. Alleged Violations Under NOV Section II.

1. Statement Of Issue ~The NOV alleges:

10CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion I, Organization.

requires that persons and organizations performing quality+

assurance functions shall have sufficient authority and
_

organizational freedom to identify quality problems, to*

recommend solutions, and to verify implementation'of
solutions.. 10CFR Part 50, Appendix B. Criterion XVI,
Corrective Action further requires that measures shall be

. established-to assure conditions adverse to quality are'_ promptly corrected.' The accepted.0A program (FNP-FSAR-17)
Section 17.2.1.2,.vhich_in part implements;10CFR Part 50,
Appendix B. as required by 10CFR50.54(a). states that_ Safety
Audit-and Engineering Feviev (SAER) under the direction of a
manager (P.SAER), has been established to provide a
comprehensive independent audit program of safety-related

,

* ,y, ,

*
- - - ,
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activities to verify that such activities are in compliance'

with the operational quality assurance program (00AP).
FNP-FSAR-17 further states that the Supervisor-SAER and his
staff stationed at FNP shall conduct the audit program, and
he has the authority to identify problems, recommend
solutions, and verify corrective actions. Section 17.2.16
states that an administrative procedure has been written to
assure that conditions adverse to quality are promptly
identified and corrected.

Contrary to the above, SAER is not ensuring effective
execution of the quality assurance program in that
conditions adverse to quality associated with the E0 program'

have not been promptly corrected. The following Corrective
Action Request [ sic] (CARS) describe deficiencies identified
by SAER for which corrective actions had, at the time of the
inspection, not yet been completed.

Estimated
Date Completion

CAR No. Identified Date

830 November 1983 March 3, 1988
1251 October 1986 March 31, 1988

2. APCo Position Regarding the Existence of a Violation: Alabama
Power Company denies.the alleged violation. CAR 830 was initially prepared
on December 29, 1983, to address only instruction books and vendor drawings
for E0 equipment which required revision as a result of design changes.
However, CAR 830 was not then closed; instead its scope was vastly expanded
to accommodate subsequent vendor manual revisions. As items vere closed,
new issues were identified with, among other things, the issuance of
Generic Letter 83-28, that necessarily and properly extended the completion
date of the revised CAR. Corrective action was thus proceeding under the
revised CAR at the time of the audit. The careful a'tention given by APCo
to this matter, and its diligent efforts to correct t.; roughly the
deficiency identified in CAR 830 are vell documented. Under these
circumstances, the length of time which elapsed since issuance of the CAR
vas appropriate to complete all the items covered. This CAR vas reported
complete on March 31, 1988.

.

Vith respect-to CAR 1251, revision of an appendix related to
Limitorque "as left" torque values was required. Completion of tra
revision var tied to completion of the Limitorque evaluation-conducted
pursuant to IEB 85-03. This evaluation was ongoing at the time of the E0
audit. The CAR vas reported completed as of its initial completion date et
March 31, 1988. APCo submits that these corrective actions were completed
promptly in accordance with circumstances applicable to each action.

.
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APCo contends that a fair reviev of the time period which these CARS<

remained open, together with consideration of the all pertinent
circumstances, vould not establish any deficiency in the execution of its
quality assurance progrcm. Therefore, APCo denies that a violation of
10CFR Part 50, Appendix B has occurred.

F. The Staff's Assessment of the EO Violation Category vas'Flaved:
In its NOV Transmittal Letter at 2, the Staff states that after review of
the violations it " determined that these violations cumulatively
constituted a Category A problem under the Modified Enforcement Policy."
The Staff's assessment was based on its perception of the eight violations
identified in the NOV. As noted above, APCo maintains that this perception*

is in error. Based on APCo's review of the alleged violations, as noted
above, none of the alleged violations collectively or individually are
appropriate for consideration of escalated action under the Modified
Policy.

G. The Staff's Assessment of the Mitigation Factors Vas Flaved: In
its NOV Transmittal Letter at 2, the Staff states that after evaluating the
citigatier. factors set forth in the Modified Policy, the Staff (1) awarded
25% mitigation "because APCo identified and reported some of the
deficiencies", (2) escalated 50% because "APCo did not employ best efforts
to complete qualification by the November 1985 deadline," and (3) escalated
25* "because corrective actions vere considered to be insufficient." APCo
reiterates that, as noted above, the alleged violations do not warrant
consideration of escalated enforcement action. However, if the Staff finds
that escalated action is varranted, as set forth more fully belov, APCo
maintains that the Staff incorrectly applied the escalation / mitigation
factors in th9 Modified Policy.

Factor 1 Self Identification: Vith respect to the f4rst-

mitigation factor, " Identification and prompt reporting, if required, of
the E0 violations." APCo submits that escalation (or a negative
consideration of a violation) under this factor is not appropriate solely
because the Staff identified the deficiency.- Rather, APCo submits that
escalation (or a negative consideration) should be applied only where a
licensee had a reasonable " opportunity" after November 30, 1985 (i.e.,
information that should have alerted the licensee to the condition, such as
an-NRC Bulletin issued on the deficiency) to identify and report, if
appropriate, the violation and failed to do so. If the licensee did.

identify and report, as appropriate, the violation,_such action should be
rewarded by mitigation. If no additional information was issued after
November 30, 1985, which would have led a reasonable licensee to
self-identify, the condition, and the Staff discovered the condition during
the inspection, there should be no escalation or mitigation. To escalate
in such a case vould incorrectly place the enforcement emphasis on the
Staff inspection schedule (i.e., was a licensee lucky enough to receive a
late inspection providing greater opportunity to self-identify) as opposed
to reasonable licensee action in the face of new information. In addition,

underlying information that gives rise to the licensee's awareness of an

.
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issue should not be the same 2nformation that the " clearly knew or should
have knovn" determination is based on. To allov escalation on the basis of
information that was used to establish that the licensee " clearly should
have knovn" of the violation in the first instance vould result in
escalation of every violation under the Modified Policy and would be
fundamentally unfair.

Under this factor, APCo submits that 50% mitigation (the full amount
authorized) is varranted. APC0 identified, before the inspection, the

viz.
issues raised by the Staff in seven of eight alleged violations, W ,issues dealing with (1) V-type splices, (2) the recombiner splice is
splice was placed on a splice reviev list prior to the inspection.
Hovever, APCo had not yet examined the splice before the inspection.) (3)
States and G.E. terminal blocks, (4) all Limitorque issues, (5) reactor
head vent seals, (6) grease in fan motors and room coolers, and (7) GEMS
type level transmitters. (Indeed, tne primary source of the Staff's
inspection inquiries appeared to be APCo's "E0 Action Items" listing AFCo's

Vith regard to the one alleged violation notongoing E0 inquiries.)
self-identified (Chico A/Raychem seals) APCo is unaware of, and the Staff
has not noted, any information issued after November 30, 1985, that vould
he.ve led a reasonable licensee to self-identify the issue. Accordingly,
this alleged-violation should not impact mitigation / escalation under this
factor. Finauy, where the issue was reportable (g, issues associated
vith V-type splices), APCo filed appropriate reports.

Based on the foregoing, APCo submits that the only alleged violation
that it did not self identify (Chico A/Raychem seals) related to an issue

; it could not reasonably have been expected to self-identify (i.e.,that

|
there was no information issued after November 30, 1985, that vould have,

' led a reasonable licensee to self-identify the issue). Accordingly, APCo
should receive the full 50% mitigation available under this fector.

|

| Factor 2 - Best Efforts to Complete EO Vithin the Deadline: Vith
to the second factor, "best efforts to complete EQ vithin therespect

deadline," APCo maintains that in evaluating a licensee's efforts prior to
the deadline, the Staff should consider the programmatic nature of a

|
licensee's efforts and not the individual violations giving rise to the

|
escalated enforcement action. To interpret this factor to apply to
specific violations vould constitute double counting, i.e., counting the
same' circumstances to create a violation (satisfying the " clearly knew or

| should have knovn" test) and then using them a second time to reject the.

"best efforts" test, thereby automatically escalating the civil penalty.

As the basis for its position that APCo should receive the full amount
of escalation available under this factor (50%), the Staff states that-

"[t]he creation, after an NRC inspection of a task force to
reviev thousands of maintenance work orders as well as
procurement documents to ensure environmental qualification
of various components vould have been unnecessary had the APC
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E0 program aggressivtly pursued these potential problem areas
prior to the EO deadline. Additionally, the largely
superficial valkdovns of plant components that were performed
are indicative of an inadeqvate program. Finally, the fact
that the APCo E0 program did not properly address such'

fundamental issues as the consideration of instrument
accuracies and qualification of lubrisants indicate a poor
effort to comply with EQ requirements by the November 30,
1985 deadline."

NOV Transmittal letter at 3. APCo strongly disagrees with the Staff's
statements. First, the Staff's position that APCo should be penalized for,
in response to "an inspection," creating a task force "to ensure
environmental qualification of various components" is contrary to the NRC
Enforcement Policy and sound administrative practice. The task force vas
developed to review the commercial grade procurement issue at FNP, that is
an evolving issue, and to address E0 emerging issues as a result of
reviewing NRC inspection reports on other licensees. Significantly, the'

action taken by APCo to develop a task force in 1987 should not be
construed as indicative of a licensee who did not use best efforts to meet
the November 30, 1985 deadline. See attached Affidavit of Former NRC EQ
Branch Management at 20. Said another way, this task force was developed
to address emerging issues. Finally, the results of this " task force"
effort was that no significant safety issues were identified.

The Staff's reliance on APCo's broad and extensive corrective action
(taken in response to another escalated enforcement action)'to escalate
further an entirely different and later enforcement action, is contrary to
the NRC Enforcement Policy and sound administrative practice, and can only
discourage licensees from taking such actions. As recognized by the
Commission in recent revisions to the Enforcement Policy, the NRC properly
encourages extensive corrective action. To promote this goal, the NRC has
committed to refrain from enforcement where corrective actions resulting

from one violation leads to identification and correction of other
violations. See 53 Fed. Reg. 40020 Col 1, 40028 Col 2. See also 10CFR
Part 2. Appendix C, $ V.B (recognizing the role of licensee
self-identification and correcticn of potential violations.); Atlantic
Research Corp., ALJ-78-2, 7NRC 701, 708 at n.3 (1987) (suggesting that
there should not be " overlapping" of enforcement actions or double
assessments related to one set of factual circumstances.)

, ,

In short, APCo submits that the Staff's reference-to a " task force" to
support its escalation is inconsistent with NRC poli t.

As the second basis for its position, the-Ste'. implies that APCo was
required to conduct a detailed valkdovn with disassembly of equipment prior
to November 30, 1985. As noted in Section V.A.2, above, this position is
without support. Further, the Staff was well aware that virtually no
licensees conducted such detailed walkdowns with disassembly of equipment
prior to November 30, 1985. To the extent the Staff now contends that such

.

.

^
s
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valkdowns are (or vere) a requirement, this constitutes a changed Staff
position requiring Staff action pursuant to 10CFR50.109. (See Section
IV.B, above). In short, the Staff's position that detailed walkdowns with
disassembly are required provides no support for the Staff's finding.

The final position the Staff cites to support its finding, that APCo
did not address the fundamental issues of (1) instrument / loop accuracy and
(2) qualification of grease prior to November 30, 1985, is equally flaved.
Provided as Enclosure 4 and incorporated herein is a submittal to the NRC
Staff dated October 3, 1988 from the Nuclear Utility Group on Equipment
Qualification (of which APCo is a member) which clearly establishes that
the issue of full loop accuracy calculations is an evolving issue which was
not recognired by the Staff or industry prior to November 30, 1985. Vith
regard to the Staff statement that " qualification of grease" is a
fundamental issue that APCo should have been avare of prior to November 30,
1985 Section IV.A clearly demonstrates that grease is not an " item of
electrical equipment" requiring qualification. (since the Staff has
changed positions on these issues, it is required to implement 10CFR50.109.
See Section IV.B. above) In short, this final position of the Staff also
provides no support for its assertion that APCo did not use its best
efforts to qualify its equipment prior to November 30, 1985.

In response to the Staff's finding regarding best efforts, APCo4

submits that its efforts to implement an effective E0 Program prior to the
,

deadline vere significant. These efforts are reflected by the thousands of
'

man-hours of effort of both APCo and_its E0 contractors, the millions of
dollars expended to complete the program within the prescribed time, and
the Staff review and acceptance of APCo's qualification information during
the 1979-1985 time frame (see Staff SER dated December 13, 1984). During
this period, APCo provided 27 vritten responses to the NRC addressing E0
issues (Enclosure 5 provides a listing of this correspondence), had several
meetings vith the Staff on such issues, and assisted the Staff in a full,
complet- and successful E0 inspection of Unit 2 prior to its receiving a
license. During this entire time, the Staff did not note significant
concern over APCo efforts or the results of those efforts.

To respond to the Staff's finding regarding best efforts, APCo
requested that Messers. DiBenedetto, Noonan and LaGrange review APCo's '

actions and. provide their conclusions. Significantly..these three
individuals vere the managers of the NRC EO Branch during the 1981-1985

*

time-frame and responsible for review of all E0 programs (including the FNP
program) prior to the November 30, 1985 deadline. Affidavit of Former NRC
EQ Branch Management (at 1-6). These three individuals have recently
reulevec the APCo program and the Staff inspection findings. Based on
their full and complete reviev, they conclude that APCo did use its best
efforts to complete the E0 Program by the required deadline and those
efforts compare favorably vith efforts of other utilities in the nation.
Id. at 19-21.

_
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In evaluating the inspection findings giving rise to the enforcement
action, the Staff identified eight propoced violations. The violations did

relate to findings of fundamental breakdowns that vould be reflectivenot
of failure to use significant efforts to implement a sound program.
Further, the number of findings are not significantly greater than some
inspections of other facilities where no civil penalties at all vere
issued, or where significant escalation under the factor was not proposed.
Indeed, these other inspections found flaws with similar " fundamental"
equipment such as splices, loop accuracy calculations and terminal blocks.

In summary, APCo maintains that its efforts to complete its EQ Progrrc
prior to the deadline vere significant and on the whole effective, and Go
not varrant 50 percent escalation. While APCo believes its efforts varrant
mitigation, as a minimum the Staff should propose no escalation based on
this factor.

Factor 3 - Corrective Actionst This factor relates to the licensee's
corrective actions and efforts to achieve full compliance. APCo submits
that a licensee's corrective actions must be judged only after a licensee
reasonably determines that a potential violation exists. This
determination may involve evaluating a " finding" (whether by the licensee
or the Staff) to ascertain its validity in the first instance. A

licensee's obligation of reasonable diligence must take into account an
opportunity to ascertain the accuracy and validity of the finding and, once
determined to be a violation, to act on the violation.

,

As its only basis for escalating the civil penalty by 25% due to this
factor, the Staff states that

Of particular concern to the NRC Staff was APCo's handling of
the deficient splices for the containment fan motors. The
inspection of the first fan motor confirmed the existence of
a deficient splice and conservative engineering practice-
should have prompted the initiation of a Justification for
Continued Operation (JCO) as recommended by Generic Letter
86-15 or the declaration of the remaining fans as being
inoperable. In this case, however, APC took the less
conservative approach of sequentially inspecting and
repairing the splices without a JC0 and without declaring the
uninspected fan motors inoperable.

.

As set forth fully in Section V.B.1.d. above, APCo maintains that its
actions with regard to the containment fan motors were justifiable and
varrant substantial mitigation. In summary, from the time a deficiency vas
first suspected, APCo completed full change-out of all splices on these fan
motors within eighteen calendar days. This time period included, for each
fan motor, as inspected, an evaluation to determine if a deficiency
existed, review of options, evaluation of operability, obtaining the
replacement splices and installing the new splices. Based upon the !

similarity of APCo's splices to-those identified in Vyle Test Report
17859-02 (which vere documented as qualifiable in solenoid valves and motor

1
,

I

w
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operated valves), APCo decided to concentrate its efforts on replacement.
Further, the installation was performed during peak load season at reduced
power to allow safe access. If this does not reflect an effort vorthy of

some positive recognition, APCo does not knov vhat does. Significantly, at

APCo's SALP exit conference, when these same circumstances vere discussed,
Region II management acknowleged that APCo acted in accordance with
regulatory requirements; no deficiency was noted. In addition, the splices
vere later aftirsed by test of the original installed configuratior.. In

this sole example cited by the Staff to support its position onsum,
escalation as it relates to this factor, rather supports full mitigation.

,

In addition, APCo maintains that its other corrective actions were
significant and timely. As support, APCo incorporates by reference the
discussions of corrective actions set forth in its " Reply to Notice of
Violation". Further. APCo notes that the Staff in its February 4, 1988
Inspection Report commented on APCo's prompt corrective actions, see ge..,
page 7 vhere the Staff notes that "significant improvements had been made
in the licensee's EQ Program compared to previous inspections." In sum,
APCo maintains that as opposed to escalating the civil penalty 25% under
this factor, the Staff should provide the full 50% mitigation afforded by
this factor.

In sum, as noted above, APCo maintains that after full and complete
reviev of the mitigation factors set forth in the Modified Policy, the
forfullmitigationestablishedintheModifiedPolicy.gpfivefactortestStaff should stard full mitigation. APCo is aware of t

APCo submits
that based on the demonstrations provided in this document regarding the
alleged violations APCo meets all factors of the test.

VI. CONCLUSION

Alabama Pover Company contends that the Notice of Violation and
Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty should either be dismissed or the
proposed civil penalty should be fully mitigated.

.

#3 The five factors varranting full mitigation relate to-(l) violations
which are isolated and affect a limited number of systems and components,
(2) violations which are identified by the licensee, (3) violations which
are promptly reported to the NRC, if required. (4) violations which are
corrected and actions taken vill result in full compliance within a
reasonable time, and (5) violations for which the licensee has
cemonstratec best efforts to complete E0 within the ceacline.
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Latricants . Latrioetion . Radiation E8ects*

November 30, 1987
!

noten o. 3d( PLD.,

4
4

GRIASE MIXTURIS IN LIMITORvUES
2

_

! Mr. W. G. Hairston III
Vice-President, Nuclear Support:

. Alabama Power:

i P.O. Box 2641
Birmingham, Alabama 35291#

.

Lear Mr. Hairsten: w
.

As you know, I had telephone conversations with Messrs. Johr
Garlington, Doug McKinney, and Don Mansfield beginning on
Letober 30-on the above subject. This culminated in my~ trip to
the Farley Station en November 19 and 20. .Two studies were
involved: (1) whether grease mixtures were likely to cause an
operational. problem and (2) what greases.were involved in the

.

mixtures.
4

Ten greases (seven unknowns and three knowns) were sent to ALI in
*

Chicago for elemental analyses. When I learned thatJI was to
to the Station, I asked ALI to- run consistency (penetrations) go. on-

the greases at hand. This was in support of Study No. 1. The

!
preliminary data sheets for these sets of tests are enclosed.

Mixtures and
; trerat ing Problemr.

This situation was addressed _ in my letter to you of November 20,
-

'

" Greases in Limitorque Valve Actuators." The-consistency results"

from ALI are. all reasonable and' in accord with our direct observa-
tions of sarples at the Farley : Station. The. data lend support to
-the reasonin; expressed in my letter. There does not: appear to

-

have been any . incompatibility involved withithe grease mixtures..

Hardening with one sample (No. 7) is likelyL to have .resulted- from(

oil loss through leakage. It is difficult to take representattve-
samples; so the relatively_ hard grease may. not have:been repre-
sentative of-that in the total gear case.*

Since my letter, ;I have another piece of-data to support my con '4

tention that no= appreciable difficulty will-occur with your
Limitorques as a result of grease mixing. _1 made mixtures with
fresh greases that' I brought back= from the Station. The mixtures

: -were 50/50 Nebula IF 0 and Mobilgrease 28, 50/50 Nebula and

.

55 Culloden Pk. Rd. . San Raful, CA 94901.. (415) 453-6095

. .
.

,

ob
,,__ , ,,,,.c - *--
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Novemcer 30, 1987
Mr. W. G. Hairston Ill -2-

50/25/25 of Nebula, hobilgrease 28, and Marfak AP.Marf ak AF , and No
These mixtures were heated to about 250 F for 15 minutes.incompatibility was apparent--the consistencies were as predictacle
from the originals.

This mixing of greases in Limitorques has been faced many times inNRO has accepted the thesis in my letter of November 20
the past. The NR0 study and findings in the Dukein a similar situation. A difference with Juke
Power case are sum =arized in the attached.
Power is that Marfak 0, a sodium scap-gelled mineral oil grease,was used with Neoula EP O or 1 instead of Marfak AP, a two-grade

Also, the Marf ak AP is a lithium soap-gelled mineral cilis a bit more stable to radiation sof teninggrease.
itproduct. As such, Nevertheless, the principles invc1ved are the::an the Marfak C.

same.

! Identity of
Greases <ixed
The elemen;al analyses frcm A;I are less clear in their applica-
bility to answer the question of what greases were mixed. The

in devising a
source of :ne mixtures is good to know to assistAt.once from the elemental
plan to avoid mixing in the future. beanalyses, the presence of appreciaole amounts cf sedium must too.
doucted. Indeed, the lithium.and calcium numoers are suspect,

ce appreciacle lithium in a calciumFor example, there should not
complex grease, whien 3rease No. 2 in the table, Exxon.Seoula, is.

vn the c her hand, cne can fairly well say that there is not muen,Mccilgrease 2i*

if any, cantamination of the unknowns with Grease-No. 1,

and tren whichThis is cecause of the lack cf silicon, aluminum,
in 25. However,

are some .f tne elements in the clay gelling agentsent for analysis undcuctedlysome cf the ciner suspect greases nct
are contaninated with Mcc1Arrease 26. 2ne distine: 1ve red colcr

~

would indicate that.
is also probable that'the Limiterques from whichFrom the data itGreases 3 and 8 were taken had main gear cases criginally filled

with sun Prestice 50 IP. A lead comoound is the EP agent in that-

grease, and lead shows up in the analysis.

An earlier version cf Marfak AF also contained lesd.
However,

'

there is too much lead in the suspect samples to have gotten there
from a small amount of make-up.

I had samples - Of fresh greases brcught from the Farley Staticn
analyzed at Herguth Petroleum Laocratories in Vallejo, Califernia
(a: nc Ocst). :his werk .as by emission spectroscopr. There are

cu scme
limits cn tr methcd, e.g. , nc lithium determination;

.{cre rea;istic values
,jnc1;s;cns : ..:rs- as sh an in :ne tacle.0

,.Cr.sccium anc ca;clum are apparent.
.

4
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Mr. W. G. Heirston III -3- November 30, 1987

Evidently ALI had difficulty with the grease analyses. It'would'

help to have small samples of Sun Prestige and Exxon Beacon- 325
at hand for studies of this sort. Analyses of-these, as_well as
the three original greases now on hand, would aid in . tying down
the' mixing source-problem.

I hope you will find.this information, as well as that sent pre-
viously, to be of use. My effort comes to you with-IPRI's ;

'

compliments.

Will Gates was a great shepherd for me at the Station. Richard
Hill and Id Car =ack were equally good hosts. The people'at the H

training center were similarly of great help-in preparin5.for. my
stu;y at : ths Stati:n . and cy m;re formal present ation on: Lutri: ant s ,

.

Lubrication, and Radiation Effects.

Sincerely,
. .

M
Consultant
Lucricants'and Lucrication
EPRI

9

RL3:msr
incl. - Ire 11m: nary Data Sheets

from ALI
'

,

'.; R .Rs;;rt, Septe :er 2, 1966

cc: Mr. Georce Sliter, EPRI (No' Encl.)

.
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octeeru,'" NUREG 0588
DOCUMENTATLON

lechtel bwer Corporation
15740 Shady Grove Road
Gaithersaurg. MD 20760

At*antion: Mr. A.A. Vi ri - Project Engineer
'

Gentlemen:

Reference: Qualification Infomation
Josepn M. Farley Nuclear Plant
Bechtal Jcb 7597 20
Alabama Power Co. P/0 66420y Limitorque 0/N 3F17B2

:tegarding your request *or cualification infor1 nation, at the time Limitorque
recalveo the orcers for some 31 the units tuopliac, no accepted IEII
:valificat;on standard ex1stec and therefore the units were not manufacturS3
in acesrcance with any scacific qualification recuireens.

/
1. A tview of our recores show that our Qualifiestion Report 600451i:an
be applied to the actuators supplied on the following orders.

.

Limitorcue 0/N Actuator S/N MOV_No.

UNIT 1 .
.

36027BA 9" W '' 162456-55 nav 3232A-C

96M99A 167055 3131
'

36:513A 16A582-84 3350A-C

376540A 195174-75 3535

378148A !15176-79 3528C, 3835A, and 3650
379035A e n pon 209324-25 3530

280365A eitatn22h 202302-03 3528B

381730A 1 a :) e * * 205701-71 2 352BA, 3835B, and 3318S.

387a96A 222192-93 3822A-6
390553A ; t .s. .v e i : 232405-08 35280

9

.. .

,__10/28 15:36 7207327 #02
- -

. _ - ___________ M \
_
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.a coRPCMT10N

*e

A.A. Yizzi - Pro.iect Engineer
uer 13.1980

Livritorcue 0/N Actuator $/N MOV No,

_

..

WIT 2 ,

'

*358999A 192902-09 3441A-D

360282/. 162619-21 3233A C

*364499A 167055- 3131 x

365512A 164579-81 3350A-C
.

' 'S6540A 195174-75 3536

3781488 196730 35280 -

379035A 209324-25 3530
'

380365A 202302-03 3660 - C. 2./

381730A 206701-12 3528A-C 3835A-8, and 13185

387495A 221630-31 3872A-8 ,, , ' g~

'3CS243A 284499 3046
.

'

* - Our records indicate the actuators supplied on these orders include
- We have not conducted any' environmentalsetors witn thermal contacts.

tests on actuators including motors with therinal contacts and would reconsnand
that they be removed from the control circuitry.

V Our records incicate that our Qualification Raport to .1 can apply to the2.
actuators supplied on the *ollowing orders.

*

0

UNii 1

" ?578065 151262-45 -9112

358990B 169292 35 3441A-0

UNIT 2

**3578068 151252 65 8112_

** - Our records indicata that two of the actuators supplied on this order-
were converted- to containment units (Qualification Report 600456).'however,
our records do not indicate the serial number of the units so revised.

.

/
Oug,, records further' indicate eat our Qualification Reportd00198 plus3. * tan be toolied to the tctuators sucolien on the follmeing orcers.-4ddanau=: '

Report 500375A can be used ta suoport the capanility of the actuators
only (not including :notor) to withstand irradiation only. It would be necessary

for you .o provide as with *he star ID numoers to Semit as to attengt
to scano this statement to incluce the actor.

V

....

10/28 15:37 7207327 #03
i

_ __ !
-
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! - . .w . 4
i *

| A.A. Y12 H = Project Engineer
,

i cober 13,19M

V
,

.

Limitorcue 0/N Actuator S/N MOV No.|
-

!

| (NIT 1
'

,

I

| 357806AB 153642-47 880 W C c.2 7 i

I

| WIT 2
!

^

j 357806AB 153642 47 .480 % C
,

! 4. Our recercs also indicate that our Report K.3271 can be applied to
| the actuators suppliec on our 0/N 358995B (S/N 175414) POV 3046.
;

| Very truly yours,
!

LIMITORQUE CORPORATION,

.\.Q .%
'

- .
,

| J. . Drab
Special Projects Engineerq

i wed
i .

|

? *

.

. ..

;
~

i

|
| :

|'

|

1 J
,

I

i V
|

|
|-
o . . . . . . . . . .
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E,.'ko, jf f'

worked pantration 77, 415 sinimus D.P.WhitasygenicN75T:'a.50ft00'T
.

. T*3265-295
~

sineral compatible with sodium or 11thina. ' Filler seas. w - ,,litrum soap only 6 to 10%
a265 295 worked panstraticn 360 mints:um D.F.,

Fillar mona.
475-550/100'F. Mimeral oil compatible with sodium or 1;shium.
'140-160/210'T SUS 75 VI slaisua, dwaxed steam rafined cy1'indar stock.137, &5/210'T SUS,

.

*280 worked p'enetration 77, 210'T minimus, D.P. lias soap .

500 600/200 T mineral oil. Tiller mone.
. sodina soap 117, 95/210*F SUS,

.

enetration 77. 400 minisua D.P.'280 worked pF aineral oil. Tiller mesa.
'265 345/100'T SUS, 90 minisua V.I. , pour -30'F maag ua. R&D, Inhibited ,1200-1300/100

anti foam and anti vear characteristics, anillas point 200 miniana.'195-235/200'T SUS 100 minimum VI, pour -10 mariaua, 340 Inhibited, anti foan
.

anti-waar characteristics, an111ae point 200 minimum.'630-770/100'T SUS, 90 VI ainisca, pour -5 naximum, REO Inhibited anti-foam &
anti-wear characteristics, aniline point 200 simimus.'95-157/100'T SUS,100 VI ainimum, pour -10 maximum, RO Inhibited, sati-foam
and anti-wear characteristics, ainline point 200 minimus.

.

penetration, 370 minimum D.F. , lithium soap, 5% maximum oxidation sta-
bi'.ity. 201t Tinken OK, base SUS 90/210'T -3 Four, Holysufids waterproof.8'290-300

ll
8 8275 300/100'T SUS, 48/210'T SUS, flash 360, fire 410, cold test -10'F. Corne

.

|

F11tt Stranath Rating 1500.
'8 900-1100/100'T SUS , 90 minimus, Pour 0
"1350 1650/100'T SUS, 85 minimun V.I .

Joy Manufacturing Company
New Philadelphia, Ohio

SIC codo: 3564

LUBRICd7
.

EQUIP.CNT MZ"!EOD

Axivar.e Tans Direct and
Vheat .irive Spindle Bear.ngs

Premium R1 Greast
A

and Ele ct r ic Motors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -_

-

C .*
Joy Manufacturing Company

Air Power Division
Michigan City, Indiana

SIC code: 3531

EQUIP.Ghi tiETHOD IURRICAhi
.

SEE: Chak-Chart Construction
Equipeent Lubrication
kecoc=endations Manual

The Joyce Crldland Company
Dayton, Ohio

SIC Coda: 3563

EQUIP.Gh'~ METH03 LUBRICAhi

Air Motor Jacks Regal Oil 160 32'P:s tos Typa Air Inlet . . . . . . . . . . . .
ttair. Screw and Nut and Marf ak 1:

G r e a s e T ittir.ts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Foller.c Air Motor Mir's . R**s - #g ,Air Moto r , Pis ton Type . . . . . . . . . . . . .

-
.
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~ POLICY -

e
sy%ois

is an explanation of the
'

l ns
Tollowingwhich are listed under the Policy co um

approve or recommend
*

<. f.' Manuf acturer willproduct on inquiry or has issued an ap-' -

.

A ,

I .i t

preval letter."'

Texaco furnishes Charts for manufactur-er's use in responding to inquires from
t
|

C.'

i mutual customers.-
g Manufacturar uses for initial fill.F.j Manuf acturer recommends competitive lu-equivalent

bricants but will approveM.

products.
Manuf acturer recommends by Instructions
distributed with his equipment.I.

Texaco product meets manufacturer s. spec-
M. ifications.

Manufacturer recommends.and ships sam-pies of Texaco product with hLa equipment.S.

Manufacturer recommends by specifi-
1.

cation.

.
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GRr.ASE APPUCATIONS
. ..,,

, " ' ;'- '

CODE Wo. 995 MULTIFAX EP-2 , I*

CQDE NO. 1939 PREMIUM 18 CREARE
-

k. df --

CODE NO. 958 MARTAK MDLTI PURPOSE 2 - '
.

COD 2 No. 1981 MARFAK NEAVY DUTY 2
. . . , . .

CODE ,NO.1960 MARFAK REAVY DDTY 3 ,

Typical Characteristics , ,

Witifak Prw.ium - Mak
E.P-2 RB Dt.titi- Haavy unavy

Parpose Duty 2 Nty 3 g
2

Lithi:In soap, t 6.0 15.3 5.5 - -

- - - ~

Lead, t (as Pbo) 0.3
11.0 18.0- - -sodium sen, n

Perotration AS1"M st 77'T
Nc:kad 281 280 273 285 230

Unworked 295 237 295 280 230

Drcpping Pt., 'F 390 395 390 422 436

011 Vis:osity est at 40'C 195 129 213 260 304

est at 100*C 15.6 12.9 15.9 17.8 19.4
" SUS at 100T 1043 676 '1140 1412 1445'

$US at 210T 82 71 83 92 99
--.

0. tide to Osable Turg. '

&x., 'T 350 350 250 250 275

Min., 'F -30 -30 -20 -20 -10

Multif ak EP 2 is a very dark green oxidation rmste.no
multi-purpose lithium soap grease which contak.* a hot / sulfur
extrarne pressure additive. It iu shear stable and provides

-

high load-carrying capacity, axcellent rust prote : tion,
corrosic., resistance, and resistance to water washout. For-

additional details see page 78.
,

Precium RB Crease is a brown buttery lithium soap, oxidation
and rust resistant grease. It was designed to lubricate
ball and roller bearings for prolonged periods at high
t empe rature s. For additional details see page 82. p

Marf ak Multi Purpose 2 is recorneanded where a ganaral use, g

where a single multipurpose product is needed. For addi- 5

E
tional details see page 79.

Harf ak Reavy Duty 2 and 3 are t hort fib'f t sodium soap greases. f
they will absorb water and nc e innate rust protection,
however, should not be used where excessive water washing

v occurs. For additional details see page 91.
<

4
n-

.

SM-30 W.._ JAM
*'

'

__

-

. . .

' ' - - _ _________ _._ _ _
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CODE No.1939 PREMIUM M GMASE ,,
,

''

Typical Characteristics g,

. Lithium soap, t 16.3 % . . , ..

|
Penetration, AF7M at 77'F .f'- %

Dnworked 237' -

! Worked 280 g#g
Dropping Pt., 'F 395
011 Viscosity, cst at 40'C 129 sve/1,M;

'

est at 100'c 12.9
:

1 405 at 100*r 676 . _ . . _?,?
j SUS at 210'r 71.0
! O_.de to Usable Temp.

] Hax., 'r 350
: Hin. , 'r -30
i Max. for Prolonged Period, 't 325
i

i Prenium RD Grease is a No. 2 grade brown, buttery lithium p" '4
4

'''

! soap, oxidation and rust resistant grease made with a highly
) refined mineral oil. It is very shear stable and water re-

sistant, and gives quiet bearing operation.
V In extensive tests by major bearing manufacturers'and other

; usors, Premium RB Grease has consistently demonstrated its,

; ability to extend bearing life at high temperatures. It is ,;-

recenmended for all ball and roller bearings in electrical, '. a
i

i industrial and automotive service where tamperat.ures up to

i 325'r are expected, and for lower tamperature service where '

; its outstanding oxidation resistance, water resistance, and
high speed capabilities may be advantageous. It will allow
starting and running of prepacked ball bearings down to

I abo ut -3 0 *F. -

:
'

(Issued $~1-79)

.
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GREASE ISSUE '
.
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Enclosure 3
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Enclosure 3 Page 3 of 50

,

WRC EQ Audit Findings ,

Status
50/348, 364/87-30-07

s

!. Restatement of NRC's description of finding ,

* The NRC has designated this as a violation. See Paragraph 3, page 20:
Some Limitorque Motor Operated Valves (MOVs) inside Unit 1 containment
do not have T-drains installed. This condition is not in accordance
with the tested configuration documented in the files, paragraph
6.1.(3), i

,

'

II. Sequence of Event

* Limitorque test reports 600456 and 600198 were in the central file prior
to November 5,1985 documenting qualification of Limitorque actuators in
FNP.

* APCo identified that the MOV's in FNP did not have T-drains.*

* APCo determined that T-drains are not required for qualification. '

' Limitorque was contacted and confirmed the APCo position that
T-drains are not needed for qualification.

* NRC insp$cibr concluded that the T-drains were required for long term
horizontally mounted operators for valve position indication and
repositioning M to the potential for flooding of the limit switch

'ccupartment. .

.

!!!. Immediate Corrective Action

* APCo has determined that (for both Units) all MOV's inside Containment
i without T-drains are qualified.
1

* T-drains were installed (for both Units) on all long term operating
M0V's inside containment which had provisions allocated for

,

T-drains.
|

| '' Limitorque supports APCo's determination and cenclusion.
.

k
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; Enclosure 3 Page 4 of 50

NRC EQ Audit Findings
Status

50/348,364/87-30-07.
*

Page Two

IV. Analysis of Event

!
' This is another extmple of an emerging issue.

600198 in combination with Test Report 600456 isA. Use of Test Report
acceptable for qualification of Limitorque actuators without T-drains-

for the following reasons:
4

600198 enveloped FNP accident conditions through1) Test parameters of
extrapolation of the soven day test to encompass APCo's long term
(thirty day) operating requirement.

2) FNP motors .have class RH insulation

3) The limit switch compartment is not water tight. Any water
collecting in the limit switch compartment would drain out through
the gasket.

4) Where bottom entrv conduits into limit switch compartment exist at
FNP, any water e f , tcted will drain out through the flex conduit.

5) Conduit is sufficiently shielded from spray to prevent spray entry
via conduit.* .

'

B. Limitorque stated in a letter to APCo dated Wovember 20, 1987 that
Limitorque Qualification report 600198 is the worst mounting position.
If moisture were to enter the limit witch compartment, it would
collect in the motor which does not have a T-drain. For vertical stem
mounted valves moisture would drain through the fibrous limit-switch

,

gasket material.|

|

|

\
'

|

I
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Enclosure 3 Page 5 of 50

NRC EQ Audit Findings
Status

50/348, 364/87-30-07
*- Page Three

V. Long Term Corrective Action

* None

VI. Date of Full Compliance
4

'

N/A
.

VII. Conclusions

* This was identified by APCo and evaluated prior to the NRC EQ Audit

* There is no safety significance of this finding. T-drains are not
required to establish qualification.

* APCo concludes that the MOV configurations that did not have T drains
installed are qualified and do not impact the safe operation or the
ability of the units to mitigate the consequences of a design basis
accident.

-
.

.

C

9

4

$
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Page 6 of 50
t Enclosure 3

.

;

i

NRC EQ Audit Findings 4

! Status
50/348, 364/87 30-09'

.

1. Restatement of NRC's description of findleg~

The NRC has designated this as unresolved. See Paragraph 3, page 21:
4

!
*

i
EQ file did not < nclude qualification for terstnal blocks used in setor

.|operated valves in that various terminal blocks were identified durings

valkdowns of limitorque operators, paragraph 6.1.(3). .

4

4

| 11. Sequence of Events
,

!
APCo walked down Unit 2 EQ scope M)Vs durin i the Unit 2 fif th refueling*

j outage to determine if qualified terwinal b ocks were installed by
|

Limitorque. A4 may M
'

*

.

The Unit 2 MOVs mese found to have terminal- blocks # covered by, '

| Limitorque Report Number 50119 qualified Raychem splices were installed,3<

l All Unit 1 MOVs that have a long-ters post-accident function were
*

*
i

inspected and either found to contain terminal blocks covered by
i

Limitorque Report Number 80119 or qualified Raychem splices were
| installed.>

1

Since it is assumed that Units'1' and 2 are similar APCo will conduct a*

walkdown of all Unit 1 EQ scope MOVs during the upcoming Unit 1 eighth
refueling outage to verify the terminal blocks- are covered by Limitorque

i

| , Report Number 80119.

Fr EQ Package 23C was placed in the Central File on November 24, 1987
.

:
'

! which documents qualifications of Limitorque installed terminal blocks
| coverect by Limitorque Report Number 30119.
/
I

i

) 111. Innediate Corrective Action
.

Qualified Raychem splices were installed in Unit 2 MOVs that contained-
.I terminal blocks which may not be qualified by.Limitorque Report Nun 6er-

*

I- 80119. '

,

i

,

! .

!

i.

|

,

i

...
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Enclosure 3 Page 7 of 50

|

1

|
NRC EQ Audit Findings

' Status
% 50/348, 364/87 30-09

;

(Pa9e Two)

IV. Analysis of Events ,

\
'-

* This is another exanple of an EQ emerging issue.
;

j ' All Unit 2 MOVs have been verified by inspection to contain terminal
~ blocks quallfled by Limitorque test report 80119 or qualified Raychem

splices have been installed. :

.

* Innediate corrective actions were taken on Unit I where found to be :
4

i applicable.
,

l

Y. Long Term Corrective Action
.

' N/A.

!

Y!. Date of Full Compliance
i

November 25, 1987.*

!

VII. Conclusions! -

.

.
* Raychem splices have been installed in all Unit 2 MOVs that could not be

positively identified by inspection to contain tarsinal blocks qualified'

by Limitorque test report B0119. -

|

4

.

e
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,
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i

i
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Enclosure 3 Page 8 of 50

NRC EQ Audit Findings
Status

50/348, 364/87 30 08

! %

I. Restatement of NRC's description of finding'

* The NRC has designated this as a violation. See Paragraph 3 page 21:
Unqualified limit switch housing installed in a limitorque valve inside
Unit 1 containment, paragraph 5.1.(3). [ NRC report identifies
MOV8811A as the valve in question. This should be WV34410. ]

II. Sequence of Events
.

* APCo identified this item as part of the EV walkdown associated with
the response to IEN 86-03 (Limitorque internal . wiring).

* An Administrative LCO was established in November 1987.

' The limit switch was replaced on November 24, 1987. clearing the
'

Administrative LC0.

III. Imediate Corrective Action
Cuer

* Administrative LCO established. The Ilmit switchdwas replaced on
November 24, 1987 clearing the Administrative LCO.

IV. Analysis of Event

* This item is resolved.;
"

* The NRC identified MOV8811 as being exposed to the Containment-
;

atmosphere. It is not exposed to Containment atmosphere. The correct
number is MOV34410.

* There is no safety significance associated with the failure of MOV34410. ,

The normal and accident position of his valve. is open. Only one of
four containment coolers is required to provide adequate containment
cooling..

* Corrosion of the Limit aritch .on EV34410-is a long term event.,

The only impact of long teru loss of this*11mit switch would be lack of
indication on- the main control board. The operator does not rely on
-this indication to perform any subsequent safety function. ,

|
.

._ .
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-

NRC EQ Audit Findings
Status

50/348, 364/87-30 08s.
(Page Two)

<

,

V. Long Term Corrective Action

N/A*

.

VI. Date of Full Compliance
-

N/A*

VII. Conclusions. ,

This was identified by APCo as part of the field inspection conducted in*

1986 to identify internal wiring for IEN 86-03. A review by the EQ Task
Force in November 1987 discovered this configuration and established an
Administrative LCO.

The limit switch housing for this MDV'has been replaced*

The as-found configuration at this MDY did not create a safety concern
'

'

or impact safety.- ,

*

The postulated f ailure mechanism is a long tenu event
.

*

Only one of four containment coolers is required to provide adequate*
containment cooling during a design basis accident' .

The normal and accident position of this valve is open.*

Based on subsequent review, this item could be escoved from the EQ*

Master List.,

.

4

L
1

"- *
-- _-_.
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:
'

,

- NRC EQ Audit Findings i

iStatus
50/348,364/87-30-17 |

.

I.
Restatement of NRC's description of finding

'

The NRC has designated this as a violation. See Paragraph 3.e page 4.
.,

*
Mixed grease used in MDVs and qualification documentation not in file

! >

i

for Texaco MARFAK-AP prior to 11/87. [ The NRC has not reviewed
qualification package on Texaco MARFAK-AP. ]

!!. Sequence of Events-

FWP standardized on the procurement of Texaco grosses for use in all FNP*

applications. *
,

It was discovered that IOV's were' supplied with a grease using a*

different base material than Texaco Marfak -AP.
,

APCo's evaluation of the mixed grease issue determined that mixed*

greases was not a safety concern as documented by the JC0 dated
September 23, 1987. ,

Texaco Marf ak AP qualification package completed September 24 1987.and*

was available for NRC review during the November 1987 NRC audit.,

III. Imediate Corrective Action
A JC0 was written September 17, 1987.*

IV. Analysis of Event
' *

This is another example of an emerging issue.-*
,

Texaco Marf ak AP was qualified by APCo.*

Mixing of greases was detemined to be an issue in September 1987,*

whereupon a JC0 was initiated.

V. Long Term Corrective Action- ,

FNP. plans to change out grease in EQ Limitorques.over the' next two-*

outages per unit. Currently operating under JC0's which have been
written to cover mixed grease concern. Any extensions to _the schedule .

,
,

will be discussed with the NRC. This-effort requires disassedly. of the-

MOV _and therefore being coordinated with other MOV _ work. (e.g.. MOVATS)..
.

.

VI. Date of' Full Compliance

The current schedule- for replacement is by _the end of. Unit i ninth*
F refueling outage and the ;end of the seventh refueling outage cfor Unit 2.-

'

VII. Conclusions ,

'' There is no safety significance in this finding,
L d

4

4
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-
.

NRC EQ Audit Findings |
| Status - :

!

I 50/348,364/87-30-12

h- I .*- Restatement of NRC's description of finding |
*

The NRC has designated this as unresolved. See Paragraph 29, page 35.
'

'

Certain SOVs may not be qualified due to a lack of cable entrance .

!
seals. This is contrary to the qualification basis, paragraph 6.1.(29)!

;

i
(a), (b) and (c).

a

!!. Sequence of Events

fNRC concern on 50V seals was identified during the audit - -*
i.
t

! III. Immediate Corrective Action
*

f. There are no corrective steps required.*

i
..

; IV. Analysis of Event t

IEN 84-90 has been addressed by evaluating the peak surf ace temperature
.

,

*

| caused by the revised MSLB scenario and determining that they are still c

i
j~ enveloped by the existing FNP qualification profiles.

The NRC position that all long ters acting SOVs should be equipped with*

conduit seals is not supported by ASCO. In a letter' from ASCO to'

8echtel dated Noveder 10,1987, it was stated that seals were not.'

' required. (This-letter is contained in packages 2A and 28 in-the APCo
4 .

-Central File). No time interval was stated as'a bounding condition on !

the ASCO position. Therefore, seals. are not required on long ters
acting S0Vs since the- ASCO . testing envelopes FNP conditions.-

Additionally, the ' valves in the main steam room are equipped with If quid ;*

tight flexible conduit connected to rigid conduit which is routed
(with no openings) out of the main steam valve roce. ,

, ,

.I

i

5

.

..
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NRC EQ Audit Findings
Status

'" 50/348,364/87-30-12
(Page Two)

IV. Analysis of Event (Centinued)

SOVs in Unit 2 containment have moisture loops or conduit runs*
which slope away from the 50V which is in accordance with the ASCO
installation bulletin.
The PORY pilot solenoid valves are St.own on the EQ Kaster List as a*

result of WUREG 0737 requirements to ensure PORY closure. No credit for
operation of the PORVs is taken in the FNP accident analysis.

V. Long Term Corrective Action

Unit 150V's will be walked down during the upcoming Unit 1 eighth*-

refueling outage as follows:
.

For inside Containment, moisture loops or conduit runs which slope away*

from the 50V will be verified.

For KSVR, use of liquid tight flexible conduit connected to rigid*

conduit running out of the MSVR (with no openings) will be verified.

VI. Date of Full Compliance

N/A - since no corrective steps are required*

VII. Conclusions

Evaluation of IENB4-90 has bun completed.*

There is no safety significance of this finding.*

SOV's are configured to prevent moisture intrusion.*

r

.

t

a

t *
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NRC EQ Audit Findings
Status

50/348,364/87-30-13

%

1. Restatement of HRC's description of finding

The NRC has designated this as unresolved. See Paragraph 29, page 35.*
Automatic Switch Company Solenoid Valves installed in Unit 1 Containment
exceeded their qualified life, paragraph 6.1,(29) (d).
[ NRC requested copy of calculations for review to resolve this
issue. ]

.

11. Sequence of Events

The EQ component, maintenance and replacement schedule for these SOVs*
documented an eight year qualified life based on APCo's evaluation of
the test report. Based on vendor information received in 1987, it was
determined that for a normal design temperature of 120'F inside
containment the minimum qualified life of nonna11y energized solenoid
valves was 5.6 years.

Subsequently, actual operating temperature data was received showing*

that the average annual containment temperature was approximately 98'F

A revised qualified life calculation was performed using a conservative'

'emperature value of 104'F. The result of this calculation shows that
for normally energized solenoid valves the mintrum qualified life based
,

on actual data is 11.2 years.

The eight year replac'ement schedule documented in the EQ component*
maintenance and replacemnt schedule for these solenoid valves was
therefore conservative.

As a more conservative measure, an administrative cpalified life based*

on 120*F inside containment is presently documented in the EQ component
maintenance and replacement schedule.

III. Immediate Corrective Action

Completed qualified life calculation based on actual containment,*

temperature seasurements. A copy of this calculation is available for
NRC review.

.

t

*
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.

NRC EQ Audit Findings
Status

50/348, 364/87-30 13
(Page Two)

%

:

!Y. Analysis of Event ,

Calculations have been completed showing a qualified life of a minimum*

of 11.2 years for nonna11y energized so' enoid valves.
^

Even thou9h some Unit 1 SOVs exceeded the conservatively calculated 5.6*

year qual' fled life, they have not exceeded the eight year qualified
life that was documented in the EQ component, maintenance and
replacement schedule as supported by the revised calculation using
actual containment temperature data.

.

The solenoid valves which were replaced had been installed for eight*

years or less. Therefore the replaced valves were qualified at. the time
of replacement.

There is no safety significance of this finding since the replaced*

valves were still capable of functioning during a DBA if it had occurred
at the time of replacement.

:
i

i V. Long Term Corrective Action
-

1 .

i There are no corrective steps required*

VI. Date of Full Compliance

! The calculations demonstrate that APCo has always been in'

compliance in this area.!

VII. Conclusions

The qualified life of these 50Ys has not been exceeded.*

Calculations have been completed.*

,

There is no safety significance of this finding.*

.

|

|

|
|
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NRC EQ Audit Findingsi

Status
50/343,364/87-30-16

I. Restatement of NRC's description of finding
,

* The NRC has designated this as a violation. See Paragraph 3.a page 4.
The Itcensee operated Units 1 and 2 of the Farley Plant at various power
levels for some unhown period of time after Noveder 30,1985 without'

adequate documentation in their EQ files to demonstrate that the in-line
5 to-1 field to pigtail tape splice configurations used :m the Hydrogen
Recodiners would perform its intended function esring a design basis-
accident. .

'

!!. Sequente of Events
.

* Westinghouse used a five to one taped spilce as part of the Hydrogen
Recombiner package.

* The FNP original installation was a five to one taped splice.

' There were no details for installinfi the five to one taped splice
qualified by Westinghouse, at the t' me of installation.

;

* NRC questioned APCo's five to one taped splice configuration.

* APCo wrote JC0 for the Hydrogen Recombiner splice..-

* The taped splice'was replaced with a Raychem splice in accordance with
Raychem guidelines.

* Westinghouse. documented 'in a letter to APCo that the configuration
tested was constructed with Scotch 70 tape.

111. Immediate Corrective Action

* A JC0 was written by APCo upon questioning by WRC.

* Taped splices were replaced with Raychem splices.
L

|

f

e-

.

:'

'
-
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NRC EQ Audit Findings
Status

'

50/348,364/87-30-16. .

(Page Two)'

IV. Analysis of Event

In-line taped splices (one to one) was an approved detail es documented'

by the electrical notes and details. While similarity of the five to
one and one to one taped splice was not documented and located in, the
Central File, the five to one taped hydrogen recombiner splice is a
similar configuration to the one to one taped splice.

A five to one taped splice was the Westinghouse tested configuration.'

The installed five to one taped splice was superior to the tested
configuration.

.

APCo took prompt and effective corrective action specifically, a JC0 was*

written and the splices were replaced.

There is no safety significance in this finding.*

.

V. Long Term Corrective Action

* . None
.

VI. Date of Full Compliance

Replacement with Raychem of the Unit 1 Hydrogen Recombiner splice was
: .

completed on October 15, 1987.j

f Replacement with Raychem of the Unit 2 Hydrogen Recombiner splice was
j completed on November 5,1987.

i VII. Conclusions
; .

. . '

| This finding has no safety significance since the installed .
'

,

installation was superior to the configuration tested by Westinghouse
in the qualification test. -

-

4

Y

,

'

.

,

,
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Enclosure 3

NRC EQ Audit Findings
Status

50/348,364/87-30-19 ,

| -

I.
Restatement of NRC's description of finding

* The NRC has designated this as a violation. See Paragraph 3 3, page 5.
Unqualified V-type electrical tape' splices on 50Vs, MYs and Inside

| C63tstranent f ans.
>

,

II. Sequence of Events
'

* APCo determined-that a potential deficiency might exist with regard to
EQ solenoid valves' pigtail to field wire connection.

* A JC0 was prepared for EQ sole'noid . valve V-splices Witch was submitted
to the NRC until verification of- qualification could be performed.

* In conjunction with the above, a test; program was developed'for'

verifying qualification of taped splices.

* A systematic program was developed to mplace all such EQ solenold. valve
splices with Raychem splices in-accordance with design.-

lt was determined that certain EQ MOV motor lead sp1'res potentially*

utilized the V-splice configuration
.

A JC0 was developed for EQ MOV motor lead V-splices!.
*

.

A systematic program was developed to replace all such EQ MV motor lead-

,

*

splices with Raychen splices in accordance with design-

EQ fan motors.inside containment were inspected and all .v-splices were-.*

replaced with Rayches splices as necessary.-

All EQ 4160V _ motor splices were inspected and twplaced as necessary with*

Rayches splices in accordance with _ design.

The test program'was developed by assembling. aitaped splice test -*
-

_ sm>Nn for och configuratton- found during the efforts to replace -
-

4rd tolict,; with Raychen splices, or simitarity to other test, .

r * was documented. Therefore envelopment-of FWP configurations was
w d in the test program.

-

t

9
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'

NpC EQ Audit Findings
Status

| 50/348, 364/87 30-19
, '

I (Page Two)

III. Immediate Corrective Action

All EQ equipment in both units required that has a long-term post*

accident function have been replaced.

As a conservative measure, all Unit 2 EQ V taped splices have been*

replaced with Raychem splices. For any ~ taped splices that have not
been replaced on Unit 1, a JC0 exists in addition to the Wyle
qualification report.

.

Y-splicas have been qualified by Wyle testing.'

.

!Y. Analysis of Event

APCo does not agree as written. The V-splices referenced have been*

proven to be qualifled by Wyle Test Report.or similartty to other test
reports has been documented. Testing was completed and
documented prior to the November 16,1987 audit.

The current field status is resolved based upon the Wyle Test Report.*

' Additionally all the V-spices on EQ equipment have been replaced in .
,

Unit -2 and are being replaced in Unit-1 with qualified Raychem
splices.l

There is no safety significance in this finding since the V-splices*

have been qualified by testing.

V. Long Tens corrective Action

The FNP Electrical Notes and Details'will be revised to document the*

types of splices that are acceptable for each type of EQ component.
r

VI. Date of Full Compliance- ,

* N/A

VII. Conclusions
.

* There is.no safety significance in this finding.- In addition,
V-splices were qualified by testing.

-

Documentation supporting the qualification of tfu. V-tape splices*
'

I was cospleted prior to November 16,1987 ' audit.
I

_
-
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WRC EQ Audit findings
Status

50/348, 364/87-30-14

'
.

1. Restatement of NRC's description of finding

The NRC has designated this as a violation. See Paragraph 31, page 37.*

Qualification not demonstrated for Raychem seal installed on Target Rock
Solenoid valve cable entrance seal, paragraph 6.1.(31).

11. Sequence of Events

These valves were installed to meet the NUREG-0737 requirements an'd*

schedule. Installation was completed on Unit 2 prior to initial plant
startup in July 1981 and on Unit 1 on May 8,1981 with power removed
pending NRC approval of the Head Vent System. Design for these
modifications was issued on PCN 79-463 and 2BE833 in 1980. These valves
were shipped for Unit 2 on July 17, 1980 and for Unit 1 on April 29,

.

1980.

At the time of installation, sealing was not a requirement identified by'

the vendor. A*Co added a Raychem seal as an additional conservative
measure.

Subsequent to APCo installation, Westinghouse qualified to 10CFR50.49*

renirements the Target Rock Solenoid Valve with a Conax seal. The

Westinghouse test report was rr. viewed, the seal deviation was
identified, and concluded that replacing the seals was not required
since FNP was a NUREG-0588, Category !! plant.

,

111.'[ Imediate Corrective Action
.

PCWs 86-1-3873 and 87-2-4108 replaced these seals with 50.49 qualified*

|
Conax seals,

i

IV. Analysis of Event

At the time of installation, there was not a design requirement for*

entrance seals identified by the vendor.,

FNP accident analyses do not take credit for the head vent valves and*

this equipment is therefore not essential to achieve a safe shutdown
condition. This conclusion is documented in Alabama Power Company's
submittal of May 20,1983.

'

.

._
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WRC EQ Audit Findings
Status

, s
! $0/348,364/87-30-14
! (Page Two)

V. !.ong Term Corrective Action

* None.
.

VI. Date of Full Compilance

* The Raychem/ CHICO seals were replaced with Conax connectors qualified
by the Westinghouse test report on 0;;ed;r 11,1%7 erd December 15,
1987 for 11aftT1mdp2, r::p;tivelyr -W., ''''''.N '* *

t*f '* * ' A ' # '* *'" " " '' "fe ' 'l"f |* The tC. ew s e als .m
t, 18 s ,ve r 4. . J. v. c ks4 .r(v't on De<*. 4 **o Al> Un

,

VII. Conclu'sions

* These valves were installed to meet the NUREG-0737 requirements and
schedule.

* NUREG 0588, Category !! requirements applied to FMP at the time of
,

installation. . .

* PCNs 86-1-3873 and 87-2-4108 replaced these* seals with Conax connectors
qualified by the Westinghouse test report.

* This equipment has no safety function during or following a DBA.

,

.

.
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:

1
NRC EQ Audit Findings

;

Status
| 50/348, 364/87 30 15
j

i
'

.,

!. Restatement of NRC's description of finding

The NRC has designead this as a violation. See Paragraph 32, page 38.
,

'

Raychem/ Chico A Seal (Package 29G) - WUREG 0588 Category !!
qualification not demonstrated because bonding of the Raychem material

.

to the metal pipe nipp14 under LOCA conditions (including chemical'-

spray) has not been addressed, paragraph 6.1.(32).
;

1, -

II. Sequence of Events
;

IEC 79-05 was issued to address a concern regarding moisture intrusion!
*

into -lisit switches.
APCo developed and tested the'Raychem/ CHICO seal because no qualifiedf

* ,

conduit ' seal could be identified at that time.
]

Raychem material was used because it was qualified for th( FNP!
*

environment. ,

,

Chico was used as a backup material for the Raychem to provf a support*

to withstand the pressure spike.

Subsequent to the installatinn of the. Raychem/ CHICO seals, the*

present generation, of conduit seals became available.

Questions concerning these seals were raised, during the NRC inspection.*

On January 8,1988 a letter was issued to the NRC addressing their' ,

concerns. ;

The current field status is awaiting'cosv.etion of NRC enluation. >*

111. Isenediate Corrective Action

* - Since APCo believes the existir.g seal configuration to be
qualified, no corrective action 1,s required.

,

.

S
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NRC EQ Audit Findings
Status

50/348, 364/87 30-15'
(Page Two)

.

IV. Analysis of Event

APCo selected Raychem material because testing by Raychem in otherconfigurations was done to parameter levels in excess of those at FWP.
,

*

.

Documentation supporting APCo's positun was in the Central File prior*
to November 16, 1987.

The January'8,1988 letter provides additional information needed to
'

25, 1987
address NRC s concerns raised during the audit and the November

'

|

meeting.

;
~

;

Y. Long Term Corrective _ Action|

- based on the response in section 111 above.N/A
2

i VI. Date of Full Compliance
,

N/A - based on the response in section III above.:

.

!

VII. Conclusions'

.

APCo's position is that this configuration is qualified based upon the
qualification package in the EQ Central File prior to the November 16,

*
?

1987 audit and additional clarification in'the January 8,1988 letter
to the NRC.>

'
,

.

i

s.

e

e

..#.. -, , ~ . . , . _ , - , ~ , , -
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Y Enclosure 3 Page~27'of 50=

- - -

(
,

NRC EQ. Audit Findings:

!
- Status-

I M/348, 364/87-30-11

I. ., Restatement of NRC's description of finding-
.

,

i t

The NRC has designated this as a: violation. See Paragraph 15,- page 25.*
;

3
Licensee EQ files did not support qualification .for use of States-(type.

j NT/ZWM) and G.- E. (type. (CR151B) terminal blocks .in instrumentation
! circuits, paragraph 6.1.(15).

!

j II. Sequence of Events
i

j_ States terminal blocks were qualified by Wyle Test Report. The test*

j report did not document-leakage current. values during the test.

|
'

Westinghouse was contracted in 1984 to consider the error associated'

j with 'che use of terminal blocWs and their impact:on instrument loop

} aCCVraCf. .

<

| Fe,rther discussion wf b - Westinghouse-in-1987 indicated that these.*

|
r.rrors were assumed to be negligible..

s
Westinghouse was provided a I.RLyalue. based upon siellarity to the -

I
*

i Connectron block- for evaluation of instrument accuracy.

The NRC auditors indicated the-acceptability of:the instrument accuracy '
4

*

analysis methodology documented by WCAP-11658 but questioned the
volicability and acceptability of the- Connectron blocks' test report'

,

! uter to the FNFinstalled configuration.
i

Acre deve1Md a JC0 for use of the termina1Lblocks based on test data = .

'

' '
- m utnted < r _ a Sandia- Report.

l
; IM a. E. terminal block qualification report wasL placed in-the central

tiie before the November 24,-1987 meeting,
;

t -

|_ Meeting held with the NRC ~ Region 11 Noveder 24,31987'*
.

(

j. NRC ' concluded from meeting presentation .that the teminal- blocks.~*

E may be qualifiable. For. Unit 1. APCo agreed to increase shift . .

supervisors and STA awareness and replacement of athe -terminal-blocks-"

with qualified splices. Such Unit 2 terminal' blocks -in EQ
' instrumentatton circuits were replaced prior to startup. - Unit 1

; te ninal blocks were- replaced in Deceder 1987.
.

,

Additional- qualificationi est evidence was:provided by EAPCo letter to-- * t

the NRC' dated January 8,'1988.1

.g

i-
I
;

i
|

!

i

L

:
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!

j

NRC EQ Audit Findings
Status

* 50/348, 364/87 30-11
(Page Two)

111. Immediate Corrective Action

Replaced teminal blocks in EQ instrumentation circuits with*

Raychem splices.

IV. Analysis of 'Cvent
*

This is arother example of an EQ emerging issue.*

Qualification documentation of the States teminal blocks was in the*

central file prior to the audit; however this test report did not
document leakage current valves during the test.

Additional documentation supporting qualification was developed by APCo* *

demonstrating that the instruments would have performed their intended
function.

The NRC auditors accepted the instrument accuracy analysis methodology*

documented by WCAP but questioned the similarity analysis.

To expedite resolution of this issue, the terminal blocks have been*

replaced with qualified Raychem splice on instrument loops in the scope
of EQ.

'

* The NRC did not question the basic qualification of terminal blocks -
only the IR values as they pertained to use in instrumentation
circuits.

! V. Long Term Corrective Action
I Restrict the ute of teminal blocks, in instrument circuits in*

potentially harsh environments, by design control.

VI. Date of Full Compliance

Repiscement of terminal blocks with walified Raychem splices on'*
EQ instrument loops was completed on Decenber 5,1987 and

,

*'

December 17,1987 on Unit 2 and Unit 1, respectively.

VII. Conclusions

The current field status is resolved. Terminal blocks have been*

replaced with qualified Raychem splice on instrument loops in the ' ,

scope of EQ.

This was identified by APCo and additional qualification information*

was developed to demonstrate that the instruments would perform their
intended function.

|

|

|_ _ _, _ _-
., _ . . .
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| ''' Enclosure 3
'

;
i

NRC EQ Audit Findings
' Status

50/348.- 364/87-30-18'

i
*

i
j *

.

<

i
's
: 1. Restatenent of NRC's description of flading

.

* The NRC has designated this as a violation. See Paragraph 3.f. page 5.
No documentation in EQ Central File to support the use of Texaco Premium-

i
|

RB grease on f an motors inside containment. The licensee is currently
i operating under JCO.
. ,

,

|_ !!. Sequence of Events
. . -

* Grease qualification in motors is an EQ issue identified by APCo through.

! review of audit reports. .

j

j * Joy test did not document the type of grease tested.

* APCo wrote a JCO.-

t

I' * Texaco is performing qualification testing.
:

i

).

| 111. Immediate Corrective Action .
s. -

- -

* A JC0 has been written. Grease is'being qualified.'

,

p
i .

IV. Analysis of Event
,

.

!
LThis 'is another example of an emerging EQ isspa.* ,

i While qualification documentation was'notLin the . file justifying the use-*
:

of-this grease, there is no safety significance in _this finding as
determined by grease JC0 dated September 17,11987.

~

i

,

.
.

9

e

'
'

F
F

*

,

I.

I.
6
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'

1

1

.

i. NRC EQ Audit Findings
'

Status
.

50/348, 364/87-30-18'

(Page Two)
:
-

,

4

V. Long Term Corrective Action
i

* Qualify Texaco Premium R8 grease,;

*

b VI. Date of full Compliance

! * December 31, 1988.
;

i

!
'

.

I VII. Conclusions
i,

* There is no safety significance in this finding as determined by the
! applicable JCO.
;

;

i *
.

I

.

1

4

i
,

1

4

4 .

O

e

4

4
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;

i

PaoGRAM Issues ,'

i

',

4

OCMMERCIAL GRADE PARIS IN EQ APPLICATICHS
* **

i
.

- .

1

! UPGRADE OF REPLACDGNT EQUIPMENT IN ACCORDANCE WI'IM 10CFR50.49(L) '*

i
-;

t .

! FAILURE TO Pn0MP7tY CDRFE*f SAER IDENTIFIED DEFICIENCIES*

:

!.

j .

;

e s

4

i

i.

i
r

k

1- ,

4

e

.
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4

h

1
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i ;

e
NRC *

>

.i ;
,

- t' NRC EQ Audtt Findings-!
' Status- ,

.

| 50/348,364/87-30-01
'

i ;

e ,

I

i
1

|
i 4

l' I. Restatement of NRC's.' description of finding
i * NRC designated this as s'n additional example of a finding docissent'ed in .[ NRC Inspection Report Nos. 50-348, 364/87-11'and 50-348, 364/87-14.-: Seei

Paragraph 6.e, page 9:
Use of unqualified comnercially procured equipment in EQ applications.--

|
!

!

I 11. Sequence of Events
,

t

! * In August 1986, APCo performed a storeroom inventory evaluation.using
revised procurement procedures. The evaluation was initiated to develop

I a data base that uniquely identified parts in the storeroom as
;

*

i- safety-related and nonsafety-related.j; *

'' NRC conducted a; vendor audit-inspection on May 11 - 22, June 1. -JS, andj
June 11 =-; July 10,1987.-

!
!

* On June 4,1987 APCo developed an interim procedure- requiring _!' ' written review and approval of commercial' grade parts prior- to use in.
.

-

i-
safety-related . applications.:

;

b * In June 1987, a-historical- review. of work packages that may have impact;'

~ ,

f
on EQ equipment was initiated..

i- .. 13,1987 APC0' revised procedures to mquire engineering . _. . ,

* On November
review of: commercial grade parts prior to-installation-in safety-related|-

| In addition, APCo implemented a' Commercial Grade Parts:
-

applications.
Dedicati on . procedure. ": requi ri ng |a'. detailed dedi c att on pl an : based ' on

;
E

" critical to function tcharacteristics for each. ites.1 - 3:
y . _.

' '

16,1987, MC EQ inspection. team rai. sed concerns .
. The week.of Novesber[ *

regarding adequacy of, the existing.commercialcpart dedications _ program
: for equipment installed in EQ applications.-:

* APCo received a Notice of Violation'(N0V) for -vendor ~ fnspection' audit:i

dated November 3,1987'and APCo responded'to:the NOV by letter datedi

!
'

|- December 17. 1987.

' NRC issued EQ inspection mport. dated February 4,1988 citing additional
examples of a _ violation identified during the NRC vendor aud't
: inspection. , ,

;

p g cer - mur -eW 1wt *h-W' wfTpqr '4*%wFwev =4 gr Tp -v wny'm y s
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I Enclosure 3 Page 34 of 50'
'

.

;

WRC EQ Audit Findings
'

Status
| 50/348, 364/87-30-01

Page Two

j
*
.

111. Iweediate Corrective Action
;

,

* Prior to completion of the vendor inspection audit, on June 4,1987,
| plant procedures were revised to require written evaluation and approvalj of connercial grade parts prior to their use in safety-related
j applications. This action was an interin measure until a dedication1

i program was approved.

! * Procedures were revised on Noves6er 13,1987 requiring engineering
review of commercial grade parts prior to installation in safety-related,

i

applications. In addition, procedures were revised to incorporate a
commercial. grade parts dedication program. The dedication plan.tich is'

I a part of this program includes acceptance criteria when tests or.

j measurements are required for dedication.
1

i IV. Analysis of Event ,

,

| . The current procurement process new requires an up-front engineering
| evaluation of procurement documents for all safety-related applications
i which includes EQ equipment applications.

* Based upon a review of approximately 11,000 historical packages (MWR,
,

i
MIF, P.O.'s) to date and physical inspections conducted by APCo, no!-

degradation of safety functions have been identified based on the' use of
-

;

coenercial grade parts in EQ applications.
;

* The two examples referenced in the NRC report (States type ZWM terminal
'

.

:
j

blocks and Okonite T-95 insulating tape and No. 35 overlay tape) have
! been evaluated by APCo and found to be acceptable for use in EQ!

appiteations.' ,

,

i

* In discussions with many of the original equipment annufacturers; during
the 1970's and 1980's it was a cosmon = practice to buy replacement parts

j
through the OEM as coenercial grade since many of these parts werei

! supplied commercial grade. The significance of the dedication program
for commercial grade parts has recently become an-industry issue. Thej WRC and industry have committees that are currently developing postions;

|
<

therefore, this is an emerging issue.;

!

!,
.

!

i'
,

.f

-._ _l_____,_ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . . . . . .,,,.,m.. g. g _ %,., .. , * _ , , , . , _ , _ , _ . , , , , . , , , , , - , . .m.,.
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<

|
,

NRC EQ Audit Findings )
Status

50/348,364/87-30-01
Page Three1

i ..

|

}
!

Y. Long Term Corrective Action

* APCo will werk with the NRC and industry committees in an effort to
.

finalite guidelines for dedication of connercia11 grade items for use in3

! safety-related applications.
j

.

!
!

|
VI. Datelof Full Compliance -

,

* Junc 4,1987'
,

:

|

V11. Conclusions

* Since regulatory guidance has not been provided relative to this new,
emerging area, APCo does not believe that it is appropriate to require|

!

the industry through enforcement proceedings to implement programs <

for dedication of commercial grade items.

This is' not a new violation upon which additional enforcement action
,

* '

should be based (WRC Inspection Report Nos.' 50-348. 364/87-11 and
50-348,364/87-14).. Corrective actions have been taken to prevent,

'

future occurrences.:

I
-

' r

!

!

{

.
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.

! NRC EQ Audit _ Findings
>

: Status
-

.50/348.-364/87-30-02i

i
t _

s,

Restatement of NRC's description of finding-f I.
_

NRC designated this as an additional example of a finding documented in
i

*

NRC inspection Report Nos._50-348, 364/_87-11 Land 50-348, 364/87-14. See
| Paragraph 6.e.2, page 13:

Failure to procure replacement equipment in conformance with{

| 10CFR50.49(L).'

L,

| 11. Sequence of Events .

On January 11, 1984, a meeting with NRC staff in Bethesda Alif and wasi
' *

held -to discuss APCo position on maintaining equipment qualification.-
i

-

~ ^

! APCo documented, via letter to the NRC, minutes of
. - -

-

I _On February 29, 1984,*

the January 11, 1984 meeting -where _ APCo's position on procurement of
. replacement equipment was described. : Specifically, APCo will procure

| ~ " identical components" as replacements unless identica1| components
'

;

cannot be obtained.>
-

-

NRC issued an SER specifically referencing 'the
|

On December 13, 1984,*

February- 29,1984 APCo letter and concluding that APCo's EQ program is
| in accordance with the requirements of 10CFR50.49,
;

During EQ inspection conducted during the period ofISepteder.14 - 18.-i ,

# *

1987, a concern was identified.that the' requirements of 10CFR50.49(L)
|
: were not- documented. ,

!

On November.16,1987 - APCo revised FNP-0-CTP-4108 requiring _ replacement*
j_

equipment!be upgraded to 10CFR50.49 or " sound- reasons to the1 contrary"
;

be documented. -
;
;

I .

: :-

i.

;
i ,

'

s
'

.

'

4

5.

b
:

.

:

}:
4

.
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i' NRC EQ Audit Findings
,

i Status ~ ,

|, 50/34S,364/87-30-02-
!

Page Two

i

III. Immediate Corrective Action
,

! On November 16, 1987, APCo revised procedures requiring replacement*

equipment to be upgraded to 10CFR50.49 or sound , reasons to the contrary
;

be' documented.
'
;-
i A review of store-room inventory was conducted prior to issuance of the"*

i revised procedurcs .to determine the level of qualification of all;1tems
! in inventory. This review resulted in a determination.that all
j. replacement components in inventory designated for EQ applications were:
4

.

|-
procured to the requirements of 10CFR50.49; or_ * sound reasons to;[ -

the contrary".extsts.; - ,

!

L

! .- IV. - . Analysis of Event
( . . .

-

APCo informed the NRC through a meeting and by letter of 'its intendedi
*

i actions.on maintaining qualification-of . equipment; specifically
.

I replacement equipment.'

,

. The NRC SER documented that' APCo's EQ program including' APCo's
~

*

definition of, replacment equipment,3was_ in compliance.with -;
-

:. 10CFR50.49 requirements. ,

|- APCo procured equipment in accordance with .its. documented-and NRC*

{ approved EQ program,-
>

.

,

NRC, Region II. did not interpret the requirements 'of.10CFR50.49(L) asi*
j

_ they were approved by NRC in 1984.
p

F APCo revised the-procedures on November 16, 1987 to resolve the _NRC'

[ concerns.
1: 5* The replacement of EQ components: since February 1983 has been reviewedL1:
! and determined that allLitems were qualified to~10CFR50.49. requirements.
L 'or " sound reasons' to theicontrary" exists.

.

j * | Replacement components qualified as a minimum to NUREG 0588 were
. installed.c Equipment qualified to NUREG 0588 will; function properly in"

F ' a = design: basis accident.
-

. -
.

[
t .

!.
E

*.

(
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Enclosure 3
'

:NRC EQ Audit Findings'

!
Status

!
50/348,364/87-30-02

Page Three
*

%

k

; V. Long Term Corrective Action

* N/A

5

! -

1
4

! VI. Date of Full Compliance -

Procedures were revised November 16,1987.| *

.

:

! VII. Conclusions
.

i
' - .

* Historically, APCo's position was that the NRC provided a SER which
,

r.~t epted the APCo EQ program definition of an upgrade.'

:

* To resolve ongoing NRC concerns, plant procedures were modified)
; 16,1987-to requir.e the procurement of replacement equipmentNovember

qualified to 10CFR50.49 requirements or " sound reasons to the contrary"
*

be documented.

* There is no safety significance in this finding.
t

'

1 e

.,

?
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a .

A
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i
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WRC CQ Audit Findings
Status

50/348, 364/87 30-03

- 1.' Restatement of NRC's description of finding

* NRC designated this as a Violation. See Paragraph 6.f. page 13:
Failure to take prompt and timely corrective action for_ EQ programatic
deficiency identified by SAER staff in 1983.

II. Sequence of Events

* On December 2,1983, noncogliance FNP-NC-48-83/19(8) issued.
Failure to indicate instruction books and vendor drawings for EQ

| equipment, which require revision as a result of design changes. *l
.

* On December 29,1983, CAR 830 written with estimated completion by April
1, 1984.- --

* In March 1984, VETIP was finalized by WUTAC addressing G.L.83-28
. pointing out" that all vendor manuals and drawings would not- require
retrofit.

* On April 9,1984, CAR 830 was expanded to address allivendor' manuals and-

drawings by memo from W.. G. Hairston, III. to 0. D. ~ Kingsley -Jr. --

* On June 25, 1984 APCo submitted-final response to G.;L. 83-28-section-

'2.2.2 to NRC.

* On August 8,1984, CAR 830 -Rev. I was issued stating the following:

1) Vendor manuals and drawing will not be updated

2) List will-be developed for equipment = which has;EQ limit switches or
solenoid valves attached.

~

'

3) Planners will be instructed on-the EQ requirements'to appropriately
stag MdRs.

On August 27,1984, as;.a result of G.L.83-28, CAR 830. Rev.2 was is' sued--*

by FNP to state that . appropriate vendor manuals' and drawings _will be
-

revised. henceforth. In addition,. to prevent recurrence,
,.

1) For EQ equipment.: the design' organizatio'n will' develop a cross index -
of appropriate- drawings and manuals- for each item on =the EQ master
list.'

2) Non - EQ equipment retrofit changes to: vendor drawings and manuals .

'

identified during routine activities will be made on anLas'-required
basis. ,

Estimated cogletion date for Rev. 2 was July l,-1985.

.

D

m - - . . . .

_ . -. -- . . - ,
.

. ___._.__m_. _ _ . _ .
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NRC EQ Audit Findings
Status

50/348,364/87-30-03
Page Two

.,.

II. Sequence of Events (continued)

* On December 18, 1984 NS advised FNP that Design Organizations had
completed review and update _ of procedures to ensure-that manuals are
updated.

* On March 11, 1985, NRC letter to APCo stated that G.L.83-28 concerns
'were incomplete.

* On April 4,1985, a meeting between NRC staff and APCo-(R. P. Mcdonald)
to discuss the APCo position and NRC concerns.

* On April 22,-1985. APCo letter to NRC stating. that e response- to the ;
NRC request for additional <information on Section 2.2.2March 11, 1985

of Generic Letter 83-28 was not required based on the April-4,_1985-
meeting between the NRC 'and APCo.

* On July 5,1985, estimated completion _ date for CAR 830 revised from
! July 1,1985 to January 1,1986.' Reason-stated in CAR is that the

solution requires revision of -vendor manuals. NETS _was requested to
coordinate.

* On January 3,1986, estimated cespletion for CAR 830 revised from
January 1,1986 to July 1,1986. Reason given was that_ FNP, NS and 4

designer are developing reconnendations to improve the update process-

for vendor manuals. Recommendation will be presented to_ management.
1

* On February 13,1986. ES-86-575 issued to Sechtel and _SCS for pilot-
program-to revise vendor manuals and_ drawings to their current status. o
Pilot program enveloped 25 or 250 such documents. ,

* On June 30,1986, ~ estimated ~ completion dateifor CAR 830 revised from
July-1- 1986 to December 15, 1986.' Reason stated that cross index had,

not been satisf actorily resolved.1

* On August;20,1986. ES 86-696 issued to Bechtel- withi antauthori2ation of -
3800 manhours to:

,

Phase 1)- -Develop cross reference between each EQ item on .the Master
List and all _ applicable domestic drawings, vendor manuals-
and vendor drawings. Completed January 30,1987.

Phase 2) Research all PCNs with WCNS to. determine those'which could- !

impact the EQ Master List and revise documents to reflect
the WCN. Scheduled.for completion March 31, 1988.-

.

4

.. . . . . . . = . . . , . - *
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) NRC EQ Audit Findings
~ Status

50/348,364/87-30-03
Page.Three

; s,

II. Sequence of Events (continued)

* On September 18, 1986, completion date for CAR 830 revised from December
; 15, 1986 to October 1,1987 based on requested dates given in ES 86-696.
i
; ' Cn Decent >er 15, 1986, NRC SER on-Section 2.2.2 of Generic Letter 83-28

issued accepting the APCo program with exception. The' exception'

consists of a requirement for APCo to expand the formal vendor contact: -

program with vendors.

* On January 30, 1987 Phase l' (cross reference) completed by 8echtel and
^

'

,

j transmitted ~ to APCo. -

i

* On March 17, 1987 APCo letter to NRC stating objection. to the SER .on -
.

- Section 2.2.2 of Generic Letter 83-28. The objection was to the,

requirement imposed by the SER for APCo to expand;the APCo' formal*

vendor contact program.'

* On October 1,1987, estimated completion date for CAR 830, Revision 2,
revised from October 1,1987 to March 31, 1988 due to ongoing wort by

;
' Bechtel on Phase 11 of ES 86-696.
1
1

III. ' Ismediate Corrective Action*
.

* Designers were required to review' procedures to' ensure that adequatei

controls exist and are applied to guarantee vendor drawings .and manuals
!

are revised to reflect design changes henceforth. (Ref.: letter.

NT-84-1274 from W. G. Hairston,111 to J. - D. Woodard, dated 12/18/84).

|
t

i
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'

!

! NRC EQ Audit Findings
Status

i 50/348, 364/87-30-03 .

Page Four
| .

i

IV. Analysis of Events

* APCo has been actively involved with the NRC and NUTAC on the issues
| identified by G. L. 83-28. This is an emerging area and APCo does not
t

i
believe that it is appropriate to identify a v< olation for untimely

corrective action in EQ audit for an issue that is-of broader scope than
'

i EQ and remains in negotiations between the NRC and industry.
!

|
* APCo did not close the CAR when original was satisfied; however the

! scope of the CAR was expanded at each revision. NRC accepted the NUTAC

i position on 2.2.2 as documented by NRC letter dated Decem6er 15,1986,
i Th'e only issue remaining open* (per NRC letter referenced above) was key
} vendor contact program. Review by Region II inspectors found no
i violation as documented in inspection report dated April 23, 1985.

*

j V. Long Term Corrective Action
!

* None.

|

) VI. Date of Full Compliance ,

I The CAR 830 should be completed by March 31, 1988.*i

.

: VII. Conclusions -
i

[ * APCo does not agree that this finding is 4 violation.
i

* CAR 830 addresses G. L. 83-28 issues which are outside the scope of EQ.
A violation for- untimely. corrective action in an EQ audit inspection to-

|
a CAR-that addresses issues outside EQ is not' valid,.

s - -

| * Additionally, based on a review of work historyland physical inspections
!

conducted by APCo, no safety issues resulted from the use of these
!' vendor manuals or documents while performing maintenance on EQ--

-

equipment.
|

,

!
* As. items-were closed, new issues were identified that related to the

.

issue. To facilitate tracking - APCo decided to revise the existing CAR'

as additional items were identified, rather than close the CAR:and -
| initiate others.

* Notwithstanding all of the above, APCo decided ~within one year' to revise-
-

: all manuals on= design change work henceforth. This completed the: root-
! cause corrective action.. Enhancements. such as the cross reference -
: index, were completed subsequent to this date and the retrofit work of
! updating-technical manuals from pre-1984 design-changes was initiated

(to be completed March 1988). -|It should be- noted that- this exceeds the4

! cosedtnents made for 6.- L. 83-28 Section 2.2.2.

:
'

!
, __ . _.. w.__.___ .. . - . . _ _ _ . ... .,
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| Enclosure 3 Page 43 of 50 ;

.

1

NRC EQ Audit Findings
Status

; 50/348, 364/87 30-04
4

L

1. Restatement of NRC't description of finding-

! * NRC designated this as unresolved. See Paragraph 6.h, page 17.
Failure to train personnel involved in EQ activities in the requirements

;

i of the EQ program.
b

.!
II. Sequence of Events

* Craft personnel were trained on-EQ prior to the audit. ,

h

| * NRC- EQ audit identified a concern related to failure to train Technical
i Staff and Management persennel in EQ activities.

I
III. ! mediate Corrective Action-

,

i * Plant training plan has been revised and requires training for
Technical- Staf f and Managers.'

i

* The FNP- QC engineer and his staff, and the Plant Modifications group
have been trained since.the EQ audit.

! * Appropriate G. O. staff personnel have also been trai'iet. since the EQ
audi t.p

t

: * Licensed operators will be trained as part of upcoming requalification
; training.
i

'

: IV. Analysis of Event
!

[ * N/A

| V. Long Term Corrective Action

* N/A;

VI. Date of Full Compliance
: ,-

* Training plan, " Technical Staff and Manager Curriculum Guide" was;. ,

revised on February 8,1988 to address EQ training for- the Technical
Staff and Managers.

,

.

VII. Conclusions

* There is no' safety significance in this-finding. This is an enhancement<
2 to the EQ program.
:

* It is APCo's position-that this ites can be closed based upon corrective'

action listed in Section III.,

.

4

.
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1 /

[ NRC EQ Audit Findings ;

L Status i

! S0/348, 364/87-30-05 !

I -and
i' N 50/348, 364/87-30-06-
i'
f I. Restatement of NRC's description of' finding
i

{ * 50/348, 364/87-30-05
.

!- NRC designated this as unresolved. See Paragraph 6.1.(1), page 19: - '

i Thermal and radiation effects not evaluated for lead wire insulation,
j terminal blocks and resistors for the GEM's level transmitter (XM-36495
j Wide Range).

.;

i-
| * 50/348, 364/87-30-06

! NRC designated this as a violation. See Paragraph 6.1.(1) page 19:
!. The licensee found wide range and narrow' range containment sump level
i . transmitters on both units, in a configuration-that was not considered

'

qualified by existing .. test- data.
'

! II. Sequenca of Events
i-
;

-- .

- - <
:

3
- -

|
GEMS Wide' Range transmitters documented qualification configuration: was

; based on a test report which used a. junction box.with a: terminal block
; and RTV-60 to seal' the conduit entrance- to : the. junctien; box. _ G.. E. ' type

.

|- F-50 silicon fluid was used 'in the junction box and. transmitter .

housing.- (If the'RTV-60 had' failed, the silicon fluid would have still!- .

L -covered all age sensitive parts (by approximately 1/8").)
*

.
-

.

-,

The Narrow:Rangeitransmitter's-configuration was based en the GEMS test'

report which used a junction box:with a Raychem splice rather-_than a
i

p terminal block. The junction box had aininety degree- elbowLat the
! conduit entrance rather than RTV-60 to contain the.Dow Corning 710

silicon' fluid which covered the age sensitive parts.
.

i

L

[ Walkdown of Unit 2. Wide Range transmitters |on October 10, 1987.*

discovered that the only deviation from~ the tested configuration was4*

. that there was no fluid in the 'junctionLbox or transmitter housing.i ,

!

j. .
. . .. .

-

[ Walkdown for Unit 2 Marrow Range:transaitters discovered low fluidi **

;. levels; however, sufficient fluid levels were found~ to exist in the -
L junction: boxes to cover all; age sensitive: parts. -
L

ii .

|
L

[ .

s .

s
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NRC EQ Audit Findings -

Status
50/348,364/87-30-05

and
50/348, 364/87-30-06

Page Two

!!. Sequence of Events (continued)-

* Walkdown for Unit 1 Wide Range and Narrow Range transmitters on October
10, 1987 discovered the following deviations from the tasted
confi9uration:

,

For the Narrow Range transmitters, V-taped splices were found in-

lieu of the Raychem splice.

For both the Narrow Range and Wide Range transmitters, fluid levels
|

-

were found '.o be low; however,' sufficient fluid levels were found to
exist in the Narrow Range. transmitter junction boxes to cover all-
age sensitive parts. y

For the Wide Range transmitter junction boxes _approximately one-
, . inch of the lead wire and terminal block was exposed.
|

III. Innediate Corrective Action
* Unit 2 Wide Ranga transmitters were replaced with identical transmitters

prior to startup from the Unit 2 fifth refueling outage.

* Fluid was added to the Unit _1 Wide- Range transmitter junction box 'on
October 13, 1987 and October 14,.1987.

*
. .-

* Additionally, the Wide Range: transmitters on both-taits were upgraded by
PCNs 87-2-4583_(Noveder 19, 1987) and 87-1-4587 (Deceder 10, 1987) to

'

provide the same cable elbow entrance into the-transmitter junction box '

- that was used:on the Narrow Range transmitter junction' boxes and all
transmitters have Dow Corning 7L0 silicon fluid.

* Fluid was added to ~the Unit 1 Narrow Range transmitter junction box and .

'

V-tape splices were replaced with Raychem splices on December 10, 1987
and Dece d er 12, 1987.

* Note: Unit 2 Wide Range transmitters were replaced under APCo IWR's-,

138990 and 138991'.
.

-

IV. . Analysis-of Event

* This-item was identified prior. to the NRC audit by_ APCo and-
corrective actions were initiated and described in~111.

.

e

$. , . - - 4._ . . . .... .-- -
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-

; Status
i 50/348,364/87-30-05
i

and
50/348,364/87-30-06

! Page ihree
: s

,

[ IV. Analysis of Event (Continued)

Emergency procedures were reviewed to identify usages for the wide and!
*

narrow range containment susp level indications during accident.
|

conditions. Evaluation of the usages concluded that they were either
limited to accident scenarios which were beyond design basis accidents

j or their usage was redundant to other indications listed in the-i.
i procedure which would be available -to the: operator.

| -

,

'

f V. Long Term Corrective Action -

f Maintenance procedures have been revised to require fluid level*

inspections at each refueling outage for each unit. The applicable1

procedures are STD 206.1, 206.2, 224.2, and 224.3.
.

(- VI. Date of Full Compliance
*

; Novester 14, 1987
g .

; VII. Conclusions
!

i The as-found condition of these instruments did not impact safe*

i operation or create a condition adverse-to safety.

The wide range instruments may be used by the operator as an additional
^

*

source of information to teminata safety injection. The primary source
; is RWST level _ indication.
i

!- The narrow range-instrument's function is leak- detection. They- have no*

|
active safety function to perfom during or following a design basis
accident..

!
!
:

'

i <

!

!

!

!
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NRC EQ Audit Findings
Status

50/348, 364/87-30-10

I., Restatement of NRC's description of finding
,

* The NRC has designated this as unresolved. See Paragraph 14, page 24:-
Raychem Stilon (sic] cable test data does not support qualification for
the use of this ca51e in instrument circuits, paragraph 6.1.(14).

II. Sequence of Events

* NRC had questions on the Stilan cable qualification report and
questioned where it is used. The test mport -identified a "less than"
insulation resistance value which has no meaning.

This was identified late in the-audit and did not ' allow sufficient time*

for APCo to pursue the question. .

Af ter further-investigation with Raychem, additional documentation to'

address the question was not available due to the age of the . report.-

III. Immediate Corrective Action

* N/A
.

!!. Analysis of Event

* The only EQ system which utilizes Stilan cable at FNP is the core exit
thermocouple, system

* The core exit thermocouple system is: required to be environmentally
qualified by Reg. Guide 1.97. APCo. committed to ensure compliance with-
Reg. Guide 1.97 by the end of the Unit 1 eighth ind-the Unit 2 fif th
refueling outages, respectively as ~ documented by APCo response to Reg.
Guide 1.97, dated March 30,1984 for Unit 2.and June 29, 1984 for Unit
1.

* The NRC issued 'an order dated June 12,1984 -requiring implementation
(installation or upgrade) of Reg. Guide 1.97 parameters by March-1988
(eighth refueling outage) for Unit-1 and by October 1987 for Unit.2.

9

* The NRC issued an SER on Reg. Guide 1.97 dated January 7,1987 that
enclosed the EG4G Idaho TER.- The conclusion was that APCo conforms to

- or is justified in deviating from Reg. Guide 1.97.

* The.Stilan cable has been replaced as part of the Reg. Guide l'.97
upgrade for Unit 2 and will be for Unit 1~ during the eighth refueling _

'

outage.-

* Stilen. is on the EQ Master List-in error.

* The core exit thermocouple system will be added to the EQ program
documents after the Unit 2 fifth and the Unit 1 eighth refueling outages
respectively.

.

% . .
.. .

. . . .. .. . ..
'* '*

_ _ ______m -__._
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WRC EQ Audit Findings
Status

50/348,364/87-30-10
% (Page Two)

V. Long Term Corrective Action

* The Stilan cable package will be removed from the EQ central _ file
af ter replacement of the cables.

.

.

VI. Date of Full Compliance .

* N/A

VII. Conclusions
,

* There is no safety significance of this finding. This is an enhancement
to EQ program required by RG.1.97.
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october 3, 1988

Mr.-James M. Taylor
Dacuty Executive Director -

Q~Y Regional operations _ _ .

U.S. Nuclear. Regulatory Commission.
Washington, D.C.-20555

_

,

Subj: Escalated Enforcement Actions Under.the
Modified EQ Enforr.ement Pol-icyffer Lack:of
Leee-Accurnev Calculatiens

Dear Mr. Taylor:

I. INTRODUCTION

The issue of leakage current _and insulation resistance (IR)
-

effects on total. instrument. loop accuracy >has'been identified in
recent NRC= Equipment Qualification-(EQ). Staff; inspections.as
having been inadequately _ addressed'by several licensee,s.---The NRC
Staff has concluded in many of'theseJinstances;that escalated
enforcement action is' appropriate 1because licensees had not-

.

performed evaluations _ prior to November 30, 1985,;addressingEthe1
overal1 accuracy of. entire: instrumentation loopsLresulting fr:u.
the specific contribution tolerror from each piece of equipment
within the instrumentation loop.x

,

In these comments, we willEaddress on behalf of the Nuclear: !
,

| Utility - Group on' Equipment' Qualification- (" Group")? the issue iof-
whether this failureEto have_ performed ". loop. accuracy"-

'

calculatiens_is proper)yysubject to,esca}ated' enforcement actien-
under the Modified EQ dnforcementLPolicy in: light of--thal

'

:

4

. , ,
- i

1/ The Group is comprisedfof.42 utilities,;;each'ofEwhich holds
an:NRC construction-permit'~or:cperatingylicenseLfcre ene or
.more power reactors.- 'Since 1980,etheiGroup has: actively 1
. participated--in the-public processtleadint tottheL
formulation,Jadoption, implementation'and: enforcement of- NRC:
r=gulations and guidance related to equipment: qualification.

.

1/ Generic Letter 88-07, " Modified' Enforcement Policy Relating ~::
10 C.F.R. 50.49, ' Environmental. Qualification cf I'e:trical
Ic.uipren r;;rtant :: Safet; f:r Suclear-F:wer Plants''".

i
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Mr . J amc o M . Taylor
Deputy Exocutivo Diroctor
for Rogional oporations

'

October 3, 1988
Page 2

" clearly sh uld have known" standard.3 As discussed belew, there
is compelling evidence that total instrumentation loop accuracy
calculations were no*. viewed as a regulatory requirement pri:r t:
the November 1985 EG deadline, either by the NRC or its
consultants, or by licensees. Aa.?ordingly, the Group submits
that licunsees could not " clearly have known" to perform such
calculations prior t o the EQ deadline, and thus shouts not be
subject to sacalated enforcement action on this issue.

.

II. DISCUSSION

A. " clear 1v Knew /cleariv Sheuld Have Known" Standard

The Modified EQ Enforcement Policy provides that "if
violations of the EQ rule identified at plants operating after
November 30, 11d5, existed before the deadline and the licensee
' clearly knew or should have known' of the lack of proper
environmental nualification, then enforcement action may be taken
(under this Fa'..cy;." On the other hand, "(i)f the licensee dces
not meet the -elearly knew or should have known' test, no
enforcement action will be taken." (Modified Policy, Enclosure
at 1.) Absent such a finding, therefore, enforcement action is
unwarranted.

<

The Commission directs the Staff in the Modi *fied Policy to
evaluate and balance at least four fact:rs to datarmine whetner a
licensee " clearly should have known" of the lack of proper-

environmental qualification. (Modified Policy, Enclosure at
1-2.) Each of these f actors 's they relate to the loop accuracy
issue are analyzed and summarized in the Appendix to these
comments. As stated in that Appendix, factors 1 and 2 are
inapplicable to tne loop accuracy issue. With regard to fact:rs

whether the licensee had " crier notien" that3 and 4 --

qualification deficiencies might exis', and whet *ar othert
licensees identified and corrected similar probis.as bef ore the EQ
deadline -- it will become apparent from the discussion to foll w
that the answers to these ouestions are in the negative. Bec'ause
of changing technical assumptions, the issue of " loop accuracy"

*

as the Staff broadly defines it today vast?y differs from the
circumscribed way in which the accuracy iasue was perceived by
industry and by the NRC Staff itself prior to November 1985.

B. Evolution of The Lomo Accuraev Issue

Enclosed with these comments are two affidavits. The first
affidavit is submitted jointly by Vincent S. Noonan, Philip A.

1/ These comments do not address the-mert s of "10 p a::uracy"
as a technical issue t: day.

.

6
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OiBanedett: and Robert G. LaGrange. Mr. Neonan is a f:rner Chief
of the Equipment Qualificatien Branch, Division of Engineering,
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR), U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. Mr. DiBenedetto was the first Section
L4ader of the Equipment Qualification Branch of NRR. Mr.
LaGrange is also a former section Leader of the Equipment
Qualification cranch of HRR.

The second affidavit is submitted jointly by Cyril J. Crane
and Gary J. Toman. Mr. Crane was formerly employed by Franklin
Research Center (FRC), consultants in the EQ area to the NRC
Staff, as Manager of Equipment Qualification Analysis and
Planning. Mr. Toman was formerly the Head of the Nuclear
Engineering Section at TRC.

These affidavits address the historical evolution of :ne
i issue of instrument loop accuracy. They conclude that, pursuant

to NRC Staff practice, NRC consultant practico and industry
practica prior to the November 1985 EQ deadline, " instrument
accuracy" requirements were not viewed as requiring a detailed
review et all " inaccuracy" from individual components in the
instru c.snt loop (gca , splices, cable, penetrations). Rather,
during the early to mid-80's, virtually everyone -- the NRC, its
consultants, and licensees -- addressed the accuracy issue by
examining instrument sensors, the implicit assumption being that
potential inaccuracies due to the other.individua'l components cf
the circuit were negligible. Noonan aff. at 4: Crane aff. at 4.
It was assumed that if an individual device demonstrated.

qualification (by passing rated voltage and current), the use cf a

the device, with other qualified devices to ec= prise a system.
would not significantly degrade the system's overall performance.
Noonan aff. at 4 Crane aff. at 5-8.

Thus, as defined in the DDR Guidelines, instrument accuracy
was limited to the accuracy of the instrument sensor. Noonan
aff at 11-12. In reviewing licensee test reports for
qualifi:stien purposes on behalf of the NRC and in preparing
Technical Evaluation Reports (TERs), Franklin Research Center did
not reject any test reports for such devices as cables,.

penetrations agd splices solely for lack of IR (or leakage
current) data. Noonan aff. at 5, Crane aff, at 9. IR effects

s/ A reviev of a number of TERs produced during that period
confirms that the issue of accuracy.was consiilered only for
instrument sensors. The 7,quipment Environmeraal
Qualification Summary form and Equipment Env.tenmental
Qualification Review forms that were used : document the TERreviews contained a field specifically addressinc " ins,rumen
accuracy." However. f:r devi:es ::ner inan :nstr: ment
sensors, these f; elds were generally either lef: Olank r
contained a "not applicacle" ("N/A" Crana aff. at 3..

.. .. .. . ,
.. . .. .. . . . . .. - - - - _ _ _ - - - .
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were net then considered to be relevant perf:rmance cr; eria f:r
this equipments the IEEE-383 standard for cable, for example, did
net address IR's. Noonan aff. at 11. Franklin reviewed IR data
when available, but scrutinized it only when there appeared to to
an anomaly during testing. Crane aff at 9-10. The NRC Staff|

subsequently accepted the Franklin TERs, and incorporated them
into SERs which were then issued to the utilities. Noonan aff.
at 5. What is more, the NRC Staff did not raise the loop
accuracy issue in any of the meetings it held with licensees
prior to issuance of the final round of SERs. Id. Finally, the
issue of total instrumentation loop accuracy was not, in the
1979-85 tine-frame, the subject of any regulatory or industry
guidance, or of any NRC EQ inspection reports or audits. Nocnan
eff, at 9-17.

In short, lack of instrument icop accuracy or of insula:::n
resistance measurements was not considered to be a qualifica:::n
deficiency during the period from 1980 to 1985 when the entire
industry was being evaluated for compliance with 10 C.T.R.
i 50.49 requirements. Hoonan aff. at 8-9; Crane aff, at 9. This
view is supported not only by the affidavits of the former NRC
Staff members and tonsultants who constitute the entire front-
line NRC Staff managers and consultants responsible for re'.iew of
industry qualification files during the period before 1980
through 1985, but also by tne experience of the undersigned
utilities. The vast majority of them had qualifi' cation data
accepted by the NRC Staff that contained (at most) instrument
accuracy calculations, and that did n21 centain instrument loop.

accuracy or insulation resistance measurements. We believe tha:
where the Staff has indicated that a cempenent or system was-

qualified in a review (g g., inspections, SERs on the Frannlin
reviews) prior to the En deadline, licensees should be permitted
to have reasonably relied on that determinati:n in devel pin:
their EQ programs.

At scme point in mid-1986, the assumption underlying the
early approach t: locp accuracy changed. Noo:.an aff, at 16-17.
It was not until the recent round of EQ inspections, however,
that the Staff interpreted the " instrument accuracy" requirement-

as requiring a detailed review of all " inaccuracy" from other
components in the instrument loop (32g , splicas, cable and
p.inetrations). 14 The result is that licensees who fulfilled
" instrument accuracy" requirements as defined and accepted by
previous NRC Staff practice, NRC consultant practice, and
industry practice, are now being penalized in escalated
enforcement actions for not having a detailed review of all
" inaccuracy" from ether components in the instrumen: 1:0p.

. . . -
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C. Sandia Study and NRC Guidance en Terninal 91ecks

The conclusion that it was not until mid-1986 that
assumptions began to change is not undermined by the NRC's
inquiry into leakage current and terminal blocks in 1984. The
effect of terminal blocks in a variety of circuits was brought
into question by NUREG/CR-3691, "An Assessment of Terminal Blocks
in the Nuclear power Industry" and the related Information
Notice, IE-84-87, " Environmental Qualification Tests of
Electrical Terminal Blocks." -

Although IE Notice 84-47 does explicitly refer to instrument
" loop accuracy," that Notice concerned leakage current identified
during terminal block testing performad as part of research

,

cenducted by Sandia National Laboratories fer the NRC Staff. The'

Notice called attention to this problem so that utilities would
replace terminal blocks in instrumentation circuits with
qualified splices. Nocnan aff, at 15. The specific terminal
block problem was discussed during the meeting held with each
licensee, but the broader issue of total instrument loop accuracy
was not. Id. In fact, the response from both the NRC and
industry was to reassess the use of terminal blocks in these
circuits. Id. Most licensees simply replaced instrumentation
terminal blocks inside containment and other pipe-break areas
with qualified tolice9 -- a solution suggested by the Notice to
resolve the pree em. Id. The significance of the fact nat
licensees -- and the NRC Staff -- believed that replacing the
terminal blocks alone would resolve the problem is clear: :ne.

terminal block IR and leakage current concerns were not
censidered relevant by licensees or the NRC f r other
instrumentation circuit devices. The terminal block controversy
thus did not previde the requisite "not::e" to liceraees that
they were required to evaluate the potential contr(Tetion to
er c fr:m other c mponents in the instrumentatien leet

III. CONettsioN-

In conclusion, the Group wishes to emphasize that it does
*

not take issue with Staff concerns that may be technically valid
today. In light of the foregoing discussion, however, the Group
respectfully submits that the failure to do total loop accuracy
calculations is net properly the subject of escalated enforcemen:
action. Licensees should not " clearly have known" they were
required to do such calculations prior to November 1985, the EQ
deadline. Information provided to licensees by the NRC does not
constitute notice of_a particular cond : ion unless such
information clearly relates to t i condition at issue. While an

j evch ing knowledge base should be considered in an appr:priate
manner by licensees, suen new informati:n or practices may n::
serve as ne cas:s f:r ent:rrement a::::n premised :n :ne state
of knowledge on Novemoer 30, 1985. By taking escalated
ent:r:ement acti:n against li:ensees f:: n:: d::ng :::al '.::p

- 1
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-
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accuracy calculations prior to November 1985, the staff has
ignored this basic principle. Accordingly, the Group submits

that sound application of the Modified EQ Enforcement Policyactions witndictates that the Sta*f withdraw pending enforcement
regard to this issue.

Finally, the Group asks the staff to consider the broaderA change inramifications of its approach to loop accuracy.
position such as the one involved here -- from requiring only

(sensor) accuracy measurements to requiring totalinstrumentinstrument loop accuracy calculations -- should be imposed
through proper regulatory channels such as through a generic
letter, hulletin or notice. The Staff should not attempt tc

impose new regulatory positions during individual inspections.
such_a new positi:n c:uld raiseThe staff should rec:gni:e that

backfitting concerns pursuant to 10 C.F.R. i 50.109.

We appreciate the opportunity to previde to the NRC cur
views on this important regulatory issue. If you have any

questicns regarding these views, please centact us.
I

Sincerely

0-
Nichola's S.,Jteynolds
Malecl= .iPhilips, Jr.

-

Marcia qe,lman.
.

Counsel to Whe Nuclear
Utility Group on Equipment
Qualificati:n

Enc.' csures-

cc: Mr. James Lieberman
Mr. Howard J. Wong

.

.
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APPINDIX

APPLICATION TO THI 100P ACEUF CY ISSr? OF3

THE "CLIARLY SHOULD HAVE KNOWN" TACTCPS

Below is a brief summary and analysis of the four factors
delineated in the Modified EQ Enforcement Policy that are to be
weighed to determine if a licsnsee " clearly should have known"
that an IQ qualification deficiency ex1.sted, as they relate to

*

loop accuracy.

1. Did the licensee have vender-sueelied decurentatien that
demonstrated that the ecuirrent was cualified?

This facter is net applicable to the issue Of instrurent
loop accuracy. Vendor-suppit t$ :r c+her documentation that

!
demonstrates equipment was q. sis; 2 paJensses only the
particalar piece of equipmet' < se 9 'n t documentation was
supplied. Addressing instntL. M.. b r f 3CuTaty requires that the
documentatien supplied with enun p. av ei equipment within the
loop be considered simultaneously to determine the acceptacality
of overall instrument loc,p accurac'r when the potential
contribution to errer frem each pivce is accounted for.
Documentation supplied with the equipment can demonstrate that
the equipment was qualified, irrespective of wnether overall
instrument loop accuracy has been addressed.

2. Did the li_censee cerfern adecuate receivinc and/er field.

verification inf,cection to determine that the centiourstien Of
the installed ecuienent etched the conficuratien f t .a. e
ecuiement that was cualified bv the vender?

This facter also is not applicable to the issue of
instruncnt Ice; accuracy. A c:eplete and ther:ugn receiving kn:
field inspection that shows that the installed configuration was
identical to the vender-qualified configuration of equip ent does
not demonstrate that instrunant loop accuracy is or is not
acceptable. -

.

3. Did the lirensee have vrier motire h any seurre that
ecuirnent cualification deficiencies tient exist?

No. As ' discussed in detai.1.in these comments and in t.he
attached affidavits, there was no n'tice to licensees, prior to
November 30, 1985, that loop accuracy calculations were required
for equipment qualification. Prior to November 1985, the NRC.
its consultants, and licensees considered the issue of-accuracy
to be telated primarily to instrutent senscrs (,L,.g.,,, - he

transmitters). Up until scre 1=c in 1956, One industry and
regulat:rs appr:a:ned envir:nnental qua;;f :st;:n generally :n a

. .
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cocponent-by-component basis. It was believed that devices could
be qualified by device type without significant concern f er
potential problems resulting from the integration of devices into
a qualified system configuration. Thus, instrument loop

in theaccuracy, as a configured system concern, was not,! ,

1

1979-1985 time-period, the subject of any regulatory or industry
guidance, or of any NRC EQ inspection reports or audits gar 11reportsThus, Franklin Research Center, reviewing licensee test

did not re]ectfor qualification purposes on behalf of the NRC,
any test reports on cable or penetrations for lack of IR data.
What is more, the Staff accepted the Franklin TERs and, indeed,
attached SERs to them, indicating that in its view the cceponents
were qualified without IR data. Also, the EQ Inspection Modules

contained nothingprepared by TRC for NRC inspectors in 1984 Nor was the issueregarding loop accuracy or IR measurements.
raised by the NRC Staff in any of the meetings it held with
licensees prior to issuance Gf the final round of SERs.

Accordingly, it cannot be said that licensees " clearly
4

sheuld have known" to focus en loop accursey-prior to the EO
deadline. To the extent the issue of " accuracy" was raised at
all as an EQ issue prior to November 30, 1985, it was raised only

basis. (Even if ants form of tneon an individual component
accuracy issue had been raised in isolated instances in early
inspection reports, this would not be tantamount to "nctice" to
licensees, since these would not have been widely disseminated g;

As the affidavits explain, although tneprecisely gernane.)seeds of the loop accuracy issue may have been planted prior to
November 30, 1985, the full-blown loop accuracy issuelas we knew
it today was not brought into focus by the NRC, its censultants,
or licensees until after the EQ deadline. That new intercaticn.

and perspectives have been gained since the deadline snould not
alter licensees' reasenable reliance on information available t:
them at the time. The entire thrust of the EQ deadline and tne
" clearly should have known" test, is that licensces not be
penali:ed by hindsignt.

4. Did other licensees identify si-ilar ereblers and
correct them befere the deadline?

.

No. To the Group's knowledge, prior to November 30, 1985,*

potantial deficiencies with regard to instrument loop-accuracy
vere not identified by licensees. Again, EQ was assessed
generally in that pericd on an-individual equipment basis,
without considering the integration of each piece of equipment
into a functional '.nstrument loop. Having had their test reports
. accepted by Franklin, and no other indications in regulatory or
industry guidance, licensees-did not consider tne issue during
their efforts to achieve compliance with NRC's EQ requirements.

|
t

e
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UNITED STATES Of AMIRICA
NUCLEAR RIGULATORY COMMISSION

AFFIDAVIT OF CYRIL J. CRAlfE A?ID C ARY 7. TOP.A!!

I?tTRODUCTI0tt*

I, Cyril J. Crane, being first duly sworn, depose and s:ste

as follows:

I am a Senior Partner and Manager of Engineering at Main

Line Engineering Associates. As such, I conduct or supervise

engineering and technical program management services f er nuclear

.tilities and governmental agencies. I am a censultant ::.

several utilities in the area of equipment' environmental

qualification. Prior to joining Main Line Engineering Assceiates

and Westec Services, I was employed by Franklin Research Center

(FRC) as Project Manager for NRC Licensing issues and Manager cf
.

Equipment Qualificction Analysis and F' anning (1980-82) . In that

capacity, I served as technical group leader for equipment

qualification programs for the NRC, completing assignments on (1)

,

--- J
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tho evaluation of equipment qualification for the systematic

Evaluation Program (SEP) plants, and (2) the evaluation of

equip =ent qualification associated with IE Bulletin 79-01B. As

part of a continuing program,.I completed Technical Evaluation
Reports (TERs) for 30 operating reactors on the evaluation of

equipment qualification programs.
I, Gary J. Toman, being first duly sworn, depose and state

as follows:

I am a Principal Engineer for ERC International, WESTIC

Power Engineering Division. I am responsible for development and

evaluation of equipment qualification documentation and

supervision of qualification tests, and consult with various
utilities in the equipment qualification area. Prior to working

for ERC I was employed by Franklin Research Cent'er as the Head of

the Nuclear Engineering Section (1982-87). I was in charge of

the completion of the evaluation of all harsh envircnment safety-
related electrical equipment for 41 operating nuclear power

plants for the NRC. The evaluation entailed preparation of an

individual qualification data base for each power plant and
evaluation of utility-supplied documentation against the

.

requirements of the DOR Guidelines, IE Bulletin 79-01B and NUREG-

0588 in conjunction with plant-specific requirements. -

From 1979 through March of 1983, then, Franklin evaluated

the environmental qualification of 71 operating nuclear power

plants on behalf of the NRC. These technical evaluations were

. _

~
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led by Cyril Crane from 1980 through* September 1982, and by
|

|, Gary Toman from October 1982 through March 1963. Two of the

plants were reviewed to the requirements of NUREG-0588, Category

II; 69 plants were reviewed to the requirements of the DOR.
,

Guidelines. As a result, seventy-one (71) Technical Evaluation

Reports were completed on the evaluation of equipment

qualification programs. In addition, an Equipment Qualification

I=plementation Guide was prepared in 1982 by Cyril. Crane (and

issued by Gary Toman in 1983), and an Equipment Qualification

Inspection Module was prepared by Gary Toman in 1984 for use by

NRC inspectors subsequent to the Tranklin EQ reviews.

At some point in 1986, NRC reviewers started to focus

attentien on the potential degrading effects of insulation

resistance and leakage current on instrument loop accuracy for

instruments located in harsh environments requiring environmental ;
;

qualification.- An instrument loop includes all et..sponents in the

circuit, for example the sensor devicer cable, splice or terminal

block; penetration; receiver and power supply. Environmental

Qualification program test results indicated in seme cases that

leakage currents and low insulation resistance could possibly
.

compromise the ability of some instrument circuits to perform

required safety functions. In certain instances the Staff found

escalated. enforcement actions appropriate where insulation

resistance data was absent since, according to the Staff,

licensees "clearlyLshould have known" prier to November 30, 1965

i

. . . d.
.

.
. . ..

. . .

.
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the EQ deadline, that instrument loop accuracy calculations were

required for equipment qualification. ,

We have been asked to provide our views on whether licensees

" clearly should have known" that loop accuracy calculations were
,

a requirement prior to the November 1985 EQ deadline.

SU?N_ARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The EQ reviews perferned for the NRC by Franhlin Research|

|

Center were done on a component-by-component basis, since it was
devicesgenerally believed within the industry at that time that

could be individually qualified by device type withcut

significant concern for potential problems resulting fren
integration of the devices into a qualified configured system.
Although the concept of " loop accuracy" was not totally

-

unf amiliar, virtually everyone -- the NRC, we as its consultants,

and licensees -- addressed the accuracy issue by examining

instrument sensers, the i=plicit assumption being that potential
inaccuracies due to the individual ecmpenents of the circuit

(e.c., splices, penetrations, cable) were insignificant, and
would not contribute to overall inaccuracy (provided that each

component showed satisfactory performance). Accordingly, lack cf
,

instrument loop accuracy or of insulation resistance measurements
considered to be qualification deficiencies at.the timewere not

Franklin did its reviews. Instrument loop accuracy calcuA tiens

that included insulation resistances of cables and other circuit
components under accident envirennent conditions were net

-
. _ _ _ _ _ _
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since theexpected as part of the qualification documentatier.
ene loop.principal focus was on the device rather than

Franklin, as the NRC's consultant, accepted from licensees, f:

qualification purposes, test reports for cables and penetrations
_

that did not contain IR data (or contained very few IR data
measurements) in the LOCA accident simulation portion of the test

;

Moreover, the NRC seemed to place its approval on the
|

program.

evaluations in the Franklin TERs by attaching SERs to them.

Accordingly, at the time Franklin was involved in its Il revia.
of licensee test reports for the NRC, neither Franklin, the

industry, nor apparently, the NRC, viewed loop accuracy

calculations rs an essential qualification require. ment. Thus, in

our view, it cannot be said that licensees " clearly should have

known" that loop accuracy calculations were required.

DISCUSSION

From the inception of equipment qualification issues in the

late 1960's up until 1986, the industry and regulaters appr: ached

environmental qualification on a component-by-component basis, as

evidenced by the regulatory and industry standards then in
,

effect, as well as by the inspection reports issued through 1985.-
,

It was generally believed'that devices could be individually

qualified by device type (gig 2, 1153D transmitters manufactured
.

1/ These standards and inspection reports are discussed in
detail in the Affidavit of Vincent S. Noonan, Philip A.
DiBendetto and Robert G. LaGrange on loop accuracy, which we
have reviewed and with which we concur.

.
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;

by Rosemount) without a great deal of attention given to

potential problems resulting frem the integration of'the devices
into a qualified system configuration (1.12, the connecting>

cable, terminal block, splice, penstration, etc.). (This was
_

>

true as long as each qualification file for the perticular.

equipment exhibited satisfactory performance during the accident
,

simulation test and there were no indications of failure or
significant anomalies.) Since the initial _ objective of the IJRC

I

qu:lifi: tion revic. pr: gram was to provide reasenable assurance
of equipment operability and accomplishment of safety functiens,

Thethis approach appeared reasonable and technically sound.
effects of the integration of components into a system was dealt

with by evaluating significan,t interfaces.(stat, ~ voltage
fluctuations from the power supply _were considered as was

mounting, electrical terminations, and sealing). s

The IQ reviews Franklin performed for the NRC were,
i Theaccordingly, performed on a component-by-component basis.

goal of the Franklin reviews was to determine if there was a-
reasonable basis for stating that the components would function ,

If aadequately under a design basis accident condition.|

|

reasonable basis was present (11a.., the. component functioned

properly through a steam exposure test that enveloped the plant-
~ *

environmental profile, and radiation and aging were addressed in:

accordance with the DOR Guidelines or NUREG-0588) the
documentation reviewed was declared _ technically acceptable, and

|

.;.._,. _ _ _ _ _ . . . . , - _ .. u , . . _ _ - . . . . - , ,
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found to be in accordance with NRC criteria. Generally, the

early tests (prior to 1980) focused on verifying that egr ; ment
integrity would remain intact and function through the harsh

environment test. There were very few attempts in the test
_

reports to show precise margin, the exact degree of degradatien
or trend performance characteristics ( h , monitor insulation

resistance or leakage current during the LOCA test). The reviews

evaluated basic characteristics of the test: (1) the iter was

ex;: sed t: a steam test with a sufficient temperature / pressure

peak and duration: (2) radiation was addressed and envelcped One

plant conditient (3) aging and qualified life were apprcpriately

addressed; (4) chemical or domineralized water spray was

sufficient; (5) similarity between test specimen and installed

equipment was sufficient; (6) test sequences were acceptable: (7)

test failure and anomalies were adequately addressed; and (S)

accuracy of instruments -- as individual components rather than
,

as an instrument loop -- was addressed. With respect to cable

and penetrations, the basic requirement was that they carry lead

current and withstand applied voltage during the steam

environment test. The screening guidelines used to evaluate the

acceptability of the qualification documents were (1) the DOR*

Guidelines, (2) NUREG - 0588 Rev. 1, and (3) IE Bulletin 79-01B.

The principal objective of these technical reviews was to

identify equipment with qualification documentation that did not

give reasonable assurance that the equipment was capaole of

l
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licensees couldperforcing its specified safety function so that
take appropriate corrective action.

Indeed, a reviev of a number of TERs produced during that

period confirms that the issue of accuracy Vas considered only_

The Equipment Environmentalfor instrument sensors.
Qualification summary form and Equipment Environmental

Qualification Review forms that were used to document the TER
reviews contained a field specifically addressing " instrument

sensors,
accuracy." However, for devices other than instru=ent

these fields were generally either-left blank or contained a "nc:

applicable" ("N/A"). In general, for devices such as instrument

cables, electrical penetrations, or splices used in
,

identifiedinstrumentation circuits, TEE deficiencies were not
when IR information was not provided. Moreover, these reviews

did not indicate that the ef'fects of other circuit ecmponents
must be considered prior to acceptance of the sensor or the

interfacing electrical devices.
In addition, as part of the assignment, Franklin issued to

,

the NRC the Irelerentation Guidance for New and corrective ,

Ecuirrent Environmental cualification in January 1983. Its

objectives were to identify for licensees the typical'

deficiencies found during the TER review and discuss methods of

resolution and qualification methodology. The discussion of

accuracy deficiencies in section 4.16.3 is limited to either (a)
a lack of instrument accuracy data n the test report or (b) a

S .
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|

| lack of review of sensor accuracy data by the licensees. The

| discussion of terminal block and splice qualification

4 deficiencies addresses a number of issues but does not identify
,

| any concerns with instrument circuit accuracy. (To our
,

f knowledge, this document was not issued to the licensees.)
*

Lack of instrument loop accuracy calculations, and lack of
|1 ,

insulation resistance measurements during LOCA accident^

simulation on cables and penetrations, then, were not considered

to b6 qualification deficiencies by the industry or its-

regulators at the time Franklin did its reviews on behalf of the
!
~

NRC. Cable qualification reports were considered to be
i

acceptable provided that current and voltage were maintained, the"

's <

! cable passed post-LOCA vet high-potential tests, and the reports
.

contained no significant anomalies. With respect to instrument

loop accuracy calculations or assessments, these were not

generally expected since the principal-fecus was en the-device

| rather than the leep. Insulation resistance information was
desirable, but its absence in the report was not considered a,

) reason to reject the qualification documents based on NRC
t
'

criteria. HIf insulation resistance or leakage current _ data were

'

contained in the test report', however, it was reviewed and

evaluated. In short, a cable or_ penetration _ tested with

appropriate load current and voltage followed by.a successful
.

high potential test would have been considered: acceptable with or
.

without insulation resistance data, provided there were no

i

-

,

k

._c- . . - 9 . , ,
*
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failures or significant anomalies. " Accuracy" was viewed as

relating primarily to instrument sensors (1 t , ,the

transmitters). !

For the foregoing reasons, the Franklin environ = ental
-

,

qualification review program did not include evaluation of inter-
connected instrument loop components. The program was based en ,

the concept that if the individual components performed well
the system would function properly.

during the test program,

infernati:n requested cf the licensees by the NRO andIndeed,
contain

presented by the liceasses to the NRC for review-did not

infor=ation to allow determination of whichsufficient

instruments were connected to which cable and which penetration.
it was not pessibl.a to perform a system-level reviewTherefore,

Significantly,.the NRC acceptedfor instrument loop accuracy.
thatand validated Franklin's reviews, as evidenced by the fact

'

they attached SERs to the Franklin TERs.
Additionally, an Inspection Module was prepared by FRC in

for use by NRC inspectors as a basis.for performing site1984
The' Moduleinspections related to equipment-qualification,.

list,
previded guidance on the evaluation of the EQ equipment
resolution of corrective action from the Franklin TERs, ,

*
,

evaluation equipment qualification documentati~en,.and performance

of plant walk-downs. No explicit requirement was contained in

,

, . . , , . _ , _ , . . . - , - + , , ~ _ . , _.
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the Module to evaluate cable or penetration insulation

resistances or to evaluate instrument loop accuracies.

Based on the above discussion, and the fact that we vers

fully aware of NRC criteria and the state-of-the-art for
,

equipment environmental _ qualification,.in our view, instrument

loop accuracy calculations were not considered a regulatory

requirement during the period in which'we performed our--review of

licensee test reports on behalf of the NRC.

The foregoing paragraphs are true and correct to the best.cf

ny knowledge.

<*

,cyn 1 ,r. Crane;

Subscribed and sworn to before me this N ; day of. August,

J,b ~

Notary Public.
-

Marato r, stuu %,.
Irew.ChessetCwgp[p"9*

Orte My 4 | ppg
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY CoKKISSION

,;
I,2

'
,

,

l AFFIDAVIT OF VINCENT Si NOONAN '

i
PHILIP A. DIRENEDETTO AND ROBERT G. LAGRANGE

.

's

;

T NTRODL*CTIO N*

,

I, Vincent S. Noonan, being_first duly sworn, depose and
F

$

,

,

i state as follows:
I am employed by NUS Corporation as Assistant General

i
:

Manager of the General. consul' ting services Group, Consulting
.

I am responsible for the technical and administrativeDivision.

management of all consulting services, including, environmental ,

qualification (EQ) of. equipment; provided by the Group. Frier t:'

-

working for NUS Corporation, I was chief of the Equipment
~

'

Qualification-Branch, Division of Engineering,: office of :1uclear
.

I
-Reactor Regulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission-from

i

1982-84. In that capacity, my-responsibilities = included, among
,

other things,.overall management.of the reviewsLand-evaluations
'

performed by the Environmental-Qualification and.theLSeismic1and

Dynamic Loads; Qualification Sections of the Branch.'

:

. .- ;r. , , . . ~ . ., - . .
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? Philip A. DiBanedetto, being first duly sworn, depose and
! I,

,

state as follows: ;

I am President of Dibunedetto Associates, an engineering andi

|

i management serviens company. I as responsible for the technical
,

^

and administrative management of the company, including extensive;

-

1 Prior to i

]
EQ services provided to the nuclear industry.
establishing the company, I was the first section Leader of thef

i

i Environmental Qualification'section, Equipment Qualificationi

i branen, Division of Engineering, office of Nuclear Reacter
AsRegulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (1980-81).

i Section Leader, I supervised the EQ reviews performed' by the NRC
i

Staff and its-consultants, for-all operating nuclear power
'

>

]
plants, including those in the Systematic Evaluation Program
(SEP), and those plants then under construction.* I was involved
with the NRC's EQ effort from the inception of the Equipment

Qualification Branch until late 1981. Subsequent tc ,leavir.g ths4

:

NRC Staff, as Director.of Eng'insering.for NUTECH Engineer.s, I ;

supervised and/or perferned the development and :implamentation cf
,

-

EQ progra=s for a.significant number of operating and-near-term
,

operating license (NTOL) nuclear power plants.

j- I, Robert G. LaGrange, being first duly sworn,.deposa~and
,

state as follows:r

LI.am employed by NUS' Corporation as n' Senior: Executive'

-Consultant in the. General Consulting ; services' Group, Consulting'

LDivision. Among'other things,JI.am responsible for Providing
?r:::censulting ser/ ices regarding EQ to the nuclear industry.:

-

.

1

N
-- -._ - - _ . . - - - - - - - .
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to working for NUS Corporation, I was Section Leader of the

Environmenta; Qualification Section, Equipment Qualificatien

Branch, Division of Engineering, office of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory commission. I was the
,

Section Leader subsequent to Philip A. DiBenedetto and up until
!

|
the Equipment Qualification Branch was disbanded in late 1985.

During that time, I supervised the EQ reviews and evaluations

! performed by the NRC Staff and its consultants for all operating
nuclear power plants snd those under constructi:n. I was

!
involved with the NRC's EQ efforts for the entire six years the

Equipment Qualification Branch existed.

In this affidavit we will address the evolution of the issue
of instrument loop accuracy, ,jLatu the overall accuracy ef'an

entire instrument circuit when all or various pieces of equipment

that make up that circuit (sensor, cable, terminal _ blocks,

splices, electrical penetrations and power supply) are' exposed :=

the. harsh environmental conditions that could result fr m a

design basis accident. The issue of leakage current and

insulation resistance (IR) effects on total instrument accuracy

has been identified in some relatively recent NRC EQ Staff

inspections as being inadequately addressed by licensees. The*

NRC Staff has concludcd in some instances that escalated

enforcement action is appropriate.since several licensees had not

perforned evaluations prior to November 30, 1985 addressing the

overall accuracy of entire instrument loops resulting from sne

_ _

l'
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,

potential contribution to error from each piece of equipment
within the instrumentation loop. ,

SLHMARY AND CONCI.USION3

Whether or not loop accuracy is a safety significant concern

today, there was no notice to licensees prior to November 30,
1985, the EQ deadline, that loop accuracy calculations were

required for equipment qualification. During the early to mid-

80's, although the concept of " loop accuracy" was contemplated in

the abstract, virtually everyone -- the NRC, its consultants, and
licensees -- addressed the accuracy issue by examining instru=ent

sensors, the implicit assumption being that potential
inaccuracies due to the other individual components of the

circuit (g g., splices, penetrations, cable) were insignificant,
'

and would not contribute to overall loop inaccuracy (as long as

the component performed satisfactorily during testing). Thus,

there were no major concerns associated with regard to IR and

leakage current effects generally on total loop instrument

accuracy. It was assumed that if an individual device
demonstrated qualification (by passing rated voltage and

current), the use of the device, with other qualified devices to
.

comprise a sysuem, would not significantly degrade the system's

everall pertermance. At some point in 1986, this underlying

assu=ption c..anged. Because of it, however, the issue of loop

accuracy as we know it today was not, in the 1979-1985 time-
:: Ofperiod, tne subject of any regulatory or industry guidance.

i
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any NRC EQ insp'ection reports or audits gir it. Thus, Franklin

Research Center, reviewing licensee test reports for
was not instructedqualification purposes on behalf of the NRC,

to and did not reject any test reports solely for lack of IR (or
,

leakage current) data for loop accuracy consideration. IR data

was reviewed when available, and scrutinized only when there
1

l appeared to be an anomaly during testing. Subsequently, the NRC

Staff accepted the Franklin.TERs and incorporated them intoi

safety evaluatien reports (SERs) which were then issued to the

utilities. Additionally, the loop accuracy issue was net raised

by the NRC Staff in any of the meetings it held with licensees

prior to issuance of the final round of SERs. For the foregoing

reasons, in our view, it cannot be said that licensecs " clearly
should have known" that loop accuracy calculations were a

requirement prior to the EQ deadline of November 1985.

BACKGROUND

In late 1979 the Equips ynt Qualificatien Branch cf tne NRC -

was established. The initial' tasks of the Envircnmental

Qualification Section within the Branch were to review and
evaluate 1s.anses submittals in response to IEB 79-01B, to

,

oversee the evaluations performed by the Franklin Research Center

of the eleven Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) licensees, ahd

to establish and implement an audit program for the Near Term

.

9

'

- - - - . . - - - _ _ . - __
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f

operating License (NTOL) applicants' equipment qualification ;

,

prograr.s.
i

The reviews performed by the NRC EQ Staff concentrated en
'

the 79-018 submittals by licensees. They did-not, in the early ;

|*

stages, consider the actual licensee test documents or~EQ files, s

,

but rather reflected the comparative review of the System
'
t

Component Evaluat, ion Worksheets (SCEW).

The SEF reviews were-conducted by Tranklin Research Center
-

.

under the directicn and guidance of the EQ' Branch in accordance ,

i

! with the DCR guidelines and IE Bulletin 79-01B. Tranklin..

.

.

i
. .

-i

1 tiles cfResearch Center performed a.100% review of the component ,

'

4

j equipment, instruments, and cable identifiedDas part cf the-2

t

h systems required to-perform safety functions in potentially. harsh 1

! environments as a result, eleven Technical Evaluation Reports
'

were completed by Tranklin'en the evaluation of equipmentT

: (TERs) ,

! qualification programs, which were ultimately attached to the
i

SERs issued by the Staff.
:

The third. type of review performed by the.NRC Staff vas the_

$ review, evaluation, and inspection of' the NTCL piants.- These-

j

reviews concentrated'on theLassessment and evaluation of a!-

program document submitted byfthe utility relating to! -

Environmental Qualification of~5afety-Related Electrical-'

t

Equipment'to demonstrate compliance with:tha-requirements
:

-

established in KUREG-0588._ Thefinscettions.conductid by the EQ
. .

t

Branch Staff fccused on'the review 1ot Oe)octed EQ. files prepared'
t

by the utility. The EQ Sranch Staff and ir.. censultants-

r

0 I

.

.-;_ - *'
- -

, .e , c,a a , . - . ,a - . ;,; ., , , - _; .. . u-.. . . , . . . - . . .. . . - , - .u . a._, _ . .
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performed these reviews and evaluations in accordance with own4G-

0565 and, after its issuance, 10 C.F.R. $ 50.49 and Regulatory

Guide 1.89 (Revision 1), which supplemented IEEE 323-1974.
the NRCDuring the period of time up until November,1985,

,

Staff and its consultants continued their reviews and audits of,

and prepared SERs for, ITTOL plants: Franklin Research Center

prepared sixty TERs for all the remaining operating plants; the
;
:

NRC Staff issued seventy-one SERs with the Franklin TERs$

nad-attached; the NRC Staff held meetings with each licensee that

received a TER to discuss resolution'of identified deficiencies:-

and the NRC Staff issued a " final" SER for each of_those

operating plants.
'

J

DISCUSSION
,

s

From the 'early 1980's through November 30, 1985, it wasd

! generally believed that devices could-be individually. qualified
and assembled into a functioning system without significant

,

concern for overall loop accuracy problems resulting from.the
t

~ Theintegration of the devices into a qualified system.
;

assumption underlying this belief was that any potential
inaccuracies associated with the individual components in the

-

instrumentation loop were insignificant.- Ouring this period*

accuracy was interpreted as an issue related to-instrumentation
Thus, instruments wereLreviewed for individual e

senscrs.
;

perfor=ance during testing-(specified accuracy versus

!

!
'

.

'

:

,~

0

.- . , . ~ , - . . , . , - , , , ,. v a , , - - - . . , . .-
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demonstrated accuracy). The early cable qualification efforts

and standards typically relied on test specimens passing rated
IRvoltage and current as a demonstration of performance.

effects were not then considered to be relevant perfor=ance,

criteria ter this equipment. Insulation resistance infor=ation

was reviewed if contained in test reports, but its absence was
not considered a reason to reject qualification based on NRC

Indeed, the IEEE-383 standard for cables did notcriteria.

cable was reviewed te establish thataddrere !R's. Instrument
6

the IR remained at or above 10 ohms during the testing

perfor=ed.

instrument accuracy and such review areas as cableIn 0hort,

insulatien resistance and terminal block current leakage were

considered by the NRC Staff, its consultants, and the industry
.

'

only on a component-by-conponent, equipment-specific basis, the4

implicit assumption being that integrati:n of qualified circuit
devices into a functioning instrument circuit did not

significantly affect the overall accuracy, wnich was dominated by
The potential error contribution of allthe instrument sensor.

items of equipment within an instrument loop to overall loop

accuracy was not considered, at that time, a generic review issue*

Thu's, asby tne NRC Staff, its consultants, or-the industry.
noted in the Affidavit of Cyril;J. Crane and Gary J. Toman (dated

August 29, 1988), which we have reviewed and with which we

concur, Franklin Research Center, as the NRC's consultant,

accepted frem licensees test reports for cables and penetrat;:ns

*

b
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t
,

. , - . ;

:
:

i

| for qualification purposes which did not contain IR or leakage |
|

| current data. To the extent IR measurements were made by the . |
;

1 utility during cable, penetration and splice qualification tests, {;

; these were reviewed in the context of engineering information, !
.

| 'I,
*

not necessarily acceptance criteria. Indeed, the NRC Staff,

,

J' issued the SERs with the Franklin TERs attached. The issue of IR l
i

or leakage current effects on total-loop accuracy calculations -{
i

!
..

was not raised by the NRC Staff at any of the meetings it held
i.
- -
,

.
vith licensees prier to insuance of the= final rounds cf SERs41 .

1
~

i The universal lack of insistence on loop accuracy-data or
4

i
l calculations prior to 1985 is evident from a review of the
-

regulatory and industry . standards then in ef fect, as well as a
5 -

i
review of NRC inspection.repqrts during that time period. |

'

,

.

A. Industrv Standards [.

4 . ;

j 1. Irrr-323
>

~

iIEEE 323-1971 and IEEE 323-1974, " Standard for= Qualifying'

.

! .
,

Class IE Equipment for Nuclear Power Generating Stations,"'
-

; ..
>

(endorsed by the NRC as criteria for qualification _of electrical -

| _ equipment) provide general guidance for qualifying individual
i
i equipment. As such, they do not focus on performingaloop
*
,

j' accuracy calculations for: instruments. .They do not provide)
-

dire'et guidance that wer %s'p a user toEfocusion the'need to. j
. ^

'

,

measure insulation res. stance or11eakage^ current information=eni j;

$' instrument loop components and'do-not provide direction on ;

c.

d

.

.

$

(,
-

'J-
*

. -

.

.. - . . _ _ . . . . _ _ . ._.-;-_.-- - - _ _ -
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evaluating the data. Each user of the standards must determine

the parameters to be measured and then determine how the
'

measurement results will be evaluated. Explicit guidance is net
,

provided for parameters to be measv;;ed and evaluated.

Section 5.2.3.2 of IEEE Std. 323-1971 states that the test
program outline should inclu6= "the variable to be measured,

including accuracy." No further detail is given. Section 6.2(2)

of IEEE Std. 323-1974 states that the performance specificati:n

must contain " performance characteristics" under the varicus

plant conditions. Section 6.2(3) states that the range of
a

voltage, frequency, load, electromagnetic interference and the

electrical characteristic must be defined. Section 6.s.l.1

states that the test plan must provide performance limits er >

failvre definition. Section 6.3.1.4.5 on monitoring states that.

monitering may include insulation resistance of electrical

cceponents.

Each of these segments relates to defining the

characteristics of a test for an individual ce=penent and

provides no explicit methodology for testing of any one type of
component or for integrating the results of the individual
qualification program into a configured " system" qualification.-

Moreovet, the fact that insulation resistance is mentioned only

in the context of the E2riterina standard, indicates that

although this informatien was perceived as useful, it was net

part of the acceptance criteria.

I-
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2. IEEE-383 .

IEEE-383, " Type Test-of Class-IE' Electric Cables, Field
'

,

Splicas and Connectors for Nuclear-Power Generating Stations"

(1974), endorsed in NRC Regulatory Guide 1.131, requiras that-
_

cables be energized at rated voltage and .urrent du o.' 11mulated

accident exposure. Functionality and electrical integ.-ity_is'the

primary indicator of successful performance under this standard.
Monitoring of leakage current-and insulation resistance are net

required and are not specified in *he IEEE-383 standard..
,

I

For cables, in addition to performing during-the-LOCA

simulation, the IEEE-383 standard required a post-LOCA voltage

withstand test while the cable specimen was-immersed!in: water.-

often insulatien resistance was|taken before and after;but' net

during the LOCA simulation. Had leakage. current and insulatien

resistance parameters been-viewed-as significant to cable

qualification, it would certainly have been-explicitly
incorporated into a standard-developed-by' industry consensus (and.

endorsed by_NRC).

B. Reculaterv' Standards

1. TE Bulletin-79-01E and'the DOR Guidelines

IE Bulletin 79-01B -(January 1980). provided a . generic L f ormat*

for,providing equipment qualification summary--data, h , the--

!

l
q

System Component EvaluationLWorksheet.(SCEW). The SCEW and-its

instructions indicated.that: demonstrated:and required accuracy

for " sensors and transmitters foretripffunctions and/or post-

-accident monitoring" be provided to NRC. Thus, ene cf the items

.

-% ,.,,r ,,

' ~ .~ _____j
.

.
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on the SCEW sheets was accuracy with a specified and demonstratedI

This was to be used for individual sensors such asvalue.

transmitters, RTD, thermocouples and radiation monitors.

Specific direction for providing and eveluating this accuracy_

information was not given. Again, the focus was on the ser. sors,

not the other components of the instrumentation loop.
Enclosure 4 to IE Bulletin 79-01B provided the DOR

Guidelines for evaluat: , Environmental Qualification of Class II
The 00R Guidelines containedEquiprent in Operating Reactors.

ofthe first clear regulatory discussion of " accuracy" as part

equipment qualification. Section 5.2 (Functional Testing and
-

"

Failure Criteria) of the DOR Guidelines states that . . .

failure criteria should include instrument accuracy requirements
based on the maximum error assumed in the plant safety analysis .

This section, however, implies instrument accuracy by"
. . .

component, not by system. No further direction is provided
'of cable,regarding insulation resistance or leakage current

penetrations, or splices and no direction is given concerning
instrument loop accuracies.

2. Sucolements to TEB'79-01B

IE Supplement No. 2 and 3 to 79-01B, Environmental*

Qualification of Class IE Equipment (September 29, 1980 and

october 24, 1980), provided questions from the industry and

answers fran the NRC regarding environmental qualification
Instrument loop accuracy and cable insulation resistanceissues.

issues were not mentioned as a qualification concern.

_ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _
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3. NURIG-0588 -

i-

KUREG-0588, (Rev.- 1), Interim Staff Position on

Environmental Qualification of Safety-Related Electrical

L Equipment (July 1981), addresses' performance characteristics fer
,

|

evaluating qualification as follows:. =(1) section 2.2 (7) states

that performance characteristics of-equipment should be verified

during testing, and (2) section 2.2(10) states thattexpoeted

extremes in power supply voltage rhage and frequency should als

be applied during testing. ' Determination of specific detalis

such as insulation resistance during testing istnot specifically.

addressed by NUREG-0588.

4. Reculatory Guides 1.89. 1,63 and 1.131

Regulatory Guide 1.89 (Rev. 1) and the initial version,-

provide endorsements of IEEE std.- 323-1974 as a-basisfof

environmental qualification with additional: clarification 4of NRC

positions. Neither -the criginal = version : norf Revision::liprovide
.

any additional requirenants or suggestionsfrelatedLto.inclusien'

of. consideration of loop accur,acy-evaluation inLequipment

qualification programs.: Section c'3.d of Revision =1 states 1that.

"(P)erformance characteristics that-demonstrate =the operability
'

of equipment'should be verified before,'after:andiperiodically.

during testing throughout'its range of. operability. LVariables |

indicative of momentary' failure:that prevent the equipment fr== q
:. t

performing-its1safetyLfunction-. .-..should be monitored- R

continuously to ensure that momentary failure (ifDany)_ have been

acesunted-for during testing . Again, .no expli:it"
. . .

_

____A-.___u.-. -
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i-
!
I definition of methodology to be used*is given with ."espect

- to
4
'

accuracy and the effects of insulation. resistance or-leakagei.

,

.

current.

In addition, Regulatory Guide 1.131 endorses.IEEE Std.
4

i 383-1974- for cables and field' connections.
The-suggestions in

*

,

Regulatory Guide 1.131 provida direction-with-respect to accident
1

environment developments and~ simulation, aging, ongoing

f qualification and flame testing.- No recommendations are provided
;

|

regarding measuring cr-recording insulation resistance crileakage
|

;
-

i_ current data during accident environment simulation-for. <

A

instrument cables and' field connections.1
;

i 317-1976:Similarly, Regulatory-Guideil.63fendorses IEEE Std..?

! '

:fer electrical penetrations. . The Regulatory Guide: providest
;
~

i. additional suggestions related to qualification'of penetrations.
i-
:

I Again, nothing regarding insblation resistance:or leakage current
.

! measurements is said.
!

None of these Regulatory Gtidesirelatingito-instrument locp-
'.:

j' components |provided.a' direction'or recommendation: regard'ing
=)

i recording of data related-to loop accuracy,for'performancaicf-
L

| loop accuracy evaluation for environmental qualification
~

a

'

|
purposes.=

5. HUREG/CR-3691 and-TE= Notice 84-47

! NUREG/CR-3691, An Assessment?of Terminal BlockstinLthe

Nuclear Power: Industry-(September-1984), and:the'related1
; . ,

3 Infor=ation Notice,.3E-84-87, Environmental!-Qualificati:n Tests-
'

i

&

n

i

i =

.--.-..- - _ ,. - , . . . .,_._,,_.,m , . _ . . - . . . - , - . . .._.- - -.--
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I

of Electrical Terminal Blocks (June 1984), brought into question

the effect of terminal blocks in a variety of circuits.
II Notice 84-47 does explicitly refer to instrument " loop

However, that Notice spacifically concerned leakageaccuracy."
_

e

current identified during terminal block testing performed asI

| part of research conducted by Sandia National Laboratories for

the NRC Staff. The intent of the Notice was-to call attention to
this problem such that utilities would replace terminal blocks in4

instrumentation circuits with qualified splices. This specific
. *

problem was discussed during the meetings held with each
1

licensee, but the broader issue of total instrument loop accuracy-
The response from both'the NRC and_the industry was-to-was not.,

.

. .

reassess the use of terminal. blocks.in these circuits; virtually<

1

all licensees simply replaced instrumentation terminal-blocks
,

inside containment and other pipe-break areas with; qualified'

,

splices (one solutien suggested by the Nctice to resolve the
identified problem).- The NRC integrated this concern for

instrumentation circuit terminal blocks into both its evaluation'

[ of NTOL equipment' qualification ef forts and 50.49 compliance

audits. The terminal block.IR and-leakage _ current concern,
'

s

however, were not_ considered relevant by licensees or the NRC for' -

other instrumentation circuit devices;(L L., cables, splices,

connectors), as evidenced by the tact that licensees -- and the'
.

NRC' Staff -- believed that replacing the terminal. blocks alone
I

would solve the problem.

.

E

t

.c -
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.

C. NRC Inseactiens and-EO Audits! Eariv 80's throuch 1989

A review of early inspection and audit reports through

!, November 1985, confir=s that instrument accuracy remained an i
4

3 individual component / sensor issue through that date. " Accuracy"-
'

was an issue in two early reports that we know of.1

:
1985The inspection report resulting from the January 14-18,

.

inspection of Commonwealth Edison Company's Zion 2, notes that,

j

NRC inspectors examined EQ documentation files both for the
|

" effects of decreases in insulation resistance on equipment.
:

i performance" and the " adequacy of demonstrated accuracy."
one-

:

observation delineated as a potential enforcement / unresolved _ itemi
'

f
relates to the potential for excessive leakage current-tripping

the breaker in control circuits. This concern-was rhised'in
.

|

| connection with terminal blocks for control circuits located'in
junction boxes which-had top conduit entries as opposed to the

|i

! qualification configuration 1of side or bottom conduit' entries.
It says nothing, however,-regarding-the contribution of leakagel'

current or--low IR valuesLfrom1the cable or other devices which<

could theoretically affect instrumentation _ loop accuracy.-
.

I Also, during the May-June-1985 audit of;Ft. Calhoun,_ j

questions were raised regarding the required accuracy for
.

accident' monitoring circuits, but no concerns were_ raised- j
F

-!
-

_ _

regarding the effect of IR on instrument-loop accuracy.
The first appearance 1ofLa: broader approach'.to the isshe of

accuracy is found in the EQ inspection report for1TVA's.Sequcyan~

1 and 2, in August 1986, where the-term " system locp-accuracies"
4

9

4

|
.
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1

is used. That phrase, or similar terminology, has appeared in a

num.ber of subsequent EQ inspections, which question, in varying---

degrees, the amount of evaluation and assessments performed-by-''

utilities to address instrument loop accuracy.
In our view, however, for the aforesaid reasons, licensees

could not " clearly have known" that loop accuracy calculations

were required' prior to the EQ deadline. Moreover, at the point

the staff did decide that loop accuracy. calculations should be

incerporated into the for al equipment.qualificatien progrz ,-the
most appropriate-method of doing this would have been to inform-
the utilities of this concern.by an'Information Notice-or.'other

I

mechanism which the Staff-has not-done to date. The
-

identification-of_a new equipment 1gualification require =ent via

audits and inspections bypasses: formal NRC-management approval

that is required whenever a new requirementLis to be1 incorporated

into-the 10 C.F.R 5 50.49 program. .

The foregoing paragraphsJare-true and correct to the best cf=
-

my-knowledge.
.

, . .

|$!
gV'-Vinc7nt;S'.\Noonan'

Subscribed and sworn to before me this- f/ day oflAugust,-
1988.

2 ,y . - b. w~

Notary Public-
w

My Cormss:.cn expires .~cly 1._1HO ;

+

|.

i
- _ - _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

;
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.

The foregoing paragraphs are true.and correct to the best'of'

my knowledge.
l

.

1.

/ A
'

Pirlfip y Benedetto

Subscribed and sworn to before r.e this )7 uday of. August,
1966.

A~ s.

,7 Wotary Pub 1:.c.
4

~

'

. _

.

1

.

8

'

!

, . . .

u _.
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.

The foregoing paragraphs are true and correct to the best of
__

my knowledge.,

.

/{. h , ) y,., . u 3h---

_

Robert G. LaGrange. J:

Subscribed and sworn to before me this f h day-of-August,
1988.

-_ .% m

} s' . ,1*
p; .. +

' ti u v/ / / /c:i
Notary Public*

'*- T, X / - 2 _/ - .

.

,

.
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R3sponses to NRC I&E Bu110 tins, R qu;sts for InferCatien, TERs, etc.
ResponseDate

1. 06-13-79 APCo response to IEB 79-01 and 79-01A (along with IEC
78-08). Stated APCo does not have NAMCO referenced in'

Bulletin and all equipment has written evidence
demonstrating equipment vill function-in accident
environment. ASCO was evaluated to perform function,

within first 30 seconds of accident.;

2. 12-04-79 APCo to NRC supplemental response to IEB 79-01A. Sends
revised list of valves with ASCO solenoids. Replaced
solenoid valves that contained Bona-N or acetali

I
|

plactic. Preventive maintenance program established
for ASCO solenoid valves.

APCo to NRC response to items 1, 2, and 3 of Bulletin.3. 04-29-80

APCo to NRC response to: items 4 and 5 of Bulletin.4. 07-30-80

5, 10-30-80 APCo to NRC response (with 07-30-80 response) provides
complete information required by order for modification
of license dated 10-24-80 and as clarified by
Supplements 1,12, and 3 of IEB 79-01B. This package-
constitutes a revision :o 07-30-80 response. (Revision-
1)

6. 11-12-80 APCo to NRC issued minor revisions to 10-30-80.

7. 02-12-81 APCo to NRC transmitting Revision 4 of response to IEB.
79-01B. This response covered lis't of equipment
outside containment exposed to recirculated fluids. ,

'

Identified items belov flood level which APCo committed
to relocate.

8. 02-26-81 APCo to NRC responding to NRC' letter of 02-13-81
providing JCO.

9. 03-10-81 NRC to all Licensees stating summary type information
not adequate to document qualification.

'

10. 05-21-81 NRC to APCo transmitting' Safety Evaluation Report for.
equipment. located in harsh environments (excludes
related cold shutdown-and'TMI equipment).

11. 05-27-81 NRC' issued minutes-of audit of FNP-2 (audit date
~

NUREG 0588 09/22-24-80)-for NUREG 0588.
.

12. 07-01-81 APCo to NRC responding to NPF-8. License Condition,2.C
(18)(b) describing corrective actions identified in
Safety' Evaluation Appendix B'to FNP Unit 2'SER,
Supplemental (Revision 4 to 09-12-80 APCo response).

13. 08-25-81 APCo to NRC response to NRC letter dated 05-21-81.

- _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _-
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! Response
Datn

| __

APCo to NRC trans:its R3visien 6 to 07-30-80 subaittal.
,

! 14, 12-28-81- This summarises work planned / accomplished at the time,
j administrative program for_ aging. Address
i indeterminant life equipment (Rarton, Gees, DeLeval.-
j Foxboro). Provides interim JC0 for squipment upgrade.
1- .

APCo to MC submits Revision 5 of NUREG 0588 response -
f 15, 12-29 81 discusses aging and limited life,
i
i

; 16. 04-23-42
APCo to W C response to 03-26-82 letter addressing-|

WUREC 0737, postpones TNI 60 days.-''
4

! 17. 06-23-42
APCo to MC res ase to 03-26-82 letter addressing TM1
equipment (two tters, one for each unit).-

,'

1

APCo to NRC providing additional information oni

i 18. 09-30-82 Victoreen Radiation Monitor for Unit 2 (supplements
; -. AFCo response dated 06/23-82).'
,

| APCo to NRC response to verbal request for JC0 for
|

19. 03-02-83 category II.b (Gems .DeLaval) items (for both-units)
;
I AFCo to NRC response:to Franklin TER's for both units.

20. 03-14-83
| States that everything' qualified, therefore JCO's not
; necessary.

I APCo to NRC providing response to SER/TER and response21. 05-20-83
| to 10CTR50.49 vhich supplements 03-14-83 letter.

Requested exemption from 10CFR50.49 which supplements-i

! 03-14-83 letter. Requested exemption from .
| 10CTR50.49_(g)-to allow schedule'for identifying

accident.sonitor.ing equipment-(R.G. 1.97) as describedi-
: in 10CTR50.49 (b)(3) and upgrading its 50 to be in
j accordance with the preliminary Farley Emergency
: Response capability.-

APeo to NRC request for more time to assemble R.G. 1.97
! 22. 08-24-83

list.'
,

APCo to NRC transmitting' schedule for valkdovns.;

{.
23. 09-27-83

upgrading etc. for R.G. 1.97_-equipment.
<

APCo to NRC (Unit 1). extension for-EQ and'R.C. 1.97 to
.

24. 02-22-84 11 30-85. -Provided list of items to be accomplished
during outage.

'

:
-APCo to NRC provided response to 'follovup-items form-

.

; *

25. 02-29-84 01 11-84 seating. (5:111 do not have Target Rock
_ qualification). Requested supplemental SER's.to be:

i issued.3- '

t .This wasAPCo to NRC provided R.C. 1.97 tospliance.
|

26 .' 03-30-84 The Unit 1 response was_provided onfor Unit 2 only.
' 06-29-84.. .,-

APCo.to NRC response-to NRC request for additional;

27. 05-23-84
| information dated 05-01-84 Provided APCo
j' interpretation of 10CTR50.49(b)(3) equipment scope.

Criteria for defining the categories of R.G. 1.97
instruments which fall into 10CFR59.49(b)(3) scope andL

provided criteria for flooding in non-RELB' areas.
~

4

5

.

1

~
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR-REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE COMMISSION

In the Matter oft )
) Enforcement Action'88-40
)- Docket Nos. 50-348

ALABAMA POVER COMPANY ) 50 364
(Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant) )

AFFIDAVIT OF VINCENT.S. NOONAN, ,

PHILIP A. DIBENEDETTO AND-ROBERT G. LAGRANGE

INTRODUCTION

I,-Vincent S. Noonan, being first duly.svorn, depose and state as
!
,

follovs:
I am employed by Nuclear Utility ServicesL(NUS)' Corporation as

Assistant-General Manager of'the General Consulting Services group,.

Consulting Division. I am responsibleifor the technical and

administrative management of all consulting servicesp including

environmen'.a1 qualification of electrical equipment (EO), provided'by-

the-Group. From 1982-84, prior to working for NUS Corporation, I-vas
a
i

Chief ot the Equipment Qualification-Branch,. Division of Engineering,

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation,-U.S. Nuc~ lear--Regulatory Commission-

'

(NRC). In that capacity, my responsibilities included among other-

things, overall management of the reviews and evaluations performed by

the Environmental QualificationLand the Seismic 1andLDynamic Loads*-

Oualification Sections of the Branch.' Before then,21Evas Assistant-

Director, Materials and Equipment Qualification 1 Engineering,fand in that
'

-i

capacity, I had responsibility for forming'the Environmental
i

1I alsoQualification Branch and developing'many'of-its majorLpolicies.-
I

-

had other significant responsibilities while employed by'the NRC.-
!

. .
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including Project Director of Licensing for Vestinghouse Four-Loop plants.

I, was and remains a major area of my responsibility. My professional and

educational qualifications are detailed on my resume which is attached as
4

Exhibit 1.

I, Philip A. DiBenedetto, being first duly svorn, depose and state as
1

follovs:;

,

I am President of DiBenedetto Associates, Inc. (DBA),_an_ engineering and

management services company which, among other things, provides specialized

environmental services to thirty-three nuclear utilities. I am responsible
.

for the technical and administrative management of the company, including

participation and supervision of the extensive E0 services which DBA offers.'

During 1980-81, I vas the first Section Leader of the Environmental

Qualification Section, Equipment Qualificatfor. Branch, Division of
,

Engineering, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission. As ear'.y as 1975, however I was involved in the technical

evaluation of certsin emerging E0 issues for operating _ nuclear plants. As

|
Section Leader I supervised the EQ reviews performed by.the NRC Staff and

; its consultants, for all operating nuclear power plants, including both those

in the Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP), and those plants then under

construction. I established the review process and participated in the
.

technical evaluation of nuclear utility EQ programs. Additionally, I

provided the technical input and the basis-for the EQ rule which is nov

.
.,

.
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embodied as 10CTR50,49. Subsequent to leaving the NRC Staff. I joined, as

itr Director of Engineering, NUTECH Engineers, and supervised and/or

performed the development and implementation of E0 programs for over ten

operating and near-term operating license (RTOL) nuclear power plants. My

professional and educational qualifications sre detailed on my resume which

is attached as Exhibit 2.

I, Robert G. LaGrange, being first duly svorn, depose and state as

follovs:

I am employed by NUS Corporation as a Senior Executive Consultant in the

General Consulting Services Group, Consulting Division. Among other things,

I am responsible for providing consulting services regarding E0 to_various

nuclear utilities. Prior to working for NUS Corporation I vas Section

Leader of the Environmental Qualification Section, Equipment Qualification-

Branch, Division of Engineering, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, U. S.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission. I was the Section Leader subsequent to Philip

A. DiBenedetto, and remained in that. capacity until the Equipment

Qualification Branch was disbanded in late 1085. During that time, I

supervised the E0 reviews and evaluations performed by the NRC Staff and its

consultants for all operating nuclear power plants and those under
.

construction. I vas involved with the NRC's EQ efforts for the entire six

years the Equipment Qualification Branch existed. My professional and

educational qualifications are detailed on my resume vhich is attached as

Exhibit 3.

<

l
|

0
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BACKGROUND

f
"

, .

'
?

l.
'

$ 1. What is the purpose of this joint affidavit? 8
;

i

i
~

,

i

| A. The purpose of this joint affidavit is to provide both factual
i . -

j. 'and opinion testimony.for the Reply and Answer which Alabama

| Power Company-(APCo) is submitting to the NRC in' response to'the->

:
Notice of Violation and proposed Imposition of Civil Penalt.y'

.

dated August 15-1988 (NOV). As more fully discussed belov, ve-
,

I'

vill address various-.issuesfraised by the alleged. violations in'
:
' the Notice-of Violation..
!
!
i
i

, 2. Are you familiar with the E0 program at-Farley. Nuclear Plant?
. -

!
: -

.

A. Yes. Each of us isLvery familiar with the=E0 program at Farley
_

- .

,

,

| Nuclear Plant.
1

:
1

'

$.-

:
;

j_ (Mr. DiBenedetto) . Vhiletemploysd by the NRC,1Iparticipatedjin
,

I the- evaluation and; assessment = of ' the Farley Nuclear Plant: EO-
i

. program for both units. I also reviewed and : concurred with -*

,

.

1

Unless othervise noted. the response to each question |is'from
-~ ~

s

all three affiants..

I s

4

< f- p - ~ g u e .r--, ,k, , :s , - ,+ w?,-
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the findings of the Staff's initial Safety Evaluation Report

(SEE) related to Unit 2. In the summer of 1987. I was asked to

assist APCo by providing E0 program assistance, audit support and

technical representation in preparation for the upcoming E0 audit

by the NRC. To do this, I visited the plant to reviev all

pertinent documentation and discuss the E0 program with

appropriate APCo employees. I was present during the NRC's audit

and assisted APCo in providing ansvers to NRC questions.

Furthermore, at the request of APeo, I attended the Enforcement

conference when it-vas held.in Atlanta, Georgia in March 1988.

Since the issuance of the Notice of Violation, I have returned to

Farley Nuclear Plant to reviev again those EQ files and other

documents relevant to the issues raised by the Notice of

violation.
>

(Mr. Noonan) Like Mr. DiBenedetto, ir 1981, I was involved in

the review and evaluation process of Farley Nuclear Plant's

entire EQ program. .I also reviewed and concurred in the initial

Safety Evaluation Esport for both units. In 1983. I signed out

the Safety Evaluation Report for both Units which included the

Franklin Research Center (FRC) Technical Evaluation Report (TER)
,

of the Farley E0 program.

.

. .. .. . _. . . . . . . . . . , , . .i i
, ,. g
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In October, 1988, I' vent to Farley Nuclear Plant to reviev the

filer that vere-mentioned in the Notice of Violation and, where

necessary, those other documents pertinent to the issues raised.,

(Mr. LaGrange) As previously mentioned, I replaced Mr.

DiBenedetto when he left the Staff. While in that capacity, I

assisted-Mr. Noonan in the aforementioned: review process.of

Tarley Nuclear Plant's EQ program. .Specifically, I was
.

responsible for the preparation and writing.of_both the 1983 and

1964 Safety Evaluation Reports. I participated infthe January

11,'1984 meeting between the NRC Staff-and Alabama Pover Company

where the-E0! program was evaluated, discussed and analyzed.: I,

too, have visited Farley Nuclear Plant.and made my-own

independent reviev of those E0 files'affected by the Notice.of .

Violation.

VALKD0VHS

3. In the Notice of Violation" transmittal letter, Staff accuses
4

Alabama Pover Company 1of. conducting" inadequate E0 valkdovns.-LIn-

your1 opinion-does 10CFR50.49. require detailed walkdowns'of all:E0-
J

equipment-or disassembly ofLEO, equipment =in order to; prove that-
.

.all subcomponent parts are qualified?:

s

>

:|

_ . . - - . . .
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a

e

A. No it does not.>

1

| 4. Prior to November 30, 1985, did-the NRC Staff issue detailed
.

guidance to licensees on conducting walkdowns to support
*

,

L equipment qualification?
t

,!

!

There vas no detailed-guidance issued by the NRC Staff prior.i

: A. No.

to November 1985 on'this type |ofieffort. . Ve have conducted a
*

i. literature search for Staff references on plant EQ valkdowns
.

Based on this search, and further basedconducted by licensees. ,

-
.

-

. .

on our personal involvement in the NRC's; Equipment, Qualification~

'
1

Prog:am, ve can testifyfthat the Staff never issued detailed-: ~

'

i guidance on-this subject.. Both the NRC Staff'and-the Commission
<

have previously only made general references.to plant valkdowns.
.

In Commission Memorandum and Order-(CLI-80-21)-dated May;23.'

f
1980, the Commission simply required that licensees' check their-

I equipment-to provide' assurance that the installed.equipnient-is .

! the same (model and-serial number)?as the' equipment that was
.

tested. Also, in the DOR ~ Guidelines > issued as part:of IE
.i

Bulletin 79-01B dated January;14,~1980,1 the Staff stated its
. .

. concern regarding the configuration of installed ~ equipment. -It
.h .

,
. .

stated that utilitiesJshould' verify'thatLthe. installed equipment-
2

:

conformed 'to-the tested configuration, but.did'not' mandate a

sub-component' inspection or disassembly.

.

!'
; -.

i

4\

h:
,, .9' - - , - . . . ,t, , , - , - , ,- e,._~-
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5. Are you avare of any deliberations by the NRC Staff about the

i necessary level of inspections by licensees to verify compliance-
4

vith 10CTR50.497
| +

|

!
A. (Mr. Noonan and Mr. LaGrange) Yes. During the time we vere in.

supervisory roles in ths EQ Branch, the Staff deliberated on what

type of inspection.-valkdown,, document confirmation or-'
,

combination of the-above vould be sufficient to support a
'. -.;

reasonable conclusion of qualification.t

!

.

N

6. During the. period you vere in a supervisory. role in the NRC E0;

i
! Branch, was the Staff avare that most utilities were not-
,1

conducting the detailed level of valkdownsJsuggested by-the NOV- .

:

i-
* here?

|
'

i

A. During the reesective times:ve vere in supervisory roleslat the1

.E0 Branch, ve vere vell aware of;the: fact.that most licensees
4 . .

vere neither. disassembling _.all equipment to verify-qualification
,

f of subcomponent parts, nor conducting valkdowns of all equipment
-

Lin the detail suggested by.the NOV. transmittal;1etter. It vas-

) never our intent to require-a detailed valkdovn'oftall equipments
,

;

Indeed, it vould be impracticable to conduct"a-detailed valkdown

of iteer such as cable and-splices.4

i
4

,
7. In your opinion then',.can Alabama _ Power Company fairly be said to

_

" clearly knov or shouldihave: knovn" _ priorito November: 30, :1985,~'

that it was the Staff's position'that detailed valkdovns of.all
~

E0 equipment was required?
~

-

-

i,~,, ..k,-$,
_ ..s - , , ,mi _ , - , , . _ , , - v - , ._ ,- ,
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;

# A. Because there is no requirement in 10CFR50.49, or any NRC

guidance that suggested the level of' detailed valkdovns+

referenced by the NOV, Alabama Power Company cannot fairly be
'

said to " clearly know, or should ha.. knovn" that this was the.

Staff's position. Indeed, as vs.have earlier testified, during
>

the time ve vere.in supervisory roles in the EO Branch, this was
,

not the Staff's position.

,

In your opinion, can-Alabama Pover Company. fairly be said:to8.
,

" clearly knov or should have knovn" prior to November _ 30, 1985,-

that it was tFe Staff's' position.that disassembly.of all

equipment-v',s required to assure that internal components of the-!

| equipment vere qualified?
|

!

4

A. Ve do not believe that' Alabama Pover Company can: fairly be said

to " clearly knov or should have knovn" prior to November 30, |
!

'1985, that it vasithe Staff's position that disassembly of all

equipment was required:to assureEthat-internal: components of the q

equipment vere qualified.
!

9. In your opinion was the level of valkdowns conducted byfAlabama:
.

Power Company.at its Farley Nuclear Plant indicative of an
i

inadequate EO program? ;

;

!
?

i

{-

|

1

.h _
' '

= _ .
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A. No. Ve vehemently disagree with the statements _in the Notice _of

Violation transmittal letier that Alabama Power Company conducted

" superficial valkdowns 'which were " indicative'of an inadequatei
~

a

program"; It is also our opinion _that APCo performed adequate-

receiving and/or field. verification inspections to determine that

the configuration of the installed equipment matched the-

configurati6n of the equipment.that vas qualified by the. vendor;-

which is a factor for consideration in the| Modified Policy's

application of_the " clearly' knew, or should have knovn" test.

DOCUMENTATION DEFICIENCIES

!

10. In the-Modified Policy,'the Staff defines:" unqualified-equipment"

as equipment for vhich there_is not " adequate' documentation."'

(Modified Policy,; Enclosure, Fn.2). Prior.to November 30,-1985,
~

did the:NRC Staff equate' mere documentation deficiencies vith

lack of. equipment-qualification--under 10CTR50.497-

A. Absolutely not.- Throughout our= tenure at NRC,"ve_ vere not avare-

of|any circumstances where:the Staff treated documentation.-

deficiencies the same1as-hardware deficiencies. The Staf f: h'as

always been significantly (and. properly) more concerned with.a
i

*

hardware problem that: could ' result: in:a _ safety-related _ component : ;)
!

not _ being able to perform its intended. safetyJ function.' : Vhile-~

'

identification-of documentation deficiencies of equipment-

qualification'_ isla legitimate objective of|any' regulatory audit,--

in our opinioncit.should~not be given,the same weight.|as the;
~

actual ability of-the' electrical--equipment-to perform its
_

-

-

intended function. This is: the philosophy've communicated to

utilities while veuvere at the Staff. ;
-1

.}

_ 1, .
. ..

.
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11. - Prior to November 30. 1985 did the Staff consider that equipment

was unqualified vhere qualification documents did not directly

address a particular' qualification parameter?

There vere several NRC Qualification categories used in theA. No.

TER/SER process, including, among others, " Equipment Qualified"i -

" Equipment Not Qualif3ed"; and'" Equipment Qualification _Not

Established".

The NRC category entitled " Equipment Not Qualified" vas defined

as including

equipmentiitems vhose qualification
documentation has been judged to be=
seriously deficient.. The
qualification documentation indicates
serious defiEIencies reported during'

testing, for example, severe
anomalies or failure of the test
specimen,=vhich could affect the
ability of the equipment to performs
its safety function.

(Emphasis added.) In-contrast,Lthe category' entitled " Equipment

Qualification Not Established" vas defined as~follows:

The qualification of equipment-items.in
this category, in accordanceivith the
requirements of the DOR Guidelines or
NUREG-05bd. is significantly deficient or- ,

-inconclusive based upon review of (1) the'

'

documentation provided=by:the Licensee'or

..

#
....,,.t

.
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(2) applicable cnd ovailcble
_ ualification documentation associatedq

: with the overall-equipment environmentcl
qualification program. The qualification
doeurentation indicates significant,

deficiencies, which can be categorized as
follows: -(1) appropriate documentation.

,

j reflecting-qualificatinn has not been
cited and made available for review by.4

the Licensee and there is no' knowledge of<

applicable documentations-(2) the
Licensee is avalting qualification-from.

'

the equipment vendort-or (3) the
qualification-documentation inTIcates

*

significant deficiencies; however, where,

i testing was conducted, no reported
failures or severe anomtlies were
observed which would unv >stionablya4

1 ' affect the ability of the' equipment to
; perform its design basis safety
1

function (s).l'
.

(Emphasis added.) That the NRC, in implemeating the requirements
.

of the DOR Guidelines and NUREG-0588 (and hence 10CFR50.49),
.

1

provided for three categories (rather-than just " Qualified" and

" Unqualified") is.important. It is clear that at the time the E0|

program was first established, the NRC.did not equate the
;

situation where a' qualification document did not directly address
'.

a particular qualification parameter. vith " unqualified.

equipment". The third category, " Qualification'Not Established",
;

properly recognized that-it'is.possible for a piece of equipment'

to have incomplete qaalification data, but still prove to be'

qualifiable and ultimately qualified.
,

~
.

i

-: . . . - , . -
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REASONABLE - RELI ANCE '
'

'

:
J ,

1-

t
, <

*

12.- Should Alabama Power Company _be able to. rely;on prior NRC Staff'
:

action (or inaction) reflected in TER and subsequent SER-reviews..<

- ;
|.
e . in determining whether its' equipment vas' qualified prior to the EQ-

~

-

I
,

deadline?^

1

i
i A.,As former NRC_ regulators;for. equipment qualification issues, it' ,

i.

: ,

was our intent thatllicensees2such as Alabama Power Company be

ableLto rely onTeonclusionsLreached required. actions, or-

acceptance of E0 programs / components / discussed in1 Franklin
,

Research Center Technical Evaluation Reports and' Staff Safety-

Evaluation Reports. :The TERs.:(endorsed-by,the Staff) and SERs'
.

- (vritten-by the_ Staff) vere intended to be comprehensive enough
.

i i-for a licensee.to-make a determination regard ng programmat c,

component, and philosophical 1 compliance vith 10CFR50.49. While1 ,

many of the TER'and SER discussions-vere"generalLininature, there
.,

was always sufficient detailLin ther. to indicate a Staff position
.

on the licensees': EQ program as a t' hole, the' specific

methodologies used'to satisfy eachl10CFR50.49 requirement, and, on.
,

occasion.' component-specific'qualificationLpackages.'

o

!

l:

,

I
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Ve intended the reports to be more than a confirmation that an E0

program existed -- they were to be documents that prtsided a

licensee with an independent assessment of its E0 actions to date.

The Staff expected licensees to respond to concerns stated in theI

reports and did not expect licensees-to revisit areas where the

Staff or FRC vere satisfied. Specifically, if the SER or TER

stated that a'particular 10CFR50.49 provision had been satisfied

(i.e. Haster List preparation methodology, submergence, or LOCA'

analysis) it was reasonable for the licensee to conclude that

additional vork need not be performed in the satisfied area.

Conversely, if a specific veakness was cited in the report (s), a

licensee was considered "on notice" that additional actions vere

required before they vere considered by the Staff to be in

compliance with 10CTR50.49.

13. On December 13, 1984 the Staff issued an SER vhich approved the

methodology used by Alabama Power Company to identify its EO -
.

equipment. In your opinion, what is the significance of this

prior ST.C approval?

.

*

d

I

J

.
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A. Ve have determined that Alabama Power Company applied this

approved methodology when it developed the audited Haster List.

That list, properly compi.<d as recognized in the SER, did not

identify either grease, V-type splices or the 5-to-1 pigtail

splice on the Hydrogen Recombiner, as individual items of

electrical equipment. In our opinion, therefore, it is improper

for the Staff now to allege a regulatory violazion of

I 10CFR50.49(d), when they have previously approved the very

methodology used to compile this Haster List. Staff's earlier

conclusion that Alabama Fover Company's identification methodology

provides " reasonable assurance" that its E0 equipment was properly

identified, should nov preclude a finding that Alabama Power

Company clearly knew or should have known of a regulatory

violation.

ENGINEERING JUDGMENT _

14 In your opinion, what is the proper role of engineering judgment

in complying with the EQ regulations as you helped develop them?

A. Engineering judgment has long been recognized by the Staf f as an

area where significant regulatory and utility discretion is

. appropriate. Vithin many engineering disciplines, multiple
.

reasonable conclusions, based on the same set of facts, are

possible. As the regulator of the nuclear industry, the NRC has

recognized that utility engineers can sometimes reach reasonable,

albeit different, engineering conclusions even though presented

with identical information. Therefore, for areas that recaire

significant judgmental decisions, the Staf f should be properly

receptive to alternate views.and hence, differing engineering

judgments. The Staff has recognized this reality by developing

._ ._ _ . _ _ _ . . .. _ . . . . . . . . ... . . . .. . . _ . . . . .

___
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1ts own internal " differing profescional opinions" policy. In

short, in out opinion, engineering judgment plays an important andj

necessary role in complying with E0 regulations.

Staff management has always been aware of the potent M for

judgment calls by licensees that dif fered f rom the Staf f's

preferred approach. While ve vere at the Staff, the test applied

to licensee's compliance with EQ regulations was whether-the
,

licensee's technical position was tea m able. If it was, then the
;

Staff may have still exercised its regulatory authority and

required a licensee to adopt the Staff positic'i that additional

documentation vas required..however, enforcement action regarding

the differing view vould not be, in our opinion, considered j

appropriate.

This same philosophy was ' anticipated in 1985 for 10CFR$0.~49

squirements and should accerdingly be applied to Alabama Power

o.npany . liovever, based on our current involvement in this-
-

Enforcement Action, it appears that'the Staff has inexplicably

retracted its prior acceptance.of reasonable engineering judgment.

Ve refer specifically to alleged _ violations of 10CTR$0.49(j) where

Alabama-Pover Company and the Staff have differing engineering
,

opinions about whether'a document properly demonstrates equipment

qualification.. As ve discuss the violations later_in'this
,

affidavit, ve v111' call' attention to these differences of-

engineering judgment.

15. Vhile you vere at'the Staff. did you interpret 10CFR$0._49 as

requiring that all exercises of engineering judgment be documented

in the licensee's files?

-
-
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A. No. Ve are unavare of any regulatory r0quirc:ent in 1985, or

today, that requires a licensee to document its methodology for

arriving at an engineering judgment (excluding, for example, a
4

detailed analysis or systems evaluations). In the event a

documented basis for the engineering judgment should be d dired by

the Staff, a licensee should be able *o, at that time, document

its engineering judgment without being penalized. Nothing more

has been required in other regulatory areas and nothing more

should be required for equipment qualification.

16. Does the opinion you just expressed-comport with the requirement

of 10CTR50.49(j) which states that the licensee must provide-

qualification documentation in an "auditable form."

A. Yes. Ve ncte that 10ceR50.49(j) only requires that, "a record of

the qualification, including _ documentation in paragraph (d) of

this section, must be maintained in an auditable form for the

entire period during which the covered item is installed in the

nuclear pover plant..." The list provided in 10CFR50.49(d) does

not require or imply that documentation of engineering judgments

.must be maintained in vritten form or in the E0 file. As~a

practical matter, engineering judgments are frequently and,

continuously made during operation.of_a nuclear-plant. It vould
,

therefore be impractical to document each " judgment". _Ve, as-
' former Staff E0 managers, never' intended nor anticipated that the

Staff.nov vould require complete documentation of all engineering

judgments in order to avoid imposition of a civil penalty._ Ve

obviously never communicated'any'such requirementLto utilities,.

like Alabama Pover Company.--vhen ve vere on the Staff. Land in.our

opinion it is; inappropriate .to conclude today that Alabama Pover-

Company' clearly knew or shoul'd_have known of this requirement.

.-

p- - .. .) -
.. g. . . . . . . _. . .. .. . , .. . ... .. .
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MODITIED POLICY

s

17. In what ways does t..e Modified Policy depart from regulation and

Staff positions taken prior to November 30, 19857
,

A. There are at least three ways in which the Modified Policy departs

from regulation and Staff positions prior to November 30, 1985.

First, the Modified Policy in effect changes the TER and

associated SER definition of " unqualified equipment" from

equipment for which there vere serious deficiencies reported

during testing-(e.g., severe anomalies or failure of the test

specimen which could affect the ability of the equipment to

perform its safety function), and for which immediate Staff action

vas required to " equipment for which there is not adequate

documentation to establish that this equipment vill perform its

intended functions.in the relevant environment". (Hodified Policy,

Enclosure at Fn.2). Vhile ve vere at the Staff. the lack'of data

substantiating equipment qualification vas always treated

separately, and did not present an immediate safety: concern.to the

Staff. Second, the Modified Policy does not give sufficient

consideration to the safety significance of the purported

violation. The_ Modified Policy states that, "The NRC vill assume,-

for escalated enforcement cases that the unqualified equipment
.

could affect operability of the associated-system" and that the-

'NRC vill not consider refinements on the operability arguments"

to demonstrate lack"of safety significance.~(Hodified Policy.

Enclosure 3.) In addition, as discussed above, the'Hodified

Policy-treats equipment'ior which.there,is merely inadequa'e

documentaton as: tantamount to "unqualifed equipment".

, . ., . . ..
_ . . ._- -- :.--- - - -
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By this refusal to consider safety significance, the Modified

Policy ignores, as we understand it, one of the fundamental

emphases of the E0 Program, i.e. to focus effort on items of

actua? sit.?n significance which actually threaten the operability

of eler 31 eqitipment.

t

Finally, the Modified Policy virtually ignores licensees

legitimate exercises of engineering judgment in making

determinations as to-the qualification of electrical equipment or

the satisfactory documentation of qualification. Vhile ve vrie at

the Staff, ve recognized-that engineering-judgment was an-

.

important aspect-of both qualification of electrical equipment and

evaluation of those documents which demonstrated this

qualification. Our testimony on.this topic has previously been

given.

MITIGATION FACTORS
.

18. One of the mitigation factors vhich the Staff says it vill
..

consider in determining a proposed civil penalty under'the

Modified Policy |is whether the licensee exercised its "best
,

efforts to complete EQ vithin the deadline." Do you have an

opinion whether Alabama.Pover Company ev.ercised'its best efforts
,

to complete its E0 program by-November 30.:19857-

d

Q . p . . . . . . . ' _ '

a o
'
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A. (Mr. Noonan and Mr. LaGrange) Yes ve do. In our opinion the i

level of effort that Alabama Pover Company devoted to the

implementation of its EQ program was indicative of a licensee that

exercised its best efforts to complete its EQ Program by November |

30, 1985. As ve have previously testified, both of us were i

instrumental in reviewing the E0 programs of virtually every ;

nuclear utility in the United States during the 1980-84 timeframe.

In our dealings with Alabama Povet iompany, ve found them to be

responsive to any questions raised; they quickly provided the

Staff vith requested information and proceeded responsibly in

their E0 efforts. This enabled the Staff to draft, reviev and

issue Alabama Power Company's final SER in a timely manner. It is

clear to us that Alabama Power Company's efforts to comply with

environmental qualification in general met the best efforts of the

other nuclear utilities in the country.

(Mr. DiBenedetto) I had reveral occasions to reviev and

participate in the development and implementation of Alabama Pover

Company's E0 program. Vhile at the Staff. I supervised _the NTOL

review of Unit : and revieved the IEB-79-OlB response of Unit 1.

I also conducted similar reviews for virtually all other operating
|

| plants and NTOL's in the country. In my opinion, Alabama Pover
,

Company's E0 program was complete, responsive to the pertinent

issues and var among the best of the E0 programs I evaluated. For

example, in the Staff reviews prior to issuing the Unit 2

operating license, Alabama Power Company's E0 program was one of'

the few that was approved after only one visit. This meant that

the Staff vas not required to expend additional resources by

re-inspecting this Unit.

=.
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Since becoming involved with Alabama Pover Company in 1987, I have

become aware of the efforts it undertook to comply with E0 after 1
i

left the Staff in 1981. In my opinion, the level of effort

expended by Alabama Pover Company thereafter increased, not

diminished, and thus I believe that it saintained its best efforts

to complete EO vithin the deadline.

One additional(Mr. DiBenedet to, Mr. Hoonan, and Mr. LaGrange)

matter which we vould all like to address is the statement in the
Notice of Violation transmittal letter on page three that Alabama

Power Company lacked "best efforts to complete environmental

qualification of electrical equipment by the November 30, 1985

deadline". Ve vere the designated management of the Staff during

this time period vith responsibility for evaluation of all E0

programs at NRC licensed utilitics. Ve disagree with the NOV and

base this disagreement on our personal knowledge of Alabama Pover

Company's responsiveness, desire and effort to excel in this area.

Illustrative of this desire to excel are the corrective actions
taken by Alabama Pover Company after the EQ audit. They quickly

and efficiently resolved any perceived problems in a conservative

and prudent manner. Thus._in our opinion, Alabama Pover Company

should be afforded maximum mitigation for its best efforts to
.

comply with the E0 deadline and, moreover, should not be subject

to any penalty escalation.

- . .
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;

V-TYPE ELECTRICAL TAPE SPLICTS
.

(Alleged Violation I.A.1) ,_ ,

19. The NOV states that Alabama Power Company violated 10CTR50.49

because V-type electrical tape splices were not documented as

being environmentally qualified, in that there had been no
.

previous testing or similarity analysis. It adds that the splices
.

! vere not installed in accordance with design details and vere not
!

identifico on the EO Haster List. In your opinion is the
,

condition described in the NOV appropriately characterireo as a
.

violation of 10CFRio.497

I

A. No. For the folloving reasons ve do not believe that the

NOV describes an EO violation. First, by November 30, 1985,
<

Alabama Power Company had' confirmed the adequacy of established

quallitcation criteria for its electrical tape splices and

terminations. Second, at that time Alabama Power Company had

reasonable assurance that the tape spilces/ terminations had been<

properly constructed using qualified methods because of the

existence of, among other things, (1) explicit notes and details

for the construction of these connections, (2) detailed
.

instructions for the splice / termination installation, and (3)

existing quality assurance / design controls to ass'ure
,

implementation of the above notes, details and instructions.

. _ , _ __
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Specifically, as of November 30, 1985 Alabama Power Company

established a qualification file which contained appropriate

documentation regarding qualification of the Okonite tape

! splice / termination sealing system. This documentation included an

j Okonite test report (Test Report NORN-3, Revision 1 (June 30,

1982)) that provided reasonable assurance of qualification of the

straight-line splice configuration and a bolted termination. In

both instances, the qualification test report (s) referenced

details, notes and instructions for preparing these

splice / tern.ination connections.

Alabama Pover Company generic design details (Detail Nos.

A-172389-172398) address straight-line splices and terminations.

Accompanying each detail vere notes, and instructions, specifying

the method of installation of an electrical tape sealing system,

including Okonite, setting forth specific directions as to the

constraction of the splice / termination (i.e., preparation of the

connection, use of Okonite cement, and application of tape).

These notes, which vere prepared by Alabama Power Company's A/E,

ieplemented Okonite instructions.

.

d

.
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Turther, Alabama Pover Company maintained appropriate programmatic

controls, that had been revieved and accepted by the NRC. Which

controls provided assurance that' qualification criteria, including

installation instructions, vould be followed, thereby producing

qualified splices.

In view of the above, Alabama Power Company's efforts under the E0
,

program are not indicted by the existence of V-type splices. Ve

do not believe, consistent with the underlying intent of

10CFR50.49 vhen promulgated, that this condition or other similar

conditions are appropriately characterized as a violation of

10CFR50.49.

20. In your opinion, even if V-type electrical splices were evaluated

under 10CFR50.49, did a violation of 10CFR50.49(d) or (f) exist on

November 30, 198!?

A. No. A violation of 10CTR50.49(d) did not exist at that time. The

relevant provision of that s'ection requires Alabama Pover Company

to " prepare a list of electric equipment important to safety

covered by this section." See. 10CTR50.49(d). Vhen this
.

provision vas enacted, it was intended to assure that each piece

of electrical equipment that required qualification was identified

by licensees. As members of the Staff, ve did not consider

,
,
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splices to be pieces of " electric equipment" required to be

independently included on the list required by 10CFR50.49(d).

Splices, and other connections, while certainly requiring

qualification when used in qualified applications, are at most

parts or subcomponents of electrical equipment. In neither case

vere they required to be listed separately on the EQ master list.

Ve are svare that many other utilities interpreted 10CFR$0.49(d)

as ve did. The majority of utilities qualified splices just as

Alabama Pover Company did (e.g., qualification of the materials

for the anticipated en.ironment and use of approved installation

procedures). The majority of utilities considered qualification
,

of splices to be included as part of notes and details of circuit

or cable rehedules.

Each of these splices vere qualified in the as-found condition.

First, APCo maintained qualification documentation that qualified

the materials used in the sealing and the sealing procedure. In

addition, Vyle Test Report 17859-02 provided qualification data on
,

V-type splice configurations using the electrical tape sealing

rystem employed by Alabama Pover Company. Further, the

qualification of each of the V-type splice configurations

identified at Farley Nuclear Plant was subsequently confirmed by

tests performed by Vyle Laboratory. These tests, documented in

qualification report 17947-01, dated October 8, 1987, demonstrated

explicitly that each of the V-type splice ccnfigurations were, in

fact, qualified to the appropriate environmental parameters for

Farley Nuclear Plant.

In our opinion, the above data provides reasonable assurance that

V-type splices at Alabama Power Company were qualified.

-
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21. Do you agree with the NOV that Alabama Pover Company clearly knew

or should have knovn that a qualification deficiency existed with

regard to V-type electrical tape splices?

4

A. No. In our opinion, Alabama Power Company had taken reasonable j

\

steps to assure qualification of tape splices used at Farley j

Nuclear Plant as of November 30, 1985. Ve have revieved the

qualification file and note that on November 30, 1985, Alabama

Power Company possessed vendor documentation that provided
!

reasonable assurance that the Okonite splice / termination sealing

system, when implemented in accordance with the approved

instructions, produced a qualified connection. Specifically,

Alabama Power Company possessed Okonite test reports which

provided qualification for the Okonite splice sealing system.

Further, given the instructions for applying this system in

accordance with the qualified notes and details, and when

considered in conjunction with routine checking in accordance with

established procedures, Alabama Power Company vould have had a

reasonable basis to believe that i t had adequate qualification for

the tape splices at Farley Nuclear Plant.

.

9
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|
|

Moreover, ve are unavare of any NRC issuances or other

communications to Alabama Power Company which would have provided

prior notice of either the existence or likelihood of existence of !

None of the - r

splices not in conformance with approved designs.
i

Staf f's generic come.unications referenced in the letter

transmitting the NOV direct attention to potertial-concernsi
'

regarding misapplication of tape splice / termination configuration
,

I

details. ,

.

22. In your opinion vas the condition described by the Staff.in the

Notice of Violation safety significant?

A. Absolutely not. In our opinion, these V-type splices'vould have

performed their intended functions if called upon to do so in'a

design basis event. Ve note..also, that' Alabama:Pover Company .

' properly exercised its engineering judgment in evaluating these|

splices and reached the same conclusion. Both opinions vere
)

confirmed when Alabama Pover Company sponsored detailed-

qualification testing of these splices by.Vyle Laboratories, which

report has been previously discussed.
~

.

I

!

-
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IN-LINE 5-70-1 PIGTAIL TAPE SPLICES

| (Alleged Violation I.A.2)
.

| 23. Is the condition described in the NOV appropriately characterized

as a violation of 10CTR50.497

A. No. On November 30, 1985, Alabama Power Company had an approved

E0 program and had a qualification file for the hydrogen

recombiner. The qualification file was established by

Vestinghouse under their topical EQ program, which program was

approved by the NRC. The report provided to Alabama Pover Company

was based on testing in accordance with the latest requirements at

that time and demonstrated that the hydrogen recombiner vas

qualified to perform it's intended function under accident

conditions. The recombiner was installed Es tested.

Correspondence with Vestinghouse later clarified the installation
~

details as being similar to the tested configuration.

Further, the NRC Staff had approved the Vestinghouse recombiner

qualift:stien tests, as demonstrating qualification under IEEE

344-1971 and IEEE 323-1971 by letter dated May 1, 1975.

(Vassallos to Eicheldinger). Alabama Power Company also
'

maintained this letter in its qualification files. In addition,

by letter dated June 22, 1978, the NRC Staff (John F. Stolz,

Chief, LVR Branch No. 1),-approved the Vestinghouse recombiner '

qualificatien reports. Staff acceptance of the recombiner

qualification was also acknowleged in TER item 16 (Unit 1) and

item 11 (Unit 2), at page SF.

_ _
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Alabama Pover Company installed this splice in accordance with
,

Vestinghouse installation instructions. In addition. it was

installed with Vestinghouse representatives available to provide

installation guidance. It was therefore reasonable for Alabama

Pover Company to assume, in assessing qualification of its

electrical equipment prict to November 30, 1985, that installation

of the splice in accordance with the vendor's instructions vould

comply with EQ requirements.

24 In yout opintor., c.en if this condition is evaluated under

10CFR50.49, did a violation of 10CFR50.49(d) or (f) exist?

A. No. First, in our opinion, a violation of 10CFR50.49(d) did not

exist. Ve have previously testified about the requirements of

10CFR50.49(d) as they relate to a Master List. The 5-to-1 pigtail

splice is not required to be listed out separately on Alabama

Power Company's EO Master List. It is sufficient for these

purposes that the hydrogen recombiner systems vere identified an

the Master List.
.

Vith respect to 10CFR50.49(f). our reviev of information provided

to Alabama Power Company convinces us that the splices vere
.

qualified as originally installed. The qualifiestion file was
based on an actual type-test by Vestinghouse of the hydrogen

recombiner. Vestinghouse provided several VCAP documents

demonstrating the qualification of the recombiners installed at

FNP. A letter written by Mr. John Stolz of the NRC-Sttests to the

early reviev and acceptant? st the qualification of the

Vestinghouse hydrogen recombiner. Additional correspondence

.
--

" ' ' " '
- _ _ . _ _ _
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from Vestinghouse providas clarification that the unit was tested

with a 5-to-1 pigtail tape splice. In our viev, the above

| information, as verified by Alabama Power Company's subsequent

testing of V-splices, provides reasonable assurance that these

connections vere in fact qualified.

25. Do you agree with the Notice of Violation that Alabama Pover

Company clearly knev or should have known .nat the Vestinghouse

hydrogen recombiner power cable splices connection was not

qualified?

A. No. Obviously, since ve have concluded that the equipment was

actually qualified we do not believe that Alabama Pover Company
-

4

knev, or should have knovn, of a regulatory violation.

It is our opinion that Alabama Power Company took appropriate

steps (which we have previously detailed) prior to November 30,

1985, consistent vith the Staff's expectations at the time, to

assure qualification of the hydrogen-recombiner system. It,

therefore, should not have clearly knovn of a potential E0

deficiency related to the hydrogen recombiner splices on

November 30, 1985.

Further, ve are unavare of any notice disseminated to the industry
.

or otherwise provided to Alabama Power Company prior to November

30, 1985, that vould have alerted APCo to a question concerning

the hydrogen recombiner power lead splice qualification, and we

are unavare of other licensees' specific actions that may have

identified these splices as a qualification concern. To the

contrary, ve are avare that URC intpectors identified after APCo's

e _____z_____ __
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inspection, at least two other licensees in Region II which had i

not addressed this question to the satisfaction of the inspectors. |

26. If the Staff determines that a violation existed, did the

information or data Alabama Power Company obtained or developed at

the time of the inspection or shortly thereafter demonstrate that

the equipment was qualiffed/qualiffable?

Alabama power Company provided two additional items ofA. Yes.

information, both of which demonstrated that the engineering- -|

]review of the original qualification file was justified in-
1

>

concluding-that the as-installed hydrogen recombiner was

environmentally qualified. One. item of:information developed was

-!che successful. test of-the tspe splices by Alabama Power Company
-

at Vyle Laboratories. This test report provided'the details and

supports a determination that the tape splices vould perform their
-

intended functions under accident conditions.: The second item of
Thisinformation was more of a' clarification of. existing data.

information related to the actual tested' configuration reported in-
'

the Vestinghouse test report. Atletter vas received from

Vestinghouse which confirmed and. identified a 5-to-1 tapedLsplice'

configuration as the method of termination used:during the

-original testing'of the~ equipment.c Accordingly, ve believe that'

this information clearly shows that the equipment'vas.:st:all-
', '

pertinent times, qualified. ,

,

.;.-- - ;y - -
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|

27. Vas the condition described by the Staff in the Notice of

Violation safety significant?

Based on the information available at the time of the auditA. No.

as well as on November 30, 1985, the hydrogen recombiner was by

the Staffs' own admission, qualified. The splice configuration,

although not specifically identified, was also qualified prior to

the deadline. It was further verified, by test, that the

installed configuration vould have performed as intended

regardless of whether or not the documentation existed prior to

the deadline. Based on all of the above, there vere no safety

issues involved nor any risk to public health and safety because

of the use of a 5-to-1 field to pigtail tape splice installed in

the hydrogen recombiner.

STATES / GENERAL ELECTRIC TERNINAL BLOCKS

(Alleged Violation I.B.1)

28. On November 30, 1985, APCo had att ongoing procers of evaluating

its terminal blacks to deter-ine their contribution to instrument
accuracy, as related to the establishment of safety set-points.

In 1984, APCo communicated this process to the Staff, and received

its concurrence. What is your opinion about the significance of
.

these events?

;

I
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A. The Staff in the final SER agreed that the approach taken by APCo

to correct or address identified deficiencies. v-' acceptable and

vould ensure compliance with 10 CTR50.49. Moreover, after the
'

alleged deficiencies vere identified by the Staff, APCo conducted

an analysis of the issue to determine whether its earlier

conclusions that the terminal blocks were qualified for their

intended-functions was accurate. The results of this analysis are

set forth in-a January 8, 1988 letter to the NRC Staff. Ve have

reviewed this January 8, letter (Mr. DiBenedetto was responsible

for preparing it) and agree with its documented analysis and-

conclusions. In sum, it is our position that there vas reasonable

assurance that the terminal blocks vould not have adv usely

impacted instrument accuracy in the event of a design basis

accident. These terminal blocks were fully capable of performing

their intended function.

29. Vere the alleged deficiencies regarding the General Electric

terminal blocks (Model No. CR151) and States' terminal blocks

(Models NT and ZVM) safety significant?

A. No. As stated by Vestinghouse, the inaccuracy that-could be

created by the use of-terminal blocks in instrumentation circuits
''

was well within the margin of| error _ considered in the
~

establishment--of the-FNP safety limits and; associated set-points. .

Accordingly there vas reasonable assurance'that these terminal

blocks vould have performed their' function in a design basis

event.

__ _. -_ _ _ _ _
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CHICO A/RAYCHEM SEALS

(Alleged Violation I.B.2)
d

30. The Notice of Violation alleges that Alabama Power Company

violated 10CFR50.49 because documentation reflecting qualification

of the Chico A/Raychem cable entrance seals was deficient. It

reached this conclusion by stating that the testing performed did

not consider possible chemical interactions, and the temperature

profile used in the testing did not simulate the initial thermal

shock of a loss of coolant transient. Based on your reviev of the

documentation, vas the qualification documentation in APCo's files

as of November 30, 198$. adequate to establish qualification of

the seals?

A. Yes. First, with regard to the Staff's concern that testing did

simulate the initial' thermal shock of a LOCA, ve believe thatnot

this is inaccurate. The FNP environmental profile graphing inside

containment temperature, shovs an increase from ambient to 316'T

(See Exhibit 4). The thermal tested configuration began at 310'T

and thus was more severe th'an the actual en.'ironmental profile.

In our opinion any thermal shock or differential thermal expansion

vould have been more severe in the tested configuration. It
.

should be noted that based on our experience, tested

configurations which are ramped steeper than the environmental
.

peak profile temperature, as is the case here, are more

conservative than the norm for testing and should have been

accepted by the Staff vithout further concern.
.

-
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Vith regard to the identified cencern of possiblo chealcal

interactions, after review of the Staff's February 4, 1987,
|

|
Inspection Report, it appears to us that this concern is based on

!

!' the possibility of a chemical interaction between the chemical

sprays and the metal pipe nipple. Apparently, the inspectors were

concerned that testing did not simulate this chemical interaction,

f
and that there was no written engineering analysis explaining its

i

-effect.

In our opinion, the lack of testing of this precise chemical

interaction and the absence of documented engineering judgment

analysis, did not render the qualification documentation

inadequate or the equipment unqualified. As previously noted,

there is no requirement that all engineering' judgment be

documented. The governing criterion is that a teasonably vell

qualified engineer auditing the files must be able to arrive et

the same qualification conclusion reached by Alabama Pover

Company. From our experience at the Staff, and from auditing

numerous such files, an engineer'' evaluating this documentation.can

correctly. and easily, conclude ~that there was reasonable

assurance that no adverre eifects-impacting bonding would be

present from chemical spray-on the Chico A/Raychem seal

configuration. Even assuming some chemical interaction on the

bonding (a point which is impliedly rejected in'Raychem Test

Report 58730 dated June 22, 1982, and a Sandia Lab ReportlNUREG

CR-28121) there-is too tortuous.a path required for significant

moisture intrusion to conclude that the, limit twitch would not

have performed its-intended function.' Ve believe that the Chico

A, combined with-the Raychem seal. vould have prevented sufficient

Lamounts of moisture from reaching the limit-svitch and causing its-
~

failure. .

. , . . , . . . , . . . . . . . . , .. ,, . , , ., . .,.
' -
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31. Do you agree that Alabama Power Company clearly knew or should

have knovn that an E0 regulatory violation as identified in the
,

NOV had occurred by November 30, 19857
'

.

In our opinion,-Alabama Power Company exercised a reasonableA. No.

engineering judgment by concluding that these seals vere qualified!

prior to the deadline. Simply because Staff reached a different

engineering conclusion in 1988 does not mean that Alabama Power

company crossed the high threshold required by the clearly knew or

should havc knovn standard.

32. Assuming a violation existed, vere the alleged deficiencies

identified in the Notice of Violation safety significant?

A. No. As ve have previously testified, the seals were qualified:for

their intended putpose. The suosequent evaluation and analysis-

transmitted.to the Staff by the January 8,__1988.-_ letter fully-

documents this position. _The installed configuration vas

demonstrated to be capable of' preventing or minimizing moisture

intrusion into the limit svitches.- On.this basis the safety
-

objective of the seals vould have-been maintained..thereby

satisfying their safety function Even if a documentation
.

.

ceficiency existed it voul'd not have created a safety significant

issue since the seal vould have performed as: intended.

- _ _ _

.__

.g . . . . . . . ...}. . _ . .. . . .. . . . . .
, . _ ........._....,....,.g.m. . . . . . . .
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GREASE

(I.C.1.a.)

33. In your opinion is grease an item of " electrical equipment"?

- .

A. No, 10CFR50.49 applies only to items of " electrical equipment".

Grease, or any other lubricant, is not an item of electrical equipment.

Neither the statement of consideration addressing 10CFR50.49, nor any

other Commission or Staff documents associated with issuance of the

rule, state or suggest that lubricants (including grease) are itemt of

electrical equipment required to be on an EQ Master List, or required
.

to have documentation providing reasonable assurance of qualification.

Further, ve are unavare of any NRC generic guidance associated with
b

environmental qualification that states or suggests that lubricants are

items of electrical equipment requiring qualification and qualificatien

documentation.

More importantly, during the timeframe prior to November 30, 1985, we

are unavare of any instance where the Staff stated that a lubricant vas

an item of electrical equipme: t required to be environmentally

qualified. Further, ve know of no operating licensee during this time

that provided to the Staff an EQ Haster List listing lubricants as

items of electrical equipment. Nor do ve know of any Staff action

taken as a result of this purported failure to list lubricants on the

Master List.

-

-

-
.

_ _ _ _ _
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Vhile making this statement, ve are aware, hovever, that all
|

maintenance activities, including lubrication, must be performed in ai

manner such as not to adversely impact the qualification of its

associated equipment. For example, ve are aware that 1EEE 323 1974

identifies lubricants as needing to be sddressed should they be

modified after the affected equipment is qualified. It does not follov

from this, though, that lubricants should.be on the Master List.

34. Does documentation existing in maintenance files prior to November 30,

19u5, provice reasonable ~ assurance that the grease vould not adversely

impact qualification of the Limitorque operators?

A. (Mr. DiBenedetto and Mr. Noonan) On November 30, 1985, APCo's

maintenance files had in them certain documents which resulted from a

review by the lubricant manufacturer showing that the grease in

question was an acceptable substitute. In our opinion, this

documentation, coupled with engineering judgment :provides reasonable

assurance that the grease vould not adversely impact qualification of

the operators at issue. The fact that this information was in APCo's

raintenance files'is not dispositivet the specific location of

documentation has no bearing on whether the equipment is actually.

qualified, and at most'could result in auditability being somewhat more
. '

difficult. There is no E0 requirement to have a " central" file.

_ :__. _ ._ _ _ _ _ _

,,,-ru
'
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35. Do you agree that Alabama Power Company clearly knew or should

have knovn of this alleged regulatory violation on November 30,*

19857

A. No. Prior to November 30, 1985, this issue had never been raised

in the context of equipment qualification. ~As previously noted,

there was no guidance applicable to Farley Nuclear Plant that

suggested that lubricants be qualified pursuant to 10CFR50.49. If

the Staff had felt that lubricants vere items of electrical
equipment requiring qualification, the Staff should have assured

that each Haster-List submitted to it during the 1981-1985 time

period included lubricants. Since ve were on the. Staff during

these times and made no such requirement ve conclude that Alabama

Power Company did not meet the clearly knew or should have known

test defined in the Modified Policy.

36. If the Staff determines that a violation asxisted vith regard to

this issue, was the condition safety sig.tificant?
.

A. No. APCo has received a letter dated June 25,-1986, from-Dr.

Robert O. Bolt -a recognized grease expert, who opines that mixing
.

of grease at FNP vould not adversely impact. operation of the

operators. Accordingly, there was no safety significance-to any

alleged violation.-

=_ __ - . - =

.q . . . . . .

. .. . . . . . . . a- .. -
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T-DRAINS

(I.C.1.b.1
|

i

37. According to Notice of Violation, Alabama Power Company violated

10CFR50.49 because its qualification files did not provide

reasonable assurance of qualification of some Limitorque motor

operators. The Notice of Violation alleges that T-drains were

missing, which implies that their absence violates regulatory

requirements. Do you agree with these allegations?

A. No, ve do not. It is our opinion that the Limitorque test reports

contained in the Alabama Power Company qualification filo prior to

November 30, 1985, coupled with reasonable engineering judgment

required to be documented, provided reasonable assurance thatnot

the Limitorques vere qualified without T-drains. Alabama Power

Company's qualification files contained two Limitorque Test

Reports, Test Report Nos. 600198 and 600456. These reports

encompass the Farley Nuclear Plant environmental ac:ident

conditions. One report tested the operator vith T-drains and one

tested the operator without T-drains. Both test'. vere successful.

A thorough review of both reports, coupled with reasonable

engineering judgment, vould have led a reasonable engineer to
.

conclude that the Limitorque motor operators were envir imentally

qualified in either configuration.

_ _ =

k .a . . -. .. - .. .. . -

|
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Moreover, ve are unaware of any failure reported in the industry

where the Limitorque motor operator failed because of moisture

intrusion. If the Staff believed that failure to install T-drains
reflected an equipment qualification concern, ve believe it should

have issued an 1.E. Information Notice. Although IE Notice 83 72

did contain a brief discussion related to T-drains, it did not

conclude that a potential problem existed. It was stated only
.

that it was not presently knovn whether the existence of drain

plugs or the orientation of the drain hole was essential to proper
Tooperation or vas in conformance with the qualification tests.

the best of our recollection, there vere no TERs or SERs prior to

November 30, 1985 that addressed the absence of Limitorque

T-drains as being a qualification concern. Furthermore, there is

no evidence that indicates that the Limitorque operator vould be

unqualified without T-drains.

38. Assuming that the Staff determines that a violation exists, based

on the information available to it prior to November 30, 1985,

should Alabama Power Company clearly have known that this

deficiency reflected a violation of 10CTR$0.497

A. No, and the Staff has impliedly admitted this. In its Notice of
.

Violation and letter transmitting the Notice of Violation, the

Staff provides no reference to information which would have led a

reasonable licensee to conclude that Limitorques installed at

Farley Nuclear Plant vere nov suspect. As previously noted, there

vere no TERs nor SERs which addressed this-issue. Thus, based on

our reviev of Alabama Pover Company's actions during this time, ve

conclude that it properly considered its E0 program in this area

to be complete. .

.

~~
. . .
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39. Assuming that a violation exists, is this violation safety

significant?
.

A. No. As previously noted, there is reasonable assuranco that the

Limitorque motor operators would perform their intended function

with or without T-drains.

.

TERMINAL BLOCKS

(I.C.1.e.)

40. In the Notice of Violation, the Staff alleges that several

terminal blocks in Limitorque valve operators were unidentified

and unqualified by Alabama Power company. Do you have an opinion

whether on November 30. 1985 Alabama Power Company clearly knew or

should have known of this purported regulatory violation?

A. Yes, ve have such an opinion. First, Alabama.Pover Company had a

test report from Limitorque which environmer. tally qualified these.

operators along with their internal components. Additionally,

upon receipt of IEN 83-72, Alabama Power Company verified the
'

applicability of-aI1980 Liaitorque letter which matched'the serial-

numbers of its installed Limitorque' operators with those

encompassed by the test-report. -Moreover, on January 11, 1984 in

a meeting vitn'the NRC-Staff, Alabama Pover Company was

questioned, as vere other utilities in'their meetings with the-

Staff..about their' response to IENs. inclu' ding IEN 83 72. -In

response APCo agreed'to provide-the Staff confirmation of their

=. = . _. . .= . ._.

' '''' ' ''l ' '
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responses to IEN's, including evaluation of the applicability of

this IEN to Parley Nuclear Plant and a.lso to give its proposed

solution to those possible deficiencies identified in the TER.

Thereafter, Staff issued a final SER,webinh, in.this case, did not

disapprove of Alabama Povec Company'.siproposed solution.'

Vith this information, a test report and additional written

verification that Alabama Tower Company's. Anstalled Limitorques

vere environmentally qualified by the tes report provided, we see

nothing that, as of November 30, 1985, vould have alerted APCo to

takeanyactionbeyondwhat-theyaidwithresp$dftotheterminal

Accordingly, it is our opinion, that on November 30,blocks.

1985, Alabama Power company should not clearly have known of a

violation regarding this issue.

ALUMINUM LIMIT SVITCH HOUSING

(I.C.I.d.)
.

41. Vill you please comment on Alabama Power Company's alleged

regulatory tiolation of E0 requirements by having a limit svitch

vith an aluminum housing?

A. It is not reasonable to conclude that the existence of'the.
.

aluminum limit svitch housing vould be expected to have been-

prevented by an EQ program which complies'vith the requirements of

10CFR50.49.- Alabama Power Company had no reason to suspect that a

Limitorque containing an' aluminum limit'svitch housing:had been

'

. ~ _ . .

g .. . .. g. . . . , .. iii i . ..3 . .g. , , . i ,, . ., ' ,. . ''
'
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Nor could it beLexpected that an
shipped and installed at FNP.

acceptable receipt inspection vould identify the_ aluminum housing,
We are unavare of any

or be reason for concern even if'it-had.
information regarding a potential problem with an aluminum housing

Alabama Power Company-
which had been. disseminated by the Staff.

Further, in the Limitorqueself-identified this configuration.

test repore where the corrosion of the aluminum housing is

1.s stated that such units vill not- be shippad foridentifieu- 1
use inside containment and Alabama Power Company could reasonably

f
s

rely on this statement.

42. Vould the loss-of Limitorque' valve MOV3441D, located inside

the satisfactory < accomplishment of,tha safetycontainment, prevent

functions of containment coolers?

1

A. No. The norms) and accident position of the valve in question is

Accordingly fthere is no failuEe mode _thatopen and de-energized.-

vould cause the valve to close.

42. Do you agree with-the:Nosice of Violation:thatlAlabama Pover
-

-Company knev_or should have_knovn-of Ahis alleged violation?
.

!

_.

A. No. -As noted above,| Alabama Power Company fully complied with all.

Commission regulations and. internal procedures regarding its~ -|

activities associated with.the qualification of.this MOV. LIn this-

Y

A-__mm _am _ __..__mmu_ _ _ . . _
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regard. .there were:no indications-from the NRC-Staff that=a-

. problem' of alumir.um housing on- Limitorque--limit- switch
_.

compartments was an issue. :Further,'there was no_ indication from

industry correspondence-to this-effect.-- In'short, there was no
-

information which would:have led Alabama Power | Company:to__have-

disassembled the Limitorque motor _ operators and look for an ;

aluminum housing on the limit switch compartments.

44._ Assuming that the Staff finds that-a violation existed, was'this

condition safety significant?--

A. No.~- As previously noted,:the motor operator valve-in question was

open in both normal and accident _ modes. There'are other1 reliable

means of determining the valves'fposition. Accordingly, therefis

'no safety significance associated with this issue. ,

!

|

TARGET ROCK HEAD CABLE ~ E'7 TRANCE -SEALS =
>

(Alleged Violation'I.C.2.)'1
~

45. The Notice of Violation-alleges thatil0CFR50.49:vas violated

because Alabama Pover company E0 files.did~not document-

qualification of the cable entrance' seals /for the: Target Rock Head

-Vent' Solenoid Valves._ Do 'ou agree:vith this allegation?
.

y
a-

,

k
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The items of electrical equipment' required to be qualified tfA. No.

10CFR50.49 are set forth in 50.49(b). This subsection clearly

limits the scope of 10CFR50.49 to (1) certain sa'fety-related

electrical equipment required to respond _to design basis of
I

events, (2) nonsafety-related electrical' equipment whose failure

could prevent equipment in Category _1 above from operating in a
,

design basis' event and (3) certain post-accident monitoring-

The reactor head vents at issue are not this kind of-equipment.
'

Rather, the re ctor head vents are equipment designed-equipment.

o operate in conditions beyond_ design basis accidents, where there-

eav be clad-vater reaction _resulting in significant generation of
.

gases, such as hydrogen.

Indeed, the title-of Task II'.B. (the task addressir.g the head

vents) set forth in NUREG-0660 is " Consideration of Degraded or

Helted Cores in Safety Reviev." (NUREG-0660 is the forerunner of

NUREG-0737, the document initially giving rise to this_ concern.)

The stated objective of this Task vas to " enhance public safety-
m

and reduce individual-and societal' risk by' developing _and
4

implementing a phase program to include. -in safety reviews.:.

consideration of core-degradation and melting beyond the design

basis." NUREG-0660,-Item III at-III.D.1. Vith regard to the-

requirements of 10CT:150.49, while we vere atsthe Staff it-vas our-

understanding that such requirements do not apply to accidents

beyond-design basis. See, SECY-88-207 (May_24, 1982),." Final'

Rule, Environmental ~ Qualification of Safety.Relat'ed Electrical
_

,
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Equipment for a Nuclear Povsr_Plent" where th3 Staff rejects a

comment to the proposed rule that accidents beyond the design

basis should apply by stating " severe accidents (Class IX) are

being considered in other rulemakings." (Enclosure 2 at 7.) In
i

sum, ve believe that the scope of 10CFR50.49 does not include the

head vents.

46. If the head vents are not required to be qualified pursuant to

!-
10CFR50.49, are there any " qualification" requirements associated

I vith them?i

A. Yes. The underlying-regulation requiring installation of the head

vents is 10CFR50.44(c).--This regulation requires that the head?
.

f_
vents comply with, among otherLthings, the-. provision 5,of General-

Design Criteria (GDC)-4 of 10 CFR_Part 50. GDC-4Erequires that

the head vents be " designed to accommodate the effects of and to
1

be compatible with the'environmentallconditions associated

with... postulated accidents...." It should be noted that APCo

stated its position'to the Staff that " qualification" requirements-

set forth in NUREG-0588 and IE Bulletin:79-01B do not apply to the

head vents. This position vas clearly stated in a January.11~,

1984,-meeting with the Staff as documented in Alabama-Povers

-Company's February- 29, 1984 . letter to the~ Director'of NRR|-

discussing the results of'that' meeting. -Ve have found no
'

a

correspondence reflecting;the Staff rejection of-that position.
4

In sum, the only clear " qualification" requirements associated-
_

vith the reactor head vents are those' set forth in GDC-4.-

.

\-

-
l
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47. If a violation existed, was the violation safety significant?

There is a Target Rock Corporation Test Report qualifying theA. No.

reactor head vents without cable entrance seals (Test Report 3996,

January 19, 1984). At Farley Nuclear Plant, Alabama Power Company
there was noinstalled cable entrance seals on the head vents, but

backing to resist the pressure differential that vould have been

created in the event of a design basis accident. However, even if

the seals were breached, ve conclude that this breach vould not

have caused an adverse impact on the ability of the equipment to

perform its intended function. This is because the head vents

vere qualified without any seals and thus the installation of a

seal as at Alabama Power Company vas, at least, an improvement.

Accordingly, this condition posed no safety significance.

CONTAINHENT SUMP LEVEL TRANSMITTERS

(Alleged Violation I.C.3)

48, Assuming it is determined that a violation of 10CFR50.49 exists,

for the GEMS type level transmitters , do you have an opinion

whether Alabama Pover Company " clearly knew or should have knovn"

of such a deficiency?
.

A. In our opinion Alabama Power Company had undertaken appropriate

steps prior to November 30, 1985, consistent with Staff

expectation of that time, to assure environmental qualification of

the GEMS level transmitters. In view of these measures, Alabama

Power Company should not have clearly known of the lov fluid

levels in these two transmitters on November 30, 1985. On t.iat

date, Alabama Pover Company maintained in its EQ files,

_
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appropriate vendor supplied documentation qualifying the GEMS

level transmitters installed in accordance with GEMS installation

provisions. Also, Alabama Power Company's EQ program took

reasonable steps to assure proper implementation of the

; installation requirements. Thetafore with regard to EO, Alabama

Pover Company did all that the Staff-reasonably could expect.

Moreover, ve are unavare of'any information disseminated by the

NRC, to industry or otherwise to' Alabama Power Company prior to

November 30, 1985, that suggested.that level transmitters may have

been installed with unace,eptable fluid levels.
i

49. Do you have an opinion asito whether>those transmitters which had

fluid in them vere qualified to 10CTR50.-497'

Yes. Ve have revieved the'Bechtel evaluation of the two

transmitters with slightly. low fluid' levels.- Vith respect to

those GEMS transmitters we have determined 1that.even with the

slightly lov fluid level their EQ qualification was unaffected.
.

50. Vas the as-found condition of these GEMS level. transmitters

identified by Alabama'Pover company and. reported by the Staff in-
.

the Notice of Violation safety significant?.

-A. No. With respect to the two; transmitters:vith lov-fluid we have

previously testified that they remained qualified and hence there---

as-found condition vas not safety-significant. For'the tvo.

transmitters without any' fluid. they vere not shovn to be

-. .. . ..
._

.
_ . _ .
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unqualified. In any event.cthe-transmitters: provide cnly a backup

or redundant information source--the primary source being the-RVST

level tranmitters which are not exposed to the harsh environment.-
'

Accordingly, no safety significance attaches to the absence of the

silicone oil.

l'
|

- PREMIUM RB GREASE

(Alleged Violation I.C.4)-

-51. According to the Noticelof-Violation, Alabama Power Company

-violated 10CFR50.49 by not;having documentation in a file'to

demonstrate qualfication of-p:emium RB grease for use in fan-

motors inside containment and room coolersicutside1 containment.

Do you agree with-this conclusion?

A. No. Ve have previously testified regarding our'opinionsLof' grease

as an item of1 electrical equipment,-and-ve adopt that prior-

testimony here. It is also our opinion that becauseLAlabama Power ;

Company evaluated the substitute: grease in.accordance with-
'

principles of; sound _ engineering judgment 1(which included an;

evaluation of documentation in itsLmaintenance:fil'es). .it'had

reasonable assurance that the substituted: grease:vould not impact-

,the:qualificationfor-operation of the asrociated motors.

-j

52. If it:is determined thatia. violation 1 existed regardingLthe- !
s

substitution of: grease, should. Alabama 1Pover! Company!"clistl'y;have a

known" of such a-deficiency' prior to'Novemberc30, 19857
_ _

i
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A. No. Prior to November 30, 1985, this issue had never been raised

by the Staff, or any other utility of which ve are'avare in the

context of environmental qualificatton.- This fact. When combined
>

with the reasonable belief that grease 11s not an item of

electrical equipment, supports the conclusion that Alabama Power

Company cannot be said to clearly know or should have known of a-

regulatory violation.

53. If the Staff determines:t at a v o at on ex s ei t d r!th regard toh il i

this issue, was the condition' safety significant?'
~

,

_.

As previously stated.1the documentation conta'ined in AlabamaA. No.

Power Company's maintenance file provided reasonable assurance- . 4

-that the lubricants used would not adversely impact qualification

-of the associated-equipment. Accordingly. there was no safety
~

.

significance.to the alleged violation.

-54. Does this conclude your testimony?

A, Yes, it does.

.

_

W

-
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VDICINIT S. NOONAN
ASSISTANT GENERAL MANAGER

GENERAL CORISULTING SERVICES GROUP

EDUCATION

University of Missouri.at Rolla, M.S., Engineering Mechanics, 1973
Saint Louis University, Parks College, B.S., Aeronautical Engineering, 1959

EEPERIENCE

NUS Corporation, October 1987-present
Robert L. Cloud Associates, Inc., 1987
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1974-1981 1982-1987
EDS Nuclear, Inc. (Impell Corporation), 1981-1982
McDonnell Douglas Corporation, 1959-1974

Is responsible for technical and administrative management of allNUS -

consulting services of Consulting Division's General Consulting Services Group.
Division provides a variety of management, engineering, and scientific services
to meet needs of utilities, government agencies, and other industrial groups and
companies throughout the United States and in other countries. Present business

activities include safety and licensing, quality assurance, services for all
nonnuclear energy technologies, and management consulting. Provides consulting

services to utility management and utility engineering groups relating to the
NRC's severe accident program, seismic upgrade program (ISAP/ISEP), equipment
qualification of electrical equipment (10 CFR 50.49), seismic qualification of
electrical and mechanical equipment (A-46; NUREG-1211), Appendix R (10~ Crit 50),
E Bulletins 79-02, 79-04, 79-07, 79-14, and the Mark I, Mark II, and Mark III

new loads. Supports utilities and their legal organizations with Public Utility
Commission hearings, rate cases, law suits and other litigation matters.
Provides utility support in preparation for, and presentation with, the Internal
Revenue Service. Provides audits and reco= mends improvements as necessary for
the utility's Quality Concern Programs (also known as SAFEIEAM or Quality First).
Served as the Deputy Team Leader for the ' Technical Audit Team in the design
implementation review and quality assurance audit of the Philippine Nuclear
Power Plant in Bataan, Philippines..

As Vice President in Charge of East CoastRobert L. Cloud Associates -

Operations , was responsible for management of consulting activities related to
nuclear licensin;. with emphasis on equipment qualification and seismic, issues.
Oversaw all Eastern Region activities, including marketing. Provided support to

a nu=ber of utilities on licensing matters and conducted management prudence
review in support of litigation and regulatory proceedings for utility clientele.

NRC - Eerved as director, PWR Project Directorate 5 (1985-1987), in Division of
PWR-A Licensing, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. In addition to duties as
Director f or C :anche Peak Pro]ect, directed and coordinated NRC licensing review
for Eyren Units 1 and 2, Braidwoood Units 1 and 2 Seabrook Units 1 & 2 South
Texas Units 1 & 2, Salem Units 1 & 2, Millstone Unit 3, and RESSAR, a

i
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westinghouse standard design plant. _ Review involved direct contact with-
Commission's Atomic Safety-and Licensing Board and Appeal-Board. Responsible ~for
the NRC's allegation programst- for both Comanche Pe:.kE and South. Texa's which
involved inspections and audits of utility's programs that1 investigated

- allegations 1of quality concerns. and/or : wrongdoing.;-. These programs are normally
called Quality Concern Program, SAFETEAN or Quality First.

As director, : Comanche . Peak Project (1984-1985), for Division ' of Licensing,;
Of fice of Nuclear - Reactor - Regulation, directed and coordinated. NRC L licensing-

review of' Comanche . Peak facilities.. ' supervised ; approximately 100. NRC f staf f
|

--

members- and consultants ein technical 1 review and inspection. - Reviews focused on-
mechanical and' electrical- components, : plant - systems,-. and operations, iwith _. j

heavy emphasis on quality control and . quality assurance.- - Directed the design -
adequacy, . design implementation,-- and quality assurance audits for the NRC11n
evaluating. both the construction- and design adequacy of the Comanche e Peak Powera
Plants. - Coordinated with Office 'of TGeneral Counsel regarding1 legal activities
and maintained direct contact with Commission's Atomic Safety and Licensing Board: q

and Appeal' Board.
'

j

As chief, Equipment Qualification Branch ' (1982-1984), , Division of Engineering,
Office of Nuclear' Reactor Regulation,z managed overall: engineering-safety review,
analyses, and evaluations of electrical and mechanical ~ components for all reactor.

_

_

facilities licensed for . operation.- Directed the Engineering Division's .offorts --

in the writing and publicationn of- the: rule - for equipment qualification of
electrical equipment - (10 CFR 50.49) and - the S seismic:; qualification: of.; both ?
electrical and mechanical ~ equipment -_ ( A-46; L: NUREG-1211).: - Evaluated." applicationsL

for new plant operating licenses and performed _ licensing _~ analyses of -design--and-
modifications of operating facilities. ; supervised detailed technicalireviews and
= evaluations of electrical and mechanical component engineering, . directing L an -
engineering staf f of 30 specialists.-

'

j

As assistant director - Materials 'and - Qualifications " Engineering : (1980-1981),
Division of Engineering. Of fice of L Nuclear Reactor Regulation, . planned and4s

directed ._ programs _ and : activities ofi Materials Engineering,4 Chemical Engineering, .
Equipment Qualification, and Quality ^ Assurance tranches with; a staf f of 120. - Had-.

lead- responsibility in the writings andi publication- ofinppendia .R to 10 LCFR 50s.
Fire Protection Program. EWork included 1 analyses landi evaluationsi aimed / at

* establishing and improving safety of ? operating. nucleari plants and _other ; plants-.

under construction orf licensing 1 review.s ' Responsibilitiesiincluded overall;-

administration, including development of ? budgetsf and overall" scheduling of work.
' Served 1as chief - Engineering Branch -(1978-1980),L progressing .1from Esection

leader,1 Mechanical Engineering , (1977-1978). . in Division :of Operating | Reactors,_
Of fice = of Nuclear Reactor ' Regulation. ; y Managed overall~ engineering 2 safety.

-review, . analyses, - and - evaluations ' of structural - and mechanicali components for
all - reacter.' f acilities - licensed for > operation. ? Also evaluated applications and

1

assued ccnstr=:.cn: per::lts and operating licenses- f or nonpower- reactors
..

$
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and evaluated operational - design modifications as _ requested for ~ operating
facilities exempt from licensing process. Directed and performed numerous-
walkdowns associated with both piping and electrical areas. Was responsible for 1

the engineering inputs to IE Bulletins 79-02, 79-04, 79-07, 79-14.

As chief, supervised detailed --technical reviews and ' evaluations within
mechanical, structuralj and materials.. engineering disciplines. - _ directing: an
engineering - staf f of 37 specialists. As section . leader. - planned, coordinated

and reviewed all work assigned to Mechanical Engineering Section.

As senior _ engineer (1971-1976), Engineering Branch, Division-_ of Operating
React:rs , reviewed, analyzed,'and evaluated safety _ issues relative to-structural
and nochanical components of reactorE f acilities licensed for_ power operation.
Evaluated. applications for- construction . permits - and - operating ' license s for;
nonpower reactors - and operational ~ and design E modifications of -operating _
facilities exempt from licensing.

As senior - mechanical- ' engineer- (1974-19_76), .-- Nechanicals Engineering: Branch, 4

Division of . Systems Safety,'- Of fice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, reviewed-' and |
evaluated structural integrity, operability,; and i functionaly capability' of- >|
safety-related mechanical'.and electrical equigusentiimechanical components, . and

'

piping systems and their supports for nuclear; utilities, seeking construction
permits and operating -licenses. Conducted 1various' technical studies - and - analyses
and provided specialized technical assistanc'e to other NRC divisions'.

..

.

EDS Nuclear --'- As . Division' Manager, L Engineering Anah*isi Division,| provided
specialized engineering and ' management i consulting: . services , tC electric powe r
- indus try. - ~Was responsible for analyticalmengineering : structuraA design.oand
engineering revenues in excess of $12 million.:- - .

Established division objectives and standards.; monitored budgets _ and schedules, ;
iand _- prepared - periodic reports for clients . and corporate management. - ' Assisted

project; management 'in 1 project planning,1 schedul'ing,, and contract: |'ade.inistration. Developed business plans and business 2 and - manpower forecasts. -
- Also. supervised training _and develossment of - personnel.

.

Ensured. that - all _ services E were provided ? in J strict compliance ; with (applicable ' i

regulations, codes, and standards, and 1with = accepted practices ' of c the' !

-engineering: profession.

- McDonnell Dooglas ' ~ ~ As group.- engineer, y Structuralb Dynamics,; supervised:
-structural dynamics = analyses jnvolving: advanced. technology. :Was responsible-for:

.

Lfinite math .modeling of! complex " structures J eigen vector and Jeigen Lvalue ;
- modeling; and ~ analyses Lof vitration and ~ shock, J random ~ vibration . and ! sonic -
fstigue. Maintained . subcont:: actor _-engines:-ing L consulting relationships on
vibration, shock, and acoustics problems.

.
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i

conducted seismic response analyses of - structures located in underground siles
performed math modeling ' for high- and low-temperature analyses of aircraf t and
silo piping and for near-miss shock analyses of missiles and hydrofoils.

|
MW HWeWTpg

American society of Mechanical Engineers
Committee on Equipnent Qua Aification!

comittee on Appendix F Faulted Loading Conditions
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PHILIP A. D!BENEDETTO

PRESIDENT: DiBenecetto Associates. Inc.
--------.------.......--------------------------------------------~~------.

EDUCATION:

Bachelor of Science - Nuclear Engineering
Lowell Technological Institute - 1973
Lowell, Massachusetts 01854

Massachusetts Institute of Technology - Reactor Safety Course - 1974
US Navy Nuclear-Power Training - 1965 - 1966
US Navy Submarine Nuclear Power and Propulsion System

Qualification - 1966

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:

DiBenedetto Associates. Inc., North Andover, Massacnusetts
NUTECH Engineers, Bethesda, Maryland, 1981 - 1983

I U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C.,
1974 - 1981 !

General Electric Company, Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory,
Schenectacy, New York, 1973 - 1974

EXPERIENCE SUMMARY:

Prior to forming DiBenedetto Associates. Inc. Mr. DiBenedetto
served as Director of Engineering and Manager of the Equipment
Qualification (EO)- Group of the Bethesca Regional Office of NUTECH
Engineers. As_ such, he was responsible for managing all
engineering and croject activities for the office. He has a oroac
backgrounc in systems for both- PWR's and BWR's ano has provided
technical . consulting services to several utilities (domestic and
international) on licensing and mechanical and electrical ~E0 program
development. '

DETAILED EXPERIENCE:-
.

Di8enedetto Asecciates. Inc.. - Since the formation of DiBenedetto
Associates, Mr. DiBenedetto has been providing equipment
qualification consulting services to utilities.

1

Responsibilities have included utility specific EQ training program
development and presentation,-preparation-of-technical reports, and
expert testimony for utility /NRC hearing, utility representation
at NRC mee+ .,s, preparation of Ecuiement Qualification program
cescriptions, and assistance in the implementation f Ecutoment
Qualificati:n : egrams. gL

)g
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Mr. DiBenedetto develooed the EcuipmentNUTECH Enebeers. -

Qualification Group, which served such clients as Consumers Power
Company. The Detroit Edison Company, Cleveland Electric
Illuminating Company, Illinois Power Company, Kansas Gas &
Electric, and Union Electric Company. Services included
identification of required equipment, assessment of required

profiles, development of central files, establishment of

procedures for surveillance and maintenance, and site

verification. Additional services included independent
equipment qualification audits, training and seminars,

and system reviews to justify interim operation. Mr.

01Benedetto developed a Mechanical Equipment Qualification
Program, authored several technical documents relating to E0
and the impact of rulemaking thereon, and developed an E0
seminar which he presented in Taiwan, Korea, Japan, Spain and
the United Kingdom

In addition to E0 services, he provided a broso range of
engineering services to clients, including management
overview audits, Quality Assurance reviews, and engineering
systems and supporting analyses.

As Section Leader ofU.S. Noelear Reculaterv Commission. -

Environmental Qualification with the USNRC, Mr. DiBenedetto
managed environmental qualification aspects. of the technical
regulation of commercial nuclear power plants. He was
responsible for developing, supervising and providing gu.1 dance to
reviewers for the consideration and evaluation of uti ity
environmental qualification programs. He- was responsible for
directing and coordinating engineering consultants in the
performance of environmental qualification aucits- and
environmental testing of equipment.

As senior Reactor Safety Engineer with USNRC, Mr. DiBeneoetto
was a member of a task group organized to perform systems
evaluations at Three Mile Island -in the cleanup and recovery
phase. He was also a member of a task group which developed the
Systematic Evaluation-Program (SEP) where he developed the SEP's
lea k-bef ore-brea k position for high energy lines, performed
thermal hydraulic analyses associated with H-1 loop operation,.

and performed failed fuel * studies. As a Project Manager with the
USNRC, he managed the review and evaluation of a variety of
engineering safety ar.d - environmental considerations associated
with the design and operation of commercial nuclear power plants
including- independent technical safety evaluations, coordinating
technical' evaluations by .the NRC staff, preparing license
amendments for technical specifications for nuclear power
plaats, and chairing technical committees.

1
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As Operating Reactor Project Manager with the'USNRC, he was
responsible for segulatory Safety and Licensing Actions
associated with the Lacrosse Boiling Water Reactor, Vermont,

Yankee, and Beaver Valley Power Station Unit 1.

General Electric. - As Primary System Engineer,- Mr. DiBenedetto
finalized design concepts and prepared operating instructions
and test procedures for: submarine systems at General Electric's
Knolls Atomic P er Laboratory.

MEM ERSHIPS:

|

|
American Nuclear Society (Working Committee 56.9, Environmental

l Envelopes)

American Nuclear Society (Working Committee 56.11, Floooing)

-EEE Sub-Committee 3.3 (Working Group 3.3
.

Maintenance Gooo-

Practices)

ASME Chairman PVP-0AC Subcommittee SC2, Qualification and
Testing

ASME Member PVP-0AC Subcommittee SCB, Plant Life Extension

Coalition for Reliable Energy

PUBLICATIONS:

" Quality Assurance for Spare and Replacement Parts," position
paper prepared for The Detroit Edison Company, April, 1983

" Synergistic Dose Rate Effects' on Cable," position paper
prepared fer Censumers Power'Cempany, November, 1952

"The Procurement of Spare Parts," paper presented.to ASQC
Winter Meeting, Orlando, ' Florida, October,1982

'

How to Develop. Implement and Assess Equipment Qualification
Programs for Nuclear Power Plants", short course prepared for

ASME

" Integrating Plant Operations and: Equipment Qualification
Requirements",'short course prepared for ASME

" Safety-Related Eouipment . Qualification = Seminar", short course
prepared for ASME

"Cest Effective Maintenance. Surveillance and Drocurement of
Safety-Relatec Equicment", short course preparec fer ASME - gL'

9"O.
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" Midland Project Equipment Qualification Seminar", developed for
Consumers Power Company

" Vermont Yankee Equipment Environmental Qualification Seminar",
develt, ped for Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation

" Aging Research Program". Co-Author with T. Sideris, K. Goller,
ASME 1988 PVP-0AC Sumraer Meeting-

I
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ROBERT G. LAGRANGE
SENIOR EKECUTIVE. CONSULTANT

"

GENERAL CONSULTING SERVICES

EDUCATIOii

University of Maryland, B.S., Mechanical Engir.aering, -1972

EEPEP.IENCE

NUS Corporation. 1988-Present
Impell Corporation, 1987-1988

'

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Consniss!on, 1976-1987
Bechtel Power' Corporation,: 1973-1976-

NUS Is responsible - for - providing a _ variety. of _ technical, engineering - and-
_

scientifie services to meet needs _of - utilities,- government agencies,_and other-

' industrial groupa E and companies; throughout a the United- States : and'in othat -*

countries. 1 Rusiness activities _. will _ be widespread 1and. will Jinclude nuclear
saf a ty_. and licensing,3 equipment - environmental- and : seismic qualification, and
fossil energy, -as; wellias - supporting utilities and their legal' organizations with
Public Utility Conssission hearings, rate cases,- lawsuits and other. litigation.

Impell - As section- Manager in the_ Knoxville, Tennessee office, was responsible
for developing new-business, and- for the technical and administrative management,
through subordinate- supervisors : of a''section of 20 - engineers - performing -

'

L

equipnent seismic qualification.and other projectsJ for.TVA.. Was responsible for-.
ensuring 1 conpletion _'of L projects within budget,- schedule,qdnd _ quality. assurance -
requirements for meeting planned revenue' and profitability; goals, and for making
hiring, salary increase, and job assignment decisions.

As Project - Engineer fori equipment + seismic qual'ification:: contract with TVA, x had :
extensive - consnunication and interface with client on contractual "and technical
matters. Also ' provided- personal - consulting . to TVA 4 on licensing 7and c technical-~

issues requirint resolution' prior to Sequoyah1 Unit?2 restart.

NRC - Served -as Section Leader,1 Engineering ? Branch (19d5-1987), -:in Division of
BWR: Licensingi _ Of fice of = Nuclear - Reactor? Regulation. - Responsible for planning,1

.

-

E organizing and directing : the activities 1 of: the . 'section iniperf orcing ? technicalc- .!
.-

. reviews,-' analyses .and: evaluations of. the mechanical" aspects (of application,s J fori !
2

.

the = construction - and; operation of - BWR nuclear power plantsR: and : of fproposed M
_

-

amendments to operating licenses.- Review. areas i of - the: section included seismie .
and dynamic qualification 2 of. equipment, - pump and : valvet operability, . containment L
leak rate testing, - piping < stress analycis, protection againstipipe; breaks 4cin---

service _ testing of mechanical: camponents, flood protection ( and seismic hazard (
Specifie duties, responsibilities and'~accomplishmaatslincludediinterpretetion of c.

' NRC regulations,' Regulatory "G.lides, E industry . codes | and ' standards,' andi other: NRC--

: criteria such as L the Standard Review i Plant assuring ' evaluations ;perfo::ned by
section were technically adequate,| complete, s and- conformed to NRC requirements 3;
providing resource.. estimates._for. budget; ' development of performance elements and::
standards . f or i section members,-. and evaluationi of _ their performance drovidingL

7

technical guidance to section,~ ~ and_ - resolving technical L andj administrative -
_

problems; supervising the' development and administration of - technical' essistance =
'

.

- _______u _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ G$$@teca- e
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contracts and development of acceptance criteria for application of increased
damping in piping stress analyses.

As section Leader, Environmental Qualification Section, Equipment Qualification
Branch (1982-1985), Division L of = Engineering, Of fice of Nuclear Reactor <-

Regulation, was responsible for planning,: organiaing = and directing the
activities of the - section in - performing _ technical reviews, analyses, and
evaluations of the adequacy of the environmental qualification (EQ) of electrical
and mechanical equipment whose failure, due -to such environmental conditions. as .

, tempe rature, - hueidity, pressure,:. and radiation, could adversely : af feet the
! performence of safety systems. In addition 1to management responsibilities and

duties, including those associated with being Acting - Branch Chief >fer extended-
pera ods - o f time, accomplishments included: principals contributor to - the-

. developa.ent .cf NRC's EQ requirements' and criteria,' : including resolution- of . public
_

cosaments supervision of the NRC's ' EQ review for; almostTevery ~ nuclear plant
ope rating- 'and under construction = preparation --and J deliverance ' of several- -
presentataons to the Commission, - Advi sory Comunittee on Reactor _ safeguards, end,-

industry representatives perf orsance . of < the ? EQ-' reviews Land ; preparation ^ of tha '

safety evaluations _ for restart _ of - TMI-13- providing - significantsassistance to.
other NRC offices, including -participation in' an | investigation by the Office of
I'tvestigations; preparation of correspondence - for - the Commission, and _ the

-

agency's responses' to . questions- from -industry, - the 4 public, _ and Congress t - _ and
testifying before licensing hearing boards;

As Senior Mechanical Engineer (1980-1982), Equipment- Qualification t Branch.1
Division of. Engineering, of fice of Nuclear- Reactor Regulation, performed reviews -
and : evaluations : of the structural integrity, (operability, - and ; functional- I

capability of mechanica1 and electrical' equipment important to safety,:anditheir i
supports, - -under- all normal, : abnormal,: accident := loading Land environmental - !

conditions, including seismic - and dynamic loadingi considerstions.: Spw|:ifi c - 4

duties responsibilities, and - accomplishments ? _ included:- the formulation of
regulations and: safety criteria 1 concerning1 tho ' seismic- and - environmental .:

t

qualification of equipments - technical monitor- of technical ~ assistance = contract to '

develop an NRC . equipment qualification ' data : bank f and Lcontracts L to J review - pump-
and 'value . operability . assurance - programs ' member of L research 3 review jgroup Lto-

*

review EPRI L program for testing of J, safety 1 and relief L valves # ; preparation.'of
saf ety evaluation reports : for . ~eight - operating J reactors ' concerning environmental:

i

. qualification-- of _ electrical . equipment ~ preparation Cand J deliverance of
_

presentation on submergence |of equipment to the ~industryr and review of:long term
operebility programs for deep draft-pumps. :

As Mechanical ingineer (1976-1980),' Engineering Branch,1 Division J of . Operating c
-Reactors,-Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation,-reviewed,Lanalysed, and evaluated'

_ saf aty - issues' 'relatedi to- structural and c mechanical 1 components / of reactor'
facilities licensed for power operation.- This included:- reviewing _ amendments . to
operating licenses; reviewing ope rating problems : to determine t that safety-
requirements are satisfied and operating -. problems correct,ed ; assisting :with

~

,

cocedination of : technical' . activities between ~ offices and reviewing safety
aspects ' of operational and design ' modifications . Specific involvement and
responsibilities' included: operating problems related to steam..generatorst'

-

_ _ m.. ie -nn- ~
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,

coordination of steam generator replacement ' program review = and evaluations -
reviews and evaluations of spent ~ fuel pool modifications c reviews of in-service

inspection and testing programs; and reviews and evaluations-- of pipe stress.
analysis related problems. Was assigned as lead technical reviewer on an of fice
of Inspection and Enforcement -Bulletin . dealing with seismic analysis of ' safety-
related piping.

Beghtel - As Group Leader, Grand Gulf Piring Stress Analysis _ Group (1974-1976),-
duties included: planning,-organizing, directing and evaluating eight engineers
and two technicians _ performing stress analyses of - ASME Class.1,- 2, _ and 31 piping
managing. the group's work assignments,- and ensuring - the technical adequacy and

_

-

quality of the works coordinating the stress' analysis ef fort with' interfacing-
disciplines, _ including related' field ef fortsg. schedule and manpower estimates;
and FSAR input.

As -- Pipe Stress Analyst (1973-1974), performed stress analysis- of pioi .g for

various nuclear plants in accordance_with the-requirements of Section lII of.the
AE4E and ANSI B31.1.0 Codes. Tasks _ included: design of - pipe break per NRCL
requirements; field surveillance - of piping and supports and review of vendor
analyses of nuclear ~ components.

'

unumweewvps

American Society of Mechanical Engineers
Pi Tau Sigma
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMI 10".

| } REGION I c
'

f0* t 475 ALLENDALE ROAD
KING OF PRUS$1 A, PENNSYLVANIA 19408

~92 WR 13 PS :05
..***

September 19, 1988

met :J MCipiC
Docket Nos. 50-387 and 50-388 4xm W*V ' " JLicense Nos. NPF-14 and NPF-22 :'

EA 88-143

Pennsylvania Power & Light Company
ATTN: Mr. Harold W. Keiser

Senior Vice President - Nuclear
2 North Ninth Street
Allentown, Pennsylvania 18101

Gentlemen:
i

Subject: NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTY
(NRC Combined Inspection Reports Nos. 50-387/86-21; 50-388/86-22
and 50-387/86-25; 50-388/86-28)

4

This refers to the NRC inspections conducted onLSeptember 15-19, 1986 and
November 17-21, 1986 to review the program.for the environmental qualification

_

(EQ) of equipment at Susquehanna, Units 1 and-2. The inspection reports were
sent to you on October 31, 1986 and February 10, 1987, respectively. During

_

the inspections, violations of NRC requirements which were identified by you,
involving the lack of environmental qualification of certain items of. electric
equipment-used in both-units, were also reviewed. _On June 30, 1988, an enforce-
ment conference was conducted with you and members of your staff to discuss the
significance and extent of the' violations, causes of_the violations, and the
corrective actions taken or planned.

One of the violations, which is-described in Section I of the: enclosed Notice-
-

of Violation and Proposed Imposition 'of Civil. Penalty (Notice), included the- q
failure to maintain..for certain items of electric equipment,' sufficient records '

to demonstrate that the. items were qualified to perform their intended _ function (s)-
during the postulated environmental; conditions These items, which were
identified by your staff, included Marathon terminal blocks in' three motor
operated valves at each unit, and Raychem heat shrink tubing . splices in four
Main Steam Isolation Valves at each unit. .These: terminal blocks and splices
were-used in areas to ensure certain containment functions would operate as
intendeddurjngpostulatedaccidentenvironmentalconditions,

These deficiencies. clearly should have been known to you-prior to November 30,
1985,_which was.the-deadline for being in compliance with the EQ requirements.
With respect to the Marathon terminal blocks, you clearly should have known of
the. deficiencies because prior to November 30,-1985, the NRCLissued Information
Notices (IN) such as IN No. 83-73 which identified potential problems with the.
use of underrated terminal blocks in Limitorque' operators, .Further, a reasonable
engineering review clearly would have also identified that-the Marathon terminal

-blocks.were not qualified for their required service because the accident
profile was not bounced by the tested temperature profile, ;

pO@f:!D
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Pennsylvania Power & Light Company -2-

With respect to the Raychem splices, you clearly should have known of the
deficiencies because you had information from the vendor. Specifically, you
had instructions from Raychem that specified the qualified use range for the
heat shrink diameter that was employed and you clearly should have reviewed.
the design and installation of the splices which would have identified that
the heat shrink diameter exceeded the qualified use range.

The violations described in this Notice demonstrate that sufficient attention
was not provided to the EQ program at Susquehanna, as evidenced by inadequate
engineering review, inadequate consideration of vendor installation informa-
tion, and inadequate Quality Control of these activities. Further, after you
identified the deficiencies in the Marathon terminal blocks, Models 300 and

'6000 in June,1986, adequate corrective actions were not then taken in that
this series of the terminal blocks was replaced with the Series 1600 Marathon.
terminal blocks which were also unqualified. These terminal blocks were
subsequently replaced on September 30, 1986 and October 15,-1986 for Units 1
and 2, respectively.

Accordingly, I have been authorized, after consultation with the Director
of Enforcement, and the Deputy Executive Director for' Regional Operations,
to issue the enclosed Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil
Penalty (Enclosure 1) in the amount of Fif ty Thousand Dollars '($50,000) for
the violation described in the enclosed Notice. In accordance with the
" Modified Enforcement Policy Relating to 10 CFR 50.49," contained in Generic
Letter 88-07 (Enclosure 2), the violation described in the enclosed Notice
has been determined to have affected a few systems and components, and therefore
is considered to be an EQ Category C violation. The base value of a civil
penalty for an EQ Category C violation is $75,000.

In determining the civil penalty amount, the NRC considered the four factors
set forth in the " Modified Enforcement Policy Relating to 10 CFR 50.49", for
escalation and mitigation of the base civil penalty amount. These factors
consist of (1) identification and prompt reporting of the EQ deficiencies
(150%); (2) best efforts to complete EQ within the deadline (150%); (3) cor-
rective actions to result in full compliance ( 50%); and (4) duration of a
violation which is significantly below 100 days (-50%).

With respect to the first factor, 50% mitigation is appropriate because both
issues were identified by your staff and properly evaluated against applicable
reporting requirements. With respect to the second factor, 25% mitigation is
appropriate because your efforts to enlist the support of several different
external groups with equipment qualification expertise (to assist in setting
up your equipment qualification program, and to audit and upgrade your program
in a timely manner), reflect best efforts to complete the equipment qualification
program within the deadline. However, during the NRC inspections it was apparent
that a substantial amount of the work to upgrade the plant EQ files had been
performed after the November 30, 1985 deadline and therefera full mitigation-for
this factor is not appropriate. With respect to the third factor, 25% escalation
is appropriate because adequate corrective actions were not taken for the
terminal block deficiency when it was initially identified in June 1986. As
described above, when you discovered the unqualified terminal blocks you replaced
them with other terminal blocks that were later also determined to be unqualified.

_ _ _ _ _
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Pennsylvania Power & Light Company -3-

With respect to the fourth factor, mitigation is inappropriate since these EQ
violations existed in excess of 100 days. Therefore, on balance, 50% reduction
to the base civil penalty amount is appropriate. However, in accordance with
Section IV.B of the enclosure to Generic Letter 88-07, the minimum $50,000 civil
penalty is being assessed. Although the policy permits full mitigation under
certsin conditions, full mitigation is inappropriate in this case again because
) ;> . arrective actions for the initial deficiency with the Marather. terminal
blocks was inadequate.

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions
specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your response. In your
response, you should document the specific actions taken and any additional
actions you plan to prevent recurrence. After reviewing your response to
this Notice, including your proposed corrective actions and the results of
future inspections, the NRC will determine whether further NRC enforcement
action is necessary to ensure compliarce with NRC regulatory requirements.

N accordance with Section 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part 2,
Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter and .its enclosure
will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosed Notice are not subject
to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget, otherwise
required by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Pub. L, No. 96-511.

Sincerely,

141 %-

liiam T. Russell
[qRegionalAdministrator

Enclosures:
1. Notice of Violation and Proposed

Imposition of Civil Penalty
2. ,neric Letter 88-07

cc w/encls:
A. R, Sabol, Manager, Nuclear Quality Assurance
E. A. Heckman, Licensing Group Supervisor
R. G. Bryan, Superintendent of Plant-SSES
H. W. Hirst, Vanager, Joint Generation Projects Department
R. J. Benich, Services Project Manager, General Electric Company '

B. A. Snapo, Esquire, Assistant Corporate Counsel
H. D. Wook shtek, Special Office of the President
J. C. Tilton, III, Allegheny Electric Cooperative, Ire.
Public Document Room (PDR)
Local Public Document Room (LPDR)
Nuclear Safety Information Cente !NclC)
NRC Resident Inspector
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION
AND

PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF civil PENALTY
'

Pennsylvania Power (nd Light Company Docket Nos. 50-387 and 50-388
Susquehanna Units I u.J 2 License Nos. NPF-14 and NPF-22

EA 88+143

During NRC inspections conducted on September 15-19, 1986 and November 17-21,
1986, of the licensee's program for environmental qualification (EQ) of equip-
ment, violations of NRC requirements were identified. In accor.1ance with the
" Modified Enforcement Policy Relating to 10 CFR 50.49, Environmental Qualifi-
cation of Electrical Equipment Important to Safety of Nuclear Power Plants,"
contained in Generic Letter 88-07, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission proposes
to impose a civil penalty pursuant to Section 224 of the Atomic Energy Act of
1954, as amended (Act), 42 U.S.C. 2282,- and 10 CFR 2.205. The particular
violations and associated civil penalty are set forth below:

1. VIOLATION ASSESSED A CIVIL PENALTY

10 CFR 50.49 (f), and (j), respectively, require that, in part, (1) each
item of electric equipment important to safety shall be qualified by
testing of identical or similar equipment with supporting analysis where
appropricts to show that the equipment to be qualified is acceptable; and
(2) a record of the qualification shall be maintained in an auditable form '

to permit verification that each item of electrical equipment important to
safety is qualified and that the eqrdpment meets the specified performance
regtWements under postulated environmental conditions.

Contrary to the above, prior to November 30, 1985, the following items
were not demonstrated to be environmentally qualified:

1. The qualification of the three Marathon 300 and 6000 series terminal
| blocks in limitorque valve operators at each of the two units was not

established under certain environmental conditions in that the
accident temperature profile was not bounded by the. tested temperature
profile, nor did analysis of the test data show that these terminal
blocks were acceptable. This condition was identified on June 17,
198,6.

l 2. TheNualificationoffourRaychemsplicesineachunit,usedinMain-
Steam Isolation Valve solenoid pigtail leads, had not'been established

, under'certain environmental conditions in that no qualification data
l existed to support qualification _ of the small heat shrink sleeving as

used in the bolted splices. This condition was identified in August
1986.

This violation constitutes an EQ category C violation.

Civil Penalty - $50,000 (This EQ violation existed in excess of
100 days of plant operation).

JO
-
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Notice of Violation -2-

11. VIOLATIONS NOT ASSESSED A civil PENALTY

A. 10 CFR 50.49(f) requires that qualification of each item of electrical
i equipmentoimportant to safety shall be qualified by testing of

identical or similar equipment with supporting analysis where
appropriate to show that the equipment to be qualified is acceptable.

Contrary to the above, prior to an NRC inspection on November 17,
198v,

1. the qualification of Valcor high temperature wires was not
established. The qualification was based on questionable test
data (unrealistically high insulation resistance measurements
during simulated LOCA test). Subsequently, interim qualificatto
of these wires was established before the end of the inspection
using additional data.

2. the qualification of Target Rock Solenoid valves was not-
established in that a difference existed between the valves
tested and the valves installed, and there was no supporting
similarity analysis in the qualification file provided. An
adequate similarity analysis was provided before completion
of the inspection.

Because qualification was established before the end of the inspection
for both examples above, this is a Severity Level IV violation.
(Supplement 1)

D. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion-V states, in part, that activities
affecting quality shall be accomplished in accordance with instruc-
tions and procedures.

Procedure DC 151.0 and Memorandum SS-2129k, dated March 20, 1986,
specify instructions for accomplishing activities affecting quality
and require that Replacement Item Equivalency Evaluations (RIEE) be
incorporat*J into applicable EQ binders via a Binder Change Notice
(BCN)

Contrary to the above, as of November 17, 1986 the completed RIEE
had not been incorporated into t.he applicable EQ binders, via BCN,
to reflect that.the installed Rosemount model 1153 transmitters
were equivalent to the specified Rosemount 1151 transmitters.

This is a Severity Level V violation (Supplement I),

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Pennsylvania Power and Light
Company (Licensee) is hereby required to' submit a written statement of
explanation to the Directnr. Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, within 30 days of the 'date of this Notice. .This reply should be
clearly marked as a " Reply to a Notice of Violation" and should include for

. .
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Notice of Violation -3-

each alleged violation: (1) admission or dental of the alleged violation,
(2) the reasons for the violation if admitted, 3) the corrective steps that
have been taken and the results achieved (4) the corrective steps that will

; be taken to avoid further violations, and (5) the date when full compliance
was or will be achieved. If an adequate reply is not received within the time'

|
specified in this Notice, an order may be issued to show cause why the license
should not be modified, suspended, or revoked or why such other action as may
be proper should not be taken. Consideration may be given to extending the
response time for good cause shown. Under the authority of Section 182 of the
Act, 42 U.S.C. 2232, this response shall be submitted under oath or affirmation.

Within the same time as provided for the response required above *wnder 10 CFR
2.201, the licensee may pay the civil penalty by letter to the Director, Office
of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, with a check, draf t, or
money order payable to the Treasurer of the United States in the amount of the
civil penalty proposed above, or may protest imposition of the civil penalty
in whole or in part by a written answer addressed to the Director Office of
Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Should the licensee fail to
answer within the time specified, an order imposing the civil penalty will be
issued. Should the Licensee elect to file an answer in accordance with 10 CFR
2.205 protesting the civil penalty, in whole or in part, such answer should be
clearly marked as an " Answer to a Notice of Violation" and may: (1) deny the
violations listed in this Notice in whole or in part, (2) demonstrete extenuating
circumstances, (3) show error in this Notice, or (4) show other reasons why the
penalty should not be imposed. In addition to protesting the civil penalty,
such answer may request remission or mitigation of the penalty.

In requesting mitigation of the proposed penalty, the mitigation factors in the
" Modified Enforcement %11cy Relating to 10 CFR 50.49, Environmental Qualift-
cation of Electrical Equipment Important to Safety for Nuclear Power Plants,"
contained in Generic Letter 88-07, should be addressed. Any written answer in
accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set forth separately from the statement
or explanation in reply parsuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may incorporate parts of
the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference (e.g., citing page and paragraph
numbers) to avoid repetition. The attention of the licensee is directed to the
other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the procedure for imposing a civil
penalty.

Upon failure to pay any civil penalty due which subsequently has been deter-
mined in accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this matter
may be referned to the Attorney General, and the penalty, unless comr. mised,
remitted, or mitigated, may be collected by civil action pursuant to 5ection
234c of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2282c.

The responses to the Director, Office of Enforcement, noted above (Reply to a
Notice of Violation, letter with payment of civil penalty, and answer to a
Notice of Violation) should be addressed to: Director, Office of Enforcement,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ATTN: Document Control Desk, Washington, DC
20555, a copy to the Regional Administrator, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory

,

l
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Commission, 475 Allendale Road, King of Prussia, PA, 19406 and a copy to the
NRC Resident inspector, Susquehanna 1 and 2.

FOR THE NVCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIONj

Mf. hw
liam T. Russell

Regional Administrator

Dated at King of Prussia, Pennsylvania
dthisJ9 ay of September 1988

,<
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Docket No. 50-286 '92 213 PS :05
License No. DPR-64
EA 88-148 - , , ,m.31,
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Power Authority of the State of New York
Indian Point 3 Nuclear Power Plant
ATTN- Mr. John C. Brons

Senior Vice President
Nuclear Generation
123 Main Street
White Plains, New York 10601

Gentlemen:

Subject: ND* CE OF V:0LATION AND PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF C:VIL FENALiY
(NRC INSPECTION REPORTS NOS. 53-236/86-10; 50-255/36-24;
50-286/87-20: and 50-286/87-22)

This refers to several NRC inspections conducted between August 16. 1986 and
Septemoer 25, 1987 to review the program for the environmental qualification
(EO) of equipment at Indian Point 3. The intoection reports were sent to you
on May 30, 1986, February 10, 1987, Septemeer. 22, 1987 and January 7, 1988.
During the inspections, violations of NRC reduirements were identified
involving the lack of Qualification of certain items of electric equipment used
at the facility. Furthermore, (he inspectors also reviewed other E0 violations
identified by your staff. On July 19, 1988, an enforcement conference was
conducted with you and members of your staff to (1) discuss the extent anc
significance of the violations, causes of the violation, and the corrective
actions taken or planned, and (2) discuss several other factors in light of the
Modified Enforcement Policy for E0 requirements which is described in the
enclosure to NRC Generic letter 88-07.

,

The violations, which are described in the enclosed Notice of Violation and
Proposed imposition of Civil Penalty (Notice), included the failure to maintain,
for certain items of electric equipment, sufficient records to demonstrate that
the items were qualified to perform their intended function (s) during the

I postulated environmental conditions, and/or the failure to ensure that the
equipment was installed in a qualified configuration. These items, the majority!

I of which were identified by your staf f, included a cable connector assembly for
High Range Radiation Monitors, Marathon Terminal Blocks, 480 volt motor lead
splices, and Lewis Thermocouple cable.

These deficiencies clearly should have been known by you prior'to November 30,
1985, the ceadline for oeing in compliance with EQ reaukrements, because it was
reasonable to assume that (1) licensees would perform adequate field verifica-
tion to ensure that qualified equipment was used at the facility and was

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT RE00ESTED

15( ()eipo0 % y-
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of New York

ins'.6.les in a manner trat maintained its qualification, and (2) adecuate
Scvautio9 existe:; ie t e qualification files to support the qualifications.
In tne case of tne Hign Range Radiation Monitor cable connector assembly,
which was installed in an unqualified configuration, you clearly should have
known of this condition because your ecutement cualification documentation
recognized the neeo for heat shrink tubing at the' coaxial cable connection to
the radiation monitor. With respect to the Marathon Terminal Blocks, which
were not Qualifiable for inside containment use, you clearly should have known
of the deficiency because the installation instructions specifically identified
the type of terminal block that was to be installed. You clearly should have
known of the deficiency with the 480 volt motor lead splices because the need to
perform an evaluation to establish differences between installed and tested
configurations and to perform an analysis of the ef_fect on qualification for
these differences is a basic requirement of any environmental qualification
program. Finally, with respect to the Lewis TFermocouple caele, you clearly
should have known that the similarity 6nalysis between the tested and the
installed cable was inadeouate because the oifferences in the cable materials
was great and the extracolation of test data too large to reasonaoly justify
qualification by similarity analysis.

The violations described in this Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition
of Civil Penalty (Enclosure 1) demonstrate that Power Authority of the State
of New York's management did not provide suf ficient attention to the EQ program
at Indian Point 3 to assure that the program w'as completely in compliance with
NRC requirements as of November 30, 1985. Accordingly, I have bcen authorized,
after consultation with the Director of Enforcement and the Deputy Executive
Director for Regional Operations, to issue a civil penalty in the amount of-

Seventy Five Thousand Dollars (575,000) for Violation I described in the
enclosed Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty. In
accordance with the " Modified Enforcement Policy Relating to 10 CFR 50.49,"
contained in Generic Letter 88-07 (Enclosure 2), the extent of the problem
described in Violation I of the enclosed Notice has been determined to be
moderate and to have affected some systems and components, and'therefore is
considered to be an EQ Category B violation, The base value of a civil penalty
for an EQ Category B violation is s150,000.

In determining the civil penalty amount, the NRC considered the four factors
set forth in the " Modified Enforcement Policy Relating to 10 CFR 50.49",
for escalation and mitigation of the base civil penalty amount. These
factors consist of (1) identification and promot reporting of the EQ def t-
ciencies (250".); (2) best ef forts to complete EQ within the deadline (250*4);
(3) corrective actions to result in full compliance ( 50*;); and (4) duration
of a violation which is significantly below 100 days (-50*4).

With respect to the first-factor, 25*.' mitigation is warrgnted since a majority
of the items in the Notice were identified by your staf f'. However, full 50*4
mitigation based on this factor is not warranted since some of the _ items (the
480V motor splices and the Lewis Thermocouple cable) were identified by the NRC.
With respect to the second factor, although the NRC recognizes ef forts were
made by the Power Authority of the State of New York to comply with the EQ
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rule within the deadline a number of EQ files were found to be incomplete with
missing documentation needed to establish qualification; diffi:ulty was
encountered by the NRC in auditing the EQ files and there was indication at
the time of the inspection of last minute reviews and approval signatures for
E0 files; therefore, these efforts form no basis for escalation or mitigation
of the Civil penalty. With respect to the third factor, 25% mitigation is
warranted for your corrective actions because you quickly corrected the quali-
fication deficiencies associated with the HRRM cable connector assemDly and the
Marathon Terminal Blocks. However, full 50% mitigation based on this factor is|

inappropriate since at the time the 480 volt motor lead splice deficiencies
were identified by the NRC, aggressive resolution of this issue by your staff

j was not initiated, in addition, numerous deficiencies identified by your E0
| audits in January 1935 and August 1987 took an excessive time to be resolved.

With respect to the fourth factor, mitigation is inappropriate since these E0
violations existed in excess of 100 days. Therefore, on balance a 50% reduction
to the base civil penalty amount is appropriate.

Certain items of unqualified equipment were able to be Qualified during the
insoection, or shortly thereafter and these items constitute a separate _ violation
which is classified at Severity Level IV in accordance with the " General State-
ment of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Action,10 CFR 2 Appendix C
(Enforcement Policy) (1988) and is set forth th Section 11 of the enclosed Notice.
Though not the subject of a Notice, as mentioned above, the NRC staff is concerned
that at the time of the inspections, r.umerous CQ files were incomplete snd file
auditability was poor even though the files had been significantly improved in
the weeks immediately preceding the inspection.

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions
specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your response. In your
resennse, you should document the specific actions taken and any additional
actiont you plan to prevent recurrente. After reviewing your response to this
Notice, including your proposed corrective actions and the resu,lts of future
inspections, the NRC will determine whether further NRC enforcement action is
necessary to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory requirements.

In accordance with Section 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part 2,
Title 10. Code of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter and its enclosure
will be placed in the NRC Public Document. Room.

The restonses.altrected by this letter and the enclosed Notice are rot subject
to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget, otherwise
required by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Pub. L No. 96-511.

Sincerely,

William T. Russell
Regional Administrator

-
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Enclosures:
1. Notice of Violation and Proposed

Imposition of Civil Penalty
2. Generic Letter 88-07

cc w/encls: "

J. Phillip Bayne, President
J. C. Brons, Executive vice President - Nuclear Generation
Gerald C. Goldstein, Assistant General Counsel
A. Klausmann, Senior Vice President, Appraisal and Compliar.ce Services
F. X. Pindar, Quality Assurance Superintendent
G. M. Wilvercing, Chairman, Safety Review Committee
Jude G. Del Percio, Manager, Regulatory Af f airs
R. E. Beedle Vice President Nuclear Support
R. Burns, Vice President-Nuclear Operations
S. S. Zulla. Vice Presicent Nuclear Engineering
P. Kokolakis, Director Nuclear Licensing - PWR
Dept. of Public Service, State of New York
Licensing Project Manager, NRR
State of New York, Department of Law
Public Document Room (POR)
local Public Document Room (LPDR) '

Nuclear Safety Information Center (NSIC)
NRC Resident Inspector [
State of Now York
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION
AND

PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTY

Power Authority of the State of New York Docket No. 50-286
Indian Point 3 License No. CPR-64

*EA 88-148
.

During several NRC inspections conducted between April 16, 1986 and September 25,
1987 of the licensee's program for environmental qualification (EO) of equipment,
NRC inspectors identified violations of NRC requirements and reviewed otner
violations identified by the licensee. In accordance with the " Modified
Enforcement Policy Relating to 10 CFR 50.49, Environmental Qualification of !

Electrical Equipment Important to Safety of Nuclear Power Plants," contained in
NRC Generic Lettet 88-07, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission proposes to impose
a civil penalty puasuant to Section 234 of the Atcmic Energy Act of 1954, as '

,

amenced ( Act), 42 U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR 2.205. The particular violation and
associated civil penalty are set forth below:

1. VIOLATION ASSESSED A CIVIL PENALTY

10 CFR 50.49(d), (f).- and (j), respectively, require, in part, that (1) a
list of electric equipment important to safety' be prepared, and information
concerningperformancespecifications,efectricalcharacteristicsand
postulated environmental conditions for this equipment be maintained in
a qualification file: (2) each. item of electric equipment important to-

safety shall be qualified by testing and/or analysis of identical or
similar equipment, and the qualification based on _ similarity shall
include a supporting analysis to show that the equipment-to be quali-
fled is acceptable; and (3) a record of the qualification-shall be
maintained in an~auditable form to permit verification that each item
of electrical equipment important to safety is qualified and that the
equipment meets the specified performance requirements'under postulated
environmental conditions,

Contrary to the above, from November 30, 1985'until certain dates
specified herein, the following items were not demonstrated to be
environmentally qualified,

a. As-of September 2 1986. qualification of the containment High Range
- Radiation Monitors = (Nos. R-25 and R-26) cable connector _ assembly was
deficient in that the. cable / connector assembly.was installed in a.
configuration different than tested in that'the installed assembly
was missing the environmental Raychem heat shrink tubing,

b. As of September 2,1986, quali fication of - six,,, series 200-30.0 Marathon
Terminal' Blocks inside containment (used in safety related circuits
for containment sump level indication, recirculation sump level -

indicator, and containment water level' indication) .was deficient.
Specifically, these terminal blocks are not qualifiable for the

p.Dh$ ;
~
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particular inside containment application because of the potential
for electrical shorting due to moisture buildup.

c. As of August 21, 1987, the qualification of 480 volt motor lead
splices, used as power leads for twenty-nine motors in Engineered '

Safeguards, Auxiliary Feedwater and Auxiliary Coolant Systems, was
deficient in that an evaluation had not'been performed of differences
between installed and tested configuration.

d. As of September 25, 1987, the qualification of Lewis Thermocouple
cable used in Hydrogen Recomoiners (for monitoring the temperature
of the recombiner elements for control of the recombiner), was
deficient. Specifically, the similarity analysis was inadeouate in
that it failed to adequately justify the acceptability of differences,
such as insulation formulation, between the cable tested and installed
cable.

These violations constitute an EQ category B violation.

Civil Fenalty - 175,000 (These EQ violations existea in excess of 100 days
,

of plant operation).
{
l

II. VIOLATION NOT ASSESSED A CIVIL PENALTY

10 CFR 50.49(d), (f), and (j), respective"ly, require, that (1) a list of
electric equipment important to safety be prepared, and information
concerning performance specifications, electrical characteristics and
postulated environmental conditions for this equipment be maintained in a
qualification file; (2) each item of electric equipment important to
safety shall be qualified by testing and/or analysis of identical or
similar equipment, and the cualification based on similarity shall include
a supporting analysis to show that the equipment to be qualified iss

acceptable; and (3) a record of the qualification shall bg maintained in
an auditable form to permit verification that each item of electrical
equipment important to safety is qualified and that the equipment meets
the specified performance requirements under postulated environmental
conditions.

Contrary to the above, examples of the violation include:-

a. From November 30, 1985 until September 25, 1987, thirteen items of
electrical equipment important to. safety were not included on.the
EQ master list of electric equipment important to safety. The-
speciffc items not properly incorporated onto the EQ Master List
are those 13 items specifically not required by Regulatory Guide
1.97 which are listed in licensee memorandum No, EQ-IP-87-301, dated''September 8, 1987.

.
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Notice of Violation 3

b. From November 30, 1985 until September 25, 1937, cualification for
Silicon Rubber insulated Cable was not established in that the cable
had not betn tested for submerged applications. A similarity analysis
was performed based on test data for a cable with dif ferent insulating
materials, but the ef fects of different chemical composition and
the variation of the tranufacturing process were not fully evaluated.
However, the cable was considered qualifiable considering the large
margin to failure.

c. From November 30, 1985 until August 24, 1987, the qualification for
14 AWG single conductor Amerlink cables was not established in that
the qualification documents supporting cable qualification were not

| complete. Specifically, the qualification test results, although
| available, had not been incorporated in the qualification file.

This is a Severity Level IV violation. (Supplement 1)

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Power Authority of the State
| of New York (Licensee) is hereby required to submit a written . statement of
' explanation to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, within 30 days of the date of this Notice. This reply should be
clearly marked as a " Reply to a Notice of Violation" and should include for
each alleged violation: (1) admission or denial of. the alleged violation.
(2) the reasons for the violation if admitted
havebeentakenandtheresultsachieved,(4)).(3),thecorrectivestepsthatthe corrective steps that will
be taken to avoid further violations, and (5) the date when full compliance
was or will ta achieved. If an adequate reply is not received within the time
specified in this Notice, an order may be issued to show cause why the license
should not be modified, suspended, or revoked or why such other action as may
be proper should not be taken. Consideration may be given to extending the
response time for good cause shown. Under the authority of Sectica 182 of the
Act, 4$ U.S.C. 2232, this response shall be submitted under oath or af firmation.

Within the same time as previded for the response required above under 10 CFR
2.201, the licensee may pay the civil penalty by' letter to the Director, Office
of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, with a check, draf t, or
money order payable to the Treasurer of the United States in the amount of the
civil penalty proposed above, or the cumulative amount of the civil penalties
if more than one civil penalty is proposed, or may protest imposition of the
civil penalty in whole or in part by a written answer addressed to the
Director, Off,t/:e of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Should
the licensee fail to answer within the time specified, an order imposing the-
civil penalty will be issued. Should-the Licensee elect to file an answer in
accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 protesting the civil penalty, in whole or in part,
such answer should be clearly marked as an " Answer to a Notice of Violation"
and may: (1) deny the violations listed in this Notice in whole or in part,
(2) demonstrate extenuating circumstances, (3) show errorf in this Notice, or
(4) show other-reasons why-the penalty should not be imposed. In addition to
protesting the civil penalty, such answer may request remission or mitigation
of the penalty.

____.
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Notice of Violation 4
*

In recuesting mitigation of the oroposed penalty, the mitigation factors in the
" Modified Enforcement Policy Relating to 10 CFR 50.49. Environmental Qualifi-
cation of Electrical Equipment Important to Safety for Nuclear Power Plants,"
contained in Generic Letter 88-07, should be addressed. Any written answer in
accoroance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set forth separately from the statement
or explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may incorporate parts of
the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference (e.gt, citing page and paragraph
numbers) to avoid repetition. The attention of the licensee is directed to the
other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the procedure for imposing a civil
penalty.

Upon failure to pay any civil penalty due which subsequently has been deter-
mined in accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this matter
may be referred to the Attorney General, and the penalty, unless compromised,
remitted, or mitigated, may be collected by civil action pursuant to Section
234c of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2282c.

The responses to the Director, Office of Enforcement, noted above (Reply to a
Notice of Violation, letter with payment of civil penalty, and answer to a
Notice of Violation) should be addressed to: Director, Office of Enfor:ement.
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ATTN: Document Control Desk, Washington, DC
20555, with a copy to the Regional Administrator, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, 475 Allendale Road, King of Prussia, PA, 19406 and a copy to the
NRC Resident Inspector, Indian Point 3.

,

I
FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULA10RY COMMISSION

umf
William T. Russell
Regional Administrator

,

Dated at, King of Prussia, Pennsylvania /
Jfthisq/ day of September 1988.

.,

g$l
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Docket No. 50-155 m atu.n
License No. OPR-06 m

EA 87-80 -

Consumers Power Company
"

ATTH: David P. Hoffman
Vice President
Nuclear Operations

212 West Hichigan Avenue
Jackson, Michigan 49201

Gentlemen:
i

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND PROPOSED lHPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTY
(NRC INSPECTION REPORT N9. 50-155/86013(DRS))3

This refers to the NRC inspection conducted on September 15-19, 1986 at the ,

Big Rock Point Nuclear Plant of activities authorized by NRC Licens No. OPR-06.
The inspection was conducted by a special environmental qualificatwo (EQ)
inspection team to assess the program implemented at the Big Rock Point Nuclear
Plant to meet the EQ requirements of 10 CFR 50.49. As a result of the
September 15-19, 1986 inspection, a violation of NRC regulatory requirements
was identified. NRC concerns relative to this violation were discussed
during Enforcement Conferences that were held on July 7,1987 and July 21,
1988.

The violation described in the enclosed Notice of Violation and Proposed 4

Imposition of Civil Penalty (Notice) involved examples of failures to comply
with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.49. The first example involved a Limitorque
Motor Actuator that was removed from service after 13 years of operation and
was then subjected to a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) test on April- 23, 1975.
The actuator was reinstalled and returned to service. It continued to be used
following the November 30, 1985 deadline for environmental qua.ification of
equipment important to safety without being Qualified by ter. ting and/or analysis
to evaluate aging as well as potential degradation due to $he LOCA test. The-
second example involved the use of environmentally' unqueiified butyl rubber
and polyethylene insulated cablest in Class 1E systems including the Main
Steam Isolation Valve, the Core Spray System, the Containment Spray System,
and the Reactor Depressurization System. | t

TheNRCstaffbelievesthatConsumersPowerComhany(CPCo)clearlyshouldhave
' '
.7

known'about ti e EQ deficiencies described above. For Limitorque Actuator
H0-7068, it should have been clear that the actuator was unqualified because
the maintenance documentation provided by limitorque followleg the 1975 LOCA j

testing of' the valve actuator did not provide evidence that any refurbishment
of the. degradable materials had been accomplished or any evidence that such

|
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Consumers Power Comany 2 September 22, 1988

-
,

,

refurbishment h6d 'dn contiriered and found unnecessary. At the Enforcement
Conferences, CPCo took the position that analysis showed qualification of the
actuator for 40 years but the NRC staf f has concluded that the data used to
support that conclusion did not consider the case in which an actuator had
already undergone a once-in-a-lifetime LOCA test and CPCo should have
recognized that fact.

With regard to the unqualified cables inside the containment, CPCo was informed
in an NRC Inspection Report dated August 8,1984 that the NRC staf f had concerns
about the qualification of the cables and that report stated that those concerns
could be addressed by testing the installed cable or by showing qualification
through testing already completed. CPCo decided to show qualification of the
cables by demonstrating similarity of the installed cables to cables already
tested, it is the NRC staf f's position that CPCo clearly should have known that
the similarity analysis that was performed by CPCo for the polyethylene
insulated cable as well as the one it performed for the butyl rubber insulated
cable were deficient. In the case of the polyethylene insulated cable, the
insulation formulation (which includes material, manufacturing process and
f abrication) was not shown to be similar to that of the tested cable. In the
case of the butyl rubber insulated cable, the insulation formulation differed
from that of the cable cited in the test report relied on by CPCo and the test
conditions used in the cited test report were unstated and t.herefore could not
be shown to be equivalent to the conditions that the installed cable would be
subjected to in a LOCA.

To emphasize the importance of (1) management attention to, and control of, the
EQ program, and (2) aggressive management action to ensure that problems are
promptly identified and corrected, I have been authorized, af ter consultation
with the Director, Office of Enforcement and the Deputy Executive Director for
Regional Operations, to issue the Notice of Violation and Proposed imposition
of Civil Penalty (Enclosurt 1) in the amount of One Hundred and Eighty-Seven
Thousand Five Hundred OcIlars (5187,500) for the violation described in the
enclosed Notice, in accordance with the " Modified Enforcement Policy Relating
to ;0 CFR 50.49," contained in Generic Letter 88-07 (Enclosure 2), the violation
described in the enclosed Notice pas,been determined to be moderate and to
have affected some systems and components, and therefore is considered to be

~

an EQ Category B violation. The base value of a Civil Penalty for an EQ
Category B violation is $150,000.

In determining the civil penalty amount, the NRC considered the four factors
set forth in the " Modified Enforcement Policy Relating to 10 CFR 50.49," for
escalation and mitigation of the base civil penalty amount. These factors
consist of (1) identification and prompt reporting of the EQ deficiencies
(150%); (2) best ef forts to complete EQ within the deadline (150%);
(3) corrective actions to result in full compliance (250%), and (4) duration
of a violation which is significantly below 100 days (-50%).

With respect to the first f actor, no escalation or mitigation is warranted
since the general issues regarding qualification o; cable were clearly
recognized by the NRC staff and CPCo well prior to the November 30, 1985

-
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* Consumers Power Company

i

deadline and a violation occurred in this case because CPCo failed to take
;

j
adequate corrective action. With respect to the second factor, 25 percent
mitigation is warranted because best ef forts were applied by the licenste toHowever, f ull mitigation for those ef forts l$j complete EQ within the deadline.
not appropriate because, notwithstanding the NRC staff's continued concerns; ion CPCo did not satisfactorilyi
with an issue as fundamental as cable qualifft'

resolve the issue prior to the deadline. With respect to the third factor,
50 percent escalation is warranted since the licensee's efforts to make an
operability or qualification determinatioe. were not timely and the qud ity of
the supporting analyses were unacceptable. With respect to the fourth factor,
mitigation is inappropriate since the EQ violation existed in excess of 100 days.
After reviewing these lactors, the base civil penalty has been increased by
25 percent.

You are required tu respond to this letter and should follow the instructions
specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your response. In your-

response, you should document the speciffc actions taken and any additional
Af ter reviewing your response to thisactions you plan to prevent recurrence.

Notice, including your proposed corrective actions and the results of f uture
inspections, the NRC will determine whether f urther NRC enforcement action is
necessary to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory requirements.

In accordance with Section 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part 2
Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter and its enclosures
will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosed Notice are not subject
to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Buiaet as required
by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, PL 96-511.

Sincerely,
Ortchn) ' - 'nu ':i-

.

L. Bert Dr"to

A. Bert Davis .

Regional Administrator
:

Enclosures:.

1. Notice of Violation at.! Proposed*
'

r Ipposition of Civil ienalty
. 2. Generic tetter 88 07
} 3. Inspection Report

{ No. 50-155/86013(ORS; *
.

y,
A See Attached Distribution
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Distribution
' '

cc w/ enclosures:
- t

Hr. Kenneth W. Berry, Director -

Nuclear Licensing
Thomas W. E1 ward, Plant

-

Manager
Licensing Fee Hanagement Branch
Resident Inspector, R111
Ronald Callen, Michigan

Public Service Commission
Michigan Department of

Public Health
PDR
LPDR
SECY
CA
OGPA

v CCD/DCB (RIOS)
J. H. Taylor. DEORO
J. Lieberman, OE
L. Chanoler, OGC
T. Hurley, NRR
J. Luehman, OE
RAO: R111
PAO:R111
SLO: Rill
H. Stahulak, Rll!
Enforcement Coordinators,

R1, Ril, RIV, and RV
L. Jordan AE00
B. Hayes, 01
S. Connelly, DIA

'

DE File
E/. File
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NOTICE OF V10rATf0N- .

AND
P

PROPOSED IMP 051T10N OF CIV1L PENALTY

'

Docket No. 50-155
Consumers Power Company License No. DPR-06
Big Rock Point Nuclear Plant EA 87-80

15-19. 198f, of the licensee's
During an NRC inspection conducteG on September
program for environmental qualification (EQ) of equipment, a violation of HRC
requirements was identified. In accordance with the " Modified Enforcement
Policy Relating to 10 CFR 50.49 Environmental Qualification of Electrical
Equipment Important to Safety of Nuclear Power Plants," contained in Generic
letter 88-07, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission proposes to impose a civil
penalty pursuant to Section 234 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended
( Act), 42 U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR 2.205. The particular violation and
associated civil penalty are set forth below:

10 CFR 50.49(f) requires each item of electrical equipment important to safety
to be environmentally qualified by testing and/or analysis.

10 CFR 50.49(k) specifies that requalification of electric equipment important
to safety is not reqJired if the Commission has previously required qualification
in accordance with " Guidelines for Evaluating Environmt.ntal Qualification of
Class 1E Electrical Equipment in Operating Reactors," Nov mber 1979 (00R
Guidelines).

DDR Guidelint s, Sec tion 5.2.2, sta,es that type tests should only be consiJered
valid for equ pment identical in design and material construction to the test

-

specimen and ey dqviations should be evaluated as part of the qualification
documentation.

'
Contrary to the above Consumers ' Power Company f ailed to qualify equipment
important to safety by appropriate testing and/or analysis as evidenced by<

the f011owing example 5:

1. Limitorque Motor Actuator H0-7068, an item of electrical equipment
important to safety, was removed from service after 13. years of. operation

s .

and was subjected to a loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) test on April 23,
1975. This actuator was then reinstalled and returned to service in the
containment spray' system without being qualified by testing and/or
analysis to evaluate aging and degradation due to the LOCA test. This
condition existed from November 30, 1985 until February 13, 1987, at
which time limitorque Motor Actuator MO-7068 was replaced.

3
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Notice of Violation _

M

Butyl rubber and polyethylene insulated cables, items of electrical
_

equipment important to safety, which had not been enviroriaentally2.
.

qualified by testing and/or analysis, were installed in various Class 1EThis condition existed from November 30,
.

circuits inside containment.at which time the unqualified cables were1985 until June 30, 1987,
replaced. J

1his is an EQ Category B violation.

Civil Penalty - $187,500
(The f acility operated in exct:*.s of 100 days in violation of EQ
requirements.)

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Consumers Power Company is hereby
-

required to submit a written statement or explanation to the Director, Office
of Enforcement, Nuclear Regulatory Commf ssion, within 30 days of the date ofThis reply should be clearly marked as '

the letter transmitting this Notice.
a " Reply to a Notice of Violation" and should include for each violation:
(1) admission or denial of the slation; (2) the reason for the vioistionif admitted; (3) the corrective ste ps which have been taken and the results,

achieved; (4) the corrc;tive steps which will be taken to avoid furtherWhere
violations, and (5) the date when full compliance will be achieved.

good cause is shown, consideration will be given to extending the responseif an adequate reply is not received within the time specified in thisi

time, cause why the license should not be kNotice, an order may be issued to shed
modified, suspended, or revoked or why such other action, as may be proper, Consideration may be given to extending response timeI

.

should not be taken. .

[ for good cause shown.
d 10 CFR 2.201,

Within the same time as provided for response required above un er
the Licensee may pay the civil penalty by letter to the Director, Office of [
Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, with a check, draft, or money
order payable to Treasurer of the United States in the amount of the civill
penalty proposed above or may protest imposition of the civil penalty in who e
or in part by a written answer addressed to the Director, Of fice of Enforcement,

Should the Licensee f ail to answer withinU.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Should

the time soecified, an Order imposing the civil penalty will be issued.the Licensee elect to file an answer i,n accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 protest nguch an answer should be clearly ; narkedi

the civil penalty,'in whole or in part'. ()) deny the violation of this _'
as an " Answer to a Notica of Violatiod' and may:
Notice in wi. ole or in part; (2) demonstrate extenuating circumstances; (3) show

*

error in this Notice, or (4) show other reasons why the penalty should not be
In adoition to protesting the civil penalty, such an answer mayimposed.

request remission or mitigation of the penalty.
&

.

' f
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3Notice of Violation

in requesting mitigation of the proposed penalty, the factors addressed in
the " Modified Enforcement Policy Relating 'o 10 CFR 50.49, Environmental
Qualification of Electrical Equipment Imror tant to Safety for Nuclear PowerAny written
Plants," contained in Generic Letter 88-07 .hould be addressed.
answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 st.ould be set forth separately from the
statement or explanation in reply by specific referente (e.g., citing page and

The 6ttention of the licer.see is
paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. directed to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the procedure
for imposing a civil penalty.

Upon f ailure to pay any civil penalty due, which subsequently has been determined
in accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this matter may be
referred to the Attorney General, and the penalty, unless compromised, remitted,
or mitigated, may be collected by civil action pursuant to Section 234c of the
Act 42 U.S.C. 2282c.

.

The responses to the Director Of fice of Enforcement, noted above (Reply toi

a Notice of Viciat'on, letter with payment of civil penalty, and Answer to aDirector, Of fice of Enforcement.
Notice of Violatior.) shculd be addressed to: Document Control Desk, Washington,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, AllH:

20555 with a copy to the Reginnal Administrator, Region !!!, U.S. NuclearDC 6C137, and a copy
Regulatory Commission, 799 Roc,sevcit Road, Glen Ellyn, IL
to the HRC Resident Inspector Big Rock Point. ,

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
*

a

}A. Bert Davis,

Regional Administrator .

DateatplenEllyn, Illinois
thisy10 day of September 1988

.
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MEMIRANDUM FOR: W. T. Russell, Regional Aaministrator, RI T F M 'FM WY
J. N. Grace Regional Administrator, Rl! id M Mf} b 'n 'd 'M'"

A. B. Davis, Regional Aoministrator, RIII
R. D. Martin, Regional Acministrator, RIV
J. ' . Maitin, Regional Acministrator, RV

FROM: James Liebeman, Director
Office of Enforcement

!UBJECT: GUIDANCE FOR THE n.EPARATION CF ENFORCEMENT
CASES RELATED TO IQ VIOLATIONS

3eneric Letter 88-07, issued on Acri' ?,1988, described the modified enforcement
colicy for environmental cualifica:1on violations. Five cases using tnis
modified EQ policy have been issueo recently (Calvert Cliffs, Dresden Brunswick,
San Onofre, and Robinson). We understand that each regional office is now in
the process of evaluating their backlog of EQ cases to determine those whien may
warrant enforcement action, escalated and non-escalated. Because of questions
raised in the process of issuing the three cases' and from discussions with -he
regional offices, we are providing guidance detailed below to assist in the
preparation of the escalated enforcement packages.

1. The Calvert Cliffs case (EA 87-77) is attached as Enclosure I to be used
as the stancard for the paragraphs which are to become the stan<1ard
"boileeplate." The "boilerplate" paragraohs which dould be used are
marked in the margins. The remaining paragraphs must be adapteo to fit
the particular circumstances associated with each individual case. The
format of the paragraphs should be similar to tnat of the Calvert Cliffs
case. ,

2. The rationale for why the licensee " clearly should have known" should be
described in 45 much detail as possible. Nhere references to Bulletins,
Circulars, or Information Notices are appropriate, these references in a
general statement should be made. Scras' .i we anticipate that licensees
may use this criteria the most to enaib Je the NRC, we should be on as, so.'*)
grounds as possible. Bulletins, Circulars, and Infomation Notices, cr ,

'
other infor1 nation which we know was transmitted to licensees prior to the
November 30, 1985 deadline, will greatly strengthen the enforcement case.
However, that is not to say that without that ability. there would not be.
prounds to pursue escalated enforcemtnt action. We recognize that for some
items of equipment we will be relying on fudgment by the nature of the
~ item and the deficiency involved that the licensee " clearly should'have
known." We would like to mininize this dependence es much as possible,
but understand that that it will be unavoidable in some cases.

The region should look at each-item individually to establish why the
licensee " clearly should have known " then try to sumarize the evaluation r"|'
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Regional Administrators 2--

when writing the caragraph fer the cover letter to the licensee. ' ;"
.

may not be aooropriate to provide a detailed description for uen * 1- |
the cover 'ettEr. enca 9en snould-be captured by the Masons ice-"-
by the 90. n tdditten. 1 region sneuld 9 ave i detajiec u:* v-~ -

:.

at:ic :a-ten Of a :na'ir;e / :ne l':3nsee. ~MI ust :e n:r / - ;

tne pacxage to OE. We snoulo not wait until the challenge cones. i
N

factor must be carefully considered by the region. .It is not suf' *e' !

justification that the NRC inspector found the deficiency or that !.

licensee identified the deficiency to conclu(ie that the licensee .n- 1

should -have known." Sample-paragraphs are provided in Enclosure .
.

Our off'ce will coordinate with NRR and the regions to determine *c.
is a means to pass along information on which EQ issues nave beca :m
mitted to licensees through NRC means (Bulletirs, Circul3rs, Inf T -
Notices, or NUREGs), utility documents-(EQ utility group notes, :
documents). or others (Franklin evaluations, SERs, and inspecticn eor.s).

_

3. *n the cover letter to the licensee the region should provide a o sn:si:n
of how we arrived at the classification of tne E0 problem (Catego ,s ,, 3,

or C). A general listing of the types of systems affected or the ;eneral--

pervasiveness of the EQ problem (i.e., cables used throughout- the piant
and'in.many systems and many components) can be used. A few sentences
should be sufficient, but should be detailed enough for an uninformed.
reader to understand the EQ. problem categorization. In detemining the
appropriate classification category, the regions;should evaluate any

.

ion-relevantdocuments,suchasteam1inspectionreports,residentorreIdcebased inspection reports, ani LERs. . Open or unresolved issues ~ shou
reviewed and resolved. if necessary, in Order to determine the appropriate
enforcement action-to be taken, The region should. provide in the cover
letter transmitting the package to OE a summary of the number of systems
and ccmponents affected. This will provide a toolLfor OE to maximize the
consistent application of the violation categories.

- 4_. -The regions'should hold an enforcement conference, or at .least make ,

L available the opportunity of en enforcement conference, for those cases
| which involve Category A, 8, or C'EQ problems,-even if the preliminar'v

NRC eval. cation is -that. there would be full mitigation (no' civil- penalty).
It will be-beneficial for the regions to clearly. focus licensees on
the particular EQ issues; to be discussed during the. enforcement conference,
including. focusing on the " clearly should-have-known"Jand-mitigation /;
escalation factors. Enclosures-3 and 4 are sample enforcement conference i
notification letters which may;be used.

5. - Mitigation /escal'ation factors: L

Identification and reporting - if most of the violationsfare NRC identified
-or-the NRC causes the licensee-to' find EQ violations, escalation.of the
civil-. penalty should be considered. ~In1 addition. escalation of the civil
penalty may be considered if there'was additional:information available-
to;the licensee after the November 1985 deadline. .Some credit may be given
to the licensee if the licensee identifies violations even if.the NRC was
the cause for; the licensee to look for the : violations ~ (25% escalation may;
be-appropriate). Full-50 f, mitigation. may be warranted'for _those cases _ l_

,

~~
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Regional Administrators -3-

in which the licensee ident'fies violations at the #irst cocortun-
thougn the violations have lasteo since the E0 deadline :Novemoer
:: 1 because of the #1th7 to identify the EQ vio*atiens earlie -

*. n - - . .e G C # - :dtig t9 v*o t 9

Best afforts - tais 'act:r :snsicers the licensee's Overtil e#for;

comolete E0 within the deaaline ano reflects tae licensee's actier-
inaction to meet the EQ recuirements. In general, if the EO viola-- 5

have been classified as a Category A omblem (extensive), it Tay :e
inaooropriate to mitigate the civil penalty based on be:t effor"
seems incens1 stent for a licensee to have made best efforts to mee: :
recuirements and still have an extensive EQ problem. Even fc- the:o
cases whica 'nvolve only a few EQ issues wnien affect many systems +.:
many : mponents, it may not he appropriate to mitigate tne civil _ :n -

baseo :n this factor.

In the fame way, if an extensive (Category A) EQ problem is identif'ed,
escalation for the lack of best efforts requires core succort than Ns-
being :ased on the number of vdolations. Other facts should be useu to
provice the basis that the licensee fatleo to exen::ise best efforts, sucn
as prior NRC inspection or licensee audf ts, or that the EQ violation involved
such fundamental EQ issues or components that failing to properly consider
these issues is evidence of the lack of best efferis. A sample paragraph
addressing this issue is provided in Enclosura 2.

Corrective actions - this factor reflects the licensee's efforts to ccme
into compliance with the EQ equirements after deficiencies have been
identified. The mere performance of a JC3 and a scheoule to resolve the
issue are not sufficient to merit mitigation because these are the exoected
actions that a licensee must ' perform to comply with Generic Letters 36-15
and 88-07. Some licensee actions may be worthy of mitigation (i.e., plant
shutdown until the issue is resolveo); however, giving the licensee credit
for the testing of eouipment, while of benefit from the NRC in forming its
opinion, may be inappreoriate because testing may.be the only way that the
NRC would accept the qualification of the item. While for purposes of
determining whether a violation occurred or the severity level of the
violatien testing should not be considered, tettin;; may be considered in
applying the corrective action facter.

Duration - this factor only applies for those cases in which the violation
exists for less than 100 days after the deadline.

The letter from the region transmitting the enforcement package to OE :hould
be specific on how the region views each of the mitigation / escalation factors
and the basis of that view. The cover letter to the licensee must have a
brief discussion of the mitigation and escalation- factors to put forth the
NRC's view of how each factor was_ considered.

_

The modified EQ enforcement policy states that a minimum civil penalty of
$50,000 should be assessed to be fair to those licensees that shutfown or
remained shutdown in order not be in non-compliance with EQ requirements
at the time of the deadline. However, the modified EQ enforcement policy
also allows full mitigation under specific conditions (Category C problem,
licentee-identified violations, reported if required, corrective actions
will ' result in full compliance within a reasonable t1me, and licensee -best
efforts to cceplete EQ within the deadline).

.
j-
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6. Administratively, fer 766 systrm inout, the E0 Category A, 3, ano C
proolems will corres ,ono to a Ieverty level 1:: proolem. The enfor-
* ext Of 7% should te 2 sed to further explain :re ac ual E0 categor-
.

3f 1, 3. :- C.
,

7 The " clearly should nave knowa' stancaro aoplies to violations at t-
Saver,ty Level IV or y as well as the higner levels. While an expi -
e :.ripcisn of why the licensee " clearly should have known" is not
required for Severity Level IT or Y EQ viol xions, inspectors shoul:
keep the standard in mind while evaluating EQ inspection finoings.

B. The regisns should m intain close coordination with the NRR staff
assure a timely review by NRR. During the E0 enfor:ement arecess r-

regional staff should coordinate early and closely with :ne c:gni::r-
NRR protect manager.

9. To maxirtze consistency in the EQ area I have establisheo witn NRR 1.'c
OGC an _E0 Enforcement Review ?anel which as a group will evaluate eacn
escala:ed EQ case suomitted from the regions.

10. A sumary of the more significant facts associated with the five EQ
cases issued so far is provided in Enclosure 3. This sumary will be
updated and sent to the regions on a periodic ba .is.

Sfould you have any additional questions, please contact myself or H. Wong
of this office.

Lw--

pn
J. Liebennan, Director

Office of Enforcement

Enclosures:
1. Calvert Cliffs (EA 87-77)
2. Sample " Clearly Should Have Known" and " Lack of Best {ffort" paragraphs
3. Sample Enforcement Conference Notification
4 Sample Enforcement Conference Nctification

> 5. EQ Case sumary

cc: D. Holody, RI
'G. Jenkins, RII

J. Grobe, RIII
G. Sanborn, RIV
A. Johnson, RV
F. Miraglia, NRR
T. Martin, NRR
J. Craig, NRR
W. Brach, NRR
U. Potapovs, NRR
H. Walker, iiRR
J. Luehman, OE
J. Stefano, OE ,

L. Chandler, OGC
J. Taylor, DEDRO

.
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LIST OF RECENTLY ISSUED GF.NEA!C LETTERS'

Date of
Genorte IStuence 155ued To
stter No, SuB 3 eCt

GL 99-06 TEMOVAL CF ORGAN!*QTICN CHARTS O2/22/98
ALL 20WE:

EAC"OR
-1C." ~10:-NIO. 32i!!F*0AT|CN . 02NSEE~ ,

ADMINISTRAT;VE CONTACL APPL CAN '
REDulREMENT S

GL 88-05 BORIC ACID CORROS!ON OF CARBON 03/17/89
ALL LICE'.3*.;
OF CPERA** *

STEEL REACTOR PRESSURE PWRS ANC
BOUNDARY COMPONENTS IN

HOLDERS
*'

PWR PLANTS CONSTRU0- :'
PE MITS *;
PWRS

GL 58-04 DISTRIBUTION OF GEMS O2/23/98 ALL NON OWE:
AEACTOR

IRRACIATED IN RESEARCH LICENSEES
REACTORS

GL 88-03 RESOLUTION OF GENERIC SAFETY O2/17/88 AL L10ENSEES.
APPLICANTS FORISSUE 93. * STEAM BINDING OF' OPERATING

AU11LIARY FEEDWATER PUMPS" LICENSES, AND
HOLDERS OF

-CONSTRUCT CN
PERMITS FCR
PRESSUR1IED
WATER REACTORS

GL 99-02 " INTEGRATED SEFETY ASSESSMENT 01/20/88 ALL POWER

PROGRAM II (ISAP II)" REACTOR*

LICENSEES

GL 88-01 "NRC POSITION ON IGSCC IN BWR 01/25/98 ALL LICENSEES
OF OPERATINGAUSTEN1 TIC STAINLESS STEEL BOILING WATERP!P!NG" REACTCRS AND
HOLDERS OF
CONSTRUCTION
PERMITS FOR
BWRS

3L 87-16 NUREG-1262, " ANSWERS TO '11/12/87 ALL POWER AND
NONPOWERQUESTIONS AT PUBLIC MEETINGS

RE 1MPLEMENTATION OF to CFR55 REACTOR.
LICENSEES ANDON OPERATORS APPLICANTS FORLICENSES
LICENSES-

GL- 87-15 -POLICY STATEMENT ON-DEFERRED 11/04/97 ALL HOLDEPS OF
CONSTRUCTION-PLANTS
PERMITS FOR A'

NUCLEAR POWER
- PL ANT. .

~ ~~;.. . -- m. .e e v ene normaTnR LICENSE 108/04/87. ALL POWER
.

___________m_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . - . -
'
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Exu n n --r c e<a v : n es ~vse-~ n ass w -

C w me ::#;ne :*at your tr;ar : t :n :!nely neu.d have m t :: - :d d
~

'

::,4- er:.: ec ::ecorets were :: en" :rren : : . ' '' u 'r :r ~ : :.

:n :ne master E0 list since: (1) ::niconents ,,ert ins allec :n t e sis-- -

recesigned after you had finali:eo the master EQ '.ist in 1981 anc wni:t
c::conents at the time you recogni:ed were eouf red to perfor e safety re's .a .
functions, tut E0 evaluations for these cemoonents were not perfernec;
(2) for cocoonents imolving electrical interactions, you relied on
electrical interactions reviews, such as for fire erotection, but you '- 'ec
to take reasonable actfon to assure that these reviews '*ould in f act eet
10 CR 50.49th)(2) recuirements; (?) componen*;s of systems wnich you ecogns:n
as perferning safety-related functions or functi:ns :: succort the ocer;:d an
of other safety-relatec equipment were not itent:fied for envir:nmen:al
qualification and had a reasonable evaluation been performeo, these cc:"ocnents4

would have been identified; and (4) one comfonent was not maintained in :ne
qualified (testec) configuration.

@ Comenwealta Edison c?early should nave known that these splices were not
cualified because (1) severe degracation of these splices hac been ioentifisc
in .'anuary and Septemoer 1985 in Drescen Unit 2 due to aging anc a nign
teteerature event insice c:ntainment (the licensee re:lacec inese solices witn
a cifferent ty:e in Unit 2 but only initiatec a monitoring program for Unit 3),
(2) the 00R EQ guicelines mention nylon material as being suspect due to its
innerently poor characteristics uncer postulated nuclear power plant environmental
concitions, and (3) wnile some vencer EQ test reports usec to cualify the
pewtration and s:lices existed in the cualification file, these reports were
clearly inacecuate in :nat the tests failed to demonstrate that tne installec
nylon AMP s:lices or su 'able similar material hac teen tested. The testd

o

reecrt ano sucsecuent. cor esconcence cescribec & nylon-type solice, out cic not
specify the manuf acturer nor the formulation ard material croperties of tne
nylon which was testec. These factors are consicerte crucial to cemonstrate
the similarity of the tested and installed materials. Thus, Commonwealth Edison
had no reasonable bases to conclude that the AMP splices installed had similar
properties to nose t'ested.

@ These deficiencies clearly should have been known to you, particularly in the
case of tape splices, since it was reasonaole to expect that a licensee m id
'(1) assure that these connections would be included on the master EQ list, and
(2) perform field-verification for electrical equipment which should have
incluced these connections. Tape splices are able to be qualified only under
specific installation procedures and for specific tape materials, whereas the
tape splices utilized at Calvert Cliffs consisted of several wraps of stancard
electrical tape. (G . r,o e-d .

- _ - _ .-.
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With respect to staeir uneualified c:moonents, you c1 ear 1y 5hould haye knc.-
Ot.at taalificatina was %cemplete n lignt of the mature of the i*.ams, t,2
syst.an i m 1vre
T'. m ,- a.m . 3revins guicats provicte ':y :.,e NRC (i . e. , IE Sulle*,':rn : :n e tt:ss , tr.: :r : as ',:en . ' 'iec :' r ; NRC -.

'imer::icas 1a 1964 anc .~-ES. Alttougn :nese orier preolems incl *.ced fi-- -

.

slata:s to :.5e lack of acecsate cloc.::nentatica to su) port qualification o.,

| :certais elac:.rical- eserisseet, effective corrective actions were not taken 4stat time. -
; If acecuase field vedfications and qualification file reviews

3:!

been perfened, tnese Q deficiemcses would have been icentified earlier.

e Te~ - 1~,r 7:we ha sr 54~4sE, .7~ i % x ,m a 4 ,y

| 2 C's=en.awse n S a ss- r n~ s, C,u~ u s, a in. L ;=. a n. n , , ,,

u iw ' L s sir- ; &r%ri, er / 1 m ,- c.% D . - , ,, n. n .1 7-.

n n,,. 3
.

I,

ExA, h.r- oP ~L.4ax ae deer Wn ar. - ' ,$' r * iv ~ # -

Further escalation of the ;

3ase civil' penalty by an additional 50' percent is appropriate because of your j

Tack of best efforts to complete environmental qualification of electrical:
ecuipment within the November 30, 1985 deadline, as evidenced by the fact that
significant fundamental EQ program deficiencies such as;the lack of appropriate
cualification documentation existed for such basic components as the cables
serving numerous Class IE electrical _ systems,

.
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zn n cc = m,pDocket Nos. 50-348, 50-364 t !! . . ': <
f.. , s

License Nos. NPF-2 and NPF-8 ~

i

EA 88 40

Alabama Power Company
ATTN: Mr. W. G. Hairston, 111

Senior Vice President'
Post Office Box 2641
Birmingham, Alabama 35291-0400

Gentlemen:

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND PROPOSED ]MPOSITION OF civil PENALTY
(NRCINSPECTIONREPORTN05.50-348,314Q8725AND50-2%,364/87-30)

This refers to the NRC inspections conducted at the Farley Nuclear Plant (FNP),
Units 1 and 2, during the period September 14-18, 1987, riov ember 2-6, 1987, and
November 16-20, 1937, to review the program for the environmental cualification
(EO) of electrical equipment. During the inspections, violations of NRC
requirements were identified in bnh units involving the lack of environmental
qualification of certain items of electrical equipment. The inspection reports
were sent to you by letters dated October 19, 1987 and February 4, 1988,
respectively. On March 15, 1988, an Enforcement Conference was conducted with
you and merbers of your staff to discuss the extent of the violations known at
that time las your review for certain items was continuing), the causes of the
violations, and the corrective actions takei or planned for the violations. The
letter c'ocumenting this conference was sent to you on April 13, 1988.

The violations described in Section 1 of the enclosed Notice of Violation and
Proposed imposition of Civil Penolty (Notice) involved the failure to identify
and/or to demonstrate qualification for numerous tape splices in electrical
circuits requiring environmental qualification, failure to establish qualification
for States and General Electric terminal blocks in instrument circuits, failure
to establish qualification for moisture intrusion seals on the reactor head vent
solenoid valves and limit switches (both inside and outside containment), failure
to maintain environmental qualification of containment sump level transmitters, and
multiple deficiencies in valve onerators. These violations were extensive,
affecting many systems and components, and indicated a programmatic breakdown
in your EQ program.

Tne violation described in Section 11 of the Notice is classified as a Severity
Level IV violation under the Enforcement Po icy contained in 10 CFR Part 2,
Appendix C. Additionally, our inspections raisM concern about the FNP procure-
ment program and you in turn addressed these concerns, in part, in a supplemental
response dated May 5, 1988 to EA 87 '32. The NRC be'ieves that the in-depth i
examination that has been conducted in the procuremer* area has sensitized you fto the need to carefully examine the qualification 01 components to be used in '

applications requiring environmental qualification. 4

Y
IBeseE+t0407880815 I | qPDR ADOCK 0500 4,R
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Alabama Power Company -2- AUG 151988

The violations discus' j dbove resulted from your failure to implement and
execute en adequate EQ program in that you failed to adequately review
oualification files and wal6down electrical equipment important to (afety
both inside and outside the Containment Building to ensure that the ds-built
configuration of electrical equipment and components were in accordance with
your qualification files. Your walkdowns were perfnrmed only to identif y
coroonent nam -plate data, types and models, and st rial numbers of elec'r u die

equipment, whereas the walkdowns should have focused on identification and
evaluation of cer<ponents to determine, among other thinqs, the acceptabil ty
of ?nstalled system and component interconnection 5.

The NRC Division of Operating Reactors " Guidelines for Evaluating En.:ronmentol
Qualification of Class IE Electrical Equipment in Operating Reactors" (DOR
Guidelines), have been clear in specifying that the program for envirormental
cualification of electrical equipment should include an as-built inspection in
the field to verify that equipment was installed in the configuration in which
it was tested for qualification. Additionally, your EQ program did not andrass
instrument accuracies and lubricants used in valve operaters for compenents
important to safety. The need to consider the instrument accuracies during EQ
testing is a basic requirement of the 00R Guidelines. With regard t.c lubricants
in motor operated valves, the vendor (Lit.toroue) specifically stated thatJ

lubricants of different soap bases should not be mixed yet cualification was net
established for the lubricant used during maintenance which was of a different
soap base than that supplied by the vendor.

*he NRC believes that Alabc.ta Power Company (APC) clearly should have konwn
about the 01vironmental qualification deficiencies identified above and shoulr*
have discovered raany of these deficiencies prior to Noverrber 30,19ES, the dt ad-
line for EQ compliance, had an adeounte environmental qualification pror) ram i een
implemented which included adtquate field verification inspections and desion
interface control relating to interconnection of components, For a nurber .f

the identified ceficiencies, the licensee had information available whi:h
'

discussed environmental qualification concerns related to similar ccmcnne its.
Specifically, this information included two Insoection and Enforcement ('E'
Notices R2-03 & M-57) as well as an IE circular (78-0-8) which notified
licensees of prcblems with the environmental qualification of terminal bloc s.
One IE circular (79-05), and as many as ten IE notices (e.g. , 79-0? and A2 '.N .
the 00R Guidelines, and NUREG-0%8, " Interim Staf f Position on Environmental
Qualification of Safety-Related Electrical Equipment," addressed the need tc
ervironmentally qualify such items as tape splices, moisture intrusion seals,
motor operators, transmitters, and other safety-related electrical equipment.
Further, in the case of V-type splices, design drawings and engineering instructions
should have caused these splices to be reviewed. Similarly, in the case of the
5-to-1 field-to-pigtail tape splice configuration used in the hydrogen recombiners,

~

APC clearly should have known about the problem because existing documentation
addressed only a 1-to-1 in-line configuration and adequate walkdowns should have
revealed the substantially different existing configuration. Because the cable
entrance seals for the Target Rock head vent solenoid valves had previously
failed qualification testing and because subsequent analysis was clearly
inadequate, APC clearly should have known of the deficiency. The Chico
A/Raychem seal configuration testing was inadequate in a number of fundamental
areas such as consideration of chemical interactions and, therefore, APC clearly
should have known of this problem. As discussed above, E0 walkdowns conducted

.

m
-

. . . . . . . . .. ;...,.. . . . . , . . _____.;
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'

at FNP were considered inadequate. Had proper walkdowns been performed, it
should have been discovered that the silicone oil that wat taken credit for in
the GEMS transmitters was not there. Finally, in addition to the vendor
information concerni 19 lubricants that ,tas discussed above, APC had available
!NPO SER 7-E4 which provided additional information on use of lubricants.
These sources of information in combination with guidance available to APC in

'

the various generic NRC documents referenced earlier clearly should have couw d
the licensee to review the qualificat'On of lubricants and discover the problem
with the qualification c' Premium RB grease used on fan motors intice contain-
ment and room coolers outside containment.

To emphasize the importance of environmental Qualification of electrital
*

equipment at the Farley Nuclear Plant Units 1 Jnd 2, as well as to underscore
your admitted lack of an aggressive E0 program, I have been authorized, af ter.

consultation with the Comission and the Deputy Executive Director for Regionali

Operations, to issue the encinsed Notice of Violation and Proposed imposition
of Civil Penalty (Enclosure 1) in the amount of Four Hundred and Fif ty Thousand
Dollars (5450,000) for the violations described in Section 1 of the enclosed
Notice. in accordance with the " Modified Enforcement Policy Relating to-,

10 CFR 50.49," contained in Generic Letter 88-07 (Enclosure 2), the violations
-

described in Section ! of the enclosed Notice have been determined to be an
extensive probiem, having affected numerous systems and componeits, and therefo m
is censidered to be an EQ Category A problem. Such a classificetion was cnncluded
to be appropriate because c,f the programmatic breakdown in your E0 program. The
base arnunt of a civil penalty for an EQ Category A problem is 5300,00n,

:n determining the civil penilty amount, the NRC considered the four factors
set forth in the " Modified Enforcement Policy Relating to 10 CFR 50.49," for
escalatien and mitigation of the base civil penalty amount. These factors
consist of (1) identification and prompt reporting of the EQ deficiencies
( 50'); (2) best efforts to cceplete E0 within the deadline ( 50-); (3) correc-
tive actions to result in full compliance ( 50t); and-(d) duration of violation
which is significantly below 100 days (-50%).

The escalation and mitigation-factors were considered as detailed belnw.
Mitigatice of 25 percent was deemed appropriate for identification and prompt
reporting of E0 deficiencies. While-APC did identify many of the deficiencies,
a number of others were-discovered by the NRC and so full mitigation for this
factor was not appropriate. The base cicil penalty was escalated 50 percent
because of your lack of best efforts to complete environmental qualification of
electrical acuipment by the November 30, 1985 deadline. The creation, after an
NRC inspection, of a task force' to review thousands.of maintenance work orders
as well as procurement documents to ensure environmental qualification of
various components would have been unnecessary had the APC EQ program aggressively'

pursued these potential problem areas prior to.the EQ deadline. Additionally,
'

the largely superficial walkdowns-of plant' components that were performed are-
indicative of an inadequate program. Finally, the fact that the APC EQ program
did not properly address 'such. fundamental- issues as the consideration.of -
instrument accuracies and qualification of lubricants indicate a poor effort to
comply with EQ requirements by the November 30, 1985 deadline. After consi-

-dering the corrective actions taken by APC to correct the_various EQ defi-
ciencies, the NRC staff has decided that escalation of the civil penalty t'y an
additional 25 percent is appropriate. Of particular concern to the.NRC staff
was APC's handling of the deficient splices for the containment fan motors.

_ _ - .
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The inspection of the first fan motor confirmed the existence of a deficient
splice and conservative engineering practice should have prompted the
initiation of a Justification for Continued Operation (JCO) as recomended by
Generic letter 86-15 or the declaration of the remaining fans as being
inoperable. In this case, however, APC took the less conservative approach of
sequentially inspecting and repairing the splices without a'JC0 and without
declaring the uninspected fan motors inoperable. With respect to the fourth
f actor in the Modified Enforcement Policy, mitigation is inappropriate since
these EQ viniations. existed in excess of 100 days. Therefore, on balance, a
50 percent escalation of the base civil penalty amount is appropriate.-

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions
specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your response, Af ter reviewino
your response to this Notice, including your proposed corrective actions and
the results of future inspections, the NRC will determine whether further NRC
enforcement action is necessary to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory
requirements.

In accordance with Section 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part 2',
Title 10, Code of Federal Renulations, a copy _ of this letter and its enclosures
will be placec in the NRC Public Document Room.

The responses directed by-tris letter and its enclosures are not subject to-the
clearance procedures of the Office of Management and' Budget as reovired by the
Paperwork Reduction Ac t of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-511.

Should 3cu have any questions concerning this letter, plcase contact us.

Sincerely,
;

Ps
u. -a

. ' . _, 7, ' + x
;

J. helson Grace l

Pegional Administrator'

Enclosures:
1. Notice of Violation _and Proposed

imposition of-Civil Penalty
2. Generic Letter 88-07

cc w/encls:
B. M. Guthrie, Executive Vice PresidentL
R. P. Mcdonald,-Executive.Vice-President
O. N. Morey, General: Manager -

Nuclear Plant. ;,

J. D. Woodard..Vice President -
Nuclear Support

_

J._-W. McGowan, Manager-Safety Audit.
_ _ .

.

and Engineering Review = ;

S. Fulmer, Supervisor-Safety -
' Audit and Engineering' Review

!

]
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NOTICE-0F VIOLATION,

AND

PROPOSED IMP 051TI F 0F civil PENALTY

t

Alabama Power Company Docket Nos. 50-348 and 50-364
Farley Nuclear Plant License Nos. NPF-2 and NPF-8
Units 1 and 2 EA 88-40

During the NRC inspections conducted on September 14-18, 1987; November 2-6,
1987; and November 16-20, 1987, violations of-NRC requirements were identified.
In accordance with the " Modified Enforcement Policy Relating to 10 CFR 50.49,
Environmental Qualification of. Electrical Equipment important to Safety for
Nuclear Power Plants," contained in Generic Letter 88-07, the Nuclear _ Regulatory
Commission proposes to impose a civil penalty pursuant to Section 234 of the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as' amended (Act),_42 U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR 2.205.
The particular violations and associated: civil penalty are_ set _forth below:

1,.
,

Violations Assessed A Civil Penaltv

A. 10 CFR 50.49(d), (f) and (j), respectively require _ in part that-
(1) the licensee shall prepare a list of electric. equipment important

_

to safety covered by.10 CFR 50.49..(2) each item of electric equipment
important to safety shall be qualified by. testing of, or_ experience
with, identical or similar equipment, and-that such qualification shall
include a supporting anal
qualified is acceptable; ysis-to show that the equipment to be-and (3)'a record of the qualification of the
electric eouipment important to safety shall be maintained in an
auditable form-to permit verification that_such equipment is qualified

-

and that it meets ;the specified perfonnance requirements under--
postulated environmental conditions.

Contrary to_ the above, from November 30, 1985 until the time.of;the
inspection which was completed on September-18, 1987:

~

1. Alabama Power Corrpany_ ( APC) had V-type electric 41' tape splices
installed on numerous safety-related. electrical compone'nts
including solenoid- and motor operated valves, z These tape splices

-were installed in various configurations-and material. compositions
which were not documented as being environmentally _ qualified to
perform their function under postulated accident conditions;at

'the Farley. Nuclear _ Plant-(FNP) Units 1;and'2. .The various
configurations of V-type electrical' tape splices'had not been'
previously tested'or demonstrated to be.similar to an-appropriately-

.

'

tested configuration. Furthermore, these tape splices were not!
installed in accordance with approved electrical design details- 1

,

or notes ifor. splices or terminations, and were not' identified' '

-on the environmentalfqualification' _(EQ) Master List of electric--

-equipment required.to be qualified under:10 CFR 50.49.
*

2. APC did not have: documentation in-their'EQ file to demonstratethat the in-line S-to-l field-to-pigtail; tape splice
configuration used_on the Hydrogen Recombiners, which are-
important to safety, in both. units, would perform its intended
function during a design basis accident. The tape splicesLhad

NR h h 4a-
G- :PNU- .j
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not been tested nor demonstrated by supporting analysis to be
similar to a tested configuration, and were not identitied on
the Master List of electric equipment required to be qualified'

'

under 10 CFR 50.49.

B. 10 CFR 50.49(f) and (k), respectively, require in part that (1).each
item of electric equipment important to safo', shall be qualified by
testing of, or experience with, identical or similar equipment, and
that such qualification shall include a supporting analys" M .ba

,

that the equipment to be qualified is acceptable; or (2) electric
equipment important to safety which was previously required to be'

qualified in the accordance with NUREG-0588 (fnr comment version),
Category !!, " Interim Staff Position on Envi..nmental Qualification
of Safety-Related Electrical Equipment" need not be requalified to
10 CFR 50.49. NUREG-0588, Category 11 Section 5.(1), states in part
that, "the qualification documentation shall verify that each type of
electrical equipment is cualified for its application and meets its
specified perfomance requirements, and data used to demonstrate the,

cualification of the equipment shall be pertinent to the application
and organized in an auditable form."

:

Contrary to the above, from November 30, 1985 until the time of the
inspection which was completed on November 20, 1987:

1. The documentation in APC's FNP qualification file did not demon-
strate by testing, supporting analysis, or verification that States
terminal blocks (Model Nns. NT and ZWM) would maintain acceptable

.

instrument accuracy,' a performance requirement, during design
basis accidents, in addition, APC did not have adequate documen-
tation to demonstrate General Electric (Model No. CR151) terminal
blocks would maintain acceptable instrument accuracy during design
basis accidents in that a qualification file for these components
did not exist.

2. APC did not document qualification of the Chico A/Raychem saals
used for limit switch and solenoid' valve cable-entrance seals in
that the available file was incomplete and test data and supportinn
analysis provided by the licensee was insufficient to demonstrate-
qualification. Specifically, the testing performed did not consider
possible chemical interactions and the temperature profile used
in the testing did not simulate the initial thermal shock of ~a
loss of coolant (LOCA) transient.

C. 10 CFR 50.49(f) and (j), respectively, require in-part that (1).each
item of electric equipment important to safety shall be qualified by
testing of, or experience with, identical or similar equipment, and
the qualification shall include a supporting anal
equipment to be qualified is acceptable, and (2) ysis to show the'

a. record of the
qualification of the electric equipment shall be maintained in an
auditable form to permit verification that the required equipment is'

_ qualified and that the equipment meets the specified performance
requirements under postulated environmental conditions,

t

-

-

_ _ _ _ _
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,

Contrary to the above, from November 30, 1985, until the time of the
inspection which was completed on November 20, 1987 (September 18, 1987
for do.):

1. The APC EQ files did not document qualification of several
Limitorque valve operators in that the plant equipment was not
identical in design and material construction to the qualifica-
tion test specimen and deviations were not adequately evaluated ;

as part of the qualification dncumentation. Specifically, in one
or more of the operators, unqualified or mixed grease was used in j

the gear compartment, T-drains were missing, motor leads had {unqualified splices, terminal blocks were unidentified and
| unqualified, and a limit switch with an aluminum housing, which

doet not meet environmental qualification standards, was used
inside containment (Valve No. M0V3441D).

2. The APC E0 files did not document qualification of the cable
entrance seals for the Target Rock head vent solenoid valves.

"

3. APC found wide range and narrow range containment sump level
transmitters, on both units, in a configuration fnr which,

existing test data did not demonstrate qualification. Specifically,
one or Nre of the GEMS type level transmitters did not contain
the required silicone oil in the housing, and/or wirer were
terminated using an unqualified V-type tape splice cnnfiguration.

4 APC did not have documentation in a file to demonstrate-4

qualification of Premium RB grease for use on fan motors
inside containment and room coolers outside containment.

These violations constitute an EQ Category A problem.
,

Civil Penalty - Sa50,000 (These EQ violations existed in excess of
100 days of plant operation).

II. Violation Not Assessed A Civil Penalty

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion I, Organization, requires that'

persons and organizations performing qeality assurance functions shall
have sufficient authority and organizational freedom to identify quality
problems, to recommend solutions, and to verify implementation of solu-
tions, 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Action
further. requires that measures shall be established to assure conditions
adverse to quality are promptly corrected The accepted QA program
.(FNP-FSAR-17) Section 17.2.1.2, which in part implements 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix B, as required by lu CFR 50.54(a), states that Safety Audit and
Engineering Review (SAER) under the direction of. the manager.(MSAER), has
been established to provide a comprehensive independent audit program of
safety-related activities to verify that such activities are in compliance
with the operational quality assurance program (00AP). FNP-FSAR-17
further states that the Supervisor-SAER and his staff stationed at FNP
shall conduct the audit program, and he has the authority to identify
problems, recomend solutions, and verify corrective actions.

.. .
.
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Section 17.2.16 states that an administrative procedure has been written
to assure that conditions adverse to quality are promptly identified and
corrected.

Contrary to the above, SAER is not ensurinq effective execution of the
quality assurance program in that conditions adverse to quality associated
with the EQ program have not been promptly corrected. The following
Corrective Action Requests (CARS) describe deficiencies identified by SAER
for which corrective actions had, at the time of the inspections, not yet
been completed.

CAR No. Date Identified Estimated Completion Date

830 November 1983 March 3, 1988
1251 October 1986 March 31, 1988

This is a Severity Level IV violation (10 CFR 2, Appendix C, Supplement 1).

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Alabama Power Company (licensee) is
hereby required to submit a written statement or explanation to the Director,
Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, within 30 days of
the date of this Notice. This reply should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a
Notice of Violation" and should include for each violation: (1) admission or
denial of the violation, (2) the reasons for the violation if admitted, (3) the
corrective steps that have been taken and the results achieved, (4) the correc-
tive steps which will be taken to avoid further violations, and (5) the date
when full complia. ice will be achieved. If an adequate reply is not received
within the time specified in this Notice, an order may be issued to show cause
why the license should not be modified, suspended, or revoked or why s"':h other
action as may be proper should not be taken. Consideration may be given to
extending the response time for good cause shown. Under the authority of
Section 182 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2232, this response shall be submitted under
oath or affirmation.

Within the same time as provided for the response required above under
10 CFR 2.201, the licensee may pay the civil penalty by letter addressed to the
Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory.Comission, with a
check, draf t, or money order payable to the Treasurer of the United States in
the amount of the civil penalty proposed above, or the cumulative amount of the
civil penalties if more than one civil penalty is proposed, or may protest
imposition of the civil penalty in whole or in part by a written answer
addressed to the Director Office of Enforcement U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. Should the licensee fail to answer within the tim * specified, an
order imposing the civil penalty will be issued. Should the licensee elect to
file an answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 protesting the civil penalty, in
whole or in part, such answer should be clearly marked as an " Answer to a
Notice of Violation" and may: (1) deny the violations listed in this-Notice in
whole or in part, (2) demonstrate extenuating circumstances (3) show error in.
this Notice, or (4) show other reasons why the penalty should not be imposed.
In addition to protesting the civil penalty, such answer may request remission
or mitigation of the penalty.

.

_ . ..-- _. J
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in requesting mitigation'of the proposed penalty, the factorsLaddressed in the-
" Modified Enforcement Policy Relating -to 10 CFR 50.49 Environmental-Oualifica-
tion of Electrical Equipment important to Safety for Nuclear Power Plants"
contained in Generic Letter 88-07 should be addressed. Any written answer in-

accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set-forth separately from the statement
nr explanation in. reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201 but may incorporate parts =of
the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference (e.g. , citing page and paracraph
numbers) to avoid repetition. The attention of the licensee is directed'to the
other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205 regarding-the procedure fnr! imposing a civil
penalty.

Upon failure to pay the penalty due, which has been-subsequently determined in
accordance with_ the applicable- provisions of 10 CFR 2.205,| this . matter may be
referred to the Attorney General, and_the penalty, unless compromised, remitted,
or mitigated, may be collected by civilf action pursuantito1Section 234c lof. the- '

Act. 42 U.S.C. 2282.
-

,

'

The re ';onses to the Director Office of-Enforcement, noted above (Reply to.a
L

'

.

Notice ,f Violation.. letter with payment of_- civil penalty,L and Answer :to a-
Notice of Violation) should be addressed to:. Director, Of fice' of Enforcement.
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissien, ATTN: _ Document-Control Desk,-Washington,
DC 20555, with a copy to the Regional: Administrator,_ Region. II, and a copy to
the NRC Resident inspector, Farley Nuclear. Plant.

FOR THE' NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION =

. - - . .

Y'

.~.

"J. Nelson Grace.
- Regional Administrator

Dated at Atlanta, Georgia
,this/Stdday.ofAugust1988
. t

_

l
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July 25, 1988 r W ' " ' !VN > SECY-88-213'

For: The Comissioners
__

From: Victor Stello, Jr.

Executive Director for Operations
s

Subject: NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND-PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL-
PENALTY FOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION VIOLATIONS-
AT FARLEY NUCLEAR PLANT:(EA 88-40);

Purpose: To inform the Comission in accordance with the-
Enforcement Policy of 10 CFR Part 2.-Appendix C,
of-an enforcement action-in.which the civil
penalty exceeds $300,000.

Discussion: The NRC team inspections to review Alabama? Power
Company's-implementation of programs for establishing
and maintaining qualificationlof electrical equipment
pursuant to 10 CFR 50.49 were conducted at the FarleyL
Nuclear Plant Units _1 and 2 on September 14-18. 1987

~

November 2-6, 1987,_and November 16-20.-1987. The :
inspection results:showed the licensee-had: implemented

.

programs to meet the requirements of-10 CFR 50.49.
However, significant deficiencies' existed in the licensee's
Environmental-Qualification (EQ) program, including

-(1) the failure to: identify and-demonstrate qualification '

- for. V-type electrical: tape splices -used in- hundreds of

'(2)ponents including: solenoid and motor operated valves.
com

the failure to adequately demonstrate qualification for
the in-line 5-to-1 field-to-pigtail; tape splices used;on-the

-hydrogen recombiners; (3) extensive use infinstrumenti
circuitstof States and General Electric terminaliblocks

'for which! qualification had:not been established,-(4)'the_.
failure to adequately document. through test' data.and
supporting analysis, that Chico.A/Raychem configurations- -

used for: limit switch cable entrance seals were qualified.:
L(5)1 multiple deficiencies in the environmental--qualifica-;
tion of various valve operators --(6)-the failure to maintain

'

containment sump level:-transmitters in a' qualified configura :
tion. and-(7) the failure to document;the qualification

i
of-the cable entrance. seals for the Target Rock head _ventc

: solenoid valves.

Contactsr J. Luehman, OE: O '

492-3280- / k,
8 -~

' [E). r .g^M.J. Liebernan. DE
492-0741'

.
_ ;

ENFORCEMENT ACTION - NOT FOR PUBLI RELEASE '
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.

The staff has applied the Modified Enforcement Policy
Relating to 10 CFR 50.49 " Environmental Qualification
of Electrical Equipment Important to Safety for Nuclear
Power Plants," Generic Letter 88-07, for the violations
identified. The staff determined that these violations
were most appropriately classified as a Category A EQ
p.oblem. Such a classificati:n was conc!uded to be
appropriate because of the extensiveness of the number of
components and systems affected, such as those with the
tape splices and terminal blocks, and their associated
safety significance.

Applying the applicable escalation and mitigation factors
to the base civil penalty of $300,000 resulted in a'

proposed civil penalty in this case of $450,000. The
details c' tha violations as well as discussion of the *

application of the escalation and mitigation factors era
- contained in the enclosed Notice of Violation and Pwin

Imposition of Civil Penalty and associated cover leile.
,

Recommendation: The staff intends to issue the Notice of Violation and
Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty for the EQ violations1

;
identified at Farley Nuclear Plant two weeks from the
date of this paper unless the Comission directs otherwise.

Coordination: OGC has no legal objection to the staff's proposed action.

0hggg.-

ictor Stelloyd.
Executive Director for Operations

Enclosure: Draft Notice of Violation
and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty

SECY NOTE: In the absence of instructions to the contrary,
SECY will notify the staff on Monday, August.8,
1988, that the Commission, by negative consent,
assents to the action proposed in this paper.-

DISTRIBUTION:
Commissioners
OGC
OI
OIA
GPA
REGION II
EDO
SECY

.
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Docket Nos. 50-348, 50-364
License Nos. NPF-2 and NPF-8
EA 88-40

Alabama Power Company
ATTN: Mr. W. 6. Hairston, III

i

* Senior Vice Presif nt
Post Office Box ?641
Binningham, Alabama- 3$Ona00

Gentlemen: -%
'

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION'AND PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTY
(NRC INSPECTION REPORT NOS. 50-348, 364/87'-25 AND 50-346i 364/87-30) .

This refers to the NRC inspections condu'cted at the Farley Nuclear Plant (FNP),
Units 1 and 2, during the period September 14-18, 1987, November 2-6, 1987, and.

' November 16-20,19'87, to review the program for the environmental: qualification
.(EQ) of' electrical equipment. During the inspections, violations of NRC
voquirements were identified in both units involving the lack of environmental
qualification of certain items.of electrical equipment. The inspection reports
were sent to you by letters dated October 19 1987 and February 4,1988,
respectively. On March 15, 1988, an Enforcement Conference was' conducted with

* you and members of your staff to discuss the extent of the violations-known at
that time (as your. review for' certain items was. continuing), the causes of the
violations, and the corrective. actions taken or planned for.the violattuns. .The
report documenting this conference was sent to you' by letter dated April:13,1988.

The-violations described in:Section I-of the enclosed Notice of Violation-and-
Proposed. Imposition of Civil Penalty (Notice) involved the failure to identify
and/or to demonstrate qualification for numerous tape. splices in electrical-
circuits requiring environmental qualification. . failure to. establish qualification

.

-for States and General Electric. terminal blocks'in instrument circuits,' failure
to establish qualification for moisture intrusion seals-on the reactor head vent
solenoid valves and limit switches-(both inside and'outside containment), . failure
to maintain environmental qualification of containment sump level transmitters, and
multiple' deficiencies in valve' operators. These violations were extensive,
affecting many systems and components, and indicated a programmatic' breakdown
in your EQ program.

'

The-violation described in Section II of.the Notice is classifiedis a Severity 4

Level IV. violation under the-Enforcement Policy contained in.10'CFR Part 2,
Appendix C. Additionally.,our-inspections raised: concern aboutjthe FNP procure-
ment program'and you in turn addressed these concerns, in part, in a supp1' ental
response dated May 5, 1988 to EA 87-142. The NRC believes that the'in-deptn- t

examination that has been conducted in-the procurement | area has sensitized you. ;
to the need to-carefully examine the qualification of components' to be' used in '

applications : requiring. environmental qw I Tication.
|

.. . .. .
. . . . . . . . . .

.. .. . . . . .. . _ .
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Alabama Power Company -2-

The violations discussed above resulted from your failure to implement and
execute an adequate EQ program in that you failed to adequately review
qualification files and walk down electrical equipment important to safety
both inside and outside the Containment Building to ensure that the as-built
configuration of electrical equipment and components were in accordance with
your qualification files. Your walkdowns were performed only to identify
component name-plate data, types and models, and serial numbers of electrical
equipment, whereas the walkdowns should have focused on identification and
evaluation of components to determine. among other things, the acceptability
of installed system and component interconnections.

The NRC Division of Operating Reactors " Guidelines For Evaluating Environmental
Qualification of Class IE Electrical Equipment in Operating Reactors" (DOR
Guidelines), have been clear in specifying that the program for environmental
qualification of electrical equipment should include an as-built inspection in
the field to verify that equipment was installed in the configuration in which
it was tested for qualification. Additionally your EQ program did not address
instrument accuracies and lubricants used in valve operators for components
important to safety. The need to consider the instrument accuracies during EQ
testing is a basic requirement of the DOR Guidelines, With regard to lubricants
in motor operated valves, the vendor (Limitorque) specifically stated that
lubricants of different soap bases should not be mixed yet qualification was not
established for the lubricant used during maintenance which was of a different
soap base than that supplied by the vendor.

The NRC believes that Alabama Power Company (APC) clearly should have known
about the environmental qualification deficiencies identified above and should
have discovered many of these deficiencies prior to November 30, 1935, the deade '

line for EQ compliance, had an adequate environmental qualification program been
implemented which included adequate field verification inspections and design
interface control relating to interconnection of components. For a number of
the identified deficiencies, the licensee had information available which

discussed environmental qualification concerns related to similar components.
Specifically, this information included two Inspection and Enforcement (IE)
Notices (82-03 & 84-57) as well as an IE circular (78-08) which notified
licensees of problems with the environmental qualification of terminal blocks.
One IE circular (79-05), and as many as ten IE notices (e.g., 79-03 and 82-52),
the DOR Guidelines, and NUREG-0588, " Interim Staff Position on Environmental
Qualification of Safety-Related Electrical Equipment," addressed the need to
environmentally qualify such items as tape splices, moistere int.usion seals,
motor operators, transmitters, and other safety-related electrirO equipment.
Further, in the case of V-type splices, design drawings'and engineering instructions
should have caused these splices to be reviewed. Similarly, in the case of the
5-to-1 field-to-pigtail tape splice configuration used in the hydrogen recoA iners,
APC clearly should have known about the problem because existing documentat.en
addressed only a 1-to-1 in-line configuration and adequate walkdowns should have
revealed the substantially different existing configuration. Because the cable
entrance seals for the Target Rock head vent solenoid valves had previously
failed qualification testing and because subsequent analysis was clearly
inadequate, APC clearly should have known of the deficiency. The Chico
A/Raychem seal configuration testing was inadequate in a number of fundamental
areas such as consideration of chemical interactions and therefore APC clearly
should have known of this problem. As discussed above, EQ walkdowns conducted
at FNP were considered inadequate. Had proper walkdowns been performed it
should have been discovered that the silicone oil that was taken credit for in

1
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the GEMS transmitters was not there. Finally, in addition to the vendor
information concerning lubricants that was discussed above, APC had available
INPO SER 7-84 which provided additional infomation on use of lubricants.
These sources of information in combin: tion with guidance available to APC in,

the various generic NRC documents referenced earlier clearly should have caused
the licensee to review the qualification of lubricants and discover the problem
with the qualification of Premium RB rrease used on fan motors inside contain-
ment and room coolers outside contal ment.

To emphasize the importance of environmental qualification of electrical
equipment at the Farley Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2, as well as to underscore
your admitted lack of an aggressive EQ program I have been authorized, after
consultation with the Cornission and the Deputy Executive Director for Regional
Operations, to issue the enclosed Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition
of Civil Penalty (Enclosure 1) in the amount of Four Hundred and Fifty Thousand
Dollars ($450,000) for the violations described in Section I of the enclosed
Notice. In accordance with the " Modified Enforcement Policy Relating to
10 CFR 50.49," contained in Generic Letter 88-07 (Enclosure 2), the violations
described in Section 1 of the enclosed Notice have been determined to be an
extensive problem, having affected numerous systems and components, and therefore
is considered to be an EQ Category A prchlem. Such a classification was concluded
to be appropriate because of the programatic breakdown in your EQ program. The
base amount of a civil penalty for an EQ Category A problem is $300,000.

In deternining the civil penalty amount, the NRC considered the four factors
set forth in the " Modified Enforcement Policy Relating to 10 CFR 50.49," for
escalation and mitigation of the base civil penalty amount. These factors-
consist of (1) identification and prompt reporting of the EQ deficiencies
(:50%); (2) best efforts to complete FQ within the deadline (150%); (3) correc-
tive actions to result in full cogipliance ( 50%); and (4) duration of violation
which is significantly below 100 Bays (-50%).

,

The escalation and mitigation factors were considered as detailed below.
Mitigation of 25 percent was deemed appropriate for 16entification and prompt
reporting of EQ deficiencies. While APC did identify many of the deficiencies,
a number of others were discovered by the NRC and so full mitigation for this
factor was not appropriate. The base civil penalty was escalated 50 percent 4

because of your lack of best efforts to complete environmental qualificati' . of
electrical equipment by the November 30, 1985 deadline. The creation, after an
NRC inspection, of a task force to review thousands of maintenance ark orders
as well as procurement documents to ensure environmental qualification of
various components would have been unnecessary had the APC EQ program aggressively
pursued these potential problem areas prior to the EQ deadline. Additionally,
the largely superficial walkdowns of plant components that were performed are
indicative of an inadequate program. Finally, the fact that the APC E0 program
did not properly address such fundamental issues as the consideration of
instrument accuracies and qualification of lubricants indicate a poor effort to
comply with EQ requirements by the November 30, 1985 deadline. After consi-
dering the corrective actions taken by APC to correct the various EQ defi-
ciencies, the NRC staff has decided that escalation of the civil penalty by an
additional 25 percent is appropriate. Of particular concern to the NRC staff
was APC's handling of the deficient splices for the containment fan motors.
The inspection of the first fan motor confimed.the existence of a deficient
splice and conservatb engineering practice should have prompted the

. , _ _ _ _ _ _
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initiation of a Justification for Continued Operation (JCO) as reconnended by
Generic Letter 86-15 or the declaration of the remaining fans as being
inoperable. In this case however, APC took the less conservative approach of
sequentially inspecting and repairing the splices without a JC0 and without
declaring the uninspected fan motors inoperable. With respect to the fourth
factor in the Modified Enforcement Policy, mitigation is inappropriate since
these EQ violations existed in excess of 100 days. Therefore, on balance, a
50 percent escalation of the base civil penalty amount is appropriate.

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions
specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your response. After reviewing
your response to this Notice, including your proposed corrective actions and
the results of future inspections, the NRC will determine whether further NRC
enforcement action is necessary to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory
requirements.

In accordance with Section 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part 2,,

| Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter and its enclosures
j will be placed in the NRC Pablic Document Room.

| The responses directed by_ this letter and its enclosures are not subject to the
! clearance procedures of 'ae Office of Management and Budget as required by the
j , Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980. Pub. L. No. 96-511.

Should you have any questions concerning this letter, please contact us.

Sincerely,

J. Nelson Grace
Regional Administrator

Enclosures:
1. Notice of Violation and Proposed

Imposition of Civil Penalty
2. Generic Letter 88-07

cc w/ encl:
B. M. Guthrie, Executive Vice President
R. P. Mcdonald, Executive Vice President
D. N. Morey, General Manager -

Nuclear Plant
J. D. Woodard, Vice President -

Nuclear Support
J. W. McGowan, Manager-Safety Audit

and Engineering Review
S. Fulmer, Supervisor-Safety

Audit and Engineering Review

i

^
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION*
.

AND
,

PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTY
.

Alabama Power Company Docket Nos. 50-348 and 50-364
Farley Nuclear Plant Lit.ense Nos. NPF-2 and NPF-8
Units I and 2 EA 88-40

During the NRC inspections conducted on September 14-18, 1987; November 2-6,
1987; and November 16-20, 1987, violations of NRC requirements were identified.
In accordance with the " Modified Enforcement Policy Relating to 10 CFR 50.49
Environmental Qualification of Electrical Equipment Important to Safety for
Nuclear Power Plant" " contained in Generic Letter 88-07, the Nuclear Regulatory
Comission proposes to impose a civil penalty pursuant to Section 234 of the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (Act), 42 U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR 2.205.
The particular violations and associated civil penalty are set forth below:

I. Violations Assessed A Civil Penalty

A. 10CFR50.49(d),(f)and(j),respectively,requireinpartthat,

(1) the licensee shall prepare a list of electric equipment important'

to safety covered by 10 CFR 50.49, (2) each item of electric equipme it
important to safety. shall be qualified by testing of, or experience
with, identical or similar equipment, and that such qualification shall
include a supporting analysis to show that the equipment to be
qualified is acceptable; and (3) a record of the qualification of the
electric equipment important to safety shall be maintained in.an
auditable form to permit verification that such equipment is qualified
and that it meets the specified performance requirements under
postulated environmental conditions.

Contrary to the above, from November 30, 1985 until the time of the
inspection which was completed on September 18, 1987:

1. Alabama Power Company (APC) had V-type electrical tape splices
installed on numerous safety-related electrical components
including solenoid and motor operated valves. These tape splices
were installed in various configurations and material compositions
which were not documented as being environmentally qualified to
perform their function under postulated accident conditions at
the Farley Nuclear Plant (FNP) Units- 1 and 2. _ The various
configur6tions of V-type electrical tape splices had not been
previously tested or demonstrated to be similar to an appropriately
tested configuration. Furthermore, these tape splices were not
installed in accordance with approved electrical design details'

or notes for splices or terminations, and were not identified
on the environmental qualification (EQ) Master List of electric
equipment required to be qualified under 10 CFR 50.49.

2. APC did not have documentation in their EQ file to demonstrate |
that the in-line 5-to-1 field-to-pigtail tape splice
configuration, used on the Hydrogen Recombiners, which are
important te safety, in both units, would perform its intended
' unction during a design basis accident. The tape splices had.
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not been tested nor_ demonstrated by supporting analysis to be
- similar to' a tested configuration, and were not identified on -
the Master List of electric equipment required to be qualified i

'

under 10 CFR ' 50.49.

B. 10 CFR 50.49(f) and (k), respectively,_ require in p' art that (1) each
item of electric equipment isoortant to_ safety shall be qualified by
testing of, or experience witi, identical or similar equipmeat..'and
that such qualification shall-include a supporting analysis to show
that the equipment to be qualified is acceptable; or (2) electric.

equipment important to safety which was previously required to be
qualified in the accordance with NUREG-0588 (for_ comment version).-
Category II, " Interim Staff Position _on_ Environmental Qualifica L n
of Safety-Related Electrical Equipment" need not be requalified to' -

10 CFR;50.49. NUREG-0588, Category-II,_Section 5.(1), states in part'
that, "the qualification documentation shall verify that each-type-of-
electrical _ equipment is_ qualified for its application-and meets;its
specified performance requirements, and' data used to demonstrate the

.

t- qualification of the equipment:shall be-pertinent to the application. l
,

and organized in'an auditable fom." 1

Contrary to the above, from November 30, 1985 until the time of_the
inspection which was completed on November 20, 1987:-

1.- The documentation _in APC's FNP. qualification file _did not demon-
strate by testin , supporting analysis or verification'that States
terminal blocks Model Nos. NT and lWM would-maintain: acceptable
instrument accuracy, a perfomance requirement.cduring design.'
basis accidents. In addition,:APC did.not have adequate documen-
tation to demonstrate General Electric:(Model No'. CR151) terminal
blocks would maintain acceptable instrument accuracy during design
basis accidents in that a_ qualification file for these components-
did not exist.

2. APC did not document qualification of the Chico A/Raychem seals
used for limit switch and solenoid valve cable entrance-seals.in
that the available file was; incomplete and test data and supporting-
analysis _provided by the' licensee was insufficient ~to: demonstrate-
qualification. Specifically -the testing performed did not consider
!possible chemical interactions and the temperature profile used?
inithe testing did not simulate the initial; thermal shock of a;

3

loss of- coolant.(LOCA): transient' i

,

C.- 10CFRbO.49(f).and(j),respectively, require-inpartthat(1);each'
item of. electric equipment'important to safety shallibe qualified by

-testing of, or experience with, identical or similar equipment', tend.
'the qualification shall= include a supporting analysis;to show the-
equipment tc be qualified is acceptable, and (2) a record of:the
. qualification of the electric equipment shall be maintained in an
auditable form to permit verification that the required equipment isi

_ qualified and that the equipment meets the specified performance
- requirements- under postulated environmental conditions.: i

Contrary:to the. above, from November 30. 1985, until the time of the 1
inspection which was completed on' November 20,1987(September 18, 1987 "
for44.):

1.
,
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1. The APC EQ files did not document qualification of several
1.imitorque valve operators in that the plant equipment was not
identical in design and material construction to the qualifica-
tion test specimen and deviations were not adequately evaluated
as part of the qualification documentation.. Specifically, in one
or more of the ' operators, unqualified or mixed grease was used in
the gear compartment. T-drains were missing, motor leads had-'

unqualified splices, terminal blocks were unidentified and
| unqualified, and a limit switch with an aluminum housing, which--

! does not meet envirornental qualification standards, was used
insidecontainment(ValveNo.MOV3441D).

-

|

2. The APC EQ files did not document qualification of the cable
entrance seals for the Target Rock head vent solenoid valves.

3. APC found wide range and narrow range containment sump level
transmitters, on both units, in a configuration for which
existing test data did not demonstrate qualification. Specifically,
one or_more of the GEMS type level transmitters did not contain;'

the required silicone oil in the housing, and/or wires were
terminated using an unqualified V-type tape splice configuration.

4. APC did not have documentation in a file to demonstrate i
qualification of Premium RB grease for use on fan motors-
inside containment and room coolers outside containment.

These violations constitute an EQ Category A problem.

Civil Penalty - $450,000 (These EQ violations existed in excess of
100daysofplantoperation). <

II. Violation Not Assessed A Civil Penalty-

A. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion I, Organization, requires that
persons and organizations perfonning quality assurance functions shall
have sufficient authority and organizational freedom to. identify quality
problerrs, to recomend solutions, and to verify implementation of
solutions. 10 CFR Part-50, Appendix B. Criterion XVI, Corrective
Action further requires that measures shall be established to assure
conditions adverse to quality are promptly corrected._ The accepted
QA program (FNP-FSAR-17):Section 17.2.1.2, which in part implements-

_

10 CFR Part 50,-Appendix-B, as required by 10:CFR 50.54(a), states that
Safety Audit and Engineering Review (SAER) under the direction of the
manager (MSAER), has been' established to provide'a ecmprehensive

_

independent audit program of safety-related activities to verify _'that
,

such activities are in compliance with the operational: quality
assurance program (00AP). -FNP-FSAR-17 further states that the
Supervisor-SAER and his staff stationed at FHP shall. conduct the
audit program, and he has the authority to_ identify' problems,
recomend solutions, and verify corrective actions. -Section 17.2.16
states.that an administrative procedure has been written.to assure-
that conditions adverse to quality are promptly identified and
corrected.

.
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i Contrary to the above SAER is not ensuring effective. execution of
the quality assurance program in that-conditions adverse to quality -;,
associated with the EQ prograt: have not been promptly corrected. The "

'

following Corrective Action Requests'(CARS) describe deficiencies.

; identified by SAER for which corrective actions-had, at the time of
7

the inspections. not yet been completed.

CAR No. Date Identified Estimated Completion Date.

'

830 November 1983 March 3, 1988
[ 1251 October 1986 March 31,.1988

This is a Severity Level IV violation (10 CFR 2 Appendix C.
Su,nplement I).

Pursuant'to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201 Alabama Power Company (licensee) is--
hereby required to submit a written: statement or explanation to the Director,

. Office of Enforcement -U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, within 30 daysiof
'

the date: of this Notice. -- This' reply should be clearly marked as:a " Reply"to a
L Notice of Violation".and should include for each violation: -(1) admission or-
' denial of the violation, (.2)--the reasons" for the. violation' if admitted, .(3)ithe

corrective _stepsthathavebeentaken'andtheresultsachieved,-(4)thecorrec-
tive steps which will be taken to avoid further violations, and (5) the date
when full-compliance will:be achieved.- If-an_ adequate reply is-not received -
within the time'specified in this Notice,'an order may be issued-to show cause
why the license should not_be modified; suspended,<or: revoked or why such other

, action as may be proper should not-be taken.' Consideret.on may.be given to-
-

|- extending the response time for good cause shown.: Under;the' authority of <

Section '182 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2232, this : response:shall .be_ submitted under-
oath or affirmation. -

Within the same time as-provided for the response required above under--
10 CFR 2.201,:the licensee may pay the civil penalty by11etter addressed <to the
Director, .0ffice of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear. Regulatory Comission, with a L

. check, draft, or money order payable to the Treasurer of-the United States in
the1 amount of the' civil ~ penalty proposed above, orf the cumulative: amount the-

civil peralties:if more than:one civil penalty is proposed,-~or may-protest
imposition of the: civil penalty in whole orzin 'part by a written answer
addressed to"the Director..0fficeLof-Enforcement, U.S.: Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. --Should the licensee fail to answer within the: time specified, an
order imposing 1the civil penalty will be issued. Should the licensee elect-toL
file-an answer in accordance with 10.-CFRf2.205' protesting the: civil penalty 11n-
whole or in part, such answer should-be clearly marked as an "A~nswer. to a''

_ Notice of Violation"~and may: -(1) deny the violationstlisted in this Notice in"
whole "or in part,-(2) demonstrate. extenuating circumstances. (3) show error..ini
this-Notice. or (4)ishow other reasonstwhy the' penalty should not be imposed.-
In addition-to_ protesting the civil penalty, such answer may request. remission
or mitigation of the' penalty.-

.._ , _ __ - , - . m . __ .~ , ,, , , _
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In requesting _ mitigation of the proposed penalty, the factors addressed in the
'' Modified Enforcement Policy Relating:to110 CFR 50.49,: Environmental Qualifica-
tion of Electrical Equipment Important .to Safety for Nuclear Power Plants"

- contained in Generic Letter 88-07 should be addressed. Any written answer in-
-

accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set forth separately free the statement
or explanation'in reply pursuant to~10 CFR 2.201 but may incorporate parts of
the 10 CFR 2;201 reply by specific reference (e.g., citing page and paragraph
numbert) to avoid repetition. -The attention of the licensee -is directed to the
other provi:1ons of 10 CFR 2.205 regarding the _ procedure. for . imposing a civil
penalty.

Upon failure to pay the penalty due, which has been subsequently determined -in
accordance with the applicable-provisions _ of 10 CFR 2,205, this matter. may be
-referred.to the Attorney General,' an6 the. penalty, unless compromised, remitted,
or mitigated, may be collected by civil action pursuant to Section-234c of the
Act 42 U.S.C.-228?.

The respoi.:es tc the tirector, Office of Enforcement, noted above;(Reply tc a -
Notice of Vio = tion.-:ietter with payment of-civil penalty, and Answer to a
Notice of,Violat;nn) should be addressed to:- Director, Office of; Enforcement,

.

'

U.S.-Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk, Washington,
DC 20555, with a copy to the Regional- Administrator, Region:II-and a: copy to

Lthe NRC Resident Inspector,' Farley Nuclear Plant.-

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

1. Nelson Grace
Regional ~ Administrator 13

Dated at Atlanta, Georgia
this- day of 1988

.- |
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